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LIFE

OF

THE RIGHT HONORABLE

EDMUND BURKE.

EDMUND 3URKE was the second son of k

respectable attorney at Dublin, and his mother

came of the ancient family of the Nagles. He
was bom on the 1st of January, (old style,) in

the year 1730
;
and when very young, was sent

to the school of Balytore, in the north of

Ireland, then kept by Abraham Shackleton, a

member of the Society of Friends, or, as they

are commonly called, Quakers. Shackleton

was a classical scholar of considerable emi-

nence, and a man of enlarged mind, who
devoted himself to the improvement of his

pupils with indefatigable application and con-

scientious integrity. His seminary was the

nursery of many great characters, who have

figured conspicuously at the bar, in the church,

VOL. I. b
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A

and the senate. Here Burke jaid in a solid

foundation of learning; and, besides Greek and

Latin, his exercises in which gave him a decided

superiority over all his contemporaneous stu-

dents, he applied to the reading of the finest

English authors both in prose and verse. Of

his early habits or favorite pursuits at this

period of his life, however we know but little;

for those writers who have professed to give

the most ample and exact memoir of this great

man, were totally ignorant of his private

history, and even unacquainted with his per-

son; whence their accounts of his youthful

occupations iliay safely be passed over as the

fictions of conjectural biography. Yet it is

certain that the attainments of Burke, while

at the school of Balytore, were extensive and

valuable
;
and it is equally honorable to him

and his preceptor, that through life they mutu-

ally respected each other, which was manifested

by the correspondence carried on between the

son and successor of Abraham Shackleton and

the illustrious pupil of his venerable father.

Before Edmund Burke left this school, his

elder brother died; which event, is said to

have occasioned his removal to Trinity College,

bublin
;
but this is a mistake, for he was now

of an age to be transplanted thither, and as his

original destination was the law, the change

that had occurred made no alteration in the
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Views of his father. At college he had Gold-

smith for one of his cotemporaries, who has

been frequently heard to declare that Burke

gave no extraordinary promise of superior

talents while at the university. But velocity

was unfortunately not among the leading virtues

of Goldsmith; and it is well known, that

whenever literary reputation came in the way
of that ingenious, but eccentric, man, envY

always got the better of good, nature^ Gold-

smith "could not endure the praises bestowed

upon another for talents which he fancied no

one possessed in a higher degree than himself

All his intimates were sensible of this failing,

but as it was a weakness without malevolence,

his harmless vanity only excited their mirth,

and no one ever thought it worth his while to

resent his petulance. The observation of

Goldsmith, therefore, respecting the acade-

mical honors of his friend, is in itself unde-

serving of notice
;

but since it has been

brought forward, truth requires that it should

be repelled; and this is easily done, for the late

Dr. Thomas Leland, a much better judge of

learning than Goldsmith, never mentioned the

name of Edmund Burke without a fond recur-

rence to the brilliant emanations of his open-

ing genius, witnessed inter sylvas academi, when
he was himself a fellow and tutor of Trinity

College. «
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A little before he left the university, Burke

gave a happy display of his talent for imitative

composition, in a series of essays, written so

closely in the manner of Charles Lucas, a

pblitfw apothecary of Dublin, that while they

imposed upon the admirers of that noisy pa-

triot, they at the same time turned the prin-

ciples of their idol into ridicule, by exposing

the consequences which necessarily flowed

from them. This Lucas was a turbulent de-

magogue, who affected the character of a

reformer, and so far succeeded, as first to

^
become an object of prosecution, which made

him popular; then he procured a doctor’s

degree from a Scotch university; next got

himself chosen an alderman of Dublin
;

after

which he obtained a seat in the Irish House of

Commons, and then sunk again into his original

obscurity and contempt.

Victory over such an opponent as this could

hardly be productive of glory, and therefore it

is not to be wondered that these early effusions

of Burke’s versatile powers should long since

have been consigned to oblivion : neither per-

haps is it to be regretted, that hitherto none of

the hunters of literary relics should have suc-

ceeded in bringing "them to light. It is de-

serving of remark, however, that the only

controversies in which Burke has been known

to jfave engaged, had for their object the^
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detection of sophistryi and the prevention of

anarchy.

He was now in his twentieth year, and from

this period to his settlement in England, a

chasm occurs in his# history which we Hte not

the means of filling up satisfactorily. Sfee (tf

his biographers assert, that he came to London

direct from college, while others assert, that he

went first to Glasgow, where he offered himself

as a candidate for the professorship of logic in

that university, being induced so to do by

seeing a placard affixed to the gate of the old

college, inviting a competition for the vacant

chair, although the successor was already

privately chosen. Burke, it seems, if we are

to believe the tale, was ignorant of this esoteric

method of determining an academical appoint-

ment, and therefore tendered his services, in

the mere confidence of his qualifications for the

place, without making any inquiry as to forms,

or exerting what interest he could make among

the electors. That under such circumstances

he was unsuccessful need not to be wondered

at
;
and it would have been surprising indeed, if

the event had proved otherwise, considering the

youth of the candidate, and his being a total

stranger to the university. But though we

have not the means of refuting the story,

entirely, by direct proof, the improbability of it

may easily be shown; for in the year 1751,
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tenninated in disgrace and mortification, it is

certmn that the friends of religion were for a

time greatly alarmed, not for the cause of truth,

which they knew to be impregnable, but for

the welfare of societyx/A host of writers, there-

fore, came forward to refute the sophistry con-

tained in the posthumous works of Bolinbroke

;

which in a short space sunk into contempt.

While, however, they yet hovered above the

,chaos of night, and appeared portentous of in-

calculable evils, Mr. Burke, then young and

unt:nown to the world, hit upon a method of

attack, that evinced his own incomparable

powers, and completely etposed the empty

pretensions of the deceased infidel. Early in

1756, he published, A Vindication of Natural

Society; or a View of the Miseries and Evils

arising to Mankind from every species of Arti-

ficial Society. In a letter to Lord

By a late Noble Writer.” The style of Bolin-

broke, lofty, declamatory and rapid, is not easy

of imitation, yet so closely was it caught in the

present instance, that many persons were de-

ceived into the belief, that the pamphlet was

a genuine production of this celebrated noble*

man
;
and some there were who actually praised

it above his best performances. It was soon

i^iscovered, however, by men of deeper judg-

ment, that the anonymous author had a better

object in view, than that of availing himself of
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a "popular name to impose an ingenious fraud

upon the public*. They saw in this imitation

of Bolinbroke, the best confutation of his de-

lusive mode of reasoning, by the application of

it to a point of experience, in which all men

are personally interested, and of which there

are few who cannot form a correct opinion.

The sceptical pretender to philosophy, in his

attempts to overthrow all religion, whether

natural or revealed, drew his arguments en-

tirely from the abuses which superstition, fana-

ticism, and craft, have, in various ages, devised

and established as of divine prescription. This

fallacious mode of reasoning, indeed, was not

new, but it was artfully adapted to cheat

people of light minds out of their faith, by

persuading them that the corruptions so pro-

minently exhibited, were the necessary conse-

quences of the doctrines which they had been

accustomed to regard as of sacred authority.

Bolinbroke's rhetorical genius gave him many

advantages in throwing a delusive glare over

his paradoxes ; and it was, therefore, reason-

able to apprehend that the boldness of his

assertions, and the examples adduced for their

support, would furnish the licentious with ar-

guments, which though they had not wit

enough to find them out by their own exer-.

tions, they might be able to apply with de-

structive effect, to stagger the principles of
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an examination of the passions immediatdy

connected with, and excited by, the two objects

of investigation
;
in the second and third the

Author enters into a minute discussion of the

properties of those things in nature,' which

produce in us ideas of the Sublime and Beau-

tiful. The fourth is directed to the physical

cause by which those properties in things are

fitted to raise correspondent affections in the

mind
;
and in the last he considers the opera-

tion of words.

The inquiry opens by establishing the doc-

trine of a distinction between positive and

relative pain and pleasure; after which the

passions are reduced to two heads, those of

self-preservation, and those of society. To

the first of these principles are referred all the

passions which have their origin in positive

pain, and relative pleasure
;
while to the latter

are assigned all the relative pains and positive

pleasures. Hence it is inferred that the former

is the source of the Sublime, as the latter is of

the Beautiful.

Under the head of Society, the author con-

siders three passions, as those which cause the'

greatest part of the pleasure, which we take in

the fine arts, namely. Sympathy, Imitation,

and Ambition. The second part of the inquiry

opens with a definition of the passion, caused

by the great and sublime in nature, and
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which in its highest degree is astonishment, or

that state of the soul wherein all its motions

are suspended, with some degree of horror.”

This leads the author to the consideration of

Terror, as being in some mode or other, the

great instrument in producing the Sublime, by

exalting small, and increasing the effects of

darge, ol^ects. This position is illustrated by

many apposite examples, particularly by the

poble description of Death, in Milton, a por-

trait which is justly said to ‘‘astonish with

its gloomy pomp and expressive uncertainty.”

The inquirer then enters more fully and

minutely, into a discussion of the difference

between Clearness and Obscurity, for the

purpose of proving that the latter generates

more sublime ideas than the former. “ It is

our ignorance of things,” says he, “that causes

all our admiration, and chiefly excites our

passions. Knowledge and acquaintance make

the most striking causes affect but little. It is

thus with the vulgar, and all men are as the

vulgar in what they do not understand. The

ideas of eternity and infinity, are among the

most affecting we have ; and yet perhaps there

is nothing of which we really understand so

little, as of infinity and eternity.” Having

fixed this principle firmly by uncontested ex-

perience, and an appeal to universal feeling,

the author resolves all general privations into
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causes of the Sublime; such as Vacuity, Dark-

ness, Solitude, Silence, and Extent. To the

idea of Vastness, he refers in some degree an-

other impression, that of Infinity which arises

when we do not see the bounds of any large

object, or when its parts are so continued to

any indefinite number, that the imagination

meets no check to hinder its extending them

at pleasure.

Having examined Extension, the author pro-

ceeds to consider Light and Colours. He ob-

serves that in general, Darkness is a more

sublime idea than Light, because the latter

unless it b^ unusually splendid, is of too com-

mon occurrence to affect the mind. On the

same principle he makes dusky colours, or at

least those which are very strong, causes of

the Sublime in preference to those which are

light and brilliant.

We are next called to the other senses, the

principal of which is Hearing
;
and here, con-

formable to the general doctrine, great loud-

ness is stated to be grand in the highest de-

gree, while intermitting sounds, the cries of

animals, and sudden silence are considered,

according to circumstances, as accessory causes

of the Sublime. The fourth part of the Inquiry

treats of the connexion which subsists between

certain qualities in bodies, and particular emo-

tions of the human mind, in order to discover
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this efiScient cause of the Sublime and Beauti-

ful. In the course of this abstruse disquisition,

the bodily effects of Pain and Terror are de-

^ scribed, from whence arises a question, . how
anything allied to such impressions can be

productive of delight. In answer to this, the

author observes, that inaction is a very noxious

principle, and the cause ofmany dangerous dis-

tempers by the languor it occasions
;
that exer-

cise which resembles labor and pain, in being

an exertion of the contracting power ofthe mus-

cles, is the best cure for dejection and spleen,

and that therefore it is accompanied with a

degree of pleasure.

After this the nature of Vision comes under

examination, in order to shew ho.w bodies of

vast dimensions, are capable of exciting the

contraction or tension of the nerves
;
which

property is attributed . to the impressions made

on the eye, by the rays reflected back upon

it from those objects.

The Inquiry is next directed to the nature of

Succession, and the uniformity of Sounds in

order to explain their effects, and the analogy

between them and visible things. Our author

now enters into contactVifh Locke on the sub-

ject of Darkness, which that great writer says,

does not naturally’ convey an idea of terror.

Mr, Burke, on *the contrary, maintains that

there is an association which makes obscurity
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terrible, and he supports his opinion by an

appeal to experience
;

for in utter darkness, it

is impossible to know in what degree of safety

we i^tand
;
we are ignorant of the objects that

surround us; we may every moment strike

against some dangerous obstructions
;
we may

fall down a precipice, the first step we take

;

and if an enemy approach, we know not in

what quarter to defend ourselves ;
in such a

case, strength is no sure protection
;
wisdom

can only^act by guess
;
the boldest are stag’

gered; and he who would pray for nothing

else is forced to pray for light.

Having largely explicated the physical cause

ofthe passion, in which the principle ofsublimity

originates, the inquirer proceeds to a considera-

tion of Love, as the passion naturally produced

by Beauty : and here among various remarks

of uncommon force and elegance, is one on

the contrast between small and vast objects,

which cannot easily be paralleled by anything

in the writings of ancient or modern philo-

sophers.

The fifth part on the influence of Words, is

no less argumentative ^nd original than the

rest of the Inquiry, fn this part, words are

divided into three classes.—The first class com-

prehends those which are aggregates/ or such

as represent many simple ideas united by na-

ture to form one determinate composition, as
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.man, horse, tree, &c. The second class con-

sists of words, which stand for one simple idea

of such compounds and no more, as red, blue,

round, square, and the like
;
these are called

simple abstract words. The third class is

formed by an arbitrary union of both the

others, and of the various relations between

them, in greater or less degrees of complexity

;

as virtue, honor, persuasion, magistrate, and

the like. These last are the compound ab-

stract words, of which the author says, that

not being real essences, they hardly cause any

real ideas. This, however, is a doubtful posi-

tion, and somewhat paradoxical, for surely,

though determinate images cannot be raised

in the mind by such terms, simply expressed,

it seems too far from a just conclusion, that no

ideas whatever are suggested by them. Virtue

for instance is a word that cannot excite an

image, or be embodied, as it were, to the mind’s

eye, yet where is the person of understanding,

who is destitute of an idea of what is meant

by the expression, though it is out of his power

to give a precise definition of it?

There is another que^ionable assertion in

this part, and that is where the ingenious

author says, “ So little does Poetry depend

for its effect on the power of raising sensible

images, that I am convinced it would lose a

very considerable part of its energy, if thii

c
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wtre the necessary result of all descTiption*-*

because that union of affecting words, which

is the most powerful of all poetical instruments,

would frequently lose its force along with

its propriety, and consistency, if the sensible

images were always excited.”

, In opposition to this doctrine, it is sufficient

to adduce the authority of Longinus, to whom

alone, as a philosophical critic, is Burke in-

ferior. That elegant writer in his section on ima-

gery, says, ‘'Visions, which by some are called

images, contribute very much to the weight,

magnificence, and force of composition. The

name of an image is generally given to any

idea, however represented to the mind, which

is communicable to others by discourse : but

a more particular sense of it has now become

prevalent : when for instance, the imagination

is, so warmed and affected, that you seem to

behold yourself, the very things you are de-

scribing, and to display them to the life, before

the eyes ofan audience. Rhetorical and poe-

tical images, however, have a different object;

the design of the latter is surprise, that of the

former is perspicuity.”

Thus the greatest critic 6f antiquity, held

imagery to be the highest effect of mental exer-

tion; whereas our illustrious modern will not

^low that Poetry can with any propriety be
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Oftlledan art of imitation; in which opinion, wc
believe, he hashad but few if any followers. Nor

indeed has the principal doctrine of his admira-

ble work, that of making Terror the great cause

of the Sublime, been suffered to pass without

contradiction, and some writers of late, ha3ire

held it up to ridicule in a manner, which shows

more malignity than acumen. To the second

edition of the Inquiry, the author prefixed an

excellent discourse concerning Taste, which

faculty he does not presume to describe by a

formal definition, though he ascribes to it the

general power of forming a judgment on worts

of imagination and the arts.

In the same year with this original Treatise,

came out, a compilation in two volumes, en-

titled An Account of the' European Settle-

ments in America;” which the public voice

long concurred in ascribing to Mr. Burke,

without any contradiction of it on his part;

nor was it till sometime after his demise, that

his right to the work was called in question.

That the performance was worthy of ^his pen,

few persons who have read it carefully will

venture to deny; and certain it is that the

ablest judges of literary composition, and those

the most intimate with Mr. Burke, very readily

acquiesced in the general opinion of its origin.

The Abb6 Raynal, in particular, was so sensible

of the value of this history of the European
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Colonies in America, as to incorporate almost

the whole o£ it in his own elaborate and philo-

sophical work on the Indies. Another publi-

cation, but of a more permanent character,

which at this period did credit to the fertile

genius and indefatigable industry of Burke,

was the Annud Register. There is reason to

believe, that the idea of this valuable compi-

lation, suggested itself during the progress of

the preceding history, occasioned by thte dif-

ficulties which the author found in his research,

after the facts necessary for the elucidation of

his subject. Upon this he drew up the plan

of a yearly volume, to contain a digested re-

cord offoreign and domestic events
;
an arrange-

ment of public papers with other documentary

matter; and extracts froni nbw books of impor-

tance, illustrative of the literary, scientific, and

political history of the times. The plan- being

submitted to Dodsley, was readily adopted by

that active publisher, and in the month of June

1759, the first volume made its appearance, all

the original matter of which was furnished by

Mr. Burke, who continued to write the his-

torical part, and to superintend the whole col-

lection for many years afterwards.

These laborious exertions, which had for

their object, the attainment of an honorable

independence, produced a debility in the frame

of Mr, Burke, that gave great alarm to his
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mends. Among these was Dr, Christopher

Nugent, a physician, and brother to Dr. Thomas
Nugent, an author by profession, but chiefly

known to the literary world by his excellent

translations. Both these gentlemen were the

countrymen of Burke, great admirers of his

talents,, and zealous in promoting his interests.

On perceiving the inroad which an incessant

application to study had made in his constitu-

tion, »the benevolent physician earnestly in-

treated him to quit his chambers in the Temple,

and take apartments in his house. This propo-

sition was complied with, and the good effects

of it soon appeared in the renovation of health

and strength. But another consequence re-

sulted from it, and that was a sympathetic affec-

tion between the idvalid, arni the daughter of

Dr. Nugent; which, within a short space, termi-

nated in a marriage; and though the young
lady had not a shilling of portion, a happier

couple never existed, insomuch that to the

end of his days, Mr. Burke was wont to say

to his friends, that ** In all the anxious mo-
ments of his public life, every care vanished

when he entered his own house.”

But though this alliance was not immedi-

ately lucrative, it was extremely fortunate, by
bringing our author into an extensive circle of

acquaintance, consisting of> persons in the

highest stations, and others of established ere-
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dit in the World of letters. Thobenefit of these

connexions was quickly felt, and when the

earl of Halifax was appointed at the beginning

of October, 1761, to the viceroyalty of Ireland,

Mr. Burke obtained a situation in his suite as

one of his secretaries. The government of

lord Halifax lasted only a few months, he

being recalled the following summer to take

an active part in the administration at home

:

and Mr. Burke returned with him, having

previously sepured a pension of two hundred

a year, on the Irish establishment. It does

not appear that he enjoyed any preferment in

England, at this time, though his friend Wil-

liam Gerard Hamilton continued in favour with

lord Halifax, and was appointed his under

secretary of state. That gentleman is said to

have soon afterwards quarrelled with Burke
;

who in consequence threw up his pension, and

once more had recourse to his pen for a sup-

pbrt. The feelings of the public, were at

this period much agitated by the ascen-

dancy of lord Bute, and the prospect of a

peace, so that the field of politics presented an

abundance of matter for the exercise of a mind

stored with reading, inured to writing, and

fertile in argument.

Burke, however, had the good sense and

•magnanimity, notwithstanding the neglect

which he had experienced, to avoid the vulgar
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topic of the day, and confined himself to »
subject of general interest. He entered into

the question of peace with ardour, and in some

able pamphlets, endeavoured to impress upon

the minds of ministers, the necessity of adding

to our colonial strength in theWest Indies, by

extending our possessions in the \icinity. Most

of the tracts which he published on this occa-

sion are now lost, or forgotten; since up to

this period, and beyond it, he never affixed his

name to any of his publications. But the per-

formances of which we are speaking, were

known to Johnson, through whom the author

became introduced to Mr. William Fitzherbert,

the father of lord St. Helens. This gentleman

who was member of parliament for the town

of Derby, brought Mr. Burke acquainted with

the marquis of Rockingham and lord Vemey,

at the very time when the former of those

noblemen becanre the head of a party, which

in a short time effected a change in the ad$ni-

nistration. The measures of Mr. George Gren-

ville, particularly in regard to the imposition

of a Stamp Duty in America, giving general

offence, occasioned his dismissal from office at

the beginning of 1765 ; and in the new arrange-

ment that took place, the marquis of Rocking-

ham was made first lord of the treasury. This

was a brilliant prospect to Mr. Burke, for be

was immediately appointed private secretary
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to the prime minister, as his brother WilJiam

was to general Conway, one of the secretaries

" of state. The same year Mr. Edmund Burke

as elected into parliament for the borough of

Wendover, in Buckinghamshire, on the interest

of lord Verney. This administration was

formed undej^the mediation of the duke of

Cumberland, with the co-operation of the duke

of Newcastfe, who it was expected would have

taken the lead in the new cabinet. But the

old statesman declined the distinction, when

the honour was offered to him, and the report

went current at the time, that during the set-

tlement, he plainly told the marquis of Rock-

ingham, that he must be first lord of the trea-

sury, and that when his lordship objected to

the appointment, on the ground of inexpe-

rience, his grace facetiously answered :
“ It

does not signify, marquis, first lord of the trea-

sury you must be; care shall be taken to

appoint proper persons to assist your lordship

in the business of your department; and as to

the disposal of the places in your lordship’s

power, if you are not qualified there, I am
ready to undertake that part of your office

myself.”

But though this administration was formed

on broad principles, and comprised men whose

integrity could not be called in question, it

was far from giving satisfaction to the people,
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who were then, as they had been indeed

the space of four years prior, in a state of high

political fever. Much scurrility was thrown'

out at the expense of $lDme of the members,

and among the rest the two Burkes came in

for their share of abuse. It was roundly

averred that Edmund was a e||^cealed Jesuit,

and that William had borne arms in the rebel-

lion of 1746; though it was well known that

the former was educated first in a Protestant

seminary, and next in the college of Dublin,

and that his brother was not more than twelve

years old at the period when he was said to

have joined the standard of the Pretender.

This miserable calumny arose from the circum-

stance of the marriage of Edmund Burke into

a Roman Catholic family, but all the branches

of his own, as well as himself, were members of

the Established Church.

The, proceedings of this administration be-

long properly to history, and could not well

be compressed into a narrative of this brief

description. It was soon obvious, however,

that the fabric, whatever might be the inten-

tions of {hose who projected, or of the persons

who composed it, was too feeble to last long

;

and the death of the duke of Cumberland

within four months after its formation, gave

it a shock that could not be repaired. During

its existence much vigour was manifested, and
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many Assigns were Jaid for the eorrectioH of

abodes^ the encourageiaent of trade, and above

all ft)# the conoiliation df the American colo-

nies. But m pursuingthe last measure the new

mdmsters were very uirfbrtunate. The Gren-

ville party were for enforcing the StampDuty

by coercion, t|||t so much perhaps in regaird

to the lucrative advantages of that particular

branch of revenue, as from a design to carry for-

ward a general system of colonial taxation. Mr.

Pitt, and his numerous adherents, on the con-

trary denied the right of the British parliament

to taix the colonies at all, and this conflict,

upon principle, reduced the question -to a

serious dilemma. The administration to which

Mr. Burke belonged, were therefor^ involved

HI difficulties, out of which it was scarcely

possible to escape, without giving offence at

home or abroad. Something, however, was to

be done, and the method adopted appeared

10 doubt in the minds of the projectors best

Calculated to allay the ferment that had been

excited, and to pacify all parties on both sides

ef the Atlantic. But they were mistaken, for

though the repeal of the Stamp Act was con-

ciliatory,. the act which accompanied it, asSert-

fcg the right of parliament to legislate for the

colonies in everything, only added fresh fuel

to the fire. There was certainly much incon-

sistency in this proceeding, in which light
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it was viewed by the Americans, who. hial

sense enough to perceive that it was in fact

nothing more than a temporary piece of policy,

intended to last just 8^ long and no . longer

than as it suited the purposes of the contrivers^

There were various opinions as to the direct

author of this goodly scheme, the comm<m
one hitherto has been, that it emanated from

the active mind of Mr. Burke, who certainly

considered it one of the beneficial acts of the

party with whom he was connected. Others,

however, entertained a different opinion of its

merits, and the administration from whence

it proceeded became so unpopular, that within

the space of twelve months it w^s compelled

to give place to a set of men formed under the

auspices of Mr. Pitt, who became a peer,

and keeper of the privy seal. This change

was a great blow to Mr. Burke, who retired

from office without having secured a pension

;

but in this disinterested conduct he did not

stand alone, for the whole body of his col-

leagues threw up their places on the same

independent principle. The new cabinet gave

as little satisfaction to the nation as that which

bad been so ungraciously dismissed ; and the

earl of Chatham, who had been so long the

popular favourite, was now made the object of

continual abuse in pamphlets aijid newspapers.

Even his brother-in-law, earl Temple, not only
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refused to take a part in this motley adminis-

tration, but published a severe diatribe on the

conduct of his noble relative, who was charged

by him in plain terms with aiming at a perpe-

tual dictatorship.

It was soon seen, and pretty generally admit-

ted, that what^er errors might have been com-

mitted by the former ministers, little, if anything

was gained by their removal
;
and though the

talents of the prime mover of the machine were

unquestionably great, they were rendered in a

considerable degree inefficient, by the confessed

imbecility of several of his associates. The de-

scription which Mr. Burke, some years after-

wards in a famous speech gave of this hetero-

geneous composition, though highly ludicrous,

was perfectly correct. Having defended the

phalanx to which he belonged, and bestowed

some encomiums upon the personal character

of the venerable lord Chatham, he proceeded

to' animadvert upon his public conduct at

the period in question. “For a wise man„ he

seemed to me at the time,” says Mr. Burke,

“ to be governed too much by general maxims.

I speak with the freedom of history, and I hope

without offence. One or two of these maxims,

flowing from an opinion, not the most indulgent

to. our unhappy species, and surely a little too

general, led him into measures, that were

greatly mischievous to himself
;
and, for that
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reason among others, perhaps fatal to his coun-

try ; measures, the effects of which, I am afraid,

are for ever incurable. He made an adminis-

tration so chequered and speckled; he put

together a piece of joinery, so crossly indented

and whimsically dove-tailed ; a cabinet so vari-

ously inlaid
;
such a piece of diversified mo-

saic; such .a tessellated pavement without

cement, here a bit of black stone, and there

a bit of white
;

patriots and courtiers
;

king’s

friends and republicans; whigs and tories;

treacherous friends and open enemies
;
that it

was indeed a very curious show, but utterly

unsafe to touch, and unsure to stand on. The

colleagues, whom he had assorted at the same

boards, stared at each other, and were obliged

to ask, ‘ Sir, your name ?—Sir, you have the

advantage of me
;

Mr. Such-a-one—I beg a

thousand pardons.’—I venture to say, it did

so happen, that persons had a single office

divided between them, who had never spoke

to each in their lives until they found them-

selves, they knew not how, pigging together,

heads and points, in the same truckle bed.”

Against this adn^inistration while it lasted,

Mr. Burke directed the artillery of his elo-

quence, with unceasing vigour in the house of

commons, and at the same time followed up

his attacks with equal power through the

medium of the press.
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Immediately after his dismissal from olfice,

he published “ A Short History of a late Short

Administration,” which was printed on a broad

sheet, and very widely distributed throughout

the empire, in order to make the nation sensi-

ble of the great loss it had sustained, by the

extinction of measures, which had been par-

tially commenced for the encouragement of

trade, and the restoration of tranquillity.

On the rising of parliament this year, Mr.

Burke finding himself disengaged from public

business, visited his native island, where he

renewed many of those agreeable connexions,

.which he had formed in his earlier years, and

which, to his honor, he cherished through life,

with sincere and warm affection, even when his

friends became opposed to him in political sen-

timents.

On the dissolution of parliament in 1768,

Mr. Burke was again returned for Wendover,

and it is not a little remarkable, that Mr. Fox,

who now came into the house of commons for

the first time, began his oratorical career by

encountering the formidable powers of the man,

v^ith whom he not long afterwards formed an

alliance. Mr. Fox was now an adherent of

the ministers, and an opponent of those doc-

trines which he at a maturer age zealously

defended. The great question which then

divided the public, was the right of parliament
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to expel Wilkes for his libels. Burke took the

popular side of the • argument, and Fox as*

strenuously maintained, that the voice of the

people was only to be heard in the house of

commons. The nation was thrown into a vio-

lent ferment by this impolitic, though perfectly

legal, measure, and while it engrossed the

thoughts of all parties, a writer made his ap-

pearance, who through the medium of a news-

paper, and covered with a mask that has never

been removed, blew up the flame to the utmost

daring of sedition.

It was very evident that the letters of Junius

proceeded from one, who was well acquainted

with the members of administration, and who

owed them a grudge for injuries, either real or

imagined, which the author had received from

them. The asperity he felt running through

these famous epistles, was sufficient to con-

vince every unbiassed reader, that blighted am-

bition and deep resentment alone gave them

birth. The ascription of them, therefore, to

some member of the Rockingham party, was

extremely natural ; and upon whom, could the

suspicion of being Junius fall with so mufeh

weight of probability as on Burke ? His abili-

ties were undoubted, his address in varying

his style to s\iit the object he had in view was

well known, his habit of writing anonymously

in periodical works was no secret, and that the
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disappointment which he 'had experienced,

should have soured his temper against those by

whom it was occasioned, was perfectly reason-

able. On all these accounts and some others,

little less plausible, many scrupled not to aver

that the letters of Junius came from the pen of

Burke, and we know that even the acute and

penetrating mind of Johnson, actually hung in

suspense upon the point, until Burke himself

spontaneously disavowed them with some de-

gree of warmth. Notwithstanding this, such

is the obstinacy of credulity, attempts have

been respeatedly made to establish the charge,

though the persons thus uselessly employed,

had no more light to throw upon the subject,

than their predecessors in this idle inquiry.

That Burke was not the author of the letters,

we ought to believe upon his own authority

;

but if that be not deemed sufficient, there is

internal evidence, more than abundant to

satisfy every unbiassed observer, that Junius

must be sought for in some other quarter.

In 1769, Mr. Burke published, without his

name, which as we have already observed was

his usual practice, an elaborate reply to a

pamphlet written by Mr. George Grenville,

entitled “ The Present State of the Nation.”

That gentleman drew a dismal picture of the

finances of this country, and as extravagant a

one of the resources of France, with a view
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of justifying his own measures, when* in office

particularly in regard to America, and of

depreciating those of the succeeding adminis-

trations.

Mr. Burke’s reply, therefore, was rather a

defence of his own party, than an attack upon

others
;
though in the treatment of his subject,

which he managed with consummate ability,

he overwhelmed the hostile ranks to which he

was opposed, by an exuberance of wit and an.

irresistible body of closely connected argu-

ments.
'

8oon after this, came out a pamphlet, inti-

tuled Thoughts on the Cause of the present

Discontents,” in which Mr. Burke attempted

to show, that for some years there had existed

a design to establish a double cabinet, one in-

terior, and the other exterior
;
the former epn-

sisting of a secret cabal behind the throne, and

the latter a servile set of ministers, subservient

4o their councils and ‘disposable at their plea-

sure. To this cause were boldly ascribed the

frequent changes that had taken place, and

the consequent distractions which prevailed

^throughout the empire.

\
There was, however, more rhetoric than truth

p this statement, but the writer’s aim was to

nrge the combination of an open aristocracy of

|)ower, property, and talents, on popular prin-

ciples, as a check upon the crown. This plan
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>yas nothing more, indeed, than a recurrence to

the old system of governing the nati9nal coun-

cils by the weight of party, which, in the esti-

mation of many good friends to the constitu-

tional liberty, was to the full, as objectionable

as that of pretended favouritism.

Though this performance of Mr. Burke is

beautifully fascinating as a composition, it is

now read only as an elegant declamation,

founded upon a visionary basis, and calculated

to serve the purposes of a political junto, who

were exasperated by the loss of place, and

wished to make the world believe, that the dis-

grace they had suffered arose from the machi-

nations of a secret faction behind the throne.

Mr. Burke, however, lived long enough to

see and acknowledge that the cause to which

he had ascribed the public discontents, was the

mere creature of the imagination
;
and that no

such private council as the One described by

him ever had an existence, The great earl of

Chatham often made the same declaration,

though he too, for political reasons, at one

period gave countenance to the current re-

port.

About the time when Mr, Burke’s pamph-

let came out, the duke of Grafton, unable to

resist the combination of talent that was made

against his administration, retired from office,

and was succeeded by lord North, whose mea-
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sures gave as little satisfaction as those of his

predecessor. Notwithstanding this, that noble-

man continued to hold the helm for several

years, amidst a conflict of the most tremen-

dous magnitude. As Burke was the most

powerful of his assailants, so the brightest of his

speeches were those which he delivered in

the house of commons, on the disputes with

America. He ridiculed lord North for his

propositions of conciliation, and attacked him

with unwearied ardour for pursuing a contest

founded on the very right, which had been

asserted in the declaratory act of lord Rock-

ingham’s administration, and of which there

can be no doubt that Mr. Burke was himself

the author. Much, therefore, as we may ad-

mire the brilliant genius of this eloquent, and

accomplished statesman, truth compels the

admission that he was here, as in some other

cases, palpably inconsistent.

14; has often excited surprise, how a minister,

of the easy and indolent temper of lord North,

could stem the torrent which ran impetuously

against him for so long a period. Mr. Burke,

once partly answered this question, by saying,

on leaving the house after a loud and stormy

debate, in which the minister preserved his

equanimity and humour to the last, '' Well,

there’s no denying it, gentlemen, this man has
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certaiufy more wit and good nature in him.

tha^ all of us put together.”

At the close of the year 1772, Mr. Burke

visited the French capital, where he was intro-

duced to most of the men of letters, and some

of th^ highest persons in the church and state,

who all vied with each other in showing their

respects to the talents of the illustrious stran-

ger. During his stay at Paris, this acute ob-

server who made human nature his study, could

not help seeing that an extensive confederacy

was going on against religion, and he knew that

if it succeeded,, the most fearful consequences

would result to- the injury of society. On

his return home, he revolved the subject in his

mind, and the more he considered it, the more

alarmed were his fears ; on which account he

took an opportunity of pointing out the progress

of Atheism to his countrymen, and particularly

the government, as a matter calling for the most

vigilant watchfulness. Mr. Burke in address-

ing the house, observed, that he was not over-

fond of calling in the aid of the secular arm,

to suppress doctrines and opinions; but he

thought that if ever it were to be raised, it

sfioiild be against those enemies of their kind,

who would take from man the noblest preroga-

tive of his nature, that of being a religious

animal.
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It is somewhat remarkable, that Dr. Priest-

ley made a similar observation on the state of

France ; for when he was there about the

same time with Mr. Burke, the members of

the Academy of Sciences to whom he was in-

troduced, wondered how a man of his free

sentiments could believe in a Deity.

Having mentioned Priestley, it may be pro-

per to remark, that he and Burke were at

this time on terms of intimacy, having con-

tracted an acquaintance at the table of lord

Shelburne with wliom the doctor then lived as

an amanuensis. The following anecdote, re-

lated by the doctor is worth inserting in this

place.—** On the morning of the day, January

29, 1774, when the cause of Dr. Franklin was

to be heard before the privy council, in regard to

the complaints of the province of Massachusets

against their governor, I met Mr. Burke in

Parliament Street, accompanied by Dr. Doug-

las, afterwards bishop of Salisbury. After

introducing us to each other as men of letters,

he asked me whither 1 was going ? I said I

could tell him whither 1 wished to go. He
then asked me where that was, I said to the

privy council, but that I was afraid I could not

get admission. He then desired me to go along

with him. Accordingly I did; but when we
got to the anti-room, we found it quite filled

with persons as desirous of getting admission
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as ourselves. Seeing this, I said, we should

never get through the crowd; He said, * Give

me your arm;’ and locking it fast in his, he

soon made his way to the door of the privy

council. I then said ' Mr. Burke you are an

excellent leader.’ He replied, ‘ I wish other

persons thought so too.’ After waiting a short

time, the door of the privy council opened, and

we entered the first, when Mr. Burke took

his stand behind the first chair next to the

president, and I behind that the next to his.”

What follows is a narrative of the proceedings,

and no way relative to the subject of this

memoir.

At the close of the session of parliament this

year, a dissolution took place, in which Mr.

Burke, who had hitherto sat for Weridover, was

now proposed to the freemen of Malton, in

Yorkshire, upon the interest of the marquis

of Rockingham. The election had but just

finished when a deputation of merchants came

from Bristol to invite Mr. Burke to become a

candidate for the representation of that opulent

city. This was an unexpected offer, but one

m was too honorable and important to be

slighted.

Courtesy, however, required an attention to

forms, and Mr. Burke went to consult his friends,

who were then sat down to dinner, 'upon the

lipe of conduct he should pursue. There was
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but one opinion on the matter, for all present

were attached to lord Rockingham, and the

present was an opportunity of strengthening

the common cause in which the^ were all con-

cerned. Accordingly a compliance with the

Whigs of Bristol was unanimously recom-

mended, and Mr. Burke, after taking a short

repast, threw himself into a post chaise, and

travelling night and day, reached the place of

his destination on the 13th of October, which

was the sixth day of the poll. The candidates

were lord Clare, (afterwards earl Nugent) and

Mr. Brickdale on the Tory or High Church
interest, and Mr. Cruger and Mr. Burke sup-

ported by the dissenters who then formed, as

they ever have done, a commanding influence

in the corporation and representation of that

great city. The contest on this occasion was
unusually severe, but it terminated after a
scrutiny, in the complete triumph ofthe popular

candidates.

Mr. Burke s speeches to the electors were

very much and deservedly admired, so, that

though he was the second in the return, he
entirely eclipsed his colleague. Cruger

an American merchant, vrfio by running away
with the daughter of an eminent banker, had
acquired considerable property at Bristol,

which with his being a native of New York,

procured him an interest that he was far
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from being entitled to, either on the score of

principle or of ability. Of the extent of his

talent he gave a curious specimen, when after

an eloquent harangue made on the Exchange,

by his associate, finding that a speech was

called for from himself, he said, ** Gentlemen,

I say ditto to Mr. Burke, again I say, ditto.”

This was at the beginning of the election, but

at the close of it he was some\yhat better pre-

pared, and told his constituents that their will

should be his rule, and that in all things he

would vote according to their directions. This

slavish principle Mr. Burke, when it came to

his turn to speak, manfully refused to admit,

and for so doing he assigned reasons, which

the writer of this sketch happens to know,

carried conviction home to many of his hearers,

though they were before of a different opi-

nion. The substance of his argument was

this.: Government and legislation' are mat-

•ters of reason and judgment, and not of incli-

na,tion
;
but what sort of reason is that, in which

the determination precedes the discussion, in

which one set of men deliberate and another

decide ? and where those who form the conclu-

sion are perhaps three hundred miles distant

from those who hear the arguments? Parlia-

ment” said Mr. Burke, “ is not a congress of

ambassadors from different ^ind hostile interests

;

\yhich interests each must maintain, as an agent
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and advocate, against other agents and advo-

cates
;
but parliament is a deliberative assem-

bly of one nation, with one interest, that of the

whole; where not local purposes, not local

prejudices ought to guide, but the general

good, resulting from the general reason of the

whole.”

To this sound, constitutional doctrine, Mr.

Burke invariably adhered through the whole

of his parliamentary history, though perhaps

some will be inclined to think that in submit-

ting to be a partizan he deviated nearly as much
on the other hand from the t^ue principle of

patriotism, which ought to distinguish all the

members of a national council. It is a question

not easily answered, whether the man who en-

lists in the trammels of a party, has more claim

to public respect, than he who takes the dic-

tum of his constituents for the absolute rule of

his conduct. Certain it is, however, that though

the one has more scope for the display of his

powers than the other, it is with an ill grace

he professes to be independent, while to use

the language of Goldsmith concerning his friend

Burke, He gives up to party what was meant

for mankind.”

One of the first acts of this great man after

taking his seat in the ensuing sessions, was to

bring forward a plan of conciliation with Ame-
rica

; the basis of which was a renunciation of

the right of parliament, to lay a tax upon the
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colonies, and allowing to the provincial assem-

blies the privilege of making such grants as

should suit their respective circumstances. This

scheme, feasible as it might appear to the projec-

tor and his friends, failed, however, to make an

impression upon the house, and therefore all the

propositions founded upon it, were rejected by

a great majority. Vhen, in the course of the

same session, the measure of introducing Ger-

man troops was adopted without the consent of

parliament, Mr. Burke lifted up his voice with

powerful eloquence against the unconstitu-

tional proceeding, and in answer to Wedder-

burne, the solicitor general, who defended it

in an elaborate speech, which he concluded by

moving the previous question
;
he observed, that

the learned gentleman had ransacked history,

statutes and journals, and had taken a very

long journey, as was usual with him, through

which he did not wish to follow him, but he

was always glad to meet him on his return

home. “ Let us” ‘‘ said Burke, strip off this

learned foliage entirely from his argument
;

let

us unswathe this Egyptian corpse, and bereave

it of its salt, gum, ^nd mummy, and see what

sort of a dry skeleton it is underneath—nothing

but a precedent! The gentleman asserts, that

a bill only can declare the consent of parlia-

ment—not an address—not a resolution of the

house yet he thinks that a resolution of the

house would,' in this case, be better than a bill
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of indemnity : so that we find a bill is nothing,

a resolution is nothing—nay, I fear our liberty

is nothing : and that ere long, our rights, free-

dom, and spirit, nay this house itself will

vanish, in a previous question.”

After opposing in vain, the measures taken

by government for the subjugation of the

colonies, Mr. Burke began to relax in his

efforts, and even to be less regular in his

attendance in the house; in justification of

which conduct, and at the same time to express

his entire sense of the question then at issue,

he wrote ^t the beginning of 1 777, a letter to

the sheriffs of Bristol, which was soon after?

wards printed with the consent, and most

probably at the desire of the author. Hitherto

perfect harmony had subsisted between him and

his constituents, but within a short time after

this, a serious difference arose, which instead

of being healed, became wider by the attempts

made at explanation. The first occasion of dis-

like given by Burke to the citizens of Bristol,

was his voting in favour of the act for extend-

ing the Irish trade. Such was the narrow

spirit of the English merchants, but particu-

larly those of Bristol, that they set every

engine at work to prevent a measure, which

was called for by the exigency of the times, as

much as by the principle of natural justice.

Burke was instructed by the electors of Bristol

to oppose the bill, but he had the manliness
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to venture upon risking their displeasure,

rather than pursue, out of mere policy, a line of

conduct which his conscience disapproved.

He wrote two letters on the subject, one to

the heads of a priyate commercial house, and

the other to the master of the company of

merchant adventurers, in both which he laid

down the most solid maxims of trade, and

advanced the most satisfactory reasons in

support of the legislative grant, which they re-

probated.

These arguments, however,, were thrown

away upon minds that viewed every object

through the discoloured medium of prejudice

and self-interest. Two other steps of Mr.

Burke, which while they did him honour, gave

great offence to the good people of Bristol;

where the part he took in regard to lord Beau-

champ’s bill for the Relief of Debtors, and his

vigorous support of sir George Savile’s act

in behalf of the Roman Catholics. This last

measure, though nothing more than what had

been long called for by every principle of

humanity, policy, and right, produced in

England and Scotland, that shameful combi-

nation of sectarian bigotry^ which, under the

specious name of the Protestant Association,

Brought an indelible stain upon the country, in

the riots of the year 1780. Just before the

occurrence of those dreadful outrages, Mr.

Burke brought forward, and carried his motion
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for leave to bring in a bill “For the better

regulation of hi# majesty’s civil establishments,

and of certain public offices
;
for the limitation

of pensions, and the suppression of sundry

useless, expensive, and inconvenient places,

and for applying the monies saved thereby

for the public service.”

But though successful in this popular object,

it had not the effect of securing his return for

Bristol at the election which took place in the

same year. On his arrival in that city after the

dissolution of parliament, he found an opposi-

tion raised against him, which, neither thepower
of his eloquence nor the interest of his friends

could overcome. The speech of Mr. Burke
on the hustings, in vindication of his parliamen-

tary conduct, was indeed a masterly piece of

declamation, but it made so little impression

upon the hearers, that after a short struggle

he deemed it prudent to retire from the
contest. A seat, however, was already
provided for him by his great patron, and
Malton, which he had originally quitted for

Bristol, now returned him without any diffi-

culty. It merits observation in this place,

that notwithstanding the rejection of Mr.
Burke by the electors, the corporate body of
Bristol, for the most part, adhered inflexibly

lo him, and of this attachment they gave a
striking proof not long afterwards, in choosing
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his brother Richard to be their Recorder on

the death of Dunning, lord Ashburton.

The American War, after seven years unsuc-

cessful struggle, was now drawing to that

point .which many sagacious persons had fore-

seen and predicted.

On the 27tK of February, 1782, general

Conway moved in the commons, a resolution

“That it is the opinion of this hou^e, that a

further continuance of an offensive war in

America, for the purpose of subduing by force,

the revolted colonies, is totally impracticable,

inasmuch as it weakens that force which we

ought to employ against our European enemies,

and which is contrary to his majesty’s declara-

.
tion in his most gracious speech from the

throne, where he expresses a wish to restore

peace and tranquillity.” This resolution, after

a long and warm debate, was carried by a

majority of two hundred and thirty-four,

against two hundred and fifteen; and the

next day, Mr. Burke communicated the in-

telligence to Dr. Franklin, who had a little

before requested his interest in negociating

the exchange of Mr. Henry Laurens, then in

the Tower, for general Burgoyne, who had

been taken prisoner at Saratoga. In answer

to the doctor, then at Paris, Mr. Burke wrote

the following letter
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“ Dear Sir,

YOUR most obliging letter demanded an

early answer. It has not received the acknowledgment

which so justly due to it. But Providence has well

supplied my deficiencies ; and the delay of the answer

has made it much more satisfactory than at the tiipe of my

receipt of your letter, I dared to promise myself it could bo.

r congratulate you, as the friend of America, 1 trust, as

not the enemy of England, I am sure, as the friend

mankind, on the resolution of the house of commons,

carried by a majority of nineteen at two o’clock this morn-

ing, in a very full house. It was the declaration of two

hundred and thirty-four; [ think it was the opinion of the

whole. I trust it will lead to a speedy peace between

the two branches of the English nation, perhaps to a

general peace
; and that our happiness may be an intro-

duction to that of the world at large. I most sincerely con-

gratulate you on the event. 1 wish I could say, that I

had accomplished my commission. Difficulties remain.

But as Mr. Laurens is released from his confinement, and

has recovered his health tolerably, he may wait, I hope,

without a great deal of inconvenience, for the final adjust-

ment of his troublesome business. He is an exceedingly

agreeable a^d honourable roan. L am much obliged to you

for the honour of his acquaintance. He speaks of you

as I do, and is perfectly sensible of your warm and friendly

interposition in his favour.

I have the honour to be,

With the highest possible esteem and regard.

Dear Sir,

Your most faithful and obedient humble servant,

EDMUND BURKE.”
“ London, tharles Street,

Feb. 28, 1782.”

General Burgoyne presents his best compliments to you

with his thanks for your obliging attentions towards him.”
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Encouraged by the advantage whicJh they

had gained in carrying this resolution, the oppo-

sition renewed their attacks upon the ministry

with such vigour, that on the 20th of

March, lord North announced his own resig-

nation, and that of his colleagues in the pre-

sence of an exceedingly full house. During the,

adjournment which followed this notification,'

the marquis of Rockingham was intrusted

with the arrangement of a new administration,

in which Mr. Burke took his part as pay-

master of the forces, with a seat in the privy

council.

The first measure that occupied the atten-

tion of parliament after the recess, was the

passing of an act in favour of Ireland, which

was followed by a bill to disqualify revenue

officers for voting at elections; and on the

15th of April, Mr. Burke brought in his great

plan of reform in the civil expenditure, by

which, according to his statement, ;an actual

saving was to be effected of seventy-two

thousand pounds a year, with a certain pros-

pect of increase.

Some members objected to the bill, that it

fell short of the original outline; but the

author of it entered into the grounds of the

alterations, stating, that they had been made

in compliance with the opinions of others, or

from a fuller consideration of the particular
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cases ; at the same time pledging himself, that

he would be ready at all times to obey the

call for prosecuting a more complete an(J ex-

tensive system of Reform.

This bill was followed by another for the

regulation of the framer’s own office, but the

lateness of the season, would not allow time

for the completion of all the plans of regula-

tion and retrenchment which he had projected,

and these with the other designs of the new
ministry, were entirely frustrated by the demise

of the marquis of Rockingham, on the 1st of

July 1782. This unfortunate event discovered

the feeble texture of the administration, of

which that amiable nobleman was the h^ad;

for lord Shelburne, afterwards marquis of Lans-

downe, being appointed premier, Without con-

sulting the Rockingham division of the cabipet,

the principals of that party immediately re-

signed their offices. These were, lord John

Cavendish, chancellor of the exchequer, who
was succeeded by Mr. Pitt; Mr. Fox, secre-

tary of state, whose place was filled up by lord

Sidney; and Mr. Burke, who gave way to his

old friend colonel Barrfe.

. After the conclusion of the general peace of

11783, a political manoeuvre was played, which,

ithough it had the effect of restoring Mr.

pBuRKE and his colleagues, for a short time,

|to the reins of power, brought Upon them a

e
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torrent of abuse, and the double charge of

duplicity and inconsistency. This was the

famous coalition between them and lord North,

the very statesman whose measures his new

associates had for so many years reprobated

with excessive violence and repeated threats

of impeachment. Mr. Burke, indeed, had not

marked his hostility to that nobleman with the

same virulence as Mr. Fox, but, still he came

in for his share of obloquy for the part which

he now acted. Attempts have been made to

palliate and even to defend the conduct of

these great men on this occasion; but no

dispassionate mind has ever been yet able to

reconcile it with the pure principle of political

integrity. If the pertinacity of lord North,

while in power, to carry on the American war,

arose, as was said, from the influence of high

authority, he was not a man worthy of the

public confidence, and, therefore, a junction

with him was a reproach to the party who had

uniformly opposed him : and if, on the other

hand, the line he pursued was on his part

as voluntary and iniquitous, as Mr. Fox and

his friends maintained it to be, then it is im-

possible to justify the alliance which they

made with the man, who, according to their

account was deserving of the block.

The truth is, and no sophistry can repel its

forces that the
»
project of a coalition sprung
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from the single motive of ambition, and the

desire of place. Separately the two parties

were unable to attain the object, which each

had in view> and therefore, in 'defiance of all

public principle, they had recourse to this mea-

sure of an union, in full confidence, that they

should be able, without difficulty, to command

a majority in the house. They did so, but

their triumph was of short duration, and they

found that the good sense of the people is not

to be imposed upon, even by the most splen-

did talents, when those talents are palpably

employed in reconciling gross contradictions.

The views of the coalesced ministers were seen

through, and though a temporary ascendancy

in the house of commons was obtained by

them, sufficient to give them assurance, the

[lollowness of the foundation was soon dis-

covered. The celebrated bill, brought in and

carried through the lower house by Mr. Fox,

or the better government of British India, was

ihrown out by the peers, and in December of

he same year, a new administration was formed

mder Mr. Pitt, who was then no more than

iwenty-four years of age. The majority of the

louse of commons, however, continued on the

iide of the dismissed ministers, who, on that

iccount, made themselves sure of displacing

heir adversaries, that from day to day, they pe-

mptorily called upon the young chancellor of
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the exchequer to resign a seat, which, as they

said, he presumptuously held in contempt of

parliament. The situation of Mr. Pitt, under

such peculiar circumstances, and opposed by

so formidable an array ofnumbers and abilities,

was arduous and unparalleled. But he re-

mained inflexible at his post, and endured the

pelting of the merciless storm with undaunted

firmness, till the month of May in the follow-

ing year, when a dissolution of parliament

gave him a signal victory over his antagonists,

who were now humbled in their turn to a mino-

rity. Thus, it was Mr. Burkes fortune to be

reduced again to the ranks of opposition, after

taking a part in three administrations, neither

of which lasted a year, and from all of which

he .retired without having secured either a re-

versionary grant or pension.

In relation to this portion of his life, we can-

not avoid extracting a curious anecdote told

by Dr. Priestley, who was at that time on

terms of particular intimacy with Mr. Burke.

“It was early in the year 1783,’' says the
^

doctor, “ when I lived at Birmingham, that Mr.

Burke, accompanied by his son, called and

spent a great part of the afternoon with me.

After much general conversation, he took me

aside to a small terrace in the garden in which

the house stood, to tell me that lord Shelburne,

who was then prime minister, finding his in-
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fluence diminished, and of course his situation

uncertain, had made proposals to join lord

North. Having had a better opportunity of

knowing the principles and character of his

lordship than Mr. Burke, I seemed (as he

must have thought,) a little incredulous on the

subject. But before I could make any reply,

he said, ‘ I see you do not believe me, but

you may depend upon it, he has made over-

tures to him, and in writing :* and without any

reply, I believe, on my part, (for I did not give

much credit to the information) we returned to

the rest of the company. However, it was not

much more than a month, or six weeks, after

this, before he himself did the very thing, that

whether right or wrong, expedient or inex-

pedient, (for there were various opinions on

the subject,) he at that time mentioned, as a

thing so atrocious, as hardly to be credible.*'

However inconsistent the conduct of Mr.

Burke may have been, there is no reason for

calling in question his veracity in this instance

;

on the contrary, the character of lord Shel-

burne, renders the story of his proposition for

a codition with lord North, extremely proba-

ble, and it is very likely that the latter noble-

man, finding himself an object of equal interest

to both parties, thought it his wisest way to

join the strongest, side, which certainly was

the Rockingham division.
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It has been said, but upon what authority,

does not appear, that Mr. Burke hesitated

about taking a step, the hazardous nature of

which he instantly perceived, and freely repre-

sented to Mr. Fox, who exerted all his elo-

quence to dissipate his friend’s apprehensions.

The next great event in the public life of Mr.

Burke, was the lengthened and laborious im-

peachment of Warren Hastings, governor-gene-

ral of Bengal. The primary motivewhich gave

rise to this extraordinary prosecution, has never

been yet clearly developed, but that it origi-

nated with Mr. Burke is certain, and that he

entered upon the subject in a -hostile spirit

cannot possibly be doubted. He brought for-

ward in parliament, charges against Mr. Hast-

ings, a considerable time previous to the return

of that gentleman from India ; and immediately

on his arrival in 1785, the pledge which had

been made to bring him before the highest

tribunal of the country, was redeemed by his

accuser, and ultimately carried into effect by

the house of commons. In the meantime, the

governor and his friends were not inactive in

repelling the accusations that were from day

to day voluminously heaped up by the pro-

secutor : but, unfortunately for Mr. Hastings,

the public mind had been already prejudiced

by statements, which few men even in the

senate, much less therefore in the nation at
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large, were qualified by information to com-

prehend and appreciate. This was a serious

disadvantage to the accused party, who saw

that under such circumstances, the most jus-

tifiable and even praiseworthy acts, were liable

to be perverted into crimes, by the subtile'

power of rhetoric, appealing to the passions,

and operating upon the credulity of ignorance.

Such was the case in this instance, for at that

period, when it might have been expected

that the people of this country were tolerably

well informed on the subject of Indian history

and politics, nothing in fact was less understood.

The nation had but just emerged out of a dis-

graceful war, and the loss of the American

colonies made the public very readily believe

what was boldly asserted, that an iniquitous

system of oppression and rapacity, had been

carried on in Hindostan, which not only

stained the national character, but would have

the effect of putting an end to our dnminiob

in the East for ever.

'To remove this impression was almost im-

possible, for tho nature of the tenure on which

our Oriental possessions were held, could not

all at once be made intelligible to minds habi-

tuated tb European laws, customs, and manners.

Mr. Hastings had the whole weight of British

India to sustain during the recent war, and

while the attention of ministers was directed
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to the single object of subjugating the refrac-

tory states of America, the governor-general of

Bengal was compelled to find resources there,

for the security of the important charge with

which he was entrusted. He was in reality aban-

doned to his fate by the government at home,

but by virtue of his local knowledge, personal

interest, and indefatigable exertions, he was

enabled not only to preserve our Indian terri-

tories, but actually to strengthen them by

further acquisitions; in consequence of which,

all the attempts of the French to dispossess us

on the eastern, as they did on the western,

continent wei*e completely frustrated. Mr.

Burke and his friends, however, chose to over-

look all this splendid service, and having some

cause to be displeased with the conduct of Mr,

Hastings towards themselves, they were deter-

mined to immolate him at the shrine of party,

by an impeachment for peculation, tyranny,

and other high crimes and misdemeanors.

Even a condensed narrative of the proceedings

that took place in the house of commons on

this subject, would far exceed the limits of the

present memoir ; and of the trial itself, which

began on the 12th of February, 1788, and ter-

minated on the 23d of April, 1795, nothing like

an abstract could possibly be given without

running into details ofan inordinate length.

During every stage of the business, Mr.'
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Burke, who of course was the leading mana-

ger, evinced an Herculean strength of mind,

and an industry that must Ibave had a serious

effect upon his bodily health and constitution.

Yet it is painful to reflect upon the harsh

manner in which he behaved towards the

eminent person, against whom all these exer-

tions were directed, and whose ruin was evi-

dently sought. On one occasion during the

trial, perceiving that Mr. Hastings had neg-

lected the usual obeisance to the court at his

entry, Mr. Burke commanded him to kneel, in

a tone of voice, and with a sternness of aspect,

that made the whole assembly turn from him

with disgust. Even some of his own party

felt ashamed for him, and Fox whi^tpered

privately to one of his friends, in that critical

moment, that he would rather have been Hast-

ings than Burke. As the trial proceeded,

the oratorical attractions, which threw at the

beginning a splendor around it, began to lose

their efiect ; and many who had voted for the

prosecution, now regretted their having done

so, when they saw how little the evidence

agreed with the charges. A year had scarcely

expired, when the conduct of Mr. Burke
came under the consideration of the house of

common^, and he was censured in a resolution,

for going beyond the powers delegated to him,

by charging Mr. Hastings with the murder of
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Nundcomar, though nothing of that kind was to

be found among the articles of accusation.

Even when the trial drew towards a close,

and every one anticipated what would be

the result, the asperity of Mr. Burke, instead

of yielding, increased to a degree that con-

firmed many in the opinion which they had

long formed, that the prosecution originated

in private and not in public motives.

After the counsel for Mr. Hastings had gone

through with the defence of their client, during

which they were often interrupted by questions

and objections, Mr. Burke entered upon his

reply, in the course of which, he alternately

soared to the height of sublimity, and again

sunk into the very depth of vulgar abuse. Of

the latter he gave a proof in saying “ That the

insignificance of the prisoner ought not to

induce their lordships to suppose him incapable

of mischief; for though his origin was low,

mean, and vulgar
;
though he was trained in the

most base and sordid habits, yet when invested

with a power to which his mind was not equal,

he was capable of more complete, more ex-

tensive devastation, than any of the greatest

conquerors, and tyrants who have oppressed

mankind.” It is surprising that a man so well

informed as Burke, should have thought such

scurrility necessary to his cause
;
but it is more

surprising that he should venture to speak
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thus of Mr. Hastings, who was at least as well

born and educated as himself, being a branch

of an ancient stock, and brought up at West-

minster school. Even had his origin been as

low as his accuser represented it, the circum-

stance of his birth ought not to have been

mentioned to his disparagement, and that too in

the presence of many persons, among both the

peers and the managers, who had no more

right to boast of their lineage than Mr. Hast-

ings. In the same bad taste Mr. Burke com-

pared the accused to the keeper of a pigstye,

and in another part of his speech to the Devil.

“Mr. Hastings/' he said, “ was worse than

Satan, for the evil spirit shewed the kingdoms of

the world to the Great Author of our sacred re-

ligion, in order that he might enjoy them
j
but

he, (turning to the prisoner at the bar) gave the

provinces of Hindostan into the possession of

men appointed by himself, for the purpose of

destroying them.”

Many other things in the same strain dis-

graced the speech and the orator, but in the

conclusion Burke rose to ah ^egance of lan-

guage and dignity of spirit, worthy of his

genius.

“ My lords,” said he, ‘Hhe commons wait the

issue of this cause with trembling solicitude.

Twenty-two years have they been employed
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in it, seven of which have passed in this trial.

They behold the dearest interests of their

country deeply involved in it ; they feel that

the very existence of this constitution depends

upon it. Your lordships’ justice stands pre-

eminent in the world, but it stands amidst a

vast heap of ruins, which surround it in every

corner of Europe. If you slacken justice, and

thereby weaken the bonds of society, the well-

tempered authority of this court, which I trust

in God, will continue to the end of time,

must receive a fatal wound, that no balm can

cure, that no time can restore.

My lords, it is not the criminality of the

prisoner, it is not the claims of the commons,

to demand judgment to be passed upon him,

it is not the honor and dignity of this court,

and the welfare of millions of the human race,

that alone call upon you. When the devour-

ing flames shall have destroyed this perishable

globe, and it sinks into the abyss of Nature,

from whence it was commanded into existence

by the Great Author of it
;

then, my lords,

when all nature, kings and judges themselves,

must answer for their actions, there will be

found what supersedes Creation itself, namely,

Eternal Justice ! It was the attribute of the

great God of Nature before worlds were
;

it

will reside with him when they perish; and
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the earthly portion, of it committed to your

care> is now solemnly deposited in your hands

by the commons of England. I have done.’’

We must now turn to another prominent

period in the political life of Mr. Burke, but

it is one which all his admirers and biogra^

pliers hitherto have been desirous of throwing

into shade, as though only the talents and

virtues of a great man, were to be noticed, and

his failings were to be buried in oblivion. This

would be to pervert the end of history, which

is moral improvement, and no dependance

could be placed on the delineation of any

character, if the bright side of it alone, were to

be exhibited to public view. Such a course

may be adopted properly enough, in regard to

private persons, but the actions of statesmen

are the materials of history
;

and, therefore,

must be faithfully represented to guard posterity

from delusion.

At the latter end of the year 1788, the

suspension of the royal functions, rendered a

meeting of parliament indispensible, to pro-

vide for the exigency of the case. Mr. Fox,

the leader of the opposition, and the confiden-

tial friend of the prince of Wales, happened to

be then in Italy, but a messenger being dis-

patched to apprize him of the necessity of his

presence, he hastened home without delay, and

immediately began an active opposition to the
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minister. Mr. Burke was equally zealous

and enterprising on this occasion, but the con-

duct of the two leaders of the hostile ranks,

was so impetuous, that Mr. Pitt had soon an

opportunity of throwing them into confusion,

and of establishing an imperishable credit for

himself, upon the very ground which they took

to accomplish his overthrow. Mr. Fox claimed

for the heir-apparent the indefeasible right

of assuming the exercise of the regal authority,

whenever there should be a suspension of

moral power in the sovereign to discharge the

functions of his office. This was strange doc-

trine to come from a Whig, and if admitted;

would subvert at once the principles laid

down at the Revolution, and those which

settled the house of Brunswick on the throne.

Yet preposterous as it was, Mr. Burke defended

it with his wonted energy, and assailed the

minister in virulent language, for presuming

to say, in opposition to it, that the prince of

Wales had no more right to take upon himself

the regency, without a previous call from par-

liament, than the humblest individual in the

country. Had Mr. Burke been satisfied with

attacking the officers of the crown, some allow-

ance might have been made for his intempe-

rance
;
but when he ventured to speak of the

afflicted monarch in the coarsest terms of dis-

respect,. the members on both sides of Ihe
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house of commons, who were accustomed to

hear him with delight, felt a thrill ofhorror, and

involuntarily uttered an expression of abhor-

rence. This, however, had not the salutary

effect of restraining the passions of the oratpr

within the bounds of moderation. On the

contrary, he went on from day to day, as long

as the question of the regency lasted, in the

same imprudent manner, never mentioning the

calamitous situation of the king, but with an

air that carried the appearance of triumph,

rather than of commiseration. At one time

he spoke of the malady as a judgment, and

said that “ The Almighty h^ hurled the king

from his throne;’' with an allusion not very

delicately expressed to the case of Nebuchad-

nezzar. This conduct gave universal offence,

and while* it lowered the orator in the public

opinion, did injury to the party with whom he

acted, and to the cause which he so impru-

dently advocated. At length Mr. Fox took

the alarm, and would have retraced his stejis,

by qualifying the language that had been used,

and reducing the high claims which had been

set up by himself and his friends. But it was
too late, for the minister finding his strength,

and probably irritated at the coarse manner in

which he had been treated, was determined to

bring the question of right to an issue. The
opposition then endeavoured to make it out
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that the case of the ming was irremediable, and

to support this conclusion, they adduced the

authority of Dr. Warren, who was the only

one of the court physicians, that ventured to

pronounce the malady hopeless. This judg-

ment was opposed by Dr. Willis, whose whole

practice having been directed to mental dis-

eases, gave superior weight to his opinion.

Mr. Burke, however, strenuously contended

that Willis was no better than an empiric,

and that Dr. Warren was an oracle, upon

whose decision the fullest reliance ought to

be placed. One important benefit that resulted

from these contentions, was, the delay Ivhich

they necessarily occasioned

.

In the meantime the state of the royal

patient began to amend, and while his con-

dition was represented as hopeless, by the

eager politicians, who were anticipating the

attainment of power, under the benignant

rays of the rising sun, the suddep intelli-

gence burst upon them, that no regency would

take place, for that the king was sufficiently

recovered to discharge his public duties. Thus

terminated theexpectationsi but not the labours,

of Mr. Burke ;
for a new and wonderful scene

was now opening upon the great theatre of the

world, to. call his genius into a wider sphere of

action, and a nobler display of his powers, than

any in which he has hitherto been engaged.
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At the time whert the British nation, and its

dependencies, exhibited the most glowing spirit

of loyalty towards their sovereign, a spectacle

of quite an opposite description was going on
in France. . The seeds of a Revolution had long

been sown there, and now the sanguinary

harvest began in the degradation of the mildest

monarch that ever sat on a throne; whose only

fault lay in yielding too flexibly to the ever

varying and turbulent passions of a capricious

people. Mr. Burke, from his acquaintance

with the French character in general, and bis

observations on the mischievous tendency of

metaphysical principles, whenapp^ed to the

science of government, could not avoid seeing

the consequences of this fermentation on its

first appearance. While, therefore, numbers

in England and elsewhere, were looking with

surprise to the mutations which the professors

of the new philosophy were, with surprising

dexterity, bringing about from day to day,

at Paris, the penetrating mind of our illus-

trious statesman, was engaged in examining

the secret springs and practical influence of

these marvellous changes. Instead of being

dazzled by these false lights, and misled by
them, as too many were, into a desire of follow-

ing them, he stood with firmness on the solid

ground of experimental truth, and pointed

out the deceitfulness of that Serbonian bog,

f
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wiucb w^8 the object of gei^eraJ yroijder. At

ft Very ewly period of the Jlevolutioji he exr

presied his sentiments upon jt, to several of

his friends, abroad and at home. One of his

correspondents in France having solicited his

epinion more in detail, JVIr. Burke drew up a

Jong letter in compliance with his desire ; but

finding that the subject continued to be preg-

nant with fresh matter every week, and that as

heproceeded in watching the agitated elements,

the more alarming the prospect became, he

extended his observations till that which was

meant for an epistle became a volume. He

now thought, and justly, that the influenza of

revolutionary principles called for a powerful

antidote, on which account, and neither with

a view to profit nor popularity, he sent his

Reflections on the French Revolution,” to

the press, The effect produced was so, elec-

trical that in a few months several thousand

copies were sold ; and though, as was to be

expected, a host of antagonists rose up ig

arms against the author, alj agreed in pay-

ing a tribute to his' genius. Among the rest

Dr. Samuel Parr having had occasion in

one of his fugitive tracts to notice this perr

fohnanoe, expressed, himself in this remark-

able manner:—" Upon the first perusal of

Mr, Burke’s book, I felt like many other men)

its, magic force; and, like many other mem
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1 was at last delivenred from the illusions

which had ^ cheated |my reason/ and borne

me onward from admiration to assent. But,

though the dazzling spell be now dissolved*

I still remember with pleasure the gay and

celestial visions, when my ^mind in sweet

madness was robbed of itself/ I still look

back, with a mixture of pity and holy awe, to

the wizard himself, who having lately broken

his wand in a start of phrenzy, has shortened

the term of his sorceries ; and of drugs so

potent to ‘ bathe the spirits in delight,' I

must still acknowledge, that many were culled

from the choicest and most virtuous plants of

Paradise itself."

The phrenzy to which the philosophical

divine here alluded, was the conduct of Mr.

Burke in the house of commons, where he

seized every opportunity of warning his coun-

trymen against the dangerous influence of

French principles. He first drew the atten-

tion of the senate to this great subject at the

commencement of the session in 1790, when
the army estimates came under consideration.

On that occasion Mr. Fox, in opposing the

military establishment as being too high,

adverted to the state of France, and in terms of

exultation, eulogized the Revolution that had
taken place, Mr. Burke rose upon this, and

though he considered the proposed establish-
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ment as unhecessarily high, because England

had nothing to apprehend from the powers of

Europe, one of the most formidable ofthem haV'-

ing been blotted out of the map, yet he could

not avoid noticing and differing with the princi-»

pies professed by his friend.. So far from agree-

ing that the example of France, were objects

for imitation, he reprobated them as extremely

pmicious, andeven more dangerous than all her

hostility. In the reign of the fourteenth Louis,

they set an example of splendid despotism;

in that of the sixteenth Louis, they had set one

infinitely more dangerous
;
they had shown the

way to innovation and destructive specula-

tion; they had set an example by the esta-^

blishment of a bloody, ferocious, and tyrannical

democracy
; they had destroyed in the space of

two months, more than ages would restore;

they had madly pulled down their monarchy

—

destroyed their church—annihilated their laws

—ruined the discipline of their army—put an
end to their commerce

;
and by the exertions

of a desperate faction, established in the place

oforder, anarchy and confusion. They had an

army without a head, accountable to no one,

making their owil will the law, to which tha

national assembly were forced to submit;—and.

yet, this Revolution, this army,waB to be com-

pared to the British Revolution- “It was, how-

ever,” said Mr. Burxe, “ a false comparison ; for
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the Revolution in Enj^land was against a king;

who was taking ther, first steps to make himself

absolute
;
the Revolution in France was against

a king, v^ was tak^^^ the first steps to makp

his people^frgg. The Revolution in England

was^not carried on for the subversion of the

Constitution, but for its preservation; all

order, and all the ties of civil government

were not destroyed, but strengthened; and

England held up her head prouder on that

event, than she had ever done before. Eng-

land by her Revolution, maintained her natural

aristocracy, as well as the aristocracy of the

people
; France in her Revolution had destroyed

arisfocracy, and involved herself in depth of

ruin.'’ Mr. Burke further observed “ That he

could not well tell what they had done
;
but

they had by their Revolution, destroyed every

bond of social order and regular government.

They had separated the people from their king
j

—tenants from their landlords—servants from
;

their masters—and in a word, done a deed

without a name.”

Mr. Fox in reply, endeavoured to soften

down the warmth of his friend, by a moderate

explanation
;
but Sheridan appeared to take a

delight in widening the breach, for he imme-
diately condemned the speech of Burke, as

disgraceful to an Englishman, as supporting

despotism, and as libelling those who were
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virtuously engaged in obtaining the rights of

men. .
v

.

It was impossible to sit silent under such an

attack, and it was not in the nature of Burke
to bear a blow of this kind without a retort.

He /rose, and said, “ That fo^ some time he had

apprehended that the affairs of France would

be productive of a division among many in that

house, who had frequently acted together
;
he

had not, however, expected that upon a separa-

tion being about to take place, between himself

and that honourable gentleman whom he used

to call his friend, that hewould have treated him
so harshly, so unjustly^ and so unbecomingly,

US he had done, in imputing to him a conduct,

of which he had never been guilty. He was
no supporter of despotism, but a firm defender

of a well mixed, monarchy. He was no libeller

of freemen, or any other class of men, but he

reprobated, as he always would do, the con-

duct of ferocious, bloody, and desperate de-

mocracies.” Mr. Burke then proceeded to ob-

serve ‘‘That there were persons in this country*

who would be happy to promote innovation,

and he cautioned the house against them. He
entreated them to been their guard, and to main’-

tain as sacred, the ground of the Constitution.”

Mr. Burke concluded by declaring, that from

^nceforward, he would never have any inter-

course with Sheridan, but leave him to enjoy
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iis populaiity, and the mean applause of

his clubs.

The schism now became more extended, and

the opposition were divided into two patties,

one headed by Fox, atid the other by Burke.

In less than a month after the angry discu^sioh

here mentioned, the former brought fofwatd a

motion for the repeal of the Corporation and

Test Acts, which Burke opposed, and in his

speech, again drew a fearful picture of the

state of France, which country he still thought

was the most miserable upon earth. In justi-

fication of the vote, which he meant to give

on the present occasion, he said that some

parties here, had like the French, got possesr

sion of the words National Rights, and on

this, they relied as their strongest hold. But,”

said Mr. Burke, I have from my earliest

years turned with aversion from all these chi-

merical and abstract rights, which have for

some time past confounded human reason, and

disturbed the imagination of statesmen. At

the age of twenty, I thought that all abstract

rights, natural rights, and such nonsense, wer6

unfit for men to hear
;
and noW, that my hair

is silvered by age, I afn more and more con-

firmed in my abhorrence and disgust nf them.

Natural rights are dangCroUs topics of discus-

sion, for they supersede all social duties. They

are paramount to the compact which intro-
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duced into the community i!ew rights and

other ideas. They bring us back to that stage

of savage helplessness, wh^n, whatever may be

our rights, we enjoy them but |)recariously,

depending on casual circumstances for the

miserable indulgence of beastly appetite and

ferocious passion. Society annihilates all

those natural rights, and draws to its mass all

the component parts of which these rights are

made up. It takes in all the virtue of the

good, and all the wisdom of the wise; it

gives life, support, and action, to every faculty

of the soul, and secures the possession of
^

every comfort which these proud and boasting

natural rights, impotently hold out, but cannot

ascertain. Society finds protection for all

—

it gives defence to the weak—employment to

the industrious-consolation to the distressed;

it nurses the infant, and it soothes the dying.

In all the stages of the life of man, where

either the Instilment of principles, or the con-

solations of hope are wanting, society is ready

;

and to confer this succour, an established

religion is its powerful and necessary instru-

ment.’^ Upon these solid principles Mr,
Burke resisted the claims of the Dissenters in

jthe present case, and defended the bulwarks

which had been framed for the security of the

national church. Though it was evident that

tlie bo^d of union no longer subsisted between
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the two leaders of the opposition, the forms of

courtesy were still kept up till the next session,

when the bill for the government of Canada,

having brought the subject of the Revolution

again into discussion, Mr. Buhke, in an elabo-

rate speech, entered on the general principles

of legislation, repeated what he had' before

observed on natural rights, and expressed his

conviction, that there was a league formed in

this country, the design ofwhich was to subvert

the Constitution.

Mr. Fox, after declaring his opinion, that

the French Revolution was one of the most

glorious events in the history of mankind,
.

pro-

ceeded to denounce the doctrines of Mr.
Burke as inimical to liberty, and contrary to

the senfffnenfTTo^^ maintained by his

right honorable friend.. This charge of incon-

sistency, or rather of apostasy, provoked a re-

ply, in the course of which, Mr. Burke- said,

“ Mr. Fox has treated me with harshness and
malignity

;
after harassing me with his light

troops in the skirmishes of order, he has

brought the heavy artillery of his own great

abilities to destroy me.”

Mr. Burke then went over the ground again,

and maintained that the new French system

was replete with anarchy, impiety, vice, and
misery; that the principles which he now
advanced were in perfect unison with ^ the
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cfeed whicii he had always professed, and to

which he would inflexibly adhere as long as

he lived. Hitherto/’ said he, “ Mr. Fox, and

myself have often differed upon slight matters,

without a loss of friendship on either side
;
but

there is something in this cursed French Revo-

lution that envenoms every thing.” Mr. Fox

upon this, whispered, ''There is no loss of

friendship between us.” But Mr. Burke, in-

stead of being softened by this conciliatory

remark, exclaimed, "There is! I know the

price of my conduct : our friendship is at an

end !” This unexpected declaration had such

an effect upon the nerves of Mr. Fox, that he

let drop some tears, while he endeavoured to

appease the irritated mind of his old associate.

But neither the concessions which he made, nor

the interposing kindness of others, could bring

about a reconciliation
;
and from that moment

these two great men became almost as much

strangers, as if there had never been the least

intimacy between them.

Without going so far as to say, that the

conduct ofMr. Burke on this memorable occa-

sion was free from blame, much must be allowed

to the warmth of his feelings, and to much praise

he is entitled, on the ground of general pa-

triotism. He certainly had reason to com-

plain, if not of Mr. Fox, yet of those with

whom that gentleman maintained the most
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familiar intercourse. These subalterns were in

the constant habit, through various channels, of

impeaching Mr. Burke before the bar of the

public, and accusing him of a dereliction of

principles
;
while Mr. Fox was panegyrised for

his firmness, in adhering to the sound Whig
doctrine of “ The Rights of the People.”

Upon this, Mr. Burke drew up and pub-

lished, his Appeal from the New to the Old

Whigs,” in which after taking such a review of

his political life as was necessary to his justi-

fication from the charge of apostasy, he entered

into an historical discussion of the fundamental

principles on which the English Revolution

was established.

In the meantime his active mind was intent

upon the proceedings going on in France, and

every day brought a melancholy proof of the

correctness of the opinion which at the begin-

ning he had formed and expressed, of the awful

change that had taken place. He was much
affected by the condition of the Frencl> clergy,

who were among the first sufferers by the

Revolution. For those exiles of this vene-

rable order, who sought and found an asylum
in this country, Mr. Burke exerted himself

with benevolent alacrity
; and while his calum-

niators were courting an alliance with the

persecutors, he employed all the means that,

were in his power to relieve the afflicted.
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' This liberality procured him the thanks of

the ecclesiastical dignitaries of France, con-

veyed to him by the archbishop of Aix
;

in

return fpr which Mr. Burke wrote to that

prelate the following letter

:

London^ July 15, 1791 .

Sir,

IT is with great satisfaction to me, that tho

generous victims of injustice and tyranny, accept in good

part the homage which I have offered to their virtues. It is

a distinction which I would not have had occasion to merit

from the clergy of France in the time of their credit and

splendor. Your church, the intelligence of which was

the ornament of the Christian world in its prosperity, is

now more brilliant in the moment of its misfortunes, to

the eyes, who are capable of judging of it. Never did so

)

great a number of men display a constancy so inflexible,

a disinterestedness so manifest, a humility so magnani-

mous, so much dignity in their patience, and so much

elevation in their sentiment of honour. Ages have not

furnished so many noble examples as France has produced

in the space of two years. It is odious to search in anti-

quity for the merit we admire, and to be insensible to that

which passes under our eyes. France is in a deplorable

situation, both in its political and moral state ; but it seema

to be in the order of the general ccconomy of the world,

that when the greatest and most detestable vices domineer,

the most eminent and distinguished virtues raise their heads

more proudly. Such is not the time for mediocrity.

may have some diversity in our opinions, but we have no

difference in principles. There is but one kind of honour

and virtue in the world; it consists in sacrificing every

other consideration to the sentiments of our duty, of nght^

and of piety. It is this which the clergy of France hava
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done. I will not examine scrupulouBly, by what motives men
like you have thought it your duty to support all that you

have done. All that I see, I am forced to admire. The rest

is out of my reach—out, perhaps, of the reach of those,

who are better instructed than me. One thing I see dis'^^.

tinctly, because the bishops of France have proved.it by

their example ; and that is, that they have made known to

all the orders, and all the classes of citizens, the advantages

which even religion can derive from the alliance of its own
proper dignity wiUi the character which illustrious birth

and the sentiment of honour gives to man.

It is with good reason, that in France the noblesse should

be proud of the clergy, and the clergy of the noblesse,

although these two classes be for the present condemned

to passive courage, which gives so much glory to the one

and the other*

I shall present to the bishop of St. Paul de Leon, your

line and affecting address
;
perhaps, he has already received

it. 1 am sure that he will remain fixed ; if I may judge

from the little I have seen of him, he is a most estimable

and a most amiable man. He has been received here by

our high clergy, and by many others, not certainly in the

manner due to his rank and merit, but with a respect for the

one and the other, with which, from his natural goodness,

he seems to be satisfied.

I do not know if it is to the complaisance of your lordship#

that I oWe the chefs-d^oeuvres of ingenuity, intelligence, and

superior eloquence, varied as the occasions require, in the!

different discourses and letters which 1, from time to time#

receive. They are the works of a great statesman, of a great

prelate^ and of a man versed in the science of administration.

We cannot be astonished that the state, the clergy, the

finances, and,the trade of the kingdom should be ruined,

when the author of these works, instead of having an im-*

portant share in the councils of his country, is persecuted

and undone# The proscription of such men, is enough to
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com a whole people with eternal reproach. Those who

persecute them have, by this one act, done more injury to

their country in depriving it of their services, than a million

of men of their own standard can ever repair, even when

they shall be disposed to build upon the ruins they have

made.

Maintain, sir, the courage which you have hitherto

shown ; and be persuaded, that though the world is not

worthy of you and your colleagues, we are not insensible

of the honour which you do to our common nature.

1 have the honour to be, very truly, &c.

EDMUND BURKE.

This letter was answer^ by the archbishop

in another, equally eloquent and expressive of

Bberal sentiments.

Aug. 7, 1791.

Sir,

YOU have been pleased to address to me,

an opinion that does me honour, and 1 cannot conceal the

impression, that the sufllrage of the man, the most celebrated

for talents, virtues, and success, has made on my heart:

Oive me leave, above all, to acknowledge with an interest

infinitely superior to all personal consideration, the eulogy

which you have made on the respectable order of which 1

have the honour to partidee the misfortunes. The first orator

of England has become the defender of •the clergy of

Erance.' Yours is the voice that has so long directed, and

balanced the opinion of a nation, of which France ought

rather to be the rival by its progress in intelligence, than

by its political interests. Oh ! that the dark clouds which

overhang my country, may not for ever obscure the rays of

fightwhich the sciences, letters, and the arts bestow ! We
bre ia a time of trouble j we attend only to the noise of
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our (liBcuftsions ; we read only the productions of party ;

and how many wise men and enlightened citizens remaiq

in silence I We can no longer judge for ourselves, and a

foreign observer only can decide for us, what ought to be

the judgment of posterity.

When my colleagues, in addressing themselves to you,

chose me for their organ, 1 was penetrated with their

sentiinents, and with those of the ministers of all ranks,

whom nothing can separate from their consciences. 1

spoke for tliem with the feeling which they gave me ; and

the noble thoughts, the touching expressions, I can boldly

say, were only the daily impressions which the knowledge

of their virtues inspires. It is wanting to their glory that

you should see them, as J have seen them, simple in their

conduct, tranquil in their adversity, and content with

having fulfilled their duty. The church of France is the

stranded bark which the waters have left after the tenipest,

and every one of us in the shipwreck contemplates ivith

astonishment those new heavens, and this new earth, which

were unknown before. By what destiny must it be, that

after having supported, all my life, those maxims of Christian

charity, of which the first ages of the church gave us both

lessons and cJ^amples, I see myself the victim of intolerance

and persecution I It is in the eighteenth century>-it is in a

nation that boasts of its philosophy—it is even in the moment

that they [announce the Revolution of ^Liberty, that they

persecute those who practise what they believe in religion,

and who wish to preserve the worship of their father^ ! We
*read in the Constitution, that No one ought to be disturbed

for his religious opinions;’^—We read in the laws concern*

jug religion, oatl^, deprivations, infamous penalties, and

^xile ; and it is on the overthrow of their new Constitution

that they found the civil Constitution of the clergy.

What has become of all those natural laws, which were

to serve fpr the basis of all their laws? We are thp men

whom they wish to accuse with prejudices, who plea^ this
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day tl^e rights of liberty. The cause, sir, that we have

defended, is the noble, just, and holy cause of liberty,"

humanity, and religion. The clergy of France have

demonstrated what it was—persuasion without fanaticism-*

courage without excess-^ai^d resistance without trouble, and

without insurrection.—We have suffered all kinds of loss

;

we have endiired all sorts of rigor ; and we remain tran-

quil and firm, because nothing is so unconquerable as the

probity which supports itself on. religion. Behold that

of wljich they cannot judge in the world ! They conceive

that honour is the only sentiment which influences men of

all conditions to the accomplishment of the most sacred

duties. God forbid that I should weaken this noble instinct,

which comes to the aid of reason, which rallies the warrior

in the day of combat, and which can animate to the love of

the public weal when it does not mislead us in the pursuit

!

But you have better defined this simple and true senti-

ment, ** which consists in the habitual impression of our

duty, of right and of piety." This sentiment ought to be

in general that of good citizens, and there are no morals in

a country where it is not acted upon. If they wish to

destroy religion in France, it will be the first example of an

empre without religion; and no>one has proved, sir, with

more eloquence than yourself, how much it imports to

attach the principles of human society to something too

high for man to outrage or destroy. They must consecrate

by religi9D, respect for the laws ; for what must the laws

be, which an entire people obey only through constraint,

and not by inclination ? They will soon perceive that the

force to which they yield, is only the force which they give;

this force will weaken of itself by general cormption, and

the state is no more I

Tou have reason, ^ir, to encourage us in the laborious

career to which we are doomed. It is the writings of such

men as you, which maintain in all nations a wholesome

morality. We cannot help believing that our fellaw-citizens
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will sooner or later, do us the justice^ Which we reedye

from foreigners ; and that We shall revive, in more peioeiBhIo

times, the principles of religion and humanity.

I do not speak to you, sir, of those other writingr, in

which I am desirous of showing how useful would be tha

lights of a long and peaceable administration. It does'

notbdoitg to me to judge Of the use which may be made of

them, and it\must not astonish us, that men are nngrateftil

for truths^which come from us, who have no passion for

Revolutions. *

Accent, sir, the testimonies of the veneration and attache

ment, which well^ntentioned men ought *10 feei for the

enlightened and virtuous of all countries.' I cannot tell

you how sensible we have been to the attention, which the

clergy of England have shown towards one of our most

virtuous and respectable colleagues. You are equally

just to his character in society, as to his principles and

courage ; and such are the regrets of his diocese, ^at thef

consider his absence as a public calamity.

I have the honour to be,

&c. &p. &c. '

On the 23rd of February 1792, died sir

Joshua Reynolds, the old and constant friend;

of Edmund Burke, who on the impulse . of

the moment, drew up a beautiful sketch of 'his

character, for the public papers. This eulo*

.

gium, which has been compared to that, of

Apelles,, by Pericles, we here insert, as alike-

honourable to the merits of the deceased, and

the feelings of the survivor:

—

Lart night, in. tiie iixty>nintb year of hie age, died,' at

hie hotate in Lekertet . Fielde, eir Joshua' Beynolds. ;

'S
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^ Wk loog, hut born0 with a milji and eheer-

without H^tare of any thing

irritable or qheraloue, agreeably to tba plapid and eyen

toaqur af hia whole life, fle had fropi the beginning of

1^ malady a diatiact view of bis dissolution, which he

mtomplated with that enfire composure, that nothing

but the. mhoeench, integrity, and usefulness of his life,

and ;an uaafeoted submission to the will of Providence,

Gohld bestow. In Ihis situation he had every consolation

from family tenderness, which his own kindness to his

iaintly had indeed well deserved.

. Sir Joshua JUyholds was, on very many accounU, one

ef the most memorable men of his time. He was the first

Englishman who added the praise of the elegant arts to the

other glories of his country. In taste, in grace, in facility, in,

iifppy invention, and in the richness and harmony of colour-

mg,
he pras equal to the greatest masters of the renowned

agea^ In portrwt he went beyond them ; for he communi<

cated to that description of the art, in which English artists,

are the most engaged, a variety, a falcy, and a dignity

derived from the higher branches, which even those who

professed them in a superior manner, did not always

preserve when they delineated individual nature. His

portraits retnind the spectator of tho invention of history,

amenity of landscape. In painting portraits; he

appeared not to be raised upow that platform, but to descend

it)frbn b fpber^* His pain^ngs illustrate. Ipa

leijs^, ,a”d his l^ssofi^ sa^m t®

pmn^hgs.
, .

to pdssOSSed thW theory as perfectly as dws prtl^
rTb be sttcb apaioter» he Was a. profeuHiand

In full happiness ql foreign and dw^stic^

by the expert in art, and by the learned in science, courted

hy the great, caressed ty sovereign powers, and cqleb^^d

distinf^hed 'poefn, Ks naAte .bnmUity^
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caadoum levBr foraook hi]i4 mren on surprise or proroi^-

; nor was the Isasi degree of arrogance or aasupapliom

visible to the most scrutinising eye, in smy part, of his ^on«.

duct or discourse* *
, ,

Hia talents of every kind—powerful from .natu|:e, and

not meanly cultivated by letters—his social virtues in all

the relations and all the habitudes of life, rendered him^

the centre of a very great and unpar^leled variety rot

agreeable societies, which will be dissipated byjiis deatb^,

He had too much merit not to excite some jealousy^ too

much innocence to provoke any enmity. The loss of no

man of his time can be felt-with more sincerp, general, and

uomixed sorrow.

Hail and Farbwbll I

'

Sir Joshua Reynolds gave a striking testi-

mony of the steadiness of his attachment to.

Mr. Burke, by appointing him one of his

executors, an(f bequeathing to him £2,000,

in addition to a like sum which he had lent

to him some time before, and the bond for'

which, he directed to be cancelled.

It has been said, and at one time the- re-‘

port was pretty generally credited, that the'

published discourses of sir Joshua, ttpon thO'

principles of the art which he adorned, were ia

a great measure indebted fo| their elegsnce'

to the pen of Burke,, but this assertion- ha»

been so completely disproved- by fhdsn Who^

possessed the best means : of information^ as-

tin be no longer worthy ofcredit.

lliis was a busy year to Mr. ' Bcrre, wbo,i

besides hjs private avocations^ and the multi-
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plifiity. of his correspondence^ felt himself

bound to stand forward against the innovations

iproposed by his old associates. Early in the ses-

sion^ Mr., now earl Grey, introduced his motion

for,a Parliamentary Reform, which ill-timed

measure was opposed by Mr. Burke in a

very powerful speech. He began by com-

paring his situation to that of a wOm-out

invalid in the battles of the state, and who

was now left to guard the citadel of the con-

stitution. After this exordium, he waved the

general subject as offering nothing new, but

he showed the danger of the discussion, by

exhibiting proofs that there was an avowed

party in the country whose object was to

overthrow and change the constitution. Upon

being urged by the most clamorous calls,

to produce his evidence, he entered into par-

ticular details, and named several societies

recently formed on revolutionary principles.-

'‘When such persons,’' said he, “the advo-

cates
. for Paine’s doctrines, the solicitors of

a confederacy witli the most infamous foreign

clubs, were also the advocates for a Parlia-

mentary Reform, it was high time to sound

the alarm of danger to the constitution. In

France the advocates of Reform, at the very

moment their king was carrying into effect

a real and substantial change for the national

good, snatched the crown from his head, and

overturned his throne; the consequence of
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yj^hith was, that instead of one governor they

had seven hundred tyrants.’^
.

•

With such V an instance before theif eyes*^

Mr,' Burke saidj his advice was, ‘‘Be wise

by experience; hold fast the blessings you

enjoy, and trust to no theoretical remedies/’

Soon after this, Mr. Fox came forward with

a motion in favour of- the Unitarian Dissenters;

which Mr. Burke also opposed, not upon

intolerant grounds, but from a persuasion that

the claimants were dangerous subjects, who
aimed at the downfall of every system which

was dear to the country, and whose religion

was connected with political principles, hos-

tile to the welfare of the establishment both

civil and religious. This charge roused the

members around him, (for he still sat on the

opposition bench,) to an excessive degree of

animosity. In answer to those who demanded

'proofs of what he alledged, Mr* Burke nar-

rated the proceedings of some late meetings

of the Unitarian Dissenters, which demmi-

strated unequivocally their connexion with

the French cannibals. This expression being

caught up by the supporters of the motion, pro-

duced a repetition on the part of Mr. Burke,

who said; Gentlemen might cry out, “ Hear!

hear!” as long as they thought proper; he

had, ; however, asserted no more than what he

could; prove; for he could show, by docu'-

meats, that the Fvencb cannibals, after having
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Marts, of thosa they had

dered, squeezed the blood into their iifine and

drank it. :
• .

f; Aa the najne of Dr. Priestley was .brought

,w. the course of this debate, Mr. Burkb
took, occasion to bestow some severe cen^

sures iqion the principles of that restless po-

lemic. This will account for the angry tone

in which the doctor ever after spoke of his

old acquaintance
; but when he circulated the

story .that Mr. Bukke, on hearing of the riots

at Bhraingham, ran about in an ecstacy of

j«yi congratulating everybody he met, he

was- guilty himself of the very offence against

charity, which he attempted to fasten upon

another, fdr he had no authority whatever to

adduce in proof ofwhat he related.

, .Such was the serious aspect of the times,

that parliament assembled again at the end

ofthe same year, to adopt measures for these-'

eucity .of the country, the peace of which was

tiireatened by societies affiliated on the pre-

text of Reform, but palpably intended tol^ng

about a Revolution^ similar to that of France.

In: tM' debates that arose upon the address,

Fox and ' .Sheridan ridiculed the alann teat

had' been excited, and coadenned the speech

fri)iq )th|B>.tliroQC> as a libel upon the. pei^le.

in replyv maintained that with the

SMuaijostice ^ceto mighb hare .been charged

yriikiiibeRmg ;aU' Reme^ when he annoaoced
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th6 conspfaifji! 6f

ifiotift, ‘ &tid their intifentioh to bdrh the

and massacre the senate. j i f;;

Agdirist the ptojiosition of Mr/ Fdx-M a

negociatioh with the Freilth- re{h!ihliehh9i‘')te

entered his i^olemn protest in tHfe '^hergetJ^

langriage iStaiiled tvith 'crittes, MaMitt|

and damhipg'all the Oourts of Eurejii, du^
France to be acknowledged? Ooght she 10

be acknowledged ‘ without ^iTaitihg (in thfe

words of Hamlet) for the whetiing'bf the

axe?’ Ought she to be acknowledged in' the

teeth of all her decrees of umverthl hfatrOd

to monarchies, and in the teeth of the cOth^

mission of regicide ? Oh ! if she '<reSftV

nation might depend upon it, that the

der of the king of France would bnly be

liminary to the murder of the king Of’ Bog^

land!” 'n.
Mr. Burke then proceeded to declare, that Oft

soon as Great Britain acknowledged the' eldst-

ing state of things in France, by a formal’ laegb^

ciation, from that moment, rebus

mustbow the neck' to that country. llMs wai

a conseqttetice which he insistewWoutd be

the result of such policy. " In he# igstehltV
conduct,” observed the <»afbr, "^Frihbe’las

foUbwed that of Mahomet/ who, hffeeting te

preach'peaee; Carried Ms IforiQi itai’end4iaiid^

and- -the sWbM dii' ’the btftati’ tO geni#f«H
whw'> vMF netini^ttdtlrtei!^ Ms: dMui
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Tlius-bas Mted the Fiioich republic. It has

published a.declarati(m of the fights of man,

and propagated them by the sword.”

Mr. Fox, however, was not to be driven

filom his purpose by these arguments, though

^ey were confirmed by the glaring evidence of

&cto on every side. He persevered in main-

taining that , there was no danger to be appre-

hended firom the revolutionary doctrines which

were then -rapidly spreading, over the coun-

try, and he still continued to palliate the

conduct of the French republicans, though

at Uie “same time he professed to abhor regi-

dde, and to admire a monarchical form of

government. In (the meantime the ranks of

opposition became thinner every day, and

many of the friends of Mr. Fox followed the

example of Bobke, when he crossed the floor

of the house, and declared that he quitted

thecamp for ever.

On taking a retrospect of these tempestuous

scenes, and considering the marvellous events,

that .for a series of years resulted from the

revolutionary abyss then opened in France,

' one cannot help admiringthe penetrating genius

of the man who first detected the deceitful

itoass- that lay beneath, and foretold the de-

solation which the eruption would produce.

-Mr. 'BunxE might truly be called, the Cas-

sandra of Ms day> for every speech that he

,
uttered^ and every lina .that *he wrote on the
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subject of France, received in tl^ issuei tbe

stamp of an oracle. It is true, that his ae|l

on this subject sometimes carried him. to

great lengths, but if in a few instances, as

when he exhibited a dagger to illustrate the

character and faith of republican amity, he

appeared too theatrical; the integrity of, the

motive must be admitted, and much allow-

ance therefore is due to the enthusiasm by

which he was animated. At this critical

period, the thoughts of Mr. Burke were di-

rected wholly to the general welfare, while

Mr. Fox courted the applause of the multi-

tude. The coolness that had subsisted between

these two great men for three years, was not

however of such a- nature as to preclude all

hopes of reconciliation, till this session of

parliament. Efforts indeed had actually been

made, to bring about a union of parties for

the public benefit, but they were all ren-

dered nugatory by the obstinacy of Rj(r. Fox^

who even refused to consult the- most re-

spectable members of the opposition, on the

measures proper to be adopted in the senate.

It seemed therefore evident, that he was

setting up for himself, anti as he espoused the

cause of the French abroad, and that of ihe

republican faction at home, there was r^on
enough to apprehend the most serious conse-

quences from his ascendency. Burkb. knew

^that revolutionary principles must produce re-
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?olutiotaary;pr^tic6s { and it was this convic’^

ti<Hi which made him so active in exposing

the danger of that fticndship with regicides,

which his opponents assiduously sought, and

eahiestly recommended. At the end of this

stormy session, Mr. Burke drew up, and

eommunicated to 'the duke of Portland, a nar-

rative of the proceedings of Mr. Fox and his

cabal, in which many extraordinary facts were

developed, full enough to justify the separa-

tion that had taken place, and the necessity

of giving support to the government for the

preservation of the constitution.

In 1794, Mr. Burke had two severe trials,

in the death of his brother, followed by that

of his only son Richard, who waa his colleague

in the representation of Malton. The next

year he retired from parliament; and soon

after received the grant of a pension for himself

and his wife, payable out of the civil list. But

this mark of tiie royal favour, though bestowed

when he was no longer in a situation to assist

ministers by his vote, brought upon him a load

of illiberal abuse
;
and two peers did themselves

no honour by the manner of their noticing Mr.

Burke and his pension in the House of Lords.

These illiberal attacks, (for such they Unques-

tionably were,) produced a 'spirited retdrt in h

tetter addressed to lord FitzwiSiam. In this

tract the venerable authot gave abundant prodf,

neither age nor misfonntte hsd ‘Weakened
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his mental energies ; mi if those^o so.Wan-

tonly provoked him did not writhe under the

scourge, their nerves must have been of a pecu>

liar construction. ;

The next and last performance which Mr.

Burke gave to the public, was a^ series of

Letters on the Proposals for Peace with the

Regicide Directory of France and of all hit

works this may fairly challenge the pre-emh

nence for a comprehensive view of foreign and

domestic policy, strength of reasoning, and

powerful appeals to the understanding.

The design of it was as exalted as the exer

cution was masterly; being no less than to

rouse the nation from a state of despondency

under difficulties, to confidence in its .resourcesy

and a vigorous exertion of its powers, in a

struggle, the glorious termination ofwhich, our

political Nestor foresaw, and foretold.

At length these incessant labours operated

upon the .constitution of Mr, Burke, in a

manner that soon gave indications of a rapid

decay. Still amidst all his bodily wes^ness,

his mind preserved its vigor, and on the

seventh of July, 1797, he conversed with ani-

mation on the great subject which had so long

occupied bis thoughts. The next day white

one of his triads,' assisted by a servant, was

carrying him into anodier room, he faintly said,

*‘^^'<}odibtleiS2 you,’’ feR baxdcand expired withr

out wgt*oaik ^ His> remains were iqitmied on the
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16th. in the church of Beaconsfield in Buck-

inghamshire, in which parish he had long re-

sided, on an estate which is said to have been

given him by the marquis of Rockingham. But

it is extraordinary, and little to the credit of the

age, that as yet no monument has been raised

to his memory. Mr. Burke in his person 'v^as

about five feet ten inches in height' erect and

well formed; his countenance was pleasing, but

being very near sighted, his action in public

speaking lost much of its effect. Of his talents

there cannot be two opinions, his knowledge

was so various that he could converse upon

all subjects, and that with such a grasp ofmind

and felicity of expression, as delighted the

hearer, who, on parting from him naturally

exclaimed, What a wonderful man!’'

As an orator he stood confessedly in the very

first class, but he had the fault of prolixity, and

too generally overloaded his argument with an

exuberance of illustrative imagery. His me*

taphors were sometimes incongruous, and his

language was occasionally so low as to excite

surprise and disgust. In his manners he was

urbane and generous, very communicative of

his advice, and ready to patronize merit. Of

this he gave a proof in his liberality to Barry

the painter, whom he took under his protection

in Dublin, and sent him at his own expense

to Italy. While there, the most friendly cor-

respondence passed between them, and through
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life, Mr. Burke behated kindly to his ingenious

countryman, although the be^viour of Barry

was far from being such as he could approve.
'

' The literary character of Mr. BurKe is

all praise. Though he wrote rapidly, not a

line drop^jed from his pen but what bore the

spiking impress of his powerful mind, and in

truth he can hardly be said to have written a

single page without communicating to the most

enlightened reader something new, either in

thought or illustration* Wisdom and eloquence^

which others attain with labour, were in him

the habitual and ordinary march of his ideas

;

whence his stylq constantly exhibits such a

superabundance of argument and iipagery, that

while our attention is pursuing the track of his

reasoning, we are in danger of losing ourselves

amidst the various beauties with which it is

enforced and embellished. The same charac-

teristics distinguished the oratory ofMr. Burke,

that are still perceived in his compositiqns; but

though he rarely, if ever, failed to delight his

hearers by his manner and his matter, he‘too

frequently weakened the effect of his elocution

by not stopping at the right period of his argu-

ment; the consequence of which was, that

those who had been charmed and convinced by
the former part of the speech, became, at the

close of it, languid, tired, and indifferent.

In domestic life Mr. Burke exhibited such

a striking contrast to his associates, that it
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of

Iw phibsdpbical ’ priH^es and ^temperate

faabita, cotihl endnrfr a ooDl»xk>n'with men^

aort of whose time wa» dissipated, to use

n(t worse tens, in^midBigfit revelry over the

botUe^ or at the gamihg-table. ' To recon-'

dlO' private vke with public virtue, is a ta^-

w^h no osKuist has yet ventured to under-

take in a fiee and impartial spirit; nor would

SAy one engage in the proof that the union

is consistent, were it net from a desire to

justify particular characters, whose morals

have been at variance with the professions

which they set up in the face of the world.

DTi' Price was well aware of this, and there-

fore, in one of his political sermons, he took

^MCUsion, sharply, to reprobate the pernici-

ous lUaxtm, that patriotism and profligacy

conid exist in the same person. He did this

in reference to the leaders of the party to

which he belonged, and' he lamented most

devoihtly and sincerely, that while, by their

oratorical powers, these great men were up-

holding’ and propagating the same doctrines

with himself, as being essential to-human hap-

inuess, they-rOndered them aM«4ether ntiga;-

tmy by the most scandalous eMkhict in the

erdinOiy tnasuctions of tifo.

Whout 'the Firofioh. Revolution broke out,'

it was seen that’ public and privuto vktue

caimnO be separated, without endangering the
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fundamental principles wpCn ivhich social

order must stand, and by the consummation

of which the rights of individuals can alone^

be secured.

In that storm> Burke appeared impregna-

ble^ like the rock whose basis is Jnfixedi in

the foundation of eternal morality, while the

political sophists of the day having nothing sta-

ble in their minds for the regulation oftheir con-

duct in perilous times, were driven , about

by every wind that blew, having no point

of certain distinction, nor any principles upon

which they could depend for their guidance

and security, amidst the sea of revolutionary

strife, from which, as they and others vainly

flattered themselves, a new world of perfec-

tion was about to arise. Most of these vision-

aries have dropped into oblivion, and the

few that remain are so little known^ that their

very names will in a short space be forgotten*

Burke, on the contrary, has left an imperish^

able memorial ;
every day increases its value,

and future ages will have recour^ to it for

the maxims 9f political wisdom in the govern-

ment and direction of life. Whatever may

be- thought of those infirmities which he pos-

sessed in common with the rest of mankind,

or of the errors into, which he occasionally

fell, he hiad the singular merit of dissc^ing

the links of pal?ty, at a critical period when

that party begajpr to assume the dangerous
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.uiidjir a leader whose ambi-

t restraint,

^ ' ** Spcung upwards* like a pyramid of fire

Into fke wild eipaose* and through the shock

Of fighting elements* on all sides round
’ Won his way "

Tating^^ therefore, a retrospective glance at

I
that part of our national history, and looking

steadfestly ?upon the opposite conduct ttf the

men who distinguished themselves when the

horrors of the Revolution had nearly broken

in upon the shores of Britain, one cannot help

admiring the intrepid spirit that first and last

opposed the torrent, and for so doing brought

upon himself the hatred of his compeers. Not
in the least intimidated by their taunts and

reproaches, he pursued his course, and by that

firmness became a main instrument of rousing

the nation to that resistance against anarchy^

which ultimately* gave peace to the world.

Like the faithful seraph, so admirably painted

by the poet, he stood
** Among innumerable false* unmoy’d,

Unsbaken, unsednc’d, unterrified

;

His loyidty he kept, his love, his zeal

;

Kor number, nor example, with him vfrooght

To swerve from Truth, or change his obns^nt mind,,

Though single* From amidst them, fortl^ Im pass’d

Long way dirou|^ hostile scorn,w^ Im sustam’d

Iduperior, nor of iasblence feared at^ght

;

And with retoitsd scorn his back he turn’d

On those proud towns to swifi destruction hurr^^”

lOfo cf Tsri; mbmoiu.

part ofj||atction>

tiou adrqlttittg nc
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PREFACE.

BEFORE the philosophical works of Lord

Bolingbroke had appeared, great things were

expected from the leisure of a man, who, fron^

the splendid scene of action, in which his

talents had enabled him to make so con-

spicuous a figure, had retired to employ those

talents in the investigation of truth. Philo-

sophy began to congratulate herself upon such

a proselyte from the world of business, and

hoped to have extended her power under the

auspices of such a leader. In the midst of

these pleasing expectations, the works them-

selves at last appeared in full body^ and with

great pomp. Those who searched in them for

new discoveries in the mysteries of nature

;

those who expected something which might

explain or direct the operations of the mind
;

those who hoped to see morality illustrated

and enforced
;
those who looked for new helps

to society and government; those who desired

to see the characters and passions of mankind

delineated; in short, all who consider such

things as philosophy, and require son^e of

them at least, in every philosophical work,

all these were certainly disappointed; the^

found the land -marks of science precisely in
^

their former places: and they thought they

B 2
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received but a poor recompense for this dis-

appointment, in seeing every mode of religion

attacked in a lively manner, and the founda-

tion of every virtue, and of all government,

sapped with great art and much ingenuity.

What advantage do we derive from such

writings ? What delight can a man find in

employing a capacity which might be usefully

exerted for the noblest purposes, in a sort of

sullen labour, in which, if the author could

succeed, he is obliged to own, that nothing

could be more fatal to mankind than hfs suc-

cess?

I cannot conceive how this sort of writers

propose to compass the designs they pretend

to have in view, by the instruments which they

employ. Do they pretend to exalt the mind

of man, by proving him no better than a beast?

Do they think to enforce the practice of virtue,

by 'denying that vice and virtue are distin-

guished by good or ill fortune here, or by

happiness or misery hereafter? Do they ima-

gine they shall increase our piety, and our

reliance on God, by exploding his providence,

and insisting that he is neither just nor good?

Such are the doctrines which, sometimes con-

cealed, sometimes openly and fully avowed,

are found to prevail throughout the writings

•' of Lord Bolingbroke ;
and such are the

reasonings which this noble writer and several
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others have been pleased to dignify with the

name of philosophy. If these are delivered

in a specious manner, and in a style above the

common, they cannot want a number of ad-

mirers of as much docility as can be wished

for in disciples. To these the editor of the

following little piece has addressed it : there

is no reason to conceal the design of it any

longer.

The design was, to shew that, without the

exertion of any considerable forces, the same

energies which were employed for the de-

struction of religion, might be employed with

equal success for the subversion of govern-

ment
;
and that specious arguments might be

used against those things which they, who
doubt of every thing else, will never permit to

be questioned. It is an observation which I

think Isocrates makes in one of his orations

against the sophists, that it is far more easy to

maintain a wrong cause, and to support para-

doxical opinions to the satisfaction of a com-

mon auditory, than to establish a doubtful

truth by solid and conclusive arguments.

When men find that something can be said in

favour of what, on the very proposal, they

have thought utterly indefensible, they grow

doubtful of their own reason : they are thrown

into a sort of pleasing surprise ; they run along

with the speaker, charmed and captivated to
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flhd a plentiful hatrest of reasoning,

Whete sill seemed barren and unpromising.

This is the faliry land of philosophy. And it

very frequently happens, that those pleasing

impressions on the imagination, subsist and

produce their effect, even after the under-

standing has been satisfied of their unsubstan-

tial nature. There is a sort of gloss upon in-

genious falsehoods, that dazzles the imagina-

tion, but which neither belongs to, nor be-

comes the sober aspect of truth. I have met

with a quotation in Lord Coke’s Reports that

pleased me very much, though I do not know

from whence he has taken it: “ Interdum

fucata falsitaSy' says he, “ in multis est pro-

** babilior, et scepe rationibus vincit nudam veri-

“ tatemy In such cases, the writer has a

certain fire and alacrity inspired into him by a

consciousness, that let U fare how it will with

the subject, his ingenuity will be sure of ap-

plause
;

and this alacrity becomes much

greater if he acts upon the offensive, by the

impetuosity that always accompanies an at-

tack, and the unfortunate propensity which

mankind haVe to the finding and exaggerating

faults. The editor is satisfied that a mind

which has no restraint from a sense of its own

weakness, of its subordinate rank in the crea-

tion, and of the extreme danger of letting the

imagination loose upon some subjects^ may very
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plausibly attack every thing the most excel-

lent and venerable
;
that it would not be dif-

ficult to criticise the creation itself
;
and that

if we were to examine the divine fabrics by

our ideas of reason and fitness, and to use the

same method of attack by which some men
have assaulted* revealed religion, we might

with as good colour, and with the same

success, make the wisdom and power of God
in his creation, appear to many no better than

foolishness. There is an air of plausibility

which accompanies vulgar reasonings and no-

tions taken from the beaten circle of ordinary

experience, that is admirably suited to the

narrow capacities of some, and to the laziness

of others. But this advantage is in great

measure lost, when a painful, comprehensive

survey of a very complicated matter, and

which requires a great variety of considera-

tions, is to be made
;
when we must seek in a

profound subject, not only for arguments, but

for new materials of argument, their measures

and their method of arrangement : when we
must go out of the sphere of our ordinary

ideas, and when we can never walk sure, but

by being sensible of our blindness. And this

we must do, or we do nothing, whenever we
examine the result of a reason which is not our

own. Even in matters which are, as it were,

just within our r^ach, what would become of

the world, if the practice of all moral duties,
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and tjie foundations of society, rested upon

having their reasons made clear and demon-

strative to every individual ?

The editor knows that the subject of this

letter is not so fully handled as obviously it

might: it was not his design to say all that

could possibly be said. It had been inex-

cusable to fill a large volume with the abuse

of reason
;
nor would such an abuse have been

tolerable, even for a few pages, if some under-

plot of more consequence than the apparent

design had not been carried on.

Some persons have thought that the advan^-

tages of the state of nature ought to have been

more fully displayed. This had undoubtedly

been a very ample subject for declamation

;

but they do not consider the character of the

piece. The writers against religion, whilst

they oppose every system, are wisely careful

never to set up any of their own. If some in^

accuracies in calculation, in reasoning, or in

method be found, perhaps these will not be

looked upon as faults by the admirers of Lord

Bolingbroke; who will, the editor is afraid,

observe much more of his lordship’s character

in such particulars of the following letter, than

they are like to find of that rapid torrent of an

impetuous and overbearing eloquence, and the

variety of rich imagery for which that writer is

justly admired,
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Shall I venture to say, my lord, that in our

late conversation, you were inclined to the

party which you adopted rather by the feelings

of your good-nature, than by the conviction of

your judgment ? We laid open the founda-

tions of society; and you feared, that the

curiosity of this search might endanger the

ruin of the whole fabric. You would readily

have allowed my principle, but you dreaded

the consequences: you thought, that having

once entered upon these reasonings, we might

be carried insensibly and irresistibly farther

than at first we could either have imagined or

wished. But for my part, my lord, I then

thought, and am still of the same opinion, that

error, and not truth of any kind, is dangerous

;

that ill conclusions can only flow from false

propositions
;
and that', to know whether any

proposition be true or false, it is a prepos-

terx)us method to examine it by its apparent

consequences.
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These were the reasons which induced me

to go so far into that enquiry
;
and they are

the reasons which direct me in all my en-

quiries. I had indeed often reflected on that

subject before I could prevail upon myself to

communicate my reflections to any body.

They were generally melancholy enough; as

those usually are which carry us beyond the

mere surface of things
;
and which would un-

doubtedly make the lives of all thinking men

extremely miserable, if the same philosophy

which caused the grief did not at the same

time*adraiiiister the comfort.

On considering political societies, their

origin, their constitution, and their effects, I

have sometimes been in a good deal more than

doubt, whether the Creator did ever really

intend man for a state of happiness. He has

mixed in his cup a number of natural evils, (in

spite of the boasts of stoicism they are evils)

and every endeavour which the art and policy

of mankind has used from the beginning of the

world to this day, in order to alleviate, or cure

them, has only served to introduce new mis-

chiefs, or to aggravate and inflame the old.

Besides this, the mind of man itself is too

active and restless a principle ever to settle

on the true point of quiet. It discovers every

day some craving want in a body, which really

wants but little. It every day invents some
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new artificial rule to guide that nature which,

if left to itself, were the best and surest guide.

It finds out imaginary beings prescribing ima-

ginary laws; and then, it raises imaginary

terrors to support a belief in the beings, and

an obedience to the laws. Many things have

been said, and very well undoubtedly, on the

subjection in which we should preserve our

bodies to the government of our understand-

ing
;
but enough has not been said upon the

restraint which our bodily necessities ought to

lay on the extravagant sublimities and ec-

centric rovings of our minds. The body, ot

as some love to call it, our inferior nature, is

wiser in its own plain way, and attends its

own business more directly than the mind

with all its boasted subtilty.

In the state of nature, without question,

mankind was subjected to many and great in-

conveniences. Want of union, want of mutual

assistance, want of a common arbitrator to

resort to in their diflPerences. These were

evils which they could not but have felt pretty

severely on many occasions. The original

children of the earth lived with their brethren

of the other kinds in much equality. Their

diet must have been confined almost wholly

to the vegetable kind; and the same tree,

which in its flourishing state produced them

berries, in its decay gave them an habitation.
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The mutual desires of the sexes uniting their

bodies and affections, and the children, which

were the results of these intercourses, intro-

duced first the notion of society, and taught

its conveniences. This society, founded in

natural appetites and instincts, and not in any

positive institution, I shall call natural society.

Thus far nature went and succeeded
;
but man

would go farther. The great error of our na-

ture is, not to know where to stop, not to be

satisfied with any reasonable acquirement;

not to compound with our condition
;
but to

lose all we have gained by an insatiable pursuit

after more. Man found a considerable advan-

tage by this union of many persons to form

one family ; he therefore judged that he would

find his account proportionably in an union of

many families into one body politic. And as

nature has formed no bond of union to hold

them together, he supplied this defect by laws.

This is political society. And hence the

sources of what are usually called states, civil

societies, or governments
;
into some form of

which, more extended or restrained, all man-

kind have gradually fallen. And since it has so

happened, and thatwe owe an implicitreverence

to all the institutions of our ancestors, we shall

consider these institutions with all that mo-

desty with which we ought to conduct our-

selves in examining a received opinion; but
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with all that freedom and candour which we
owe to truth wherever we find it, or however

it may contradict our own notions, or oppose

our own interests. There is a most absurd

and audacious method of reasoning avowed by

some bigots and enthusiasts, and through fear

assented to by some wiser and better men: it

is this. They argue against a fair discussion

of popular prejudices, because, say they,

though they would be found without any rea-

sonable support, yet the discovery might be

productive of the most dangerous conse-

quences. Absurd and blasphemous notion!

as if all happiness was not connected with the

practice of virtue, which necessarily depends

upon the knowledge of truth; that is, upon

the knowledge of those unalterable relations

which Providence has ordained that every

thing should bear to every other. These rela-

tions, which are truth itself, the foundation

of virtue, and consequently, the onlymeasures ot

happiness, should be likewise the only measures

by which we should direct our reasoning. To

these we should conform in good earnest; and

not think to force nature, and the whole order

of her system, by a compliance with our pride,

and folly, to conform to our artificial regula-

tions. It is by a confonnity to this method we

owe the discovery of the few truths we know,

and the little liberty and rational happiness we

enjoy. We have something fairer play than a
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reasoner could have expected formerly; and

we derive advantages from it which are very

visible.

The fabric of superstition has in this our age

and nation received much ruder shocks than it

had ever felt before ;
and through the chinks

and breaches of our prison, we see such glim-

merings of light, and feel such refreshing airs

of liberty, as daily raise our ardor for more.

The miseries derived to mankind from super-

stition, under the name of religion,, and of ec-

clesiastical tyranny under the name of church

government, have been clearly and usefully

exposed. We begin to think and to act from

reason and from nature alone. This is true of

several, but still is by far the majority in the

same old state of blindness and slavery
;
and

much is it to be feared that we shall perpetu-

ally relapse, whilst the real productive cause

of all this superstitious folly, enthusiastical

nonsense, and holy tyranny, holds a reverend

place in the estimation even of those who are

otherwise enlightened.

Civil government borrows a strength from

ecclesiastical
;
and artificial laws receive a.sanc-

tion fi:om artificial revelations. The ideas of

religion and government are closely connected;

and whilst we receive government as a thing

necessary, or even useful to our well-being, we

shall in spite of us draw in, as a necessary,

though undesirable consequence, an artificial
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religion of some kind or other* To this the vul-

gar will always be voluntary slaves; and even

those of a rank of understanding superior, will

now and then involuntarily feel its influence.

It is therefore of the deepest concernment to us

to be set right in this point
;
and to be well

satisfied whether civil government be such a

protector from natural evils, and such a nurse

and increaser of blessings, as those of warm
imaginations promise. In such a discussion,

far am I from proposing in the least to reflect

on our most wise form of government
;
no more

than I would in the freer parts of my philoso-

phical writings, mean to object to the piety,

truth and perfection of our most excellent

church. Both I am sensible have their foun-

dations on a rock. No discovery of truth can

prejudice them. On the contrary, the more
closely the origin of religion and government
are examined, the more clearly their excellen-

cies must appear. They come purified from
the fire. My business is not with them. Hav-
ing entered a protest against all objections from

these quarters, I may the more freely enquire

from history and experience, how far policy has

contributed in all times to alleviate those evils

which Providence (that perhaps has designed
us for a state of imperfection) has imposed;
how far our physical skill has cured our con-
stitutional disorders

; and whether it may not
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have introduced new ones, curable perhaps by

no skill.

In looking over any state to form a judg-

ment on it; it presents itself in two lights, the

external and the internal. The first, that rela-

tion which it bears in point of friendship or

enmity to other states. The second, that rela-

tion its component parts, the governing, and

the governed, bear to each other. The first

part of the external view of all states, their

relation as friends, makes so trifling a figure in

history, that I am very sorry to say, that it

aifords me but little matter on which to expa-

tiate. The good offices done by one nation to

its neighbour*; the support given in public

distress ;
the reliefafforded in general calamity

;

the protection granted in emergent danger;

the mutual return of kindness and civility,

would afford a very ample and very pleasing

subject for history. But, alas ! all the history

ofdl times, concerning all nations, does not

afford matter enough to fill ten pages, though

it should be spun out by the wire-drawing

amplification of a Guicciardini himself. The

* Had his Lordship lived to our days, to have seen the

noble relief given by this nation toihe distressed Portuguese,

he had perhaps owned this part of his argument a little

weakened ; but we do not think ourselves entitled to alter his

Lordship’s words, but that we are bound to follow him

exactly.
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glaring side is that of enmity. War is the

matter which fills all history; and consequently

the only, or almost the only view in which we

can see the external of political society, is in a

hostile shape ;
and the only actions, to which

we have always seen, and still see all of them

intent, are such, as tend to the destruction of

one another. War, says Machiavel, ought to

be the only study of a prince; and by a prince,

he means every sort of state however consti-

tuted. He ought, says this great political

doctor, to consider peace only as a breathing-

time, which gives him leisure to contrive, and

furnishes ability to execute military plans. A
meditation on the conduct of political societies

made old Hobbes imagine, that war was the

state of nature; and truly, if a man judged of

the individuals of our race by their conduct

when united and packed into nations and king-

doms, he might imagine that every sort of vir-

tue was unnatural and foreign to the mind of

man.

The first accounts we have of mankind are

but so many accounts of their butcheries. All

empires have been cemented in blood
;
and in

those early periods when the race of mankind

began first to form themselves into parties and

combinations, the first effect of the combina-

tion, and indeed the end for which it seems

purposely formed, and best calculated, is their

VOL. I. c
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mutual destruction. All ancient history is dark

and uncertain. One thing however is clear.

There were conquerors, and conquests, in those

days
;
and consequently, all that devastation,

by which they are formed, and all that oppres-

sion by which they are maintained. We know

little of Sesostris, but that he led out of Egypt

an army of above 700,000 men; that he over-

ran the Mediterranean coast as far as Colchis

;

that in some places, he met but little resistance,

and of course shed not a great deal of blood

;

but that he found in others, a people who knew

the value of their liberties, and sold them dear.

Whoever considers the army this conqueror

headed, the space he traversed, and the oppo-

sition he frequently met; with the natural

accidents of sickness, and the dearth and bad-

ness of provision to which he must have been

subject in the variety of climates and countries

his march lay through, if he knows any thing,

he must know, that even the conqueror’s army

must have suffered greatly ; and that, of this

immense number, but a very small part could

have returned to enjoy the plunder accumu-

lated by the loss of so many of their compa-

nions, and the devastation of so considerable

a part of the world. Considering, I say, the

vast army headed by this conqueror, whose

unwieldy weight was almost alone sufficient to

wear down its strength, it will be far from ex-
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cess to suppose that one half was lost in the

expedition. If this was the state of the victo-

rious, and from the circumstances, it must have

been this at the least
;

the Aranquished must

have had a much heavier loss, as the greatest

slaughter is always in the flight, and great car-

nage did in those times and countries ever

attend the first rage of conquest. It will there-

fore be very reasonable to allow on their account

as much as, added to the losses of the conque-

ror, ma y amount to a million of deaths, and

then we shall sec this conqueror, the oldest we
have on the records of history (though, as we
have observed before, the chronology of these

remote times is extremely uncertain), opening

the scene by a destruction ofat least one million

of his species, unprovoked but by his ambition,

without any motives but pride, cruelty, and

madness, and without any benefit to himself;

(for Justin expressly tells us he did not main-

tain his conquests) but solely to make so many

people, in so distant countries, feel experimen-

tally, how severe a scourge Providence intends

for the human race, when he gives one man the

power over many, and arms his naturally im-

potent, and feeble rage, with the hands of

millions, who know no common principle of

action, but a blind obedience to the passions of

their ruler.

The next personage who figures in the tra-
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gedies of this ancient theatre Semiramis : for

we have no particulars of Ninus, but that he

made immense and rapid conquests, which

doubtless were hot compassed without the

usual carnage. We see an army of above three

millions employed by this martial queen in a

war against the Indians. We see the Indians

arniing a yet greater
;
and we behold a war

continued with much fury, and with various

success. This ends in the retreat of the queen,

with scarce a third of the troops employed in

the expedition ;
an expedition, which at this

rate must have cost two'millions of souls on

her part; and it is not unreasonable to judge

that the country which was the seat of war,

must have been an equal sufferer. But I am

content to detract from this, and to suppose

that the Indians lost only half so much, and

then the account stands thus: In this war

alone (for Semiramis had other wars), in this

single reign, and in this one spot of the globe,

did three millions of souls expire, with all the

horrid and shocking circumstances which attend

all wars, and in a quarrel, in which none of the

sufferers could have the least rational concern.

The Babylonian, Assyrian, Median, and Per-

sian monarchies must have poured out seas of

blood in their formation, and in their destruc-

tion. The armies and fleets of Xerxes, their

numbers, the glorious stand made against them,
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and the unfortunate event of all his mighty

preparations, are known to every body. In

this expedition, draining half Asia of its inha-

bitants, he led an army of about two millions

to be slaughtered, and wasted, by a thousand

fatal accidents, in the same place where his

predecessors had before by a similar madness

consumed the flower of so many kingdoms, and

wasted the force of so extensive an empire. It

is a cheap calculation to say, that the Persian

empire in its wars, against the Greeks, and

Scythians, threw away at least four millions of

its subjects, to say nothing of its other wars,

and the losses sustained in them. These were

their losses abroad
;
but the war was brought

home to them, first by Agesilaus, and after-

wards, by Alexander. I have not, in this

retreat, the books necessary to make very exact

calculations
;
nor is it necessary to give more

than hints to one of your lordship’s erudition.

You will recollect his uninterrupted series of

success. You will run over his battles. You

will call to mind the carnage which was made.

You will give a glance of the whole, and you

will agree with me ; that to form this hero no

less than twelve hundred thousand lives must

have been sacrificed; but no sooner had he

fallen himself a sacrifice to his vices, than a

thousand breaches were made for ruin to enter,

and give the last hand to this scene of misery
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and destruction, llis kini^doin was rent and

divided
;
which served to employ the more dis-

tinct parts to tear each other to pieces, and

bury the whole in blood and slani^hter. The

kings of Syria and of Egypt, the kings of Per-

gamus and Macedon, without intermission

worried each other for above tw^o hundred

years
;

until at last a strong ])ow^er arising in

the west, rushed in upon them and silenced

their tumults, by involving all the contending

parties in the same destruction. It is little to

say, that the contentions between the succes-

sors of Alexander depopulated that part of the

world of at least two millions.

The struggle betwa^cii the Macedonians and

Greeks, and before that, the dis])utes of the

Greek commonwealths among tliemselves, for

an unprohtable superiority, form one of the

bloodiest scenes in history. One is astonished

how such a small spot could furnish men sufh-

cient to sacrifice to the ])itiful ambition of pos-

sessing five or six thousand more acres, or two

or three more villages
:
yet to see the acrimony

and bitterness with which this was disputed

between the Athenians and Lacedemonians;

what armies cut off; what fleets sunk and

burnt; what a number of cities sacked, and

their inhabitants slaughtered, and captived;

one would be induced to believe the decision

of the fate of mankind at least, depended upon
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it ! But these disputes ended as all such ever

have done, and ever will do
;

in a real weak-

ness of all parties
;
a momentary shadow, and

dream of power in some one
;
and the subjec-

tion of all to the yoke of a stranger, who knows

how to profit of their divisions. This at least

was the case of the Greeks; and sure, from

the earliest accounts of them, to their absorp-

tion into the Roman empire, we cannot judge

that their intestine divisions, and their foreign

wars, consumed less than three millions of

their inhabitants.

What an Aceldama, what a field of blood

Sicily has been in ancient times, whilst the

mode of its government was controverted be-

tween the republican and tyrannical parties,

and the possession struggled for by the natives,

the Greeks, the Carthaginians, and the Romans,

your Lordship will easily recollect. You will

remember the total destruction of such bodies

as an army of 300,000 men. You will find

every ])agc of its history dyed in blood, and

blotted and confounded by tumults, rebellions,

massacres, assassinations, proscriptions, and a

series of horror beyond the histories perhaps

of any other nation in the world : though the

histories of all nations are made up of similar

niatter. I once more excuse myself in point

of exactness for want of books. But I shall

estimate the slaughters in this island but at
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two millions; which your lordship will find

much short of the reality.

Let us pass by the wars, and the conse-

quences of them, which wasted Grecia-Magna,

before the Roman power prevailed in that part

of Italy. They are perhaps exaggerated:

therefore I shall only rate them at one million.

Let us hasten to open that great scene which

establishes the Roman empire, and forms the

grand catastrophe of the ancient drama. This

empire, whilst in its infancy, began by an

effusion of human blood scarcely credible.

The neighbouring little states teemed for new

destruction: the Sabines, the Samnites, the

^qui, the Volsci, the Hetrurians, were broken

by a series of slaughters which had no interrup-

tion, for some hundreds of years
;
slaughters

which upon all sides consumed more than two

millions of the wretched people. The Gauls

rushing into Italy about this time, added the

total destruction of their own armies to those

of the ancient inhabitants. In short, it were

hardly possible to conceive a more horrid and

bloody picture, if that which the Punic wars

that ensued soon after did not present one,

that far exceeds it. Here we find that climax

of devastation, and ruin, which seemed to

shake the whole earth. The extent of this

war which vexed so many nations, and both

elements, and the havoc of the hwmn species
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caused in both, really astonishes beyond ex-

pression, when it is nakedly considered, and

those matters which are apt to divert our at-

tention from it, the characters, actions, and

designs of the persons concerned, are not

taken into the account. These wars, I mean

those called the Punic wars, could not have

stood the human race in less than three

millions of the species. And yet this forms

but a part only, and a very small part, of the

havoc caused by the Roman ambition. The

war with Mithridates was very little less

bloody; that prince cut oS at one stroke

150,000 Romans by a massacre. In that war

Sylla destroyed 300,000 men at Cheronea.

He defeated Mithridates’ army under Dorilaus,

and slew 300,000. This great and unfortunate

prince lost another 300,000 men before Cy-

zicura. In the course of the war he had in-

numerable other losses; and having many

intervals of success, he revenged them se-

verely. He was at last totally overthrown;

and he crushed to pieces the king of Armenia,

his ally, by the greatness of his ruin. All who

had connections with him shared the same

fate. The merciless genius of Sylla had its

full scope
;
and the streets of Athens were not

the only ones which ran with blood. At this

peHod, the sword, glutted with foreign slaugh-

ter, turned its edge upon the bowels of the
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Roman republic itself; and presented a scene

of cruelties and treasons enough almost to

obliterate the memory of all the external

devastations. I intended, my lord, to have pro-

ceeded in a sort of method in estimating the

numbers of mankind cut off in these wars

which we have on record. But I am obliged

to alter my design. Such a tragical uniformity

of havoc and murder would disgust your lord-

ship as much as it would me
;
and I confess I

already feel my eyes ache by keeping them so

long intent on so bloody a prospect. I shall

observe little on the Servile, the Social, the

Gallic, and Spanish wars; nor upon those with

Jugurtha, nor Antiochus, nor many others

equally important, 'and carried on with equal

fury. The butcheries of Julius Caesar alone,

are calculated by somebody else
;
the numbers

-

he has been the means of destroying have been

reckoned at 1,200,000. But to give your

lordship an idea that may serve as a standard,

by which to measure, in some degree, the

others
;
you will turn your eyes on Judea

; a

very inconsiderable spot of the earth in itself,

though ennobled by the singular events which

had their rise in that country.

This spot happened, it matters not here by

what means, to become at several times ex-

tremely populous, and to supply men for

slaughters scarcely credible, if other well-
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known and well-attested ones had hot given

them a colour. The first settling of the Jews

here, was attended by an almost entire extir-

pation of all the former inhabitants. Their

own civil wars, and those with their petty

neighbours, consumed vast multitudes almost

every year for several centuries; and the ir-

ruptions of the kings of Babylon and Assyria

made immense ravages. Yet we have their

history but partially, in an indistinct confused

manner
;
so that I shall only throw the strong

point of light upon that part which coincides

with Roman history, and of that part only

on the point of time when they received the

great and final stroke which made them no

more a nation; a stroke which is allowed to

have cut off little less than two millions of that

people. I say nothing of the loppings made

from that stock whilst it stood
;
nor from the

suckers that grew out of the old root ever

since. But if in this inconsiderable part of the

globe, such a carnage has been made in two

or three short reigns, and that this great car-

nage, great as it is, makes but a minute part

of what the histories of that people inform us

they suffered
;
what shall we judge of countries

more extended, and which have waged wars by

far more considerable?

Instances of this sort compose the uniform

of history. But there have been periods when
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no less than universal destruction to the race

of mankind seems to have been threatened.

When the Goths, the Vandals, and the

Huns poured into Gaul, Italy, Spain, Greece,

and Africa, carrying destruction before them

as they advanced, and leaving horrid desarts

every where behind them. Vastum ubique

silentiuniy secreti colles; fumantia •procul tecta;

nemo exploratoribus obvius, is what Tacitus calls

facies victoria. It is always so
;
but was here

emphatically so. From the north proceeded

the swarms of Goths, Vandals, Huns, Ostro-

goths, who ran towards the south into Africa

itself, which suffered as all to the north had

done. About this time, another torrent of

barbarians, animated by the same fury, and

encouraged by the same success, poured out

of the south, and ravaged all to the north-east

and west, to the remotest parts of Persia on

one hand, and to the banks of the Loire or

further on the other : destroying all the proud
and curious monuments of human art, that

not even the memory might seem to survive of

the former inhabitants. What has been done
since, and what will continue to be done whilst

the same inducements to war continue, I shall

not dwell upon. I shall only in one word
mention the horrid effects of bigotry and ava-
rice, in the conquest of Spanish America; a
conquest on a low estimation effected by the
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murder of ten millions of the species. I shall

draw to a conclusion of this part, by making a
general calculation of the whole. I think I

have actually mentioned above thirty-six mil-

lions. I have not particularized any more.
1 do not pretend to exactness : therefore, for the

sake of a general view, I shall lay together all

those actually slain in battles, or who have
perished in a no less miserable manner by the

other destructive consequences of war from the

beginning of the world to this day, in the four

parts of it, at a thousand times as much
;
no

exaggerated calculation, allowing for time and
extent. We have not perhaps spoke of the

five hundredth part : I am sure I have not of

what is actually, ascertained in history
;
but

how much of these butcheries are only ex-

pressed in generals, what part of time history

{las never reached, and what vast spaces of the

habitable globe it has not embraced, I need not

mention to your lordship. I need not enlarge

on those torrents of silent and inglorious blood

which have glutted the thirsty sands of Afric,

or discoloured the Polar snow, or fed the

savage forests of America for so many ages of

continual war; shall I, to justify my calcula-

tions from the charge of extravagance, add to

the account those skirmishes which happen in

all wars, without being singly of sufficient dig-

nity in mischief, to merit a place in history,
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but which by their frequency compensate for

this comparative innocence ? shall I inflame the

account by those general massacres which

have devoured whole cities and nations
;
those

wasting pestilences, those consuming famines,

and all those furies that follow in the train of

war? I have no need to exaggerate; and I

have purposely avoided a parade of eloquence

on this occasion. I should despise it upon any

occasion
;

else in mentioning these slaughters,

it is obvious how much the whole might be

heightened, by an affecting description of the

horrors that attend the wasting of kingdoms,

and sacking of cities. But I do not write to

the vulgar, nor to that which only governs the

vulgar, their passions. I go upon a naked and

moderate calculation, just enough, without a

pedantical exactness, to give your lordship

some feeling of the effects of political society.

I charge the whole of these effects on political

society. I avow the charge, and I shall pre-

sently make it good to your lordship s satis-

faction. The numbers I particularized are

about thirty-six millions. Besides those killed

in battles I have something, not half what the

matter would have justified, but something I

have said, concerning the consequences of war

even more dreadful than that monstrous car-

nage itself which shocks our humanity, and

almost staggers our belief. So that allowing
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me in my exuberance one way, for my de-

ficiencies in the other, you will find me not

unreasonable. I think the numbers of men
now upon earth are computed at 500 millions

at the most. Here the slaughter of mankind,

on what you will call a small calculation,

amounts to upwards of seventy times the

number of souls this day on the globe. A
point which may furnish matter of reflection to

one less inclined to draw consequences than

your lordship. ^ 5"4 3 8 •

I now come to show, that political society is

justly chargeable with much the greatest part

of this destruction of the species. To give the

fairest play to every side of the question, I

will own that there is a haughtiness, and

fierceness in human nature, which will cause

innumerable broils, place men in what situation

you please
;
but owning this, I still insist in

charging it to political regulations, that these

broils are so frequent, so cruel, and attended

with consequences so deplorable. In a state

of nature, it had been impossible to find a

number of men, sufficient for such slaughters,

agreed in the same bloody purpose ;
or allow-

ing that they might have come to such an

agreement (an impossible supposition), yet the

means that simple nature has supplied them

with, are by no means adequate to such an

end : many scratches, many bruises undoubt-
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edly would be received upon all hands
; but

only a few, a very few deaths. Society and

politics, which have given us these destructive

views, have given us also the means of satisfy-

ing them. From the earliest dawnings of

policy to this day, the invention of men has

been sharpening and improving the mystery

of murder, from the first rude essays of clubs

and stones, to the present perfection of gun-

nery, cannoneering, bombarding, mining, and

all these species of artificial, learned, and re-

fined cruelty, in which we are now so expert,

and which make a principal part of what poli-

ticians have taught us to believe is our princi-

pal glory.

How far mere nature would have carried us,

we may judge by the example of those animals,

who still follow her laws, and even of those

to whom she has given dispositions more fierce,

and arms more terrible than ever she intended

we should use. It is an incontestible truth,

that there is more havoc made in one year by

men, of men, than has been made by all the

lions, tygers, panthers, ounces, leopards,

hyenas, rhinoceroses, elephants, bears, and

wolves, upon their several species, since the

beginning of the world; though these agree ill

enough with each other, and have a much
greater proportion of rage and fury in their

composition than we have. But with respect
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to you, ye legislators, ye civilizers of mankind!

ye Orpheuses, Moseses, Minuses, Solons,

Theseuses, Lycurguses, Numas! with respect

to you be it spoken, your regulations have

done more mischief in cold blood, than all the

rage of the fiercest animals in their greatest

terrors, or furies, has ever done, or ever could

do!

These evils are not accidental. Whoever

will take the pains to consider the nature of

society, will find they result directly from its

constitution. For as subordination^ or in other

words, the reciprocation of tyranny, and

slavery, is requisite to support these societies,

the interest, the ambition, the malice, or the

revenge, nay even the whim and caprice of one

ruling man among them, is enough to arm all

the rest, without any private views of their

own, to the worst and blackest purposes
;
and

what is at once lamentable and ridiculous,

these wretches engage under those banners

with a fury greater than if they were animated

by revenge for their own proper wrongs.

It is no less worth observing, that this arti-

ficial division of mankind, into separate so-

cieties, is a perpetual source in itself of hatred

and dissention among them. The names which

distinguish them are enough to blow up hatred,

and rage. Examine history; consult present

experience; and you will find, that far the

VOL. I. T)
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greater part of the quarrels between several

nations, had scarce any other occasion, than

that these nations were different combinations

of people, and called by different names;

—

to an Englishman, the name of a Frenchman, a

Spaniard, an Italian, much more a Turk, or a

Tartar, raise of course ideas of hatred, and

contempt. If you would inspire this com-

patriot of ours with pity or regard, for one of

these; would you not hide that distinction?

You would not pray him to compassionate the

poor Frenchman, or the unhappy German.

Far from it: you would speak of him as a

foreigner, an accident to which all are liable.

You would represent him as a man; one par-

taking with us of the same common nature,

and subject to the same law. There is some-

thing so averse from our nature in these artifi-

cial political distinctions, that we need no

other trumpet to kindle us to war, and de-

struction. But there is something so benign

and healing in the general voice of humanity,

that maugre all our regulations to prevent it,

the simple name of man applied properly, never

fails to work a salutary effect.

This natural unpremeditated effect of policy

on the unpossessed passions of mankind, ap-

pears on other occasions. The very name of

a politician, a statesman, is sure to cause terror

and hatred
; it has always connected with it
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the ideas of treachery, cruelty, fraud and

tyranny; and those writers who have faithfully

unveiled the mystery of state-freemasonry,

have ever been held in general detestation, for

even knowing so perfectly a theory so detest-

able. The case of Machiavel seems at first

sight something hard in that respect. He is

obliged to bear the iniquities of those whose

maxims and rules of government he published.

His speculation is more abhorred than their

practice.

But if there were no other arguments against

artificial society than this I am going to men-

tion, methinks it ought to fall by this one only.

All writers on the science of policy are agreed,

and they agree with experience, that all go-

vernments must frequently infringe the rules

of justice to support themselves; that truth

must give way to dissimulation; honesty to

convenience
;
and humanity itself to the reign-

ing interest. The whole of this mystery of

iniquity is called the reason of state. It is a

reason, which I own I cannot penetrate. What

sort of a protection is this of the general right,

that is maintained by infringing the rights of

particulars? What sort of justice is this,

which is enforced by breaches of its own laws ?

These paradoxes I leave to be solved by the

able heads of legislators and politicians. For

my part, I say what a plain man would say on
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such an occasion. I can never believe, that

any institution agreeable to nature, and proper

for mankind, could find it necessary, or even

expedient in any case whatsoever to do, what

the best and worthiest instincts of mankind

warn us to avoid. But no wonder, that what

is set up in opposition to the state of nature,

should preserve itself by trampling upon the

law of nature.

To prove that these sort of policed societies

are a violation offered to nature, and a con-

straint upon the human mind, it needs only

to look upon the sanguinary measures, and

instruments of violence which are everywhere

used to support them. Let us take a review

of the dungeons, whips, chains, racks, gibbets,

with which every society is abundantly stored,

by which hundreds of victims are annually

offered up to support a dozen or two in pride

and madness, and millions in an abject servi-

tude, and dependence. There was a time,

when I looked with a reverential awe on these

mysteries of policy
;
but age, experience, and

philosophy have rent the veil
;
and I view this

sanctum sanctorum^ at least, without any enthu-

siastic admiration. I acknowledge indeed,

the necessity of such a proceeding in such in-

stitutions
; but I must We a very mean opi-

nion of institutions where such proceedings are

necessary.
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It is a misfortune, that in no part of the globe

natural liberty and natural religion are to be

found pure, and free from the mixture of poli-

tical adulterations. Yet we have implanted in

us by Providence ideas, axioms, rules of what

is pious, just, fair, honest, which no political

craft, nor learned sophistry, can entirely expel

from our breasts. By these we judge, and we
cannot otherwise judge of the several artificial

modes of religion and society, and deteri;nine

of them as they approach to, or recede from

this standard.

The simplest form of government is despotism,

where all the inferior orbs of power are moved

merely by the will of the Supreme,’'and all that

are subjected to them, directed in the same

manner, merely by the occasional will of the

magistrate. This form, as it is the most simple,

so it is infinitely the most general. Scarce any

part of the world is exempted from its power.

And in those few places where men enjoy what

they call liberty, it is continually in a tottering

situation, and makes greater and greater strides

to that gulph of despotism which at last swal-

lows up every species of government. This

manner of ruling being directed merely by the

will of the weakest, and generally the worst

man in the society, becomes the most foolish

and capricious thing, at the same time that it is

the most terrible and destructive that well can
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be conceived. In a despotism the principal

person finds, that let the want, misery, and in-

digence of his subjects, be what they will, he

can yet possess abundantly of every thing to

gratify his most insatiable wishes. He does

more. He finds that these gratifications in-

crease in proportion to the wretchedness and

slavery of his subjects. Thus encouraged both

by passion and interest to trample on the pub-

lic welfare, and by his station placed above

both shame and fear, he proceeds to the most

horrid and shocking outrages upon mankind.

Their persons become victims of his suspicions.

The slightest displeasure is death; and a dis-

agreeable aspect is often as great a crime as

high treason. In the court of Nero, a person

of learning, of unquestioned merit, and of un-

suspected loyalty, was put to death for no

other reason than that he had a pedantic coun-

tenance which displeased the emperor. This

very monster of mankind appeared in the be-

ginning of his reign to be a person of virtue.

Many of the greatest tyrants on the records of

history have begun their reigns in the fairest

manner. But the truth is, this unnatural

power corrupts both the heart and the under-

standing. ^d to prevent the least hope of

amendment, a king is ever surrounded by a

crowd of infamous flatterers, who find their

account in keeping him from the least light of
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reason, till all ideas of rectitude and justice are

utterly erased from his mind. When Alexander -

had in his fury inhumanly butchered one of his

best friends, and bravest captains
;
on the re-

turn of reason he began to conceive an horror

suitable to the guilt of such a murder. In this

juncture, his council came to his assistance.

But what did his council ? They found him

out a philosopher who gave hip comfort. And
in what manner did this philosopher comfort

him for the loss of such a man, and heal his

conscience, flagrant with the smart of such a

crime? You have the matter at length in

Plutarch. He told him: that let a swereign

** do what he will, all his actions are just and
** lawful, because they are his.'* The palaces of

all princes abound with such courtly philoso-

phers. The consequence was such as might

be expected. He grew every day a monster

more abandoned to unnatural lust, to debauch-

ery, to drunkenness, and to murder. And yet

this was originally a great man, of uncommon

capacity, and a strong propensity to virtue.

But unbounded power proceeds step by step,

until it has eradicated every laudable principle.

It has been remarked, that there is no prince

so bad, whose favourites and ministers are not

worse. There is hardly any prince without a

favourite, by whom he is governed in as arbi-

trary a manner as he governs the wretches
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subjected to him. Here the tyranny is dou-

bled. There are two courts, and two interests

;

both very different from the interests of the

people. The favourite knows that the regard

of a tyrant is as unconstant and capricious as

that of a woman; and concluding his time to

be short, he makes haste to fill up the measure

of his iniquity, in rapine, in luxury, and in re-

venge. Every ayenue to the throne is shut up.

He oppresses, and ruins the people, whilst he

persuades the prince, that those murmurs

raised by his own oppression are the effects of

disaffection to the prince’s government. Then

is the natural violence of despotism inflamed,

and aggravated by hatred and revenge. To

deserve well of the state is a crime against the

prince. To be popular, and to be a traitor,

are considered as synonymous terms. Even

virtue is dangerous, as an aspiring quality,

that claims an esteem by itself, and independent

of the countenance of the court. What has

been said of the chief, is true of the inferior

officers of this species of government; each in

his province exercising the same tyranny, and

grinding the people by an oppression, the more

severely felt, as it is near them, and exercised

by base and subordinate persons. For the

gross of the people; they are considered as a

mere herd of cattle; and really in a little time

. become no better
;

all principle of honest pride,
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all sense of the dignity of their nature, is lost

in their slavery. The day, says Homer, which

makes a man a slave, takes away half his

worth
;
and in fact, he loses every impulse to

action, but that low and base one of fear. In

this kind of government human nature is not

only abused, and insulted, but it is actually

degraded and sunk into a species of brutality.

The consideration of this made Mr. Locke say,

with great justice, that a government of this

kind was worse than anarchy
;
indeed it is so

abhorred, and detested by all who live under

forms that have a milder appearance, that there

is scarce a rational man in Europe, that would

not prefer death to Asiatic despotism. Here

then we have the acknowledgment of a great

philosopher, that an irregular state of nature is

preferable to such a government
;
we have the

consent of all sensible and generous men, who
carry it yet further, and avow that death

itself is preferable; and yet this species of

government, so justly condemned, and so gene-

rally detested, is what infinitely the greater

part of mankind groan under, and have groaned

under from the beginning. So that by sure

and uncontested principles, the greatest part

of the governments on earth must be concluded

tyrannies, impostures, violations of the natural

rights of mankind, and worse than the most

disorderly anarchies. How much other forms

exceed this, we shall consider immediately.
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In all parts of the world, mankind, however

debased, retains still the sense, of feeling; the

weight of tyranny, at last, becomes insupport-

able; but the remedy is not so easy; in

general, the only remedy by which they at-

tempt to cure the tyranny, is to change the

tyrant. This is, and always was the case for

the greater part. In some countries however,

were found men of more penetration ; who dis-

covered, “ that to live by one yuan's willy was the

** cause of all mens misery'' They therefore

changed their former method, and assembling

the men in their several societies, the most

respectable for their understanding and for-

tunes, they confided to them the charge of the

public welfare. This originally formed what

is called an aristocracy. They hoped, it would

be impossible that such a number could ever

join in any design against the general good

;

and they promised themselves a great deal of

security and happiness, from the united coun-

sels of so many able and experienced persons.

But it is now found by abundant experience,

that an aristocracy

y

and a despotistHy differ but

in name; and that a people, who are in general

excluded from,any share of the legislative, are

to all intents and purposes, as much slaves,

when twenty, independent of them, govern, as

when but one domineers. The tyranny is even

more felt, as every individual of the nobles has

the haughtiness of a sultan; the people are
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more miserable, as they seem on the verge of

liberty, from which they are for ever debarred;

this fallacious idea of liberty, whilst it presents

a vain shadow of happiness to the subject,

binds faster the chains of his subjection. What

is left undone, by the natural avarice and pride

of those who are raised above the others, is

completed by their suspicions, and their dread

of losing an authority, which has no support in

the common utility of the nation. A Genoese,

or a Venetian republic, is a concealed despotism;

where you find the same pride of the rulers,

the same base subjection of the people, the

same bloody maxims of a suspicious policy.

In one respect the aristocracy is worse than the

despotism, A body politic, whilst it retains its

authority, never changes its maxims
;
a despotism,

which is this day horrible to a supreme degree,

by the caprice natural to the heart of man,

may, by the same caprice otherwise exerted,

be as lovely the next; in a succession, it is

possible to meet with some good princes. If

there have been Tiberiuses, Caligulas, Neros,

there have been likewise the serener days of

Vespasians, Tituses, Trajans, and Antonines;

but a body politic is not influenced by caprice

or whim; it proceeds in a regular manner
;

its

succession is insensible; and every man as he

enters it, either has, or soon attains the spirit

of the whole body. Never was it known, that
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an aristocracy

y

which was haughty and tyran-

nical in one century, became easy and mild in

the next. In elFect, the yoke of this species of

government is so galling, that whenever the

people have got the least power, they have

shaken it off with the utmost indignation, and

established a popular form. And when they

have not had strength enough to support them-

selves, they have thrown themselves into the

arms of despotmiy as the more eligible of the

two evils. This latter was the case of Den-

mark, who sought a refuge from the oppression

of its nobility, in the strong hold of arbitrary

power. Poland has at present the name of

republic, and it is one of the aristocratic form
;

but it lis well known, that the little finger of

this ’government, is heavier than the loins of

arbitrary power in most nations. The people

are not only politically, but personally slaves,

and treated with the utmost indignity. The

republic of Venice is somewhat more mode-

rate; yet even here, so heavy is the aristocratic

yoke, that the nobles have been obliged to

enervate the ^spirit of their subjects by every

sort of debauchery; they have denied them

the liberty of reason, and they have made them

amends, by what a base soul will think a more

valuable liberty, by not only allowing, but

encouraging them to corrupt themselves in the

most scandalous manner. They consider their
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subjects, as the farmer does the hog he keeps

to feast upon. He holds him fast in his stye,

but allows him to wallow as much as he pleases

in his beloved filth and gluttony. So scandal-

ously debauched a people as that of Venice, is

to be met with no where else. High, low,

men, women, clergy, and laity, are all alike.

The ruling nobility are no less afraid of one

another, than they are of the people
;
and for

that reason, politically enervate their own body

by the same effeminate luxury, by which they

corrupt their subjects. They are impover-

ished by every means which can be invented

;

and they are kept in a perpetual terror by the

horrors of a state-inquisition ;
here you see a

people deprived of all rational freedom, and

tyrannized over by about two thousand men

;

and yet this body of two thousand, are so far

from enjoying any liberty by the subjection of

the rest, that they are in an infinitely severer

state of slavery; they make themselves the

most degenerate, and unhappy of mankind, for

no other purpose than that they may the more

effectually contribute to the misery of a whole

nation. In short, the regular and methodical

proceedings of an aristocracy

,

are more intoler-

able than the very excesses of a despotism^ and

in general, much further from any remedy.

Thus, my lord, we have pursued aristocracy

through its whole progress; we have seen
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the seeds, the growth, and the fruit. It could

boast none of the advantages of a despotism,

miserable as those advantages were, and it

was overloaded with an exuberance of mis-

chiefs, unknown even to despotism itself. In

effect, it is no more than a disorderly tyranny.

This form therefore could be little approved,

even in speculation, by those who were capable

of thinking, and could be less borne in practice

by any who were capable of feeling. How-

eyer, the fruitful policy of man was not yet

exhausted. He had yet another farthing-candle

to supply the deficiencies of the sun. This was

the third form, known by political writers

under the name of democracy. Here the people

transacted all public business, or the greater

part of it, in their own persons: their laws

were made by themselves, and upon any failure

of duty, their officers were accountable to

themselves, and to them only. In all appear-

ance, they had secured by this method the

advantages of order and good government,

without paying their liberty for the purchase.

Now, my lord, we are come to the master-

piece of Grecian refinement, and Roman soli-

dity, a popular government. The earliest and

most celebrated republic of this model, was

that of Athens. It was constructed by no less

an artist, than the celebrated poet and philo-

sopher, Solon. But no sooner was.this poli-
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tical vessel launched from the stocks, than it

overset, even in the life-time of the builder.

A tyranny immediately supervened
; not by a

foreign conquest, not by accident, but by the

very nature and constitution of a democracy.

An artful man became popular, the people had

power in their hands, and they devolved a con-

siderable share of their power upon their favo-

rite
;
and the only use he made of this power,

was to plunge those who gave it into slavery.

Accident restored their liberty, and the same

good fortune produced men of uncommon abi-

lities and uncommon virtues amongst them.

But these abilities were suffered to be of little

service either to their possessors or to the state.

Some of these men, for whose sakes alone we
read their history, they banished

;
others they

imprisoned
;
and all they treated with various

circumstances of the most shameful ingratitude.

Republics have many things in the spirit of

absolute monarchy, h\xi none more than this

;

a shining merit is ever hated or suspected in a

popular assembly, as well as in a court
;
and

all services done the state, are looked upon as

dangerous to the rulers, whether sultans or

senators. The ostracism at Athens was built

upon this principle. The giddy people, whom
we have now under consideration, being elated

with some flashes of success, which they owed
to nothing less than any merit of their own.
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began to tyrannize over their equals, who had

associated with them for their common defence.

With their prudence they renounced all ap-

pearance of justice. They entered into wars

rashly and wantonly. If they were unsuccess-

ful, instead of growing wiser by their misfor-

tune, they threw the whole blame of their own

misconduct on the ministers who had advised,

and the generals who had conducted those

wars; until by degrees they had cut off all

who could serve them in their councils or their

battles. If at any time these wars had ah

happier issue, it was no less difficult to deal

with them on account of their pride and inso-

lence. Furious in their adversity, tyrannical

in their successes, a commander had more

trouble to concert his defence before the peo-

ple, than to plan the operations of the cam-»

paign. It was not uncommon for a general,

under the horrid despotism of the Roman em-

perors, to be ill received in proportion to the

greatness of his services. Agricola is a strong

instance of this. No man had done greater

things, nor with more honest ambition. Yet

on his return to court, he was obliged to enter

Rome with all the secrecy of a criminal. He
went to the palace, not like a victorious com-

mander who had merited and might demand

the greatest rewards, but like an offender who

had come to supplicate a pardon for his crimes.
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His reception was answerable :
‘‘ Brevi osculo,

et nullo sermom exceptus, turbce servientium im-

misttis estJ' Yet in that worst season of this

worst of monarchical* tyrannies, modesty, dis-

cretion, and a coolness of temper, formed some

kind of security even for the highest merit.

But at Athens, the nicest and best studied be-

haviour was not a sufficient guard for a man of

great capacity. Some of their bravest com-

manders were obliged to fly their country,

some to enter into the service of its enemies,

rather than abide a popular determination on

their conduct, lest, as one of them said, their

giddiness might make the people condemn

where they meant to acquit; to throw in a

black bean, even when they intended a white

one.

The Athenians made a very rapid progress

to the most enormous excesses. The people

under no restraint soon grew dissolute, luxu-

rious, and idle. They renounced all labour,

and began to subsist themselves from the public

revenues. They lost all concern for their com-

mon honour or safety, and could bear no advice

that tended to reform them. At this time truth

became offensive to those lords, the people,

and most highly dangerous to the speaker.

* Sciant quibus moris illicita mirari, posse etiam sub

walls prinoipibus magaos viros, &c. ^See 42 to the end

of it.
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The orators no longer ascended the rostrumy

but to corrupt them further with the most

fulsome adulation. These orators were all

bribed by foreign princes on the one side or

the other. And besides its own parties, in this

city there were parties, and avowed ones too,

for the Persians, Spartans and Macedonians,

supported each of them by one or more dema-

gogues pensioned and bribed to this iniquitous

service. The people, forgetful of all virtue

and public spirit, and intoxicated with the

flatteries of their orators (these courtiers of

republics, and endowed with the distinguishing

characteristics of all other courtiers) this people,

I say, at last arrived at that pitch of madness,

that they coolly and deliberately, by an ex-

press law, made it capital for any man to

propose an application of the immense sums

squandered in public shows, even to the most

necessary purposes of the state. When you

see the people of this republic banishing or

murdering their best and ablest citizens, dissi-

pating the public treasure with the most

senseless extravagance, and spending their

whole time, as spectators or actors, in playing,

fiddling, dancing and singing, does it not, my
lord, strike your imagination with the image

of a sort of a complex Nero? And does it

not strike you with the greater horror, when

you observe, not one man only, but a whole
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city, grown drunk with pride and power,

running with a rage of folly into the same

mean and senseless debauchery and extrava*

gance? But if this people resembled Nero

in their extravagance, much more did they

resemble and even exceed him in cruelty and

injustice. In the time of Pericles, one of the

most celebrated times in the history of that

commonwealth, a king of Egypt sent them

a donation of corn. This they were mean

enough to accept. And had the Egyptian

prince intended the ruin of this city of wicked

Bedlamites, he could not have taken a more

effectual method to do it, than by such an

ensnaring largess. The distribution of this

bounty caused a quarrel; the majority set on

foot an inquiry into the title of the citizens;

and upon a vain pretence of illegitimacy,

newly and occasionally set up, they deprived

of their share of the royal donation no less

than five thousand of their own body. They

went further; they disfranchised them; and

having once begun with an act of injustice,

they could set no bounds to it. Not content

with cutting them ojfF from the rights of

citizens, they plundered these unfortunate

wretches of all their substance; and to crown

this master^piece of violence and tyranny^

they actually sold every man of the five tilwn*

sand as slaves in the public market. Observe

E2
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my lord, that the five thousand we here speak

of, were cut off from a body of no more than

nineteen thousand; for the entire number of

citizens was no greater at that time. Could

the tyrant who wished the Roman people but

one neck
;

could the tyrant Caligula himself

have done, nay, he could scarcely wish for a

greater mischief, than to have cut off, at one

stroke, a fourth of his people ? Or has the

cruelty of that series of sanguine tyrants, the

Caesars, ever presented such a piece of flagrant

and extensive wickedness ? The whole history

of this celebrated republic is but one tissue

of rashness, folly, ingratitude, injustice, tumult,

violence, and tyranny, and indeed of every

species of wickedness that can well be ima-

gined. This was a city of wise men, in which

a minister could not exercise his functions;

a warlike people, amongst whom a general

did not dare either to gain or lose a battle

;

a learned nation, in which a philosopher could

not venture on a free inquiry. This was the

city which banished Themistocles, starved

Aristides, forced into exile Miltiades, drove

out Anaxagoras, and poisoned Socrates. This

was a city which changed the form of its

government with the moon; eternal conspi-

racies, revolutions daily, nothing fixed and

established. A republic, as an ancient philo-

sopher has observed, is no one species of
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government, but a magazine of every species;

here you find every sort of it, and that in the

-worst form. As there is a perpetual change,

one rising and the other falling, you have all

the violence and wicked policy, by which a

beginning power must always acquire its

strength, and all the weakness by which falling

states are brought to a complete destruction.

Rome has a more venerable aspect than

Athens; and she conducted her affairs, so far

as related to the ruin and oppression of the

greatest part of the world, with greater wis-

dom, and more uniformity. But the domestic

economy of these two states was nearly or

altogether the same. An internal dissention

constantly tore to pieces the bowels of the

Roman commonwealth. You find the same
confusion, the same factions which subsisted

at Athens, the same tumults, the same revo-

lutions, and in fine, the same slavery. If

perhaps their former condition did not deserve

that name altogether as well. All other re-

publics were of the same character. Florence

was a transcript of Athens. And the modem
republics, as they approach more or less to the

democratic form, partake more or less of the

nature of those which I have described.

We are now at the close of our review of

the three simple forms of artificial society, and

we have shown them, however they may differ
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in nam^, or in some slight circumstances, to

be all alike in effect; in effect, to be all

tyrannies. But suppose we were inclined to

make the most ample concessions; let us

concede Athens, Rome, Carthage, and two or

three more of the ancient, and as many of the

modern commonwealths, to have been, or to

be free and happy, and to owe their freedom

and happiness to their political constitution.

Yet allowing all this, what defence does this

make for artificial society in general, that

these inconsiderable spots of the globe have

for some short space of time stood as excep-

tions to a charge so general ? But when we
call these governments free, or concede that

their citizens were happier than those which

lived under different forms, it is merely es

abundanti. For we should be greatly mistaken,

if We really thought that the majority of the

people which filled these cities, enjoyed even

that nominal political freedom of which I have

spoken so much already. In reality> they had

4ioi> part of it. In Athens there were usually

from ten to thirty thousand freemen : this was

the utmost. But the slaves usually amounted

to four hundred thousand, and sometimes to a

great many more. The freemen of Sparta and

Rome Were not more numerous in proportion

to those whom they held in a slavery, even

.more teirible than the Athenian. Therefore
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state the matter fairly : the free states hever

formed, though they were taken all together,

the thousandth part of the habitable globe;

the freemen in these states were never the

twentieth part of the people, and the tnne

they subsisted is scarce any thing in that im-
mense ocean of duration in which time and
slavery are so nearly commensurate. There-

fore call these free states, or popular govern-

ments, or what you please ; when we consider

the majority of their inhabitants, and regard

the natural rights of mankind, they must
appear in reality and truth, no better than

pitiful and oppressive oligarchies.

After so fair an examen, wherein nothing

has been exaggerated
;
no fact produced which

cannot be proved, and none which has been
produced in anywise forced or strained, while

thousands have, for brevity, been omitted;

after so candid a discussion in all respects;

what slave so passive, what bigot so blind,

what enthusiast so headlong, what politician

so hardened, as to stand up in defence of a
system calculated for a curse to mankind?
a curse under which they smart and g;roan to

this hour, without thoroughly knowing the

nature of the disease, and wanting under-

standing or courage to apply the remedy.

1 need not excuse myself to your lordship,

nor, I think, to any honest man, for the xeal
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1 have shown in this cause
;

for it is an honest

zeal, and in a good cause. I have defended

natural religion against a confederacy of atheists

and divines. I now plead for natural society

against politicians, and for natural reason

against all three. When the world is in a

fitter temper than it is at present to hear truth,

or when I shall be more indifferent about its

temper
;
my thoughts may become more pub-

lic. In the mean time, let them repose in my
own bosom, and in the bosoms of such men as

are fit to be initiated in the sober mysteries of

truth and reason. My antagonists have already

done as much as I could desire. Parties in

religion and politics make sufficient discoveries

concerning each other, to give a sober man a

proper caution against them all. The mo-

narchic, aristocratical, and popular partizans

have been jointly laying their axes to the root

of all government, and have in their turns

proved each other absurd and inconvenient.

In vain you tell me that artificial government

is good, but that I fall out only with the abuse.

The thing ! the thing itself is the abuse ! Ob-

serve, my lord, I pray you, that grand error

upon which al} artificial legislative power is

founded. It was observed, that men had un-

governable passions, which made it necessary

to guard against the violence they might offer

to each other. They appointed governors over
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them for this reason; but a worse and more
perplexing difficulty arises, how to be defended
against the governors ? Quis custodiet ipsos cm-
todes? In vain they change from a single person
to a few. These few have the passions of the

one, and they unite to strengthen themselves,

and to secure the gratification of their lawless

passions at the expense of the general good.
In vain do we fly to the many. The case is

worse
;

their passions are less under the go-

vernment of reason, they are augmented by
the contagion, and defended against all attacks

by their multitude.

I have purposely avoided the mention of the

mixed form of government, for reasons that will

be very obvious to your lordship. But my
caution can avail me but little. You will not
fail to urge it against me in favour of political

society. You will not fail to show how the

errors of the several simple modes are corrected

by a mixture of all of them, and a proper ba-

lance of the several powers in such a state.

I confess, my lord, that this has been long a

darling mistakp of my own
; and that of all the

sacrifices I have made to truth, this has been
by far the greatest. When I confess that I

think this notion a mistake, I know to whom
I am speaking, for I am satisfied that reasons

are like liquors, and there are some of such a

nature as none but strong heads can bear.
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There are few with whom I can communicate

60 freely as with Pope. But Pope cannot bear

every truth. He has a timidity which hinders

the full exertion of his faculties, almost as

effectually as bigotry cramps those of the

general herd of mankind. But whoever is a

genuine follower of truth, keeps his eye steady

upon his guide, indifferent whither he is led,

provided that she is the leader. And, my lord,

if it, be properly considered, it were infinitely

better to remain possessed by the whole legion

of vulgar mistakes, than to reject some, and at

the same time to retain a fondness for others

altogether as absurd and irrational. The first

has at least a consistency, that makes a man,

however erroneously, uniform at least
;
but the

latter way of proceeding is such an inconsistent

chimsera and jumble of philosophy and vulgar

prejudice, that hardly any thing more ridicu-

lous can be conceived. Let us therefore freely,

and without fear or prejudice, examine this

last contrivance of policy. And without con-

sidering how near the quick our instruments

may come, let us search it to the bottom.

First then, ail men are agreed, that this

junction of regal, ,aristocratic, and popular

power, must fo|‘m. a very complex, ake^ and

intricate machine, which being composed of

such a variety of parts, with such opposite ten^

dencies and movementa> it must be liable
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every accident to be disordered. To speak

without metaphpr, such a government must be

liable to frequent cabals, tumults, and revolu-

tions, from its very constitution. These are

undoubtedly as ill effects, as can happen in a

society
;

for in such a case, the closeness ac-

quired by community, instead of serving for

mutual defence, serves only to increase the

danger. Such a system is like a city, where

trades that require constant fires are much ex-

ercised, where the houses are built of combust

tible materials, and where they stand extremely

close.

In the second place, the several constituent

parts having their distinct rights, and these

many of them so necessary to be determined

with exactness, are yet so indeterminate in

their nature, that it becomes a new and con-

stant source of debate and confusion. Hence

it is, that whilst the business of government

should be carrying on, the question is, who
has a right to exercise this or that function of

it, or what men have power to keep their offices

in any function? Whilst this contest continues,

and whilst the balance in any soit continues,

it has never any remission; all manner of

abuses and villanies in officers remain unpu-

nished, the greatest frauds and robberies in Ike

public revenues are commkited in defiance (ff

justice
; and abuses grow, by time and kupu*-
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nity, into customs
;
until they prescribe against

the laws, and grow too inveterate often to

admit a cure, unless such as may be as bad as

the disease.

Thirdly, the several parts of this species of

government, though united, preserve the

spirit which each form has separately. Kings

are ambitious
;
the nobility haughty

;
and the

populace tumultuous and ungovernable. Each

party, however in appearance peaceable,

carries on a design upon the others; and it is

owing to this, that in all questions, whether

concerning foreign or domestic affairs, the

whole generally turns more upon some party-

matter than upon the nature of the thing itself

;

whether such a step will diminish or augment

the power of the crown, or how far the pri-

vileges of the subject are like to be extended

or restricted by it. And these questions are

constantly resolved, without any consideration

of the merits of the cause, merely as the parties

who uphold these jarring interests may chance

to prevail
;

and as they prevail, the balance*

is overset, now upon one side, ,now upon the

other. The government is one day, arbitrary

power in a single person; another, a juggling

confederacy of a few to cheat the prince and

enslave the people; and the third, a frantic

and unmanageable democracy. The great

instrument of all these changes, and what
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infuses a peculiar venom into all of them, is

party. It is of no consequence what the prin-

ciples of any party, or what their pretensions

are; the spirit which actuates all parties is

the same; the spirit of ambition, of self-in-

terest, of oppression, and treachery. This

spirit entirely reverses all the principles which

a benevolent nature has erected within us
;

all

honesty, all equal justice, and even the ties of

natural society, the natural affections. In

a word, my lord, we have all seeriy and if any

outward considerations were worthy the lasting

concern of a wise man, we have some of us /eft,

such oppression from party government as no

other tyranny can parallel. We behold daily

the most important rights, rights upon which

all the others depend, we behold these rights

determined in the last resort, without the

least attention even to the appearance or

colour of justice: we behold this without

emotion, because we have grown up in the

constant view of such practices
;
and we are

not surprised to hear a man requested to be a

knave and a traitor, with as much indifference

as if the most ordinary favour were asked
; and

we hear this request refused, not because it is

a most unjust and unreasonable desire, but

that this worthy has already engaged his in-

justice to another. These and many more

points I am far from spreading to their full
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extent. You are sensible that I do not put

forth half my strength ;
and you cannot be at a

loss for the reason. A man is allowed sufficient

freedom of thought, provided he knows how to

choose his subject properly. You may criti-

cise freely upon the Chinese constitution, and

observe with as much severity as you please,

upon the absurd tricks, or destructive bigotry

of the Bonzees. But the scene is changed as

you come homeward, and atheism or treason

may be the names given in Britain, to what

would be reason and truth if asserted of China.

I submit to the condition, and though I have

a notorious advantage before me, I wave the

pursuit. For else, my lord, it is very obvious

what a picture might be drawn of the excesses

of party even in our own nation. I could

show, that the same faction has in one reign

promoted popular seditions, and in the next

been a patron of tyranny
;

I could show, that

they have all of them betrayed the public

safety at all times, and have very frequently

with equal perfidy made a market of their own

cause, and their own associates. I could show

how vehemently they have contended for

names, and how silently they have passed

over things of the last importance. And I

could demonstrate, that they have had the

opportunity of doing all this mischief, nay,

tWt they themselves had their origin and
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growth from that complex form of government

which we are wisely taught to look upon as so

great a blessing. Revolve, my lord, our his-

tory from the conquest. We scarce ever had a

prince, who by fraud, or violence, had not

made some infringement on the constitution.

We scarce ever had a parliament which knew,

when it attempted to set limits to the royal

authority, how to set limits to its own. Evils

we have had continually calling for reforma-

tion, and reformations more grievous than any

evils. Our boasted liberty sometimes trodden

down, sometimes giddily set up, and ever pre-

cariously fluctuating and unsettled
; it has

been only kept alive by the blasts of continual

feuds, wars, and conspiracies. In no country

in Europe has the scaffold so often blushed

with the blood of its nobility. Confiscations,

banishments, attainders, executions, make a

large part of the history of such of our families

as are not utterly extinguished by them. For-

merly indeed things had a more ferocious ap-

pearance than they have at this day. In these

early and unrefined ages, the jarring parts of a

certain chaotic constitution supported their

several pretensions by the sword. Experience

and policy have since taught other methods.

Res vero mnc agitur tenui pulmone rubetce.

But how far corruption, venality, the contempt
ef honour, the oblivion of all duty to our
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country, and the most abandoned public pros-

titution, are preferable to the more glaring and

violent effects of faction, I will not presume to

determine. Sure I am that they are very great

evils.

I have done with the forms of government.

During the course of my inquiry you may

have observed a very material difference be-

tween my manner of reasoning and that ^Vhich

is in use ajnongst the abettors of artificial so-

ciety. They form their plans upon what seems

most eligible to their imaginations, for the or-

dering of mankind. I discover the mistakes in

those plans, from the real known consequences

which have resulted from them. They have

enlisted reason to fight against itself, and em-

ploy its whole force to prove that it is an in-

sufficient guide to them in the conduct of their

lives. But unhappily for us, in proportion as

we' have deviated from the plain rule of our

nature, and turned our reason against itself, in

that proportion have we increased the follies

and miseries of mankind. The more deeply

we penetrate into the labyrinth of art, the

further we find ourselves from those ends for

which we entered it. This has happened in

almost every species of artificial society, and in

all times. We found, or we thought we found,

an inconvenience in having every nqian the

judge of his own cause. Therefore judges
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were set up, at first with disoretionary powers.

But it was soon found a miserable slavery to

have our lives and properties precarious, and

hanging upon the arbitrary determination of

any one man, or set of men. We flew to laws

as a remedy for this evil. By these we per*

suaded ourselves we might know with some

certainty upon what ground we stood. But

lo! differences arose upon the sense an4 inter-

pretation of these laws. Thus we were

brought back to oiir old incertitude. New
laws were made to expound the old

; and new
difficulties arose upon the new laws; as words

multiplied, opportunities of cavilling upon

them multiplied also. Then recourse was had

to notes, comments, glosses, reports, responsa

prudentmn, learned readings : eagle stood against

eagle : authority was set up against authority.

Some were allured by the modern, others

reverenced the ancient. The 'new were more

enlightened, the old were more venerable.

Some adopted the comment, others stuck to

the text. The confusion increased, the mist

thickened, until it could be discovered no

longer what was allowed or forbidden, what

things were in property, and what common.

In this uncertainty (uncertain even to the

professors, an Egyptian darkness to the rest of
'

mankind), the contending parties felt them-

selves more effectually ruined by the delay

VOL. I. F
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than they could have been by the injustice of

any decision. Our inheritances are become a

prize for disputation; and disputes and litiga-

tions are become an inheritance.

The professors of artificial law have always

walked hand in hand with the professors of

artificial theology. As their end, in confound-

ing the reason of man, and abridging his

natural freedom, is exactly the same, they have

adjusted the means to that end in a way entirely

similar. The divine thunders out his anathe-

maSt with more noise and terror against the

breach of one of his positive institutions, or

the neglect of some of his trivial forms, than

against the neglect or breach of those duties

and commandments of natural religion, which

by these forms and institutions he pretends to

enforce. The lawyer has his forms, and his

positive institutions too, and he adheres to

them with a veneration altogether as religious.

The worst cause cannot be so prejudicial to

the litigant, as his advocate’s or attorney’s

ignorance or neglect of these forms. A law-

suit is like an ill-managed dispute, in which the

first object is soon out of sight, and the parties

end upon a matter wholly foreign to that on

which they began. In a law-suit the question

is, who has a right to a certain house or

farm? And this question is daily determined,

not upon the evidences of the right, but upon
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the observance or neglect of some forms of

words in use with the gentlemen of the robe,

about which there is even amongst themselves

such a disagreement, that the most experienced

veterans in the profession can never be posi-

tively assured that they are not mistaken.

Let us expostulate with these learned sages,

these priests of the sacred temple of justice.

Are we judges of our own property? By no

means. You then, who are initiated into the

mysteries of the blindfold goddess, inform me
whether I have a right to eat the bread I have

earned by the hazard of my life, or the sweat

of my brow ? The grave doctor answers me
in the affirmative. The reverend sergeant

replies in the negative; the learned barrister

reasons upon one side and upon the other, and

concludes nothing. What shall I do? An
antagonist starts up and presses me hard. I

enter the field, and retain these three persons

to defend my cause. My cause, which two

farmers from the plough could have decided

in half an hour, takes the court twenty years.

I am however at the end of my labour, and

have in reward for all my toil and vexation,

a judgment in my favour. But hold—a saga-

cious commander, in the adversary’s army has

found a flaw in the proceeding. My triumph

is turned into mourning. I have used or,

instead of and, or some mistake, small in
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appearance, but dreadful in its consequences,

and have the whole of my success quashed in

a writ of error. I remove my suit; I shift

from court to court; I fly from equity to law,

and from law to equity; equal uncertainty

attends me everywhere: and a mistake in

which I had no share, decides at once upon

my liberty and property, sending me from the

court to a prison, and adjudging my family

to beggary and famine. I am innocent, gentle-

men, of the darkness and uncertainty of your

science. I never darkened it with absurd and

contradictory notions, nor confounded it with

chicane and sophistry. You have excluded

me from any share in the conduct of my own

cause; the science was too deep for me; I

acknowledged it; but it was too deep even

for yourselves: you have made the way so

intricate, that you are yourselves lost in it:

you err, and you punish me for your errors.

The delay of the law is, your lordship will

tell me, a trite topic, and which of its abuses

have not been too severely felt not to be often

complained of? A man’s property is to serve

for the purposes of his support
;
and there-

fore to delay a determination concerning that,

is the worst injustice, because it cuts off the

very end and purpose for which I applied to

the judicature for relief. Quite contrary in

case of a man’s life, there the determination
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can hardly be too much protracted. Mistakes

in this case are as often fallen into as in any

other, and if the judgment is sudden, the

mistakes are the most irretrievable of all others.

Of this the gentlemen of the robe are them-

selves sensible, and they have brought it into

a maxim. De morte hominis nulla est cunctatio

longa. But what could have induced them to

reverse the rules, and to contradict that reason

which dictated them, I am utterly Imable to

guess. A point concerning property, which

ought, for the reasons I just mentioned, to be

most speedily decided, frequently exercises

the wit of successions of lawyers, for many

generations. Multa viriim volvem durando scecula

vincit. But the question concerning a man's

life, that great question in which no delay

ought to be counted tedious, is commonly

determined in twenty-four hours at the utmost.

It is not to be wondered at, that injustice and

absurdity should be inseparable companions.

Ask of politicians the end for which Jaws

were originally designed; and they will

answer, that the laws were designed as a

protection for the poor and weak, against the

oppression of the rich and powerful. But

surely no pretence can be so ridiculous; a

man might as well tell me he has taken off my
load, because he has changed the burthen. If

the poor man is not able to support his suit,
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according to the vexatious and expensive

manner established in civilized countries, has

not the rich as great an advantage over him as

the strong has over the weak in a state of nature ?

But we will not place the state of nature,

which is the reign of God, in competition with

political society, which is the absurd usurpa-

tion of man. In a state of nature, it is true,

that a man of superior force may beat or rob

me; but then it is true, that I* am at full

liberty to defend myself, or make reprisal by

surprise or by cunning, or by any other way in

which I may be superior to him. But in poli-

tical society, a rich man may rob me in another

way. I cannot defend myself; for money is

the only weapon with which we are allowed

to fight. And if I attempt to avenge myself,

the whole force of that society is ready to

complete my ruin.

A good parson once said, that where mystery

begins, religion ends. Cannot 1 say, as truly

at leafet, of human laws, that where mystery

begins, justice ends ? It is hard to say, whether

the doctors of law or divinity have made the

greater advances in th^ lucrative business of

mystery. The lawyers, as well as the theolo-

gians, have erected another reason besides

Uatutal reason ; and the result has been, ano-

ther justice besides natural justice. They,have

BO bewildered the world and themselves in
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unmeaning forms and ceremonies, and so per-

plexed the plainest matters with metaphy-

sical jargon, that it carries the highest danger

to a man out. of that profession, to make the

least step without their advice and assistance.

Thus by confining to themselves the knowledge

of the foundation of all mens’ lives and proper-

ties, they have reduced all mankind into the

most abject and servile dependence. We are

tenants at the will of these gentlemen for every-

thing; and a metaphysical quibble is to decide

whether the greatest villain breathing shall

meet his deserts, or escape with impunity; or

whether the best man in the society shall not

be reduced to the lowest and most despicable

condition it affords. In a word, my lord, the

injustice, delay, puerility, false refinement, and

affected mystery of the law are such, that

many who live under it come to admire and

envy the expedition, simplicity, and equality

of arbitrary judgments. I need insist the less

on this article to your lordship, as you have

frequently lamented the miseries derived to us

from artificial law, and your candour is the

more to be admired and applauded in this,

as your lordship’s noble house has derived its

wealth and its honours from that profession. ^
Before we finish our examination of artificial

society, I shall lead your lordship into a closer

consideration of the relations which it gives
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birth to, and the benefits, if such they are,

which result from these relations. The most

obvious division of society is into rich and poor;

and it is no less obvious, that the number of

the former bears a great disproportion to those

of the latter. The whole business of the poor

is to administer to the idleness, folly, and

luxury of the rich; and that of the rich, in

return, is to find the best methods of confirming

the slavery and increasing the burthens of tlie

poor. In a state of nature, it is an invariable

law, that a man’s acquisitions are in proportion

to his labours. In a state of artificial society,

it is a law as constant and as invariable, that

those who labour most, enjoy the fewest things;

and that those who labour not at all, have the

greatest number of enjoyments. A constitution

of things this, strange and ridiculous beyond

expression. We scarce believe a thing when

we are told it, which we actually see before

our eyes every day without being in the least

surprized. I suppose that there are in Great

Britain upwards of a hundred thousand people

employed in lead, tin, iron, copper, and coal

mines : these unhappy wretches scarce ever see

the light of the sun
;
they are buried in the

bowels of the earth
;
there they work at a severe

and dismal task, without the least prospect of

being delivered from it
;
they subsist upon the

coarsest and worst sort of fare
;
they have their
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health miserably impaired, and their lives cut

short, by being perpetually confined in the

close vapour of these malignant minerals. A
hundred thousand more at least are tortured

without remission by the suffocating smoke,

intense fires, and constant drudgery necessary

in refining and managing the products of those

mines. If any man informed us that two hun-

dred thousand innocent persons were con-

demned to so intolerable slavery, how should

we pity the unhappy sufferers, and how great

would be our just indignation against those

who inflicted so cruel and ignominious a punish-

ment ? This is an instance, I could not wish a

stronger, of the numberless things which we
pass by in their common dress, yet which shock

us when they are nakedly represented. But

this number, considerable as it is, and the sla-

very, with all its baseness and horror, which

we have at home, is nothing to what the rest

of the world affords of the same nature. Mil-

lions daily bathed in the poisonous damps and

destructive effluvia of lead, silver, copper, and

arsenic. To say nothing of those other employ-

ments, those stations of wretchedness and con-

tempt in which civil society has placed the

numerous enfans perdus of her army. Would

^ny rational man submit to one of the most

tolerable of these drudgeries, for all the artifi-

cial enjoyments which policy has made to
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result from them? By no means. And yet

need I suggest to your lordship, that those who

find the means, and those who arrive at the

end, are not at all the same persons. On con-

sidering the strange and unaccountable fancies

and contrivances of artificial reason, I have

somewhere called this earth the bedlam of our

system. Looking now upon the effects of some

of those fancies, may we not with equal reason

call it likewise the Newgate, and the Bridewell

of the universe ? Indeed the blindness of one

part of mankind co-operating with the phrensy

and villany of the other, has been the real

builder of this respectable fabric of political

society : and as the blindness of mankind has

caused their slavery, in return their state of

slavery is made a pretence for continuing them

in a state of blindness
;
for the politician will

tell you gravely, that their life of servitude dis-

qualifies the greater part of the race of man for

a search of truth, and supplies them with no

other than mean and insufficient ideas. This is

but too true
;
and this is one of the reasons for

which I blame such institutions.

In a misery of this sort, admitting some few

lenities, and those too but a few, nine parts in

ten of the whole race of mankind drudge

through life. It may be urged perhaps, in

palliation of this, that, at least, the rich few

find a considerable and real benefit from the
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wretchedness of the many. But is this so in

fact ? Let us examine the point with a little

more attention. For this purpose the rich iu

all societies may be thrown into two classes.

The first is of those who are powerful as well

as rich, and conduct the operations of the vast

political machine. The other is of those who
employ their riches wholly in the acquisition

of pleasure. As to the first sort, their conti-

nual care, and anxiety, their toilsome days, and

sleepless nights, are next to proverbial. These

circumstances are sufficient almost to level

their condition to. that of the unhappy majo-

rity
;
but there are other circumstances which

place them in a far lower condition. Not only

their understandings labour continually, which

is the severest labour, but their hearts are torn

by the worst, most troublesome, and insatiable

of all passions, by avarice, by ambition, by fear

and jealousy. No part of the mind has rest.

Power gradually extirpates from the mind

every humane and gentle virtue. Pity, bene-

volence, friendship, are things almost unknown

in high stations. Yer<z amicitia rarissime inve^

niuntur in lis qui in honoribns reque publica ver-

santuvy says Cicero. And indeed, courts are

the schools where cruelty, pride, dissimulation

and treachery are studied and taught in the

most vicious perfection. This is a point so

clear and acknowledged, that if it did not make
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a necessary part ofmy subject, I should pass it

by entirely. And this has hindered me from

drawing at full length, and in the most striking

colours, this shocking picture of the degeneracy

and wretchedness of human nature, in that part

which is vulgarly thought its happiest and most

amiable state. You know from what originals

I could copy such pictures. Happy are they

who know enough of them to know the little

value of the possessors of such things, and of

all that they possess; and happy they who

have been snatched from that post of danger

which they occupy, with the remains of their

virtue
;
loss of honours, wealth, titles, and even

the loss of one’s country, is nothing in balance

with so great an advantage.

Let us now view the other species of the rich,

those who devote their time and fortunes to

idleness and pleasure. How much happier are
*

they ? The pleasures which are agreeable to

nature are within the reach of all, and there-

fore can form no distinction in favour of the

rich. The pleasures which art forces up are

seldom sincere and never satisfying. What

is worse, this constant application to pleasure

takes away from the enjoyment, or rather turns

it into the nature of a very burthensome and

laborious business. It has consequences much

more fatal. It produces a weak valetudinary

state of body, attended by all those horrid
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disorders, and yet more horrid methods of cure,

which are the result of luxury on one hand,

and the weak and ridiculous efforts of human

art on the other. The pleasures of such men

are scarcely felt as pleasures; at the same time

that they bring on pains and diseases, which

are felt but too severely. The mind has its

share of the misfortune
; it grows lazy and

enervate, unwilling and unable to search for

truth, and utterly incapable of knowing, much

less of relishing real happiness. The poor by

their excessive labour, and the rich by their

enormous luxury, are set upon a level, and

rendered equally ignorant of any knowledge

which might conduce to their happiness. A
dismal view of the interior of all civil society.

The lower part broken and ground down by

the most cruel oppression; and the rich, by

their artificial method of life bringing worse

lives on themselves, than their tyranny could

possibly inflict on those below them. Very

different is the prospect of the natural state.

Here there are no wants which nature gives,

and in this state men can be sensible of no

other wants, which are not to be supplied by

a very moderate degree of labour ;
therefore

there is no slavery. Neither is there any

luxury, because no single man can supply the

materials of it. Life is simple, and therefore it

is happy.
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I am conscious, my lord, that your poli-

tician will urge in his defence, that this unequal

state is highly useful. That without dooming

some part of mankind to extraordinary toil,^

the arts which cultivate life could not be exer-

cised. But I demand of this politician, how

such arts came to be necessary ? He answers,

that civil society could not well exist without

them. So that these arts are necessary to

civil society, and civil society necessary again

to these arts. Thus running in a circle, with-

out modesty, and without end, and making

one error and extravagance an excuse for the

other. My sentiments about these arts and

their cause, I have often discoursed with my
friends at large. Pope has expressed them in

good verse, where he talks with so much force

of reason and elegance of language in praise of

the state of nature

:

Then was not pride, nor arts that pride to aid,

Man waWd with least, joint tenant of the shade.

On the whole, my lord, if political society,

in whatever form, has still made the many the

jproperty of the few; if it has introduced la-

bours unnecessary, vices and diseases un-

known, and pleasures incompatible with ^na-

ture
;

if in all countries it abridges the lives of

millions, and renders those of millions more

utterly abject and miserable, shall we still

worship so destructive an idol, and daily sa-
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crifice to it our health, our liberty, and our

peace? Or shall we pass by this monstrous

heap of absurd notions, and abominable prac-

tices, thinking we have suflSiciently discharged

our duty in exposing the trifling cheats, and

ridiculous juggles of a few mad, designing,

or ambitious priests? Alas! my lord, we
labour under a mortal consumption, whilst

we are so anxious about the cure of a sore

finger. For has not this leviathan of civil

power overflowed the earth with a deluge of

blood, as if he were made to disport and play

therein? We have shown, that political so-

ciety, on a moderate calculation, has been the

means of murdering several times the nuhiber

of inhabitants now upon the earth, during its

short existence, not upwards of four thousand

years in any accounts to be depended on. But

we have said nothing of thC other, and perhaps

as bad consequences of these wars, which have

spilled such seas of blood, and reduced so

many millions to a merciless slavery. But

these are only the ceremonies performed in the

porch of the political temple. Much more

horrid ones are seen as you enter it. The

several species of government vie with each

other in the absurdity of their eonstiftltions,

and the oppression which they make their

subjects endure. Take them under what form

you please, they are in effect but a despotism,
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and they fall, both in effect and appearance

too, after a very short period, into that cruel

and detestable species of tyranny
;
which 1

rather call it, because we have been educated

under another form, than that this is of worse

consequences to mankind. For the free go-

vernments, for the point of their space, and

the moment of their duration, have felt more

confusion, and committed more flagrant acts

of tyranny, than the most perfect despotic go-

vernments which we have ever known. Turn

your eye next to the labyrinth of the law, and

the iniquity conceived in its intricate recesses.

Consider the ravages committed in the bowels

of all commonwealths by ambition, by avarice,

envy, fraud, open injustice, and pretended

friendship; vices which could dr^iw little

support from a state of nature, but which

blossom and flourish in the rankness of poli-

tical society. Revolve our whole discourse;

add to it all those reflections which your own

good understanding shall suggest, and make a

strenuous effort beyond the reach of vulgar

philosophy, to con|ess that the cause of arti-

ficial society is more defenceless even than that

of artificial religion
;
that it is as derogatory

from the honour of the Creator, as subversive

of human reason, and productive of infinitely

more mischief to the human race.

If pretended revelations hav^ caused wars
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.whei:p they were opposed, and slavery where

they were received, the pretended wise inven-

tions of politicians have done the same. But

the slavery has been much heavier, the wars far

more bloody, and both more universal by m^ny
degrees. Show me any mischief produced by

the madness or wickedness of theologians, and

1 will show you a hundred, resulting from the

ambition and villany of conquerors and states-

men. Show me an absurdity in religion, I

will undertake to show you a hundred for one

in political laws and institutions. If you say,

that natural religion is a sufficient guide with-

out the foreign aid of revelation, on what prin-

ciple should political laws become necessary ?

Is not the same reason available in theology

and in politics ? If the laws of nature are the

laws of God, is it consistent with the divine

wisdom to prescribe rules to us, and leave the

enforcement of them to the folly of human in-

stitutions? Will you follow truth but to a

certain point ?

We are indebted for all our miseries to our

distrust of that guide, which Providence

thought sufficient for our condition, our own

natural reason, which rejecting both in human

and divine things, we have given our necks to

the yoke of political and theological slawy.

We have renounced the prerogative of man,

and it is no wonder that we should be treated

VOL. I. G
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like beasts. But our misery is much greater

than theirs, as the crime we commit in rejecting

the lawful dominion of our reason is greater

than any which they can commit. If after all,

you should confess all these things, yet plead

the necessity of political institutions, weak and

wicked as they are, I can argue with equal,

perhaps superior force concerning the necessity

of artificial religion; and every step you ad-

vance in your argument, you add a strength to

mine. So that ifwe are resolved to submit our

reason and our liberty to civil usurpation, we

have nothing to do but to conform as quietly

as we can to. the vulgar notions which are con-

nected with this, and take Up the theology of

the vulgar as well as their politics. But if we
think this necessity rather imaginary than real,

we should renounce their dreams of society,

together with their visions of religion, and vin-

dicate ourselves into perfect liberty.

You are, my lord, but just entering into the

world
;

I am going out of it. I have played

long enough to be heartily tired of the drama.

Whether I have acted my part in it well or ill,

posterity will judge with more candour than I,

or than the present age, with our present pas-

sions, can possibly pretend to. For my part,

I q^lt it without a sigh, and submit to the so-

vereign order without murmuring. The nearer

we approach to* the goal of life, the better we
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begin to understand the true value of our exist-

ence, and the real weight of our opinions. We
set out much in love with both

;
but we leave

much behind us as we advance. We first throw

away the tales along with the rattles of our

nurses
;
those of the priest keep their hold a

little longer; those of our governors the longest

of all. But the passions which prop these opi-

nions are withdrawn one after another; and the

cool light of reason at the setting of our life,

shows us what a false splendor played upon

these objects during our more sanguine seasons.

Happy, my lord, if instructed by my experience,

and even by my errors, you come early to make

such an estimate of things, as may give free-

dom and ease to your life. I am happy that

such an estimate promises me comfort at my
death.
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PREFACE.

I HAVE endeavoured to make this edition

something more full and satisfactory than the

first. I have sought with the utmost care, and

read with equal attention, everything which
has appeared in public against my opinions

;
I

have taken advantage of the candid liberty of

my friends
;
and if by these means I have been

better enabled to discover the imperfections of

the work, the indulgence it has received, im-

perfect as it was, furnished me with a new
motive to spare no reasonable pains for its im-

provement. Though I have not found sufficient

reason, or what appeared to me sufficient, for

making any material change in my theory, I

have found it necessary in many places to ex-

plain, illustrate, and enforce it. I have prefixed

an introductory discourse concerning Taste : it is

a matter curious in itself; and it leads naturally

enough to the principal inquiry. This, with

the other explanations, has made the work con-

siderably larger
; and by increasing its bulk has,

I am afiuid, added to its faults
; so that, not-

withstanding all my attention, it may stand in

need of a yet greater share of indulgence than

it required at its first appearance.
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They who are accustomed to studies of this

nature will exjject, and they will allow too for,

many faults. They know that many of the ob-

jects of our inquiry are in themselves obscure

and intricate
;
and that many others have been

rendered so by affected refinements or false

learning
;
they know that there are many im-

pediments in the subject, in the prejudices of

others, and even in our own, that render it a

matter of no small difficulty to show in a clear

light the genuine face of nature. They know

that whilst the mind is intent on the general

scheme of things, some particular parts must be

neglected
;
that we must often submit the style

to the matter, and frequently give up the praise

of elegance, satisfied with being clear.

The characters of nature are legible, it is

true; but they are not plain enough to enable

those who run, to read them. We must make

use of a cautious, I had almost said, a timorous,

method of proceeding. We must not attempt

to fly, when we can scarcely pretend to creep.

In considering any complex matter, we ought

to examine every distinct ingredient in the com-

position one by one
;
and reduce e^^erything to

the utmost simplicity; since the condition ofour

nature binds us to a strict law and very narrow

limits. We ought afterwards to re-examine

the principles by the effect of the composition,

as well as the composition by that of the prin-
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ciples. We ought to compare our subject with

things of a similar nature, and even with things

of a contrary nature
;

for discoveries may be,

and often are, made by the contrast, which

would escape us on the single view. The

greater number of the comparisons we make,

the more general and the more certain our

knowledge is like to prove, as built upon a

more extensive and perfect induction.

If an inquiry thus carefully conducted, should

fail at^ast of discovering the truth, it may an-

swer an end perhaps as useful, in discovering

to’us the weakness of our own understanding.

If it does not make us knowing, it may make

us modest. If it does not preserve us from

error, it may at least from the spirit of error

;

and may make us cautious of pronouncing with

positiveness or with haste, when so much labour

mayjend in so much uncertainty.

I could wish that in examining this theory,

the same method were pursued which I endea-

voured to observe in forming it. The objec-

tions, in my opinion, ought to be proposed,

either to the several principles as they are dis-

tinctly considered, or to the justness of the con-

clusion which is drawn from them. But it is

common to pass over both the premises and

conclusion in silence, and to produce as an ob-

jection, some poetical passage which does not

seem easily accounted for upon the principles
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I endeavour to establish. This manner of pro-

ceeding I should think very improper. The

task would be infinite, if we could establish no

principle until we had previously unravelled

the complex texture of every image or descrip-

tion to be found in poets and orators. And
though we should never be able to reconcile the

eifect of such images to our principles, this can

never overturn the theory itself, whilst it is

founded on certain and indisputable facts. A
theory founded on experiment, and not assumed,

is always good for so much as it explains. Our

inability to push it indefinitely is no argument

at all against it. This inability may be owing

to our ignorance of some necessary mediums;

to a want of proper application
;
to many other

causes besides a defect in the principles we em-

ploy. In reality, the subject requires a much

closer attention, than we dare claim from our

manner of treating it.

If it should not appear on the face of the

work, I must caution the reader against imagin-

ing that I intended a full dissertation on the

Sublime and Beautiful. My inquiry went no

farther than to the origin of these ideas. If the

qualities which I have ranged under the head

of the Sublime be all found consistent with each

other, and all differentfrom those which I place

under the head of Beauty; and if those which

compose the class of the Beautiful have the
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same consistency with themselves, and the same
opposition to those which are classed under the

denomination of Sublime, I am in little pain

whether anybody chooses to follow the name
I give them or not, provided he allows that

what I dispose under different heads are in

reality different things in nature. The use I

make of the words may be blamed, as too con-

fined or too extended
;
my meaning cannot

well be misunderstood.

To conclude: whatever progress may be
made towards the discovery of truth in this

matter, I do not repent the pains I have taken

in it. The use of such inquiries may be very

considerable. Whatever turns the soul inward

on itself, tends to concentre its forces, g^nd to fit

it for greater and stronger flights of science.

By looking into physical causes, our minds are

opened and enlarged
;
and in this pursuit,

whether we take or whether we lose our game,

the chase is certainly of service. Cicero, true

as he was to the academic philosophy, and con-

sequently led to reject the certainty of physical,

as of every other kind of knowledge, yet freely

confesses its great importance to the human
understanding; ** Est animorum ingeniorumque
'' nostrorum naturale quoddam quasi pabulum con-

sideratio contemplatioque naturcer If we can

direct the lights we derive from such exalted

speculations, upon the humbler field of the
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imagination, whilst we investigate the springs,

and trace the courses of our passions, we may

not only communicate to the taste a sort of

philosophical solidity, but we may reflect back

on the severer sciences some of the graces and

elegancies of taste, without which the greatest

proficiency in those sciences will always have

the appearance of something illiberal.



INTRODUCTION.

ON TASTE.

ON a superficial view, we may seem to differ

very widely from each other in our reasonings,

and no less in our pleasures: but notwith-

standing this difference, which I think to be

rather apparent, than real, it is probable that

the standard both of reason and taste is the

same in all human creatures. For if there

were not some principles of judgment as well

as of sentiment common to all mankind, no

hold could possibly be taken either on their

reason or their passions, sufficient to maintain

the ordinary correspondence of life. It ap-

pears indeed to be generally acknowledged,

that with regard to truth and falsehood there

is something fixed. We find people in their

disputes continually appealing to certain tests

and standards, which are allowed on all sides,

and are supposed to be established in our com-

VOL. I. H
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mon nature. But there is not the same obvious

concurrence in any uniform or settled principles

which relate to taste. It is even commonly

supposed that this delicate and aerial faculty,

which seems too volatile to endure even the

chains of a definition, cannot be properly tried

by any test, nor regulated by any standard.

There is so continual a call for the exercise of

the reasoning faculty, and it is so much strength-

ened by perpetual contention, that certain

maxims of right reason seem to be tacitly

settled amongst the most ignorant. The learned

have improved on this rude science, and re-

*duced those maxims into a system. If taste

has not been so happily cultivated, it was not

that the subject was barren, but that the

labourers were few or negligent; for to say the

truth, there are not the same interesting

motives to impel us to fix the one, which urge

us to ascertain the other. And after all, if

men differ in their opinion concerning such

matters, their difference is not attended with

the same important consequences
;
else I make

no doubt but that the logic of taste, if I may

be allowed the expression, might very possibly

be as well digested, and we may come to dis-

cuss matters of this nature with as much cer-

tainty, as those which seem more immediately

within the province of mere reason. And

indeed, it is very necessary, at the entrance
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into such an inquiry as our present, to mafee

this point as clear as possible
;

for if taste has

no fixed principles, if the imagination is not

affected according to some invariable and

certain laws, our labour is like to be employed

to very little purpose
;
as it must be judged

an useless, if not an absurd undertaking, to

lay down rules for caprice, and to set up for a

legislator of whims and fancies.

The term taste, like all other figurative

terms, is not extremely accurate; the thing

which we understand by it, is far from a simple

and determinate idea in the minds of most

men, and it is therefore liable to uncertainty

and confusion. I have no great opinion of a

definition, the celebrated remedy for the cure

of this disorder. For when we define, we
seem in danger of circumscribing nature within

the bounds of our own notions, which we often

take up by hazard, or embrace on trust, or

form out of a limited and partial consideration

of the object before us, instead of extending

our ideas to take in all that nature compre-

hends, according to her manner of combining.

We are limited in our inquiry by the strict

laws to which we have sutoitted at our set-

ting out.

Circa vilem patulumque moraUmur orbm,

Undepudor proferre pedem veiat aui operis lex*

A definition may be very exact, and yet go
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blit a very little way towards informing us of

the nature of the thing defined
;
but let the

virtue of a definition be what it will, in the

order of things, it seems rather to follow than

to precede our inquiry, of which it ought to

be considered as the result. It must be

acknowledged that the methods of disquisition

and teaching may be sometimes different, and

on very good reason undoubtedly
;
but for my

part, I am convinced that the method of teach-

ing which approaches most nearly to the

method of investigation, is incomparably the

best
;
since, not content with serving up a few

barren and lifeless truths, it leads to the stock

bn which they grew, it tends to set the reader

himself in the track of invention, and to direct

him into those paths in which the author has

made his own discoveries, if he should be so

happy, as to have made any that are valuable.

But to cut off all pretence for cavilling, I

mean by the word taste, no more than that

faculty or those faculties of the mind, which

are affected with, or which form a judgment

of, the works of imagination and the elegant

arts. This is, I think, the most general idea

of that word, and what is the least connected

with any particular theory. And my point in

this inquiry is, to find whether there are any

principles, on which the imagination is affected,

so common to all, so grounded and certain,
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as to supply the means of reasoning satisfac-

torily about them. And such principles of

taste I fancy there are ; however paradoxical

it may seem to those, who on a superficial

view imagine, that there is so great a diversity

of tastes, both in kind and degree, that nothing

can be more indeterminate. i

All the natural powers in man, which I

know, that are conversant about external

objects, are the senses
;
the imagination

;
and

the judgment. And first with regard to the

senses. We do and we must suppose, that as

the conformation of their organs are nearly

or altogether the same in all men, so the

manner of perceiving external objects is in all

men the same, or with little difference. We
are satisfied that what* appears to be light to

one eye, appears light to another; that what

seems sweet to one palate, is sweet to another

;

that what is dark and bitter to this man, is

likewise dark and bitter to that ; and we con-

clude in the same manner of great and little,

hard and soft, hot and cold, rough and smooth

;

J^nd indeed of all the natural qualities and

affections of bodies. If we suffer ourselves

to imagine, that their senses present to diffe-

rent men different images of things, this scep-

tical proceeding will make every sort of

reasoning on every subject vain and frivolous,

even that sceptical reasoning itself Mrhich had
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persuaded us to entertain a doubt concerning

the agreement of our perceptions. But as

there will be little doubt that bodies present

similar images to the whole species, it must

necessarily be allowed, that the pleasures and

the pains which every object excites in one

man, it must raise in all mankind, whilst it

operates, naturally, simply, and by its [proper

powers only; for if we deny this, we must

imagine that the same cause operating in the

same manner, and on subjects of the same

kind, will produce different effects, which

would be highly absurd. Let us first consider

this point in the sense of taste, and the rather,

as the faculty in question has taken its name

from that sense. All men are agreed to call

vinegar sour, honey sweet, and aloes bitter;

and as they are all agreed in finding these

qualities in those objects, they do not in the

least differ concerning their effects with regard

to pleasure and pain. They all concur in

calling sweetness pleasant, and sourness and

bitterness unpleasant. Here there is no diver-

sity in their sentiments
; and that there is not,

appears fully from the consent of all men in

the metaphors which are taken from the sense

of taste. A sour temper, bitter expressions,

bitter curses, a bitter fate, are terms well and

strongly understood by all. And we are alto-

gether as well understood when we say, a sweet
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disposition, a swoet person, a sweet condition,

and the like. It is confessed, that custom and

some other causes, have made many deviations

from the natural pleasures or painswhich belong

to these several tastes ; but then the power of

distinguishing between l^ie natural and the

acquired relish remains to the very last. A
man frequently comes to prefer the taste of

tobacco to that of sugar, and the flavour of

vinegar to that of milk; but this makes no

confusion in tastes, whilst he is sensible that

the tobacco and vinegar are noUsweet, and

whilst he knows that habit alone has reconciled

his palate to these alien pleasures. Even with

such a person we may speak, and with suffi-

cient precision, concerning tastes. But should

any man be found who declares, that to him

tobacco has a taste like sugar, and that he

cannot distinguish between milk and vinegar;

or that tobacco and vinegar are sweet, milk

bitter, and sugar sour ;
we immediately con-

clude that the organs of this man are out of

order, and that his palate is utterly vitiated.

We are as far from conferring with such a

person upon tastes, as from reasoning concern-

ing the relations of quantity with one who

should deny that all the parts together were

equal to the whole. We do not call a man of

this kind wrong in his notions, but absolutely

mad. Exceptions of this sort, in either tvay.
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do not at all impeach our general rule, nor

make us conclude that men have various prin-

ciples concerning the relations of quantity, or

the taste of things. So that when it is said,

taste cannot be disputed, it can only mean,

that no one can strictly answer what pleasure

or pain some particular man may find from the

taste of some particular thing. This indeed

cannot be disputed
;

but we may dispute, and

with sufficient clearness too, concerning the

things which arc naturally jdeasing or dis-

agreeable to the sense. But when we talk of

any peculiar or acquired relish, then we must

know the habits, the prejudices, or the dis-

tempers of this particular man, and we must

draw our conclusion from those.

This agreement of mankind is not confined

to the taste solely. The principle of pleasure

derived from sight is the same in all. Light is

more pleasing than darkness. Summer, when

the earth is clad in green, when the heavens

are serene and bright, is more agreeable than

winter, when every thing makes a different

appearance. I never remember that any

thing beautiful, whether a man, a beast, a

bird, or a plant, was ever shown, though it

were to an hundred people, that they did not

all immediately agree that it was beautiful,

though some might have thought that it fell

short of their expectation, or that other things
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were still finer. I believe no man thinks a

goose to be more beautiful than a swan, or

imagines that what they call a Friczland-hen

excels a peacock. It must be observed too,

that the pleasures of the sight are not near so

complicated, and confused, and altered by

unnatural habits and associations, as the plea-

sures of the taste arc
;
because the pleasures

of the sight more commonly acquiesce in

themselves
;
and are not so often altered by

considerations which are independent of the

sight itself. But things do not spontaneously

present themselves to the palate as they do to

the sight; they are generally applied to it,

either as food or medicine
;

and from the

([ualities which they possess for nutritive or

inediciiial purposes, they often form the palate

by degrees, and by force of these associations.

Thus opium is pleasing to Turks, on account of

the agreeable delirium it produces. Tobacco

is the delight of Dutchmen, as it diffuses a

torpor and pleasing stupefaction. Fermented

spirits please our common people, because

they banish care, and all consideration of

future or present evils. All of these would

lie absolutely neglected if their properties had

originally gone no further than the taste
;
but

all these, together with tea and coffee, and

some other things, have passed from the apothe-

cary’s shop to our tables, and were taken for
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health, long before they were thought of for

pleasure. The effect of the drug has made us

use it frequently: and frequent use, com-

bined with the agreeable effect, has made the

taste itself at last agreeable. But this does

not in the least perplex our reasoning
; because

we distinguish to the last the acquired from the

natural relish. In describing the taste of an un-

known fruit, you would scarcely say that it had

a sweet and pleasant flavour like tobacco,

opium, or garlic, although you spoke to those

who were in the constant use of these drugs,

and had great pleasure in them. There is

in all men a sufficient remembrance of the

original natural causes of pleasure, to enable

them to bring all things offered to their senses

to that standard, and to regulate their feelings

and opinions by it. Suppose one who had so

vitiated his palate as to take more pleasure in

the taste of opium than in that of butter or

honey, to be presented with a bolus of squills

;

there is hardly any doubt but that he would

prefer the butter or honey to this nauseous

morsel, or to any other bitter drug to which he

had not been accustomed
;
which proves that

his palate was naturally like that of other men

in all things, that it is still like the palate of

other men in many things, and only vitiated in

some particular points. For in judging of any

new thing, even of a taste similar to that
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which he has been formed by habit to like, he

finds his palate affected in the natural manner,

and on the common principles. Thus the

pleasure of all the senses, of the sight, and

even of the taste, that most ambiguous of the

senses, is the same in all, high and low, learned

and unlearned.

Besides the ideas, with their annexed pains

and pleasures, which are presented by the

sense
;

the mind of man possesses a sort of

creative power of its own ;
either in represent-

ing at pleasure the images of things in the

order and manner in which they were received

by the senses, or in combining those images

in a new manner, and according to a different

order. This power is called imagination
; and

to this belongs whatever is called wit, fancy,

invention, and the like. But it must be ob-

served, that the power of the imagination is

incapable of producing any thing absolutely

new
;

it can only vary the disposition of those

ideas which it has received from the senses.

Now the imagination is the most extensive

province of pleasure and pain, as it is the

region of our fears and our hopes, and of all

our passions that are connected with them;

and whatever is calculated to affect the imagi-

nation with these commanding ideas, by force

of any original natural impression, must have

the same power pretty equally over all men.
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For since the imagination is only the represen-

tation of the senses, it can only be pleased or

displeased with the images, from the same

principle on which the sense is pleased or dis-

pleased with the realities; and consequently,

there must be just as close an agreement in the

imaginations as in the senses of men. A little

attention will convince us that this must of ne-

cessity be the case.

But in the imagination, besides the pain or

pleasure arising from the properties of the na-

tural object, a pleasure is perceived from the

resemblance, which the imitation has to the

original : the imagination, I conceive, can have

no pleasure but what results from one or other

of these causes. And these causes operate

pretty uniformly upon all men, because they

operate by principles in nature, and which are

not derived from any particular habits or advan-

tages. Mr. Locke very justly and finely ob-

serves of wit, that it is chiefly conversant in

tracing resemblances : he remarks at the same

time, that the business of judgment is rather

in finding diSerences. It may perhaps appear,

on this supposition, that there is no material

distinction between the wit and the judgment,

as they both seem to result from different

operations of the same faculty of comparing.

But in reality, whether they are or are not

dependant on the same power of the mind,
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they differ so very materially in many respects,

that a perfect union of wit and judgment is one

of the rarest things in the world. When two

distinct objects are unlike to each other, it is

only what we expect ;
things are in their com-

mon way
;
and therefore they make no impres-

sion on the imagination : but when two distinct

objects have a resemblance, we are struck, we
attend to them, and we are pleased. The

mind of man has naturally a far greater alacrity

and satisfaction in tracing resemblances than in

searching for differences: because by making

resemblances we produce new images; we
unite, we create, we enlarge our stock; but

in making distinctions we offer no food at all

to the imagination
;
the task itself is more se-

vere and irksome, and what pleasure we derive

from it is something of a negative and indirect

nature. A piece of news is told me in the

morning
;

this, merely as a piece of news, as a

fact added to my stock, gives me some plea-

sure. In the evening I find there was nothing

in it. What do I gain by this, but the dis-

satisfaction to find that I had been imposed

upon ? Hence it is that men are much more

naturally inclined to belief than to incredulity.

And it is upon this principle, that the most

ignorant and barbarous nations have frequently

excelled in similitudes, comparisons, meta-

phors, and allegories, who have been weak
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and backward in distinguishing and sorting

their ideas. And it is for a reason of this kind,

that Homer and the oriental writers, though

very fond of similitudes, and though they

often strike out such as are truly admi-

rable, they seldom take care to have them
exact

; that is, they are taken with the general

resemblance, they paint it strongly, and they

take no notice of the ditference which may be

found between the things compared.

Now, as the pleasure of resemblance is that

which principally flatters the imagination, all

men are nearly equal in this point, as far as

their knowledge of the things represented or

compared extends. The principle of this

knowledge is very much accidental, as it de-

pends upon experience and observation, and
not on the strength or weakness of any natural

faculty
; and it is from this difference in know-

ledge, that what we commonly, though with no
great exactness, call a difference in taste pro-

ceeds, A man to whom sculpture is new, sees

a barber’s block, or some ordinary piece of

statuary
;
he is immediately struck and pleased,

because he sees something like a human
figure

; and, entirely taken up with this like-

ness, he does not at all attend to its defects.

No person, I believe, at the first time of seeing

a piece of imitation ever did. Some time

after, we suppose that this novice lights upon
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a more artificial work of the same nature
; he

now begins to look with contempt on what he

admired at first
;
not that he admired it even

then for its unlikeness to a man, but for that

general though inaccurate resemblance which

it bore to the human figure* What he admired

at diflerent times in these so different figures,

is strictly the same; and though his know-

ledge is improved, his taste is not altered.

Hitherto his mistake was from a want of know-

ledge in art, and this arose from his inexperi-

ence; but he may still be deficient from a

want of knowledge in nature. For it is pos-

sible that the man in question may stop here,

and that the master-piece of a great hand may

please him no more than the middling perform-

ance of a vulgar artist ;
and this not for want

of better or higher relish, but because all men

do not observe with sufficient accuracy on the

human figure to enable them to judge properly

of an imitation of it. And that the critical

taste does not depend upon a superior prin-

ciple in men, but upon superior knowledge,

may appear from several instances. The story

of the ancient painter and the shoemaker is

very well known. The shoemaker set the

painter right with regard to some mistakes he

had made in the shoe of one of his figures, and

which the painter, who had not made such ac-

curate observations on shoes, and was content
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with a general resemblance, bad never 6b- ,

served. But this was no impeachment to the

taste of the painter; it only showed some want

of knowledge in the art of making shoes. Let

us imagine, that an anatomist had come into

the painter’s working-room. His piece is in

general well done, the figure in question in a

good attitude, and the parts well adjusted to

their various movements; yet the anatomist,

critical in his art, may observe the swell of

some muscle not quite just in the peculiar

action of the figure. Here the anatomist ob-

serves what' the painter had not observed; and

he passes by what the shoemaker had re-

marked. But a want of the last critical

knowledge in anatomy no more reflected on

the natural good taste of the painter, or of any

common observer of his piece, than the want

of an exact knowledge in the formation of a

shoe. A fine piece of a decollated head of St.

John the Baptist was shown to a Turkish em-

peror; he praised many things, but he ob-

served one defect
;
he observed that the skin

did not shrink from the wounded part of the

neck. The sultan on this occasion, though his

observation was very just, discovered no more

natural taste than the painter who executed

this piece, or than a thousand European con-

noisseurs, who probably never would have

made the same observation. His turkish ma-
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jesty had indeed been well acquainted with
that terrible spectacle, which the others could
only have represented in their imagination.

On the subject of their dislike there is a dif-

ference between all these people, arising from
the different kinds and degrees of their know-
ledge

; but there is something in common to
the painter, the shoemaker, the anatomist, and
the Turkish emperor, the pleasure arising from
a natural object, so far as each perceives it

justly imitated
;
the satisfaction in seeing an

agreeable figure
;

the sympathy proceeding
from a striking and affecting incident. So
far as taste is natural, it is nearly common to

all.

In poetry, and other pieces of imagination,

the same parity may be observed. It is true,

that one man is charmed with Don Bellianis,

and reads Virgil coldly: whilst another is

transported with the Eneid, and leaves Don
Bellianis to children. These two men seem to

have a taste very different from each other;

but in fact, they differ very little. In both
these pieces, which inspire such opposite sen-

timents, a tale exciting admiration is told

;

both are full of action, both are passionate
;
in

both are voyages, battles, triumphs, and con-

tinual changes of fortune. The admirer ofDon
Belliaiiis perhaps does not understand the re-

fined language of the Eneid, who, if it was
VOL. I. I
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degraded into the style of the Pilgrim’s Pro-

gress, might feel it in all its energy, on the

same principle which made him an admirer of

Don Bellianis.

In his favourite author he is not shocked

with the continual breaches of probability, the

confusion of times,' the offences against man-

ners, the trampling upon geography; for he

knows nothing of geography and chronology,

and he has never examined the grounds of

probability. He perhaps reads of a shipwreck

on the coast of Bohemia: wholly taken up

with so interesting an event, and only solici-

tous for the fate of his hero, he is not in the

least troubled at this extravagant blunder.

For why should he be shocked at a shipwreck

on the coast of Bohemia, who does not know

but that Bohemia may be an island in the

Atlantic ocean? and after all, what reflection

is this on the natural good taste of the person

here supposed?

So far then as taste belongs to the imagina-

tion, its principle is the same in all men
;
there

is no difference in the manner of their being

affected, nor in the causes of the affection
;
but

in the degree there is a difference, which arises

from two causes principally; either from a

greater degree of natural sensibility, or from a

closer and longer attention to the object. To

illustrate this by the procedure of the senses,
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in which the same difference is found, let us
suppose a very smooth marble table to be set

before tWo men
;
they both perceive it to be

smooth, and they are both pleased with it

because of this quality. So far they agree.

But suppose another, and after that another

table, the latter still smoother than the former,

to be set before them. It is now very probable

that these men, who are so agreed upon what
is smooth, and in the pleasure from thence, will

disagree when they come to settle which table

has the advantage in point of polish. Here is

indeed the great difference between tastes,

when men come to compare the excess or di-

minution of things which are judged by degree

and not by measure. Nor is it easy, when
such a difference arises, to settle the point, if

the excess or diminution be not glaring. If

we differ in opinion about two quantities, we
can have recourse to a common measure, which

may decide the question with the utmost ex-

actness
;
and this I take it is what gives ma-

thematical knowledge a greater certainty than

any other. But in things whose excess is not

judged by greater or smaller, as smoothness

and roughness, hardness and softness,' darkness

and light, the shades of colours, all these are

very easily distinguished when the difference

is any way considerable, but not when it is

minute, for want of some common measures,
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which perhaps may never come to be disco-

vered. In these nice cases, supposing the

acuteness of the sense equal, the greater atten-

tion and habit in such things will have the ad-

vantage. In the question about the tables, the

marble-polisher will unquestionably determine

the most accurately. But notwithstanding

this want of a common measure for settling

many disputes relative to the senses, and their

representative the imagination, we find that the

principles are the same in all, and that there is

no disagreement until we come to examine

into the pre-eminence or difference of things,

which brings us within the province of the

judgment.

So long as we are conversant with the sen-

sible qualities of things, hardly any more than

the imagination seems concerned; little more

also than the imagination seems concerned

when the passions are represented, because by

the force of natural sympathy, they are felt in

all men without any recourse to reasoning, and

their justness recognized in every breast. Love,

grief, fear, anger, joy, all these passions have

in their turns affected every mind; and they

do not affect it in an arbitrary or casual

manner, but upon certain, natural, and uniform

principles. But as many of the works of ima-

gination are not confined to the representation

of sensible objects, nor to efforts upon the pas-
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sions, but extend themselves to the manners,

the characters, the actions, and designs of men,
their relations, their virtues, and vices, they
come within the province of the judgment,
which is improved by attention and by the

habit of reasoning. All these make a very
considerable part of what are considered as the

objects of taste
; and Horace sends us to the

schools of philosophy and the world for our
instruction in them. Whatever certainty is to

be acquired in morality and the science of life;

just the same degree of certainty have we in

what relates to them, in works of imitation.

Indeed it is for the most part in our skill in

manners, and in the observances of time and
place, and of decency in general, which is only

to be learned in those schools to which Horace
recommends us, that what is called taste, by
way of distinction, consists; and which is in

reality no other than a more refined judgment.
On the whole, it appears to me, that what is

called taste, in its most general acceptation, is

not a simple idea, but is partly made up of a

perception of the primary pleasures of sense,

of the secondary pleasures of the imagination,

and of the conclusions of the reasoning faculty,

concerning the various relations of these, and
concerning the human passions, manners, and

actions. All this is requisite to form taste,

and the ground-work of all these is the same
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in the human mind
;
for as the senses are the

great originals of all our ideas, and conse-

quently of all our pleasures, if they are not

uncertain and arbitrary, the whole ground-work

of taste is common to all, and therefore there

is a sufficient foundation for a conclusive rea-

soning on these matters.

Whilst we consider taste merely according

to its nature and species, we shall find its

principles entirely uniform
; but the degree in

which these principles prevail, in the several

individuals of mankind, is altogether as differ-

ent as the principles themselves are similar.

For sensibility and judgment, which are the

qualities that compose whaf we commonly call

a taste

f

vary exceedingly in various people.

From a defect in the former of these qualities,

arises a want of taste
;
a weakness in the lat-

ter, constitutes a wrong or a bad one. There

are some men formed with feelings so blunt,

with tempers so cold and phlegmatic, that they

can hardly be said to be awake during the

whole course of their lives. Upon such per-

sons, the most striking objects make but a

faint and obscure impression. There are others

so continually in the agitation of gross and

merely sensual pleasures, or so occupied in the

low drudgery of avarice, or so heated in the

chace of honours and distinction, that their

minds, which had been used continually to the
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storms of these violent and tempestuous pas-

sions, can hardly be put in motion by the de-

licate and refined play of the imagination.

These men, though from a different cause, be-

come as stupid and insensible as the former

;

but whenever either of these happen to be

struck with any natural elegance or greatness,

or with these qualities in any work of art, they

are moved upon the same principle.

The cause of a wrong taste is a defect of

judgment. And this may arise from a natural

weakness of understanding (in whatever the

strength of that faculty may consist) or, which

is much more commonly the case, it may arise

from a want of proper and well-directed exer-

cise, which alone can make it strong and ready.

Besides that ignorance, inattention, prejudice,

rashness, levity, obstinacy, in short, all those

passions, and all those vices, which pervert

the judgment in other matters, prejudice it no

less in this itsmore refined and elegant province.

These causes produce different opinions upon

every thing which is an object of the under-

standing, without inducing us to suppose that

there are no settled principles of reason. And
indeed on the whole one may observe, that

there is rather less difference upon matters of

taste among mankind than upon most of those

>vhich depend upon the naked reason, and that

men are far better agreed on the excellence of
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a description in Virgil, than on the truth or

falsehood of a theory ofAristotle.

A rectitude of judgment in the arts, which

may be called a good taste, does in a great

measure depend upon sensibility; because if

the mind has no bent to the pleasures of the

imagination, it will never apply itself suffi-

ciently to works of that species to acquire a

competent knowledge in them. But though a

degree of sensibility is requisite to form a good

judgment, yet a good judgment does not ne-

cessarily arise from a quick sensibility of plea-

sure
;

it frequently happens that a very poor

judge, merely by force of a greater complex-

ional sensibility, is more affected by a very

poor piece, than the best judge by the most

perfect; for as everything new, extraordinary,

grand, or passionate, is well calculated to affect

such a person, and that the faults do not affect

him, his pleasure is more pure and unmixed

;

and as it is merely a pleasure ofthe imagination,

it is much higher than any which is derived

from a rectitude of the judgment; the judg-

ment is for the greater part employed in throw-

ing stumbling-blocks in the way of the imagi-

nation, in dissipating the scenes of its enchant-

ment, and in tying us down to the disagreeable

yoke of our reason; for almost the only plea-

sure that men have in judging better than

others, consists in a sort of conscious pride
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and superiority, which arises from thinking

rightly ;
but then, this is an indirect pleasure,

a pleasure which does not immediately result

from the object which is under contemplation.

In the morning of our days, when the senses

are unworn and tender, when the whole, man is

awake in every part, and the gloss of novelty

fresh upon all the objects that surround us,

how lively at that time are our sensations, but

how false and inaccurate the judgments we

form of things ? I despair of ever receiving the

same degree of pleasure from the most excel-

lent performances of genius which I felt at that

age, from pieces which my present judgment

regards as trifling and contemptible. Every

trivial cause of pleasure is apt to affect the

man of too sanguine a complexion : his appe-

tite is too keen to suffer his taste to be deli-

cate
;
and he is in all respects what Ovid says

of himself in love :

—

Molle meum levibus cor est violahile telis,

Et semper causa est, cur ego semper amern.

One of this character can never be a refined

judge; Uever what the comic poet calls elegans

formarum spectator. The excellence and force

of a composition must always be imperfectly

estimated from its effects on the minds of any,

except we know the temper and character of

those minds. The most powerful effects of

poetry and music have been displayed, and
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perhaps are still displayed, where these arts

are but in a very low and imperfect state.

The rude hearer is affected by the principles

which operate in these arts even in their rudest

condition, and he is not skilful enough to per-

ceive the defects. But as arts advance towards

their perfection, the science of criticism ad-

vances with equal pace, and the pleasure of

judges is frequently interrupted by the faults

which are discovered in the most finished com-

positions.

Before I leave this subject, I cannot help

taking notice ofan opinion which many persons

entertain, as if the taste were a separate faculty

of the mind, and distinct from the judgment

and imagination
; a species of instinct, by

which we are struck naturally, and at the first

glance, without any previous reasoning, with

the excellencies or the defects of a composition.

So far as the imagination and the passions are

concerned, I believe it true, that the reason is

little consulted
;
but where disposition, where

decorum, where congruity are concerned, in

short, wherever the best taste differs from the

worst, I am convinced that the understanding

operates and nothing else
;
and its operation is

in reality far from being always sudden, or,

when it is sudden, it is often far from being

right. Men of the best taste by consideration

come frequently to change these early and
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precipitate judgments, which the mind, from

its aversion to neutrality and doubt, loves to

form on the spot. It is known that the taste

(whatever it is) is improved exactly as we im-

prove our judgment, by extending our know-
ledge, by a steady attention to our object, and

by frequent exercise. They who have not

taken these methods, if their taste decides

quickly, it is always uncertainly; and their

quickness is owing to their presumption and

rashness, and not any hidden irradiation that

in a moment dispels all darkness from their

minds. But they who have cultivated that

species of knowledge which makes the object

of taste, by degrees and habitually attain not

only a soundness, but a readiness of judgment,

as men do by the same methods on all other

occasions. At first they arc obliged to spell,

but at last they read with ease and with cele-

rity, but this celerity of its operation is no

proof, that the taste is a distinct faculty. No-

body, I believe, has attended the course of a

discussion, which turned upon matters within

the sphere of mere naked reason, but must

have observed the extreme readiness with

which the whole process of the argument is

carried on, the grounds discovered, the ob-

jections raised and answered, and the conclu-

sions drawn from premises, with a quickness

altogether as great as the taste can be supposed
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to work with
;
and yet where nothing but plain

reason either is or can be suspected to operate.

To multiply principles for every different ap-

pearance is useless, and unphilosophical too in

a high degree.

This matter might be pursued much farther;

but it is not the extent of the subject which

must prescribe our bounds, for what subject

does not branch out to infinity ? it is the nature

of our particular scheme, and the single point

of view in which we consider it, which ought to

put a stop to our researches.
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PART I.

SECTION 1.

NOVELTY.

THE first and the simplest emotion which we

discover in the human mind, is curiosity. By
curiosity I mean whatever desire we have for,

or whatever pleasure we take in, novelty. We
see children perpetually running from place to

place to hunt out something new : they catch

with great eagerness, and with very little choice,

at whatever comes before them ;
their attention

is engaged by everything, because everything

has, in that stage of life, the charm of novelty

to recommend it. But as those things which

engage us merely by their novelty, cannot attach
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US for any length of time, curiosity is the most

superficial of all the affections
;

it changes its

object perpetually
;

it has an appetite which is

very sharp, but very easily satisfied; and it

has always an appearance of giddiness, rest-

lessness and anxiety. Curiosity, from its nature,

is a very active principle
;

it quickly runs over

the greatest part of its objects, and soon

exhausts the variety which is commonly to be

met with in nature; the same things make

frequent returns, and they return with less and

less of any agreeable effect. In short, the

occurrences of life, by the time we come to

know it a little, would be incapable of affecting

the mind with any other sensations than those

of loathing and weariness, if many things

were not adapted to affect the mind by means

of other powers besides novelty in them, and

of other passions besides curiosity in ourselves.

These powers and passions shall be considered

in their place. But whatever these powers are,

or upon what principle soever they affect the

mind, it is absolutely necessary that they should

not be exerted in those things which a daily

vulgar use have brought into a stale unaffecting

familiarity. Some degree of novelty must be

one of the materials in every instrument which

works upon the mind; and curiosity blends

itselfmore or less with all our passions.
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SECTION 11.

PAIN AND PLEASURE.

IT seems then necessary towards movingthe pas-

sions of people advanced in life, to any consider-

able degree, that the objects designed for that

purpose, besides their being in some measure

new, should be capable of exciting pain or

pleasure from other causes. Pain and pleasure

are simple ideas, incapable of definition. People

are not liable to be mistaken in their feelings,

but they are very frequently wrong in the

names they give them, and in their reasonings

about them. Many are of opinion, that pain

arises necessarily from the removal of some

pleasure
;
as they think pleasure does from the

ceasing or diminution of some pain. For my
part, 1 am rather inclined to imagine, that pain

and pleasure, in their most simple and natural

manner of affecting, are each of a positive

nature, and by no means necessarily de-

pendant on each other for their existence.

The human mind is often, and I think it is for

the most part, in a state neither of pain nor plea-

sure, which I call a state of indifference. When I

am carried from this state into a state of actual

pleasure, it does not appear necessary that 1

should pass through the medium of any sort of
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pain. If in such a state of indifference, or ease,

or tranquillity, or call it what you please, you

were to be suddenly entertained with a concert

of music; or suppose some object of a fine

shape, and bright lively colours, to be presented

before you
;
or imagine your smell is gratified

with the fragrance of a rose
;
or if without any

previous thirst you were to drink of some plea-

sant kind of wine, or to taste of some sweet-

meat without being hungry
;

in all the several

senses, of hearing, smelling, and tasting, you

undoubtedly find a pleasrure
;
yet if I inquire

into the state of your mind previous to these

gratifications, you will hardly tell me that they

found you in any kind of pain
;

or, having satis-

fied these several senses with their several plea-

sures, will you say that any pain has succeeded,

though the pleasure is absolutely over? Sup-

pose, on the other hand, a man in the same

state of indifference, to receive a violent blow,

or to drink of some bitter potion, or to have

his ears wounded with some harsh and grating

sound; here is no removal of pleasure; and

yet here is felt, in every sense which is affected,

a pain very distinguishable. It may be said,

perhaps, that the pain in these cases had its

rise from the removal of the pleasure which the

man enjoyed before, though that pleasure was

of so low a degree as to be perceived only by

the removal. But this seems to me a subtil ty,
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that is not discoverable in nature. For if, pre-

vious to the pain, I do not feel any actual plea-

sure, I have no reason to judge that any such

thing exists
;
since pleasure is only pleasure as

it is felt. The same may be said of pain, and

with equal reason. I can never persuade myself

that|)J^easure and pain are mere relations, which

can bnly exist as they are contrasted
;
but I

think can discern clearly that there are posi-

tive pains and pleasures which do not at all de-

pend upon each other. Nothing is more certain

to my|)wn feelings than this. There is nothing

which i can distinguish in my mind with more

clearness than the three states, of indifference,

of pleasure, and of pain. Every one of these I

can perceive without any sort of idea of its

relation to anything else. Caius is afflicted

with a fit of the cholic
;

this man is actually in

pain
;
stretch Caius upon the rack, he will feel

a much greater pain : but does this pain of the

rack arise from the removal of any pleasure ? or

is the fit of the cholic a pleasure or a pain just

as we are pleased to consider it?

SECTION III.

the difference between the removal of

PAIN AND POSITIVE PLEASURE.

WE shall carry this proposition yet a step far-

ther. We shall venture to propose, that pain

VOL. .1. K
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and pleasure are not only not necessarily de-

pendant for their existence on their mutual

diminution or removal, but that, in reality, the

diminution or ceasing of pleasure does not

operate like positive pain; and that the removal

or diminution of pain, in its effect, has very

little resemblance to positive pleasure*. The

former of these propositions will, I believe, be

much more readily allowed than the latter;

because it is very evident that pleasure, when

it has run its career, sets us down very nearly

where it found us. Pleasure of every kind

quickly satisfies ;
and when it is over, we re-

lapse into indifference, or rather we fall into a

soft tranquillity, which is tinged with the

agreeable colour of the former sensation, I

own it is not at first view so apparent, that

the removal of a great pain does not resemble

positive pleasure ;
but let us recollect in what

state we have found our minds upon escaping

some imminent danger, or on being released

from the severity of some cruel pain. We have

on such occasions found, if I am not much mis-

taken, the temper of ' our minds in a tenor very

remote from that which attends the presence of

* Mr. Locke (Essay on Human Understanding, l.ii. c. 20.

sec. 16.) thinks that the removal or lessening of a pain is

considered and operates as a pleasure, and the loss or dimi*

nishing of pleasure as a pain. It is this opinion which we

consider here*
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positive pleasure; we have found them in a
state of much sobriety, impressed with a sense
of awe, in a sort of tranquillity shadowed with
horror. The fashion of the countenance and
the gesture of the body on such occasions is so
correspondent to this state of mind, that any
person, a stranger to the cause of the appear*
ance, would rather judge us under some con-
sternation, than in the enjoyment of anything
like positive pleasure.

Hi orav arij 'isrukiVYi og m 5r«Tp>),

^(DTa KcnaHTBiva^f aWov timno ^njLiov,

apsioVf ^ e^si £i(To^oavTa;.

Iliad 24.

As when awretchf who^ conscious ofhis criwCf
Pursuedfor murderfrom his native clime,

Just gains somefrontier, breathless, pale, amazed.
All gaze, allwonder

!

This striking appearance of the man whom
Homer supposes to have just escaped an immi
nent danger, the sort ofmixed passion of terror
and surprise, with which he affects the specta-
tors, paints very strongly the manner in which
^e find ourselves aflfected upon occasions any-
way similar. For when we have suffered from
any violent emotion, the mind naturally con-
tinues in something like the same condition,
after the cause which first produced it has
noased to operate. The tossing of the sea re-
"lains after the storm ; and when this remain
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of horror has entirely subsided, all the passion

which the accident raised, subsides along with

it
;
and the mind returns to its usual state of

indifference. In short, pleasure (I mean any-

thing in the inward sensation, or in the outward

appearance, like pleasure from a positive cause)

has never, I imagine, its origin from the re-

moval of pain or danger.

SECTION IV.

OF DELIGHT AND PLEASURE AS OPPOSED TO

EACH OTHER.

BUT shall we therefore say, that the removal

of pain or its diminution is always simply

painful? or affirm that the cessation or the

lessening of pleasure is always attended itself

with a pleasure? By no means. What I ad-

vance is no more than this
;

first, that there

are pleasures and pains of a positive and inde-

pendent nature; and secondly, that the feeling

which results from the ceasing or diminution

of pain does not bear a sufficient resemblance

to positive pleasure, to have it considered as of

the same nature, or to entitle it td be knov^n

by the same name
;
and, thirdly, that upon the

same principle the removal or qualification of

pleasure has no resemblance to positive pain.

It is certain that the former feeling (the re*

moval or moderation of pain) has something in
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it far from distressing or disagreeable in its

nature. This feeling, in many cases so agree-

able, but in all so different from positive

pleasure, has no name which I know; but

that hinders not its being a very real one,

and very different from ail others. It is

most certain, that every species of satisfac-

tion or pleasure, how different soever in its

manner of affecting, is of a positive nature in

the mind of him who feels it. The affection is

undoubtedly positive
;
but the cause may be,

as in this case it certainly is, a sort of priva-

tion, And it is very reasonable that we should

distinguish by some term two things so dis-

tinct in nature, as a pleasure that is such

simply, and without any relation, from that

pleasure which cannot exist without a relation,

and that too a relation to pain. Very extraor-

dinary it would be, if these affections, so dis-

tinguishable in their causes, so different in

their effects, should be confounded with each

other, because vulgar use has ranged them

under the same general title. Whenever I

have occasion to speak of this species of rela-

tive pleasure, I call it delight; and I shall take

the best care I can, to use that word in no

other sense. I am satisfied the word is not

commonly used in this appropriated significa-

tion
; but I thought it better to take up a word

already known, and to limit its signification,
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than to introduce a new one, which would not

perhaps incorporate so well with the language,

I should never have presumed the least altera-

tion in our words, if the nature of the language,

framed for the purposes of business rather than

those of philosophy, and the nature of my sub-

ject, thatJeads me out of the common track of

discourse, did not in a manner necessitate me

to it. I shall make use of this liberty with all

possible caution. As I make use of the word

delight to express the sensation which accom-

panies the removal of pain or danger ;
so when

I speak of positive pleasure, I shall for the most

part call it simply pleasure,

SECTION V.

JOY AND GRIEF.

IT must .be observed, that the cessatiOft^ of

pleasure affects the mind three ways. If it

simply ceases, after having continued a proper

time, the effect is indifference; if it be abruptly

broken off, there ensues an uneasy sense called

disappointment; if the object be so totally lost

that there is no chance of enjoying it again, a

passion arises in the mind, which is called

grief. Now, there is none of these, not even

griefwhich is the most violent, that I think has

any resemblance to positive pain. The person

who grieves, suffers his passion to grow upon
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him ;
he indulges it, he loves it : but this never

happens in the case of actual pain, which no
man ever willingly endured for any considera-

ble time. That grief should be willingly en-

dured, though far from a simply pleasing sen-

sation, is not so difficult to be understood. It

is the nature of grief to keep its object perpe-

tually in its eye, to present it in its most plea-

surable views, to repeat all the circumstances

that attend it, even to the last minuteness
; to

go back to every particular enjoyment, to

dwell upon each, and to find a thousand new
perfections in all, that were not sufficiently

understood before; in grief, i\A pleasure is still

uppermost
;
and the affliction we suffer has no

resemblance to absolute pain, which is always

odious, and which we endeavour to shake off

as soon as possible. The Odyssey of Homer,

wMch abounds with so many natural and af-

fecting images, has none more striking than

those which Menelaus raises of the calamitous

fate of his friends, and his own manner of feel-

ing it. He owns, indeed, that he often gives

himself some intermission from such melan-

choly reflections
; but he observes, too, that,

melancholy as they are, they give him pleasure.

Axx' /tiev ohpofAm; xai

IToXXaxi; sv (Atya^om Hahumi nfisrefoio'tv,

Axxore finv re you ^feva re^Trofiai, axxore 8* avrt

UavoiAar h xofog xfui^oio yooto.
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Still in short intervals ofpleasing woe,

Regardful of thefriendly dues I owe,

I to the glorious dead, for ever dear,

Indulge the tribute of a grateful tear.

Horn. Od. iv.

On the other hand, when we recover our health,

when we escape an imminent danger, is it with

joy that we are affected ? The sense on these

occasions is far from that smooth and volup-

tuous satisfaction which the assured prospect

of pleasure bestows. The delight which arises

from the modifications of pain, confesses the

stock from whence it sprung, in its solid, strong,

and severe nature.

SECTION VI.

or THE PASSIONS WHICH BELONG TO SELF-

PIIESERVATION.

MOST of the ideas which are capable ofmaking

t powerful impression on the mind, whether

simply of pain or pleasure, or of the modifica-

tions of those, may be reduced very nearly to

these two heads, self-preservation and society;

to the ends of one or the other of which, all

our passions are calculated to answer. The

passions which concern self-preservation, turn

mostly on pain or danger. The ideas of pain,

sickness, and death, fill the mind with strong
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emotions of horror^ but life and health, though
they put us in a capacity of being affected

with pleasure, they make no such impression

by the simple ‘’enjoyment. The passions there-

fore which are conversant about the preservation

of the individual, turn chiefly on pain and
danger, and they are the most powerful of all

the passions.

SECTION VII.

OF THE SUBLIME.

WHATEVER is fitted in any sort to excite

the ideas of pain and danger; that is to say,

whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conver-

sant about terrible objects, or operates in a

manner analogous to terror, is a source of the

sublime

;

that is, it is productive of the strongest

emotion which the mind is capable of feeling.

I say the strongest emotion, because I am
satisfied the ideas of pain are much more

powerful than those which enter on the part of

pleasure. Without all doubt, the torments

which we may be made to suffer, are much
greater in their effect on the body and mind,

than any pleasures which the most learned

voluptuary could suggest, or than the liveliest

imagination, and the most sound and exqui-

sitely sensible body, could enjoy. Nay, I am
in great doubt whether any man could be found
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who would earn a life of the most perfect

satisfaction, at the price of ending it in the

torments, which justice inflicted in a few hours

on the late unfortunate regicide in France. But

as pain is stronger in its operation than plea-

sure, so death is in general a much more affect-

ing idea than pain; because there are very few

pains, however exquisite, which are not pre-

ferred to death; nay, what generally makes

pain itself, if I may say so, more painful, is,

that it is considered as an emissary of this

king of terrors. When danger or pain press

too nearly, they are incapable of giving any

delight, and are simply terrible
;
but at certain

distances, and with certain modifications, they

may be, and they are delightful, as we every

day experience. The cause of this I shall

endeavour to investigate hereafter.

SECTION VIIL

OF THE PASSIONS WHICH BELONG TO SOCIETY.

THE other head under which I class our

passions, is that of society^ which may be

divided into two sorts. 1. The society of the

sexes, which answers the purposes of propaga-

tion; and next, that more general society,

which we havewith men and with other animals,

and which we may in some sort be said to

have even with the inanimate world. The
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passions belonging to the preservation of the

individual, turn wholly on pain and danger:

those which belong to generation, have their

origin in gratifications zxxA pleasures

;

the plea-

sure most directly belonging to this purpose is

of a lively character, rapturous and violent, and

confessedly the highest pleasure of sense; yet

the absence of this so great an enjoyment,

scarce amounts to an uneasiness
;
and, except

at particular times, I do not think it affects at

all. When men describe in what manner they

are affected by pain and danger, they do not

dwell on the pleasure of health and the com-

fort of security, and then lament the loss of

these satisfactions : the whole turns upon the

actual pains and horrors which they endure.

But if you listen to the complaints of a for-

saken lover, you observe that he insists largely

on the pleasures which he enjoyed or hoped to

enjoy, and on the perfection of the object of

his desires; it is the loss which is always

uppermost in his mind. The violent effects

produced by love, which has sometimes been

even wrought up to madness, is no objection to

the rule which we seek to establish. When
men have suffered their imaginations to be long

affected with any idea, it so wholly engrosses

them as to shut out by degrees almost every

other, and to break down every partition of the

mind which would confine it. Any idea is
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sufficient for the purpose, as is evident from

the infinite variety of causes, which give rise

to madness ;
but this at most can only prove

that the passion of love is capable of produc-

ing very extraordinary effects, not that its

extraordinary emotions have any connection

with positive pain.

SECTION IX.

THE FINAL CAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCE BE-

TWEEN THE PASSIONS BELONGING TO SELF-

PRESERVATION, AND THOSE WHICH REGARD

THE SOCIETY OF THE SEXES.

THE final cause of the difference in character

between the passions which regard self-pre-

servation and those which are directed to the

multiplication of the species, will illustrate the

foregoing remarks yet further; and it is, 1

imagine, worthy of observation even upon its

own account. As the performance of our du-

ties of every kind depends upon life, and the

performing them with vigour and efficacy de-

pends upon health, we are very strongly af-

fected with whatever threatens the destruction

of either: but as we were not made to ac-

quiesce in life and health, the simple enjoy-

ment of them is not attended with any real

pleasure, lest, satisfied with that, we should

give ourselves over to indolence and inaction.
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On the other hand, the generation of mankind

is a great purpose, and it is requisite that men

should be animated to the pursuit of it by some

great incentive. It is therefore attended with

a very high pleasure ; but, as it is by no means

designed to be our constant business, it is not

fit that the absence of this pleasure should be

attended with any considerable pain. The

difference between men and brutes in this

point seems to be remarkable. Men are at all

times pretty equally disposed to the pleasures

of love, because they are to be guided by rea-

son in the time and manner of indulging them.

Had any great pain arisen from the want of

this satisfaction, reason, I am afraid, would

find great difficulties in the performance of its

office. But brutes, who obey laws, in the exe-

cution of which their own reason has but little

share, have their stated seasons ;
at such times

it is not improbable that the sensation from the

want is very troublesome, because the end

must be then answered, or missed in many,

perhaps for ever; as the inclination returns

only with its season.

SECTION X.

ON BEAUTY.

THE passion which belongs to generation,

merely as such, is lust only. This is evident in
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brutes, whose passions are more unmixed, and

which pursue their purposes more directly than

ours. The only distinction they observe with

regard to their mates, is that of sex. It is

true, that they stick severally to their own

species in preference to all others. But this

preference, I imagine, does not arise from any

sense of beauty which they find in their spe-

cies, as Mr. Addison supposes, but from a law

of some other kind, to which they are subject;

and this we may fairly conclude, from their

apparent want of choice amongst those objects

to which the barriers of their species have con-

fined them. But man, who is a creature

adapted to a greater variety and intricacy of

relation, connects with the general passion,

the idea of some social qualities, which direct

and heighten the appetite which he has in com-

mon with all other animals
;
and as he is not de-

signed like them to live at large, it is fit that

he should have something to create a prefe-

rence, and fix his choice; and this in general

should be some sensible quality
;
as no other

can so quickly, so powerfully, or so surely pro-

duce its effect. The object therefore of this

mixed passion, whichwe call love, is the beauty

ofthe sex. Men are carried to the sex in general,

as it is the sex, and by the common law of

nature
;
but they are attached to particulars

by personal beauty. I call beauty a social
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quality
;
for where women and men, and not

only they, but when other animals give us a

sense of joy and pleasure in beholding them

(and there are many that do so), they inspire

us with sentiments of tenderness and affection

towards their persons
;
we like to have them

near us, and we enter willingly into a kind of

relation with them, unless we should have

strong reasons to the contrary. But to what

end, in many cases, this was designed, I am
unable to discover

;
for I see no greater reason

for a connexion between man and several

animals who are attired in so engaging a man-

ner, than between him and some others who

entirely want this attraction, or possess it in a

far weaker degree. But it is probable, that

Providence did not make even this distinction,

but with a view to some great end, though we

cannot perceive distinctly what it is, as his

wisdom is not our wisdom, nor our ways his

ways.

SECTION XL

SOCIETY AND SOLITUDE.

THE second branch of the social passions is

that which administers to society in general.

With regard to this, I observe, that society,

merely as society, without any particular

heightenings, gives us no positive pleasure in
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the enjoyment; but absolute and entire soli-

tude^ that is, the total and perpetual exclusion

from all society, is as great a positive pain as

can almost be conceived. Therefore in the

balance between the pleasure of general so-

ciety, and the pain of absolute solitude, yain is

the predominant idea. But the pleasure of

any particular social enjoyment outweighs very

considerably, the uneasiness caused by the

want of that particular enjoyment
;
so that the

strongest sensations relative to the habitudes

q{particular society, are sensations of pleasure.

Good company, lively conversations, and the

endearments of friendship, fill the mind with

great pleasure; a temporary solitude, on the

other hand, is itself agreeable. This may per

haps prove that we are creatures designed for

contemplation as well as action; since solitude

as well as society has its pleasures
;
as from

the former observation we may discern, that an

entire life of solitude contradicts the purposes

of our being, since death itself is scarcely an

idea of more terror.

SECTION XII.

SYMPATHY, IMITATION, AND AMBITION.

UNDER this denomination of society, the pas-

sions are of a complicated kind, and branch

out into a variety of forms agreeable to that
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variety of ends they are to serve in the great

chain of society. The three principal links in

this chain are, sympathy^ imitation^ and ambition.

SECTION XIIL

SYMPATHY.

IT is by the first of these passions thatwe enter

into the concerns of others
;
that we are moved

as they are moved, and are never suffered to be

indifferent spectators of almost any thing which

men can do or suffer. For -sympathy must be

considered as a sort of substitution, by which

we are put into the place of another m^in, and

affected in many respects as he is affected : so

that this passion may either partake of the

nature of those which regard self-preservation,

and turning upon pain may be a source of the

sublime
;
or it may turn upon ideas of plea-

sure; and then whatever has been said of the

social affections, whether they regard society

in general, or only some particular modes of it,

may be applicable here. It is by this principle

chiefly that poetry, painting, and other affect-

ing arts, transfuse their passions from one

breast to another, and are often capable of

grafting a delight on wretchedness, misery,

and death itself. It is a common observation,

that objects which in the reality would shock,

are in tragical, and such like representations, the

VOL. I. t
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source of a very high species of pleasure. This,

taken as a fact, has been the cause of much

reasoning. The satisfaction has been commonly

attributed, first, to the comfort we receive in

considering that so melancholy a story is no

more than a fiction ; and next, to the contem-

plation of our own freedom from the evils which

we see represented. I am afraid it is a practice

much too common in inquiries of this nature,

to attribute the cause of feelings which merely

arise from the mechanical structure of our

bodies, or from the natural frame and constitu-

tion pf our minds, to certain conclusions of the

reasoning faculty on the object presented to

us; fpr I should imagine, that the influence of

reason in producing our passions is nothing

near so extensive as it is commonly believed.

SECTION XIV.

THE EFFECTS OF SYMPATHY IN THE DISTRESSES

OF OTHERS.

TO examine this point concerning the effect of

tragedy in a proper manner, we must previous-

ly consider how we are affected by the feelings

of our fellow-creatures in circumstances of real

distress. I am convinced we have a degree of

delight, and that no small one, in thp real mis-

fortunes aud pains of others ;
for let the affec-

tion be what it will in appearance, if it does not
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make us shun such objects, if on the contrary

it induces us to approach them, if it makes us

dwell upon them, in this case I conceive we
must have a delight or pleasure of some species

or other in contemplating objects’ of this kind.

Do we not read the authentic histories of

scenes of this nature with as much pleasure as

romances or poems, where the incidents aire

fictitious? The prosperity of no empire, nor

the grandeur of no king, can so slgreeably affect

in the reading, as the ruin of the state of Mace-

don, and the distress of its unhappy prince.

Such a catastrophe touches us in history as

much as the destruction of Troy does in fable.

Our delight, in cases of this kind, is very

greatly heightened, if the sufferer be some ex-

cellent person who sinks under an unVrbrthy

fortune. Scipio and Cato are both virtuous

characters
;
but we are more deeply affected

by the violent death of the one, and the ruin' of

the great cause he adhered to, than with the

deserved triumphs and uninterrupted prosperity

of the other; for terror is a passibn' whidh

always produces delight When it dbes not pteSs

too close
;
and pity is a passion acCoiupahied

with pleasure, because it arises from love and

social affection. Whenever we are formed by

nature to any active purpose, the passion which

animates us to it, is attended with delight, or a

pleasure of some kind, let the subject-matter
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be what it will
; and as our Creator has de-

signed we should be united by the bond of

sympathy, he has strengthened that bond by a

proportionable delight
;
and there most where

our sympathy is most wanted, in the distresses

of others. If this passion was simply painful,

we would shun with the greatest care all per-

sons and places that could excite such a

passion
;
as some, who are so far gone in indo-

lence as not to endure any strong impression,

sictually do. But the case is widely different

with the greater part of mankind
;
there is no

spectacle we so eagerly pursue, as that of some

uncommon and grievous calamity
;

so that

^whether the misfortune is before our eyes, or

whether they are turned back to it in history,

it always touches with delight. This is not an

unmixed delight, but blended with no small

uneasiness. The delight we have in such things,

binders us from shunning scenes of misery;

and the pain we feel, prompts us to relieve

ourselves in relieving those who suffer
;
and all

this antecedent to any reasoning, by an instinct

that works us to its own purposes without our

ooncunence.
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SECTION XV.

OF THE EFFECTS OF TRAGEDY.

IT is thus in real calamities. In imitated

distresses the only difference is the pleasure

resulting from the effects of imitation ;
for it is

never so perfect, but we can perceive it is

imitation, and on that principle are somewhat

pleased with it. And indeed in some cases we

derive as much or more pleasure from that

source than from the thing itself. But then I

imagine we shall be much mistaken if we attri-

bute any considerable part of our satisfaction

in tragedy to the consideration that tragedy is

a deceit, and its representations no realities.

The nearer it approaches the reality, and the

further it removes us from all idea of fiction,

the more perfect is its power. But be its

power of what kind it will, it never approaches

to what it represents. Choose a day on which

to represent the most sublime and affecting

tragedy we have
;

appoint the most favourite

actors
;
spare no cost upon the scenes and

decorations
;
unite the greatest efforts ofpoetry,

painting, and music r and when you have col

lected your audience, just at the momentwhen

their minds are erect with expectation, let it

be reported that a state criminal of high rank

is on the point of being executed in the adjoin-
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ing square
;

in a moment the emptiness of the

theatre would demonstrate the comparative

weakness of the imitative arts, and proclaim

the triumph of the real sympathy. I believe

that this notion of our having a simple pain in

th^ reality, yet a delight in the representation,

arises from hence, that we do not sufficiently

distinguishwhat we would by no means choose

to. do, from what we should be eager enough

to see if it was once done. We delight in

seeing things, which so far from doing, our

heartiest wishes would be to see redressed.

This noble capital, the pride of England and

of Europe, I believe no man is so strangely

wicked as to desire to see destroyed by a con-

flagration or an earthquake, though he should

be removed himself to the greatest distance

from the danger. But suppose such a fatal

accident to have happened, what numbers from

all parts would crowd to behold the ruins, and

amongst them many who would have been

content never to have seen London in its

glory! Nor is it, either in real or fictitious

distresses, our immunity from them which

produces our delight; in my own mind I can

discover nothing like iU I apprehend that

this mistake is owing to a sort of sophism, by
which we are frequently imposed upon; it

arises from our not distinguishing between

what is indeed a necessary condition to our
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doing or suffering anything in general, and
what is the came, of some particular act. If a

man kills me with a sword, it is a necessary-

condition to this that we should have been

both of us alive before the fact," and yet it

would be absurd to say, that our being both

living creatures was the cause of his criirie and

of my death. So it is certain, that it is abso-

lutely necessary my life should be out of any

imminent hazard, before I can take a delight

in the sufferings of others, real or imaginary,

or indeed in anything else from any cause

whatsoever. But then it is a sophism to argute

from thence, that this immunity is the cause of

my delight either on these or on any occasions.

No one can distinguish such a cause of satis-

faction in his own inind, I believe
; nay, when

we do not suffer any very acute pain, nor are

exposed to any imminent danger of our lives,

we can feel for others, whilst we suffer our-

selves
;
and often then most when we are soft-

ened by affliction; we see with pity even

distresses which we would accept in the place

of our own.

SECTiGW XVI.

IMITATION.

THE second passion belonging to society is

imitation, or, if you will, a desire of imitating,
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and consequently a pleasure in it. This passion

arises from much the same cause with sym-

pathy. For as sympathy makes us take a

concern in whatever men feel, so this affection

prompts us to copy whatever they do; and

consequently we have a pleasure in imitating,

and in whatever belongs to imitation merely as

it is such, without any intervention of the

reasoning faculty ;
but solely from our natural

constitution, which Providence has framed in

such a manner as to find either pleasure or

delight, according to the nature of the object,

in whatever regards the purposes of our being.

It is by imitation, far more than by precept,

that we learn everything ; and what we learn

thus, we acquire not only more effectually,

but more pleasantly. This forms our manners,

our opinions, our lives. It is one of the

strongest links of society
;

it is a species of

mutual compliance, which all men yield to

each other, without constraint to themselves,

and which is extremely flattering to all. Herein

it is that painting and many other agreeable

arts have laid one of the principal foundations

of their power. And since, by its influence on

our manners and our passions, it is of such

great consequence, I shall here venture to lay

down a rule, which may inform us with a good

degree of certainty when we are to attribute

the power of the arts to imitation, or to our
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pleasure in the skill of the imitator merely, and
when to sympathy, or some other cause in con-

junction with it. When the object represented

in poetry or painting is such as we could have

no desire of seeing in the reality, then I may
be sure that its power in poetry or painting is

owing to the power of imitation, and to no
cause operating in the thing itself. So it is

with most of the pieces which the painters call

still-life. In these a cottage, a dunghill, the

meanest and most ordinary utensils of the

kitchen are capable of giving us pleasure. But
when the object of the painting or poem is such
as we should run to see if real, let it affect us

with what odd sort of sense it will, we may
rely upon it, that the power of the poem or

picture is more owing to the nature of the thing

itself than to the mere effect of imitation, or to

a consideration of the skill of the imitator, how-
ever excellent. Aristotle has spoken so much
and so solidly upon the force of imitation in his

poetics, that it makes any further discourse

upon this subject the less necessary.

SECTION XVII.

AMBITION.

ALTHOUGH imitation is one of the great in-

struments used by Providence in bringing our

nature towards its perfection, yet if m^n gave
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themselves up to imitation entirely, and each

followed the other, and so on in an eternal

circle, it is easy to see that there never could

be any improvement amongst them. Men
must remain as brutes do, the same at the end

that they are at this day, and that they were in

the beginning of the world. To prevent this,

God has planted in man a sense of ambition,

and a satisfaction arising from the contempla-

tion of his excelling his fellows in something

deemed valuable amongst them. It is this

passion that drives men to all the ways we see

in use of signalizing themselves, and that tends

to make whatever excites in a man the idea of

this distinction so very pleasant. It has* been

so strong as to make very miserable men take

comfort, that they were supreme in misery

;

and certain it is, that where we cannot distin-

guish ourselves by something excellent, we

begin to take a complacency in some singular

infirmities, follies, or defects of one kind or

other. It is on this principle that flattery is so

prevalent ;
for flattery is no more than what

raises in a man’s mind an idea of a preference

which he has not. Now, whatever, either on

good or upon bad grounds, tends to raise a

man in his own opinion, produces a sort of

swelling and triuiriph, that is extremely grate-

ful to the human mind; and this swelling' is

never more perceived, lior opetates with more
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force, than when without danger we are con-

versant with terrible objects, the mind always

claiming to itself some part of the dignity and

importance of the things which it contemplates.

Hence proceeds what Longinus has observed of

that glorying and sense of inward greatness,

that always fills the reader of such passages in

poets and orators as are sublime; it is what

every man must have felt in himself upon such

occasions.

SECTION XVIII.

THE RECAPITULATION.

TO draw the whole ofwhat has been said into a

few distinct points :—^The passions which be-

long to self-preservation, turn on pain and

danger; they are simply painful when their

causes immediately afiect us; they are de-

lightful when we have an idea of pain and dan-

ger, without being actually in such circum-

stances; this delight I have not called pleasure,

because it turns on pain, and because it is dif-

ferent enough from any idea of positive plea-

sure. Whatever excites this delight, I call

sublime. The passions belonging to self-preser-

vation are the strongest of all the passions.

The second head to which the passions

are referred with relation to their final' cause,

is society. There are’ two sorts of societies.
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The first is, the society of sex. The passion

belonging to this is called love, and it contains

a mixture of lust; its object is the beauty of

women. The other is tlxe great society with

man and all other animals. The passion sub-

servient to this is called likewise love, but it

has no mixture of lust, and its object is beauty;

which is a name I shall apply to all such qua-

lities in things as induce in us a sense of affec-

tion and tenderness, or some other passion the

most nearly resembling these. The passion of

love has its rise in positive pleasure
;

it is, like

all things which grow out of pleasure, capable

of being mixed with a mode of uneasiness, that

is, when an idea of its object is excited in the

mind with an idea at the same time df having

irretrievably lost it. This mixed sense of

pleasure I have not called pain, because it

turns upon actual pleasure, and because it is,

both in its cause and in most of its effects, of a

nature altogether different.

Next to the general passion we have for so-

ciety, to a choice in which we are directed by

the pleasure we have in the object, the par-

ticular passion under this head called sympathy

has the greatest extent. The nature of this

passion is, to put us in the place of another in

whatever circumstance he is in, and to affect

us in a like manner
;
so that this passion may,

as the occasion requires, turn either on pain or
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pleasure
;

but with the modifications men-

tioned in §ome cases in Section II. As to

imitation and preference, nothing more need

be said.

SECTION XIX.

THE CONCLUSION.

I BELIEVED that an attempt to range and

methodize some of our most leading passions,

would be a good preparative to such an in-

quiry as we are going to make in the ensuing

discourse. The passions I have mentioned are

almost the only ones which it can be necessary

to consider in our present design
;
though the

variety of the passions is great, and worthy, in

every branch of that variety, of an attentive in-

vestigation. The more accurately we search

into the human mind, the stronger traces we

everywhere find of His wisdom who made it.

If a discourse on the use of the parts of the

body may be considered as an hymn to the

Creator, the use of the passions, which are the

organs of the mind, cannot be barren of praise

to him, nor unproductive to ourselves of that

noble and uncommon union of science and ad-

miration, which a contemplation of the works

of infinite wisdom alone can afford to a rational

mind; whilst, referring to him whatever we

find of right or good or fair in ourselves, disco-

vering his strength and wisdom even in our
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own weakness and imperfection, honouring

them where we discover them clearly, and

adoring their profundity where we are lost in

our search, we may be inquisitive without im-

pertinence, and elevated without pride; we
may be admitted, if I may dare to say so, into

the counsels of the Almighty by a considera-

tion of his works. The elevation of the mind

ought to be the principal end of all our studies,

which if they do not in some measure effect,

they are of very little service to us. But,

besides this great purpose, a consideration of

the rationale of our passions seems to me very

necessary for all who would affect them upon

solid and sure principles. It is not enough to

know them in general : to affect them after a

delicate manner, or to judge properly of any

work designed to affect them, we should know

the exact boundaries of their several jurisdic-

tions ; we should pursue them through all their

variety of operations, and pierce into the in-

most, andwhat might appear inaccessible parts

of our nature,

Qmdhut arca'n& non enarralMe Jihrd.

Without all this, it is possible for a man, after a

confused manner, sometimes to satisfy’ his own

mind of the truth of his work
;
but he can

never have a- certain determinate rule to go by,

nor can he ever make his propositions suffi*-

ciently clear to^ others. Poets, and oratdrs,
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and painters, and those who cultivate other

branches of the liberal arts, have, without this

critical knowledge, succeeded well in their

several provinces, and will succeed ; as among

artificers there are many machines made and

even invented without any exact knowledge

of the principles they are governed by. It is,

I own, not uncommon to be wrong in theory

and right in practice
; and we are happy that

it is so. Men often act right from their feel-

ings, who afterwards reason but ill on them

from principle
;
but as it is impossible to avoid

an attempt at such reasoning, and equally im-

possible to prevent its having some influence

on our practice, surely it is worth taking some

pains to have it just, and founded on the basis

of sure experience. We might expect that the

artists themselves would have been our surest

guides; but the artists have been too much

occupied in the practice: the philosophers

have done little; and what they have done,

was mostly with a view to their own schemes

and systems: and as for those called critic3>

they have, generally sought the rule of the arts

in the wrong place ; they sought it among

poems, pictures, engravings, statues> and build-

ings. But art can never give the rules that

make an art. This is, I believe, the reason

why artists in general, and poets principally^

have been confined in so narrow a circle; they
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have been rather imitators of one another than

of nature : and this with so faithful an unifor-

mity, and to so remote an antiquity, that it is

hard to say who gave the first model. Critics

follow them, and therefore can do little as

guides. I can judge but poorly of anything,

whilst I measure it by no other standard than

itself. The true standard of the arts is in every

man’s power; and an easy observation of the

most common, sometimes of the meanest things

in nature, will give the truest lights, where the

greatest sagacity and industry that slights such

observation, must leave us in the dark, or,

what is worse, amuse and mislead us by false

lights. In an inquiry, it is almost everything

to be once in a right road. I am satisfied I

have done but little by these observations con-

sidered in themselves ; and I never should have

taken the pains to digest them, much less

should I have ever ventured to publish them, if

I was not convinced that nothing tends more

to the corruption of science than to suffer it to

stagnate. These waters must be troubled be-

fore they can exert their virtues. A man who

works beyond the surface of things, though he

may be wrong himself, yet he clears the way

for others, and may chance to make even his

errors subservient to the cause of truth. In

the following parts I shall inquire what things

they are that cause in us the affections of the
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sublime and beautiful, as in this I have consi-

dered the affections themselves. I only desire

one favour, that no part of this discourse may

be judged of by itself, and independently of

the rest
;
for I am sensible I have not disposed

my materials to abide the test of a captious

controversy, but of a sober and even forgiving

examination; that they are not armed at all

points for battle, but dressed to visit those

who are willing to give a peaceful entrance to

truth.

END OF THE FIRST PART.





A PHILOSOPHICAL INQUIRY

INTO THE

OIltGIN OF OUR IDEAS

OF THE

SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL.

PART II.

SECTION I.

OF THE PASSION CAUSED BY THE SUBLtME^

THE passion caused by the great and sublime

in nature, when those causes operate most

powerfully, is astonishment
;
and astonishment

is that state of the soul, in which all its motions

are suspended, with some degree of horror.^

In this case the mind is so entirely filled with

its object, that it cannot entertain any other,

nor by consequence reason on that object

which employs it. Hence arises the great

power of the sublime, that, far from being pro-

Part L'Sect. 3, 4, 7.
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duced by them, it anticipates our reasonings,

and hurries us on by an irresistible force.

Astonishment, as I have said, is the effect of

the sublime in its highest degree
;
the inferior

effects are admiration, reverence, and respect.

SECTION II.

TERROR.

NO passion so effectually robs the mind of all

its powers of acting and reasoning as fear.*

For fear being an apprehension of pain or death,

it operates in a manner that resembles actual

pain. Whatever therefore is terrible, with

regard to sight, is sublime too, whether this

cause of terror, be endued with greatness of

dimensions or not ;
for it is impossible to look

on anything as trifling, or contemptible, that

may be dangerous. There are many animals,

who though far from being large, are yet capa-

ble of raising ideas of the sublime, because they

are considered as objects of terror
;
as serpents

and poisonous animals of almost all kinds. And

to things of great dimensions, if we annex an

adventitious idea of terror, they become with-

out comparison greater. A level plain ofa vast

extent on land, is certainly no mean idea; the

prospect pf such a plain may be as extensive

as a prospect of the ocean : but can it ever fill

* Part IV. Sect. 3, 4, 6, 6.
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the mind with any thing so great as the ocean

itself? This is owing to several causes ; but it

is owing to none more than this, that the.ocean

is an object of no small terror. Indeed terror

is in all cases whatsoever, either more openly

or latently, the ruling principle of the sublime.

Several languages bear a strong testimony to

the affinity of these ideas. They frequently use

the same word, to signifyindifferently the modes

of astonishment or admiration and those of

terror. is in Greek, either fear or won-

der; is terrible or respectable; atSsa, to

reverence or to fear. Vereor in Latin, is what

atSsa is in Greek. The Romans used the verb

stupeo, a term which strongly marks the state

of an astonished mind, to express the effect

either of simple fear, or of astonishment
;
the

word attonitus (thunder-struck) is equally ex-

pressive of the alliance of these ideas; and do

not the French etonnement, and the English

astonishment and amazement

,

point out as clearly

the kindred emotions which attend fear and

wonder ? They who have a more general know-

ledge of languages, could produce, I make

no doubt, many other and equally striking

examples.
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SECTION III.

OBSCURITY.

TO make any thing very terrible, obscurity*

seems in general to be necessary. When we

know the full extent of any danger, when we

can accustom our eyes to it, a great deal of the

apprehension vanishes. Every one will be sen-

sible of this, who considers how greatly night

adds to our dread, in all cases of danger, and

how much the notions of ghosts and goblins, of

which none can form clear ideas, affect minds

which give credit to the popular tales concern-

ing such sorts of beings. Those despotic

governments, which are founded on the pas-

sions of men, and principally upon the passion

of fear, keep their chief as much as may be

from the public eye. The policy has been the

same in many cases of religion. Almost all

the heathen temples were dark. Even in the

barbarous temples of the Americans at this day,

they keep their idol in a dark part of the hut

which is consecrated to his worship, For this

purpose too the druids performed all their

ceremonies in the bosom of the darkest woods,

and in the shade of the oldest and most spread-^

ing oaks. No person seems better to have

understood the secret of heightening, or of

* Part IV. Sect. 14, 16, 16.
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setting terrible things, if I may use the expres-
sion, in their strongest light, by the force of a
judicious obscurity, than Milton. His descrip-
tion of Death in the second book is admirably
studied; it is astonishing with what a gloomy
pomp, with what a significant and expressive
uncertainty of strokes and colouring, he has
finished the portrait of the king of terrors:

The other ehape^

If thape it might he caWd, that shape had none
Distinguishable, in member,joint, or limb ,•

Or substance might be call’d that shadow seem’d,
lor each seem’d either ; black he stood as night

:

Fierce as tenfuries; terrible as hell;

And shook a deadly dart. What seem’d his head
The likeness ofa kingly crown had on.

In this description all is dark, uncertain, con-
fused, terrible, and sublime to the last degree.

SECTION IV.

OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CLEARNESS AND
OBSCURITY WITH REGARD TO THE PASSIONS.

IT is one thing to make an idea clear, and an-

other to make it affecting to the imagination. If

I make a drawing of a palace, or a temple, or

a landscape, I present a very clear idea of those

objects; but then (allowing for the effect of

imitation, which is something) my picture
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can at most affect only as the palace, temple,

pr landscape, would have affected in the reality.

On the other hand, the most lively and spirited

verbal description I can give, raises a very ob-

scure and imperfect idea of such objects; but

then it is in my power to raise a stronger emo-

tion by the description than I could do by the

best painting. This, experience constantly

evinces. The proper manner of conveying the

affections of the mind from one to another, is by

words; there is a great insuflSciency in all

other methods of communication
;
and so far

•is a clearness of imagery from being absolutely

necessary to an influence upon the passions,

that they may be considerably operated upon,

without presenting any image at all, by cer-

tain sounds adapted to that purpose; of which

we have a sufficient proof in the acknowledged

and powerful effects of instrumental music. In

reality, a great clearness helps but little towards

affecting the passions, as it is in some sort an

enemy to all enthusiasms whatever.

SECTION [IV.]

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED.

THERE are two verses in Horace's Art of

Poetry that seem to contradict this opinion;

for which reason I shall take a little more pains

fn clearing it np. The verses are,
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Segnins irritant animos demissa per aures,

Quam qu<B sunt oculis suhjectaJidelibus.

On this the Abb6 du Bos founds a criticism,

wherein he gives painting the preference to

poetry in the article of moving the passions;

principally on account of the greater clearness

of the ideas it represents. I believe this excel-

lent judge was led into this mistake (if it be a

mistake) by his system, to which he found it

more conformable than I imagine it will be

found by experience. I know several who ad-

mire and love painting, and yet who regard the

objects of their admiration in that art with

coolness enough in comparison of that warmth

with which they are animated by affecting

pieces of poetry or rhetoric. Among the

common sort of people, I never could perceive

that painting had much influence on their pas-

sions. It is true, that the best sorts of paint-

ing, as well as the best sorts of poetry, are not

much understood in that sphere. But it is

most certain, that their passions are very

strongly roused by a fanatic preacher, or by

the ballads of Chevy-chase, or the Children in

the Wood, and by other little popular poems

and tales that are current in that rank of life.

I do not know of any paintings, bad or good,

that produce the same effect. So that poetry,

with all its obscurity, has a more general, as

well as a more powerful dominion over the pas-
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sions than the other art. And I think there are

reasons in nature, why the obscure idea, when

properly conveyed, should be more alFecting

than the clear. It is our ignorance of things

that causes all our admiration, and chiefly ex-

cites our passions. Knowledge and acquaint-

ance make the most striking causes affect but

little. It is thus with the vulgar; and all men

are as the vulgar in what they do not under-

stand. The ideas of eternity, and infinity, are

among the most affecting we have ;
and per-

haps there is nothing of which we really under-

stand so little, as of infinity, and eternity. We
do not anywhere meet a more sublime descrip-

tion than this justly-celebrated one of Milton,

wherein he gives the portrait of Satan with a

dignity so suitable to the subject

:

He above the rest

In shape and gestureproudly eminent,

Stood like a tower; hisform had yet not lost

All her original brightness, nor appear'd

Less than archangel ruin'd, and tli excess

Ofglory obscur'd: as when the sun new risn

Looks through the horizontal misty air

Shorn of his beams; orfrom behind the moon

In dim eclipse disastrous twilight sheds

On half the nations ; and withfear ofchange

Perplexes monarchs.

Here is a very noble picture
;
and in what

does this poetical picture consist ? in images of

a tower, an archangel, the sun rising through
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mists, or in an eclipse, the ruin of monarchs,

and the revolutions of kingdoms. The mind is

hurried out of itself, by a crowd of great and

confused images; which affect because they

are crowded and confused. For, separate them,

and you lose much of the greatness; and join

them, and you infallibly lose the clearness.'

The images raised by poetry are always of this

obscure kind
;
though in general the effects of

poetry are by no means to be attributed to the

images it raises
;
which point we shall examine

more at large hereafter*. But painting, when

we have allowed for the pleasure of imitation,

can only affect simply by the images it pre-

sents; and even in painting, ajudicious obscurity

in some things contributes to the effect of the

picture; because the images in painting are

exactly similar to those in nature; and in

nature, dark, confused, uncertain images have a

greater power on the fancy to form the grander

passions, than those have which are more clear

and determinate. But where and when this ob-

servation may be applied to practice, and how

far it shall be extended, will be better deduced

from the nature of the subject, and from the

occasion, than from any rules that can be given,

I am sensible that this idea has met with op-

position, and is likely still to be rejected by

several. But let it be considered, that hardly

Part. V.
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anything can strike the mind with its greatness;

which does not make some sort of approach

towards infinity
; which nothing can do whilst

we are able to perceive its bounds
;
but to see

an object distinctly, and to perceive its bounds,

is one and the same thing. A clear idea is there-

fore another name for a little idea. There is

a passage in the book ofJob amazingly sublime,

and this sublimity is principally due to the

terrible uncertainty of the thing described : /w

thoughtsfrom the visions of the nighty when deep

sleepfalleth upon men, fear came upon me and

tremblmgy which made allmy bones to shake. Then

a spmt passed before my face. The hair of my

flesh stood up. It stood still, but I could not dis-

cern the form thereof; an image was before mine

eyes; there was silence; and I heard a voice,

—

Shall mortal man be more just than GodV We
are first prepared with the utmost solemnity for

the vision
;
we are first terrified, before we are

let even into the obscure cause of our emotion

:

but when this grand cause of terror makes its

appearance, what is it? Ts it not wrapt up in

the shades of its own incomprehensible dark-

ness, more awful, more striking, more terrible,

than the liveliest description, than the clearest

painting, could possibly represent it ? When
painters have attempted to give us clear repre-

sentations of these very fanciful and terrible

ideas, they have, I think, almost always failed

;
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insomuch that I have been at a loss, in all the

pictures I have seen of hell, whether the painter

did not intend something ludicrous. Several

painters have handled a subject of this kind

with a view of assembling as many horrid phan-

toms as their imaginations could suggest; but

all the designs I have chanced to meet of the

temptations of St. Anthony, were rather a sort

of odd wild grotesques, than anything capable

of producing a serious passion. In all these

subjects poetry is very happy. Its appa-

ritions, its chimeras, its harpies, its allegorical

figures, are grand and affecting; and though

Virgil’s Fame, and Homer’s Discord, are ob-

scure, they are magnificent figures. These

figures in painting would be clear enough, but

I fear they might become ridiculous.

SECTION V.

POWER.

BESIDES those things which directly suggest

the idea of danger, and those which produce a

similar effect from a mechanical cause, I know

of nothing sublime, which is not some modifi-

cation of power. And this branch rises as

naturally as the other two branches, from ter-

ror, the common stock of every thing that is

sublime. The idea of power, at first view,

seems of the class of these indifferent ones.
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which may equally belong to pain or to

pleasure. But in reality, the affection arising

from the idea of vast power, is extremely re-

mote from that neutral character. For first,

we must remember,* that the idea of pain, in

its highest degree, is much stronger than the

highest degree of pleasure; and that it pre-

serves the same superiority through all the

subordinate gradations. From hence it is,

that where the chances for equal degrees of

suffering or enjoyment are in any sort equal,

the idea of the suffering must always be pre-

valent. And indeed the ideas of pain, and

above all of death, are so very affecting, that

whilst we remain in the presence of whatever

is supposed to have the power of inflicting

either, it is impossible to be perfectly free from

terror. Again, we know by experience, that

for the enjoyment of pleasure, no great efforts

of power are at all necessary
;
nay, we know,

that such efforts would go a great way towards

destroying our satisfaction
;

for pleasure must

be stolen, and not forced upon us; pleasure

follows the will; and therefore we are gene-

rally affected with it by many things of a force

greatly inferior to our own. But pain is al-

ways inflicted by a power in some way supe-

rior, because we never submit to pain wil-

lingly. So that strength, violence, pain, and

* Part i. iect. 7.
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terror, are ideas that rush in upon the mind

together. Look at a man, or any other animal

of prodigious strength, and what is your idea

before reflection? Is it that this strength will

be subservient to you, to your ease, to your

pleasure, to your interest in any sense? No;

the emotion you feel is, lest this enormous

strength should be employed to the purposes

of* rapine and destruction. That power de-

rives all its sublimity from the terror with

which it is generally accompanied, will appear

evidently from its effect in the very few cases

ill which it may be possible to strip a consider-

able degree of strength of its ability to hurt.

When you do this, you spoil it of everything

sublime, and it immediately becomes con-

temptible. An ox is a creature of vast

strength; but he is an innocent creature,

extremely serviceable, and not at all danger-

ous
;
for which reason the idea of an ox is by

no means grand, A bull is strong too : but his

strength is of another kind; often very de-

structive, seldom (at least amongst us) of any

use in our business
;
the idea of a bull is there-

fore great, and it has frequently a place in sub-

lime descriptions, and elevating comparisons.

Let us look at another strong animal in the

two distinct lights in which we may consider

him. The horse in the light of an useful

• Vide Part iu. sect. 21.
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beast, fit for the plough, the road, the draft

;

in every social useful light the horse has nothing

of the sublime : but is it thus that we are

affected with him, ‘‘ Whose neck is clothed with

thunder^ the glory of whose nostrils is terribky

who swalloweth the ground with fierceness and

rage, neither believeth that it is the sound of the

trumpetr In this description the useful cha-

racter of the horse entirely disappears, and the

terrible and sublime blaze out together. We
have continually about us animals of a strength

that is considerable, but not pernicious.

Amongst these we never look for the sublime

;

it comes upon us in the gloomy forest, and in

the howling wilderness, in the form of the lion,

the tyger, the panther, or rhinoceros. When-

ever strength is only useful, and employed for

our benefit or our pleasure, then it is never

sublime
;
for nothing can act agreeably to us,

that jdoes not act in conformity to our will

;

but to act agreeably to our will, it must be

subject to us, and therefore can never be the

cause of a grand and commanding conception.

The description of the wild ass, in Job, is

worked up into no small sublimity, merely by

insisting on his freedom, and his setting man-

kind at defiance
;
otherwise the description of

such an animal could have had nothing noble

in it. Who hath loosed'' (says he) ‘‘ the bands of

the wild assl whose house I have made the wilder-
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nesSy and the barren land his dwellings. He
scorneth the multitude of the city

^
neither regardeth

he the voice of the driver. The range of the

mountains is his pasture'' The magnificent

description of the unicorn and of leviathan,

in the same book, is full of the same heighten-

ing circumstances :
‘‘ Will the unicorn be willing

to serve thee ? canst thou hind the unicorn with his

hand in the furrowl wilt thou trust him because

his strength is great 1 Canst thou draw out

leviathan with an hook ? will he make a covenant

with thee ? wilt thou take him for a servantfor-

ever ? shall not one be cast down even at the sight of

himV In short, wheresoeverwe find strength,

and in what light soever we look upon power,

we shall all along observe the sublime the con-

comitant of terror, and contempt the attendant

on a strength that is subservient and innoxious.

The race of dogs, in many of their kinds, have

generally a competent degree of strength and

swiftness; and they exert these and other

valuable qualities which they possess, greatly

to our convenience and pleasure. Dogs are

indeed the most social, affectionate, and amiable

animals of the whole brute creation ;
but love

approaches much nearer to contempt than is

commonly imagined
;
and accordingly, though

we caress dogs, we borrow from them an

appellation of the most despicable kind, when
we employ terms of reproach

;
and this appel-

VOL. I. N
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lation is the common mark of the last vilfeness

and contempt in every language. Wolves

have not more strength than several species of

dogs
;
but, on account of their unmanageable

fierceness, the idea of a wolf is not despicable

;

it is not excluded from grand descriptions and

similitudes. Thus we are affected by strength,

which is natural power. The power which

arises from institution in kings and com-

manders, has the same connexion with terror.

Sovereigns are frequently addressed with the

title of dread majesty. And it may be observed,

that young persons, little acquainted with the

world, and who have not been used to approach

men in power, are commonly struck with an

hwe which takes away the free use of their

faculties. When Iprepared my seat in the street,

(says Job) the young men saw me, and hid them-

selves'' Indeed, so natural is this timidity with

regard to power, and so strongly does it inhere

in our constitution, that very few are able to

conquer it, but by mixing much in the business

of the great world, or by using no small

violence to their natural dispositions. I know

some people are of opinion, that no awe, no

degree of terror, accompanies the idea of

power; and have hazarded to aflSrm, that we

can contemplate the idea of God himself, with-

out any such emotion. I purposely avoided,

vrhen I first considered this subject, to intro-
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duce the idea of that great and tremendous

Being, as an example in an argument so light

as this: though it frequently occurred to me,

not as an objection to, but as a strong confir-

mation of, my notions in this matter. I hope,

in what I am going to say, I shall avoid pre-

sumption, where it is almost impossible for any

mortal to speak strict propriety. I say,

then, that whilst we consider the Godhead

merely as he is, an object of the understanding,

which forms a complex idea of power,.:wisdom,

justice, goodness, all stretched to a- degree far

exceeding the bounds of our comprehension,

whilst we consider the Divinity in this refined and

abstracted light, the imagination and passions

are little or nothing affected. But because we
are bound, by the condition of our nature, to

ascend to these pure and intellectual ideas,

through the medium of sensible images, and to

judge of these divine qualities by their evident

acts and exertions, it becomes extremely hard

to disentangle our idea of the cause from the

effect by which we are led to know it. Thus

when we contemplate the Deity, his attributes

and their operation coming united on the

mind, form a sort of sensible image, and as

such, are capable of affecting the imagination.

Now, though in a just idear of the Deity, per-

haps none of his attributes are predominant,

yet, to our imagination, his power is by far the
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most striking. Some reflection, some compar-

ing, is necessary to satisfy us of his wisdom,

his justice, and his goodness. To be struck

with his power, it is only necessary that we

should open our eyes. But whilst we contem-

plate so vast an object, under the arm, as it

were, of Almighty power, and invested upon

every side with omnipresence, we shrink into

the minuteness of our own nature, and are,

in a manner, annihilated before him. And

though a consideration of his other attributes

may relieve in some measure our apprehen-

sions; yet no conviction of the justice with

which it is exercised, nor the mercy with

which it is tempered, can wholly remove the

terror that naturally arises from a force which

nothing can withstand. If we rejoice, we

rejoice with trembling ;
and even whilst we

are receiving benefits, we cannot but shudder

at a power which can confer benefits of such

mighty importance. When the prophet David

contemplated t^e wonders of wisdom and

power which are displayed in the economy of

man, he seems to be struck with a sort of

divine horror, and cries out, '^Fearfully and

wonderfully am I madeT An heathen poet has a

sentiment of a similar nature; Horace looks

upon it as the last effort of philosophical forti-

tude, to behold without terror and amaze-

ment, this immense and glorious fabric of the

universe

:
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Hunc sokm, et stellas, et decedentia certis

Tempora momentis, sunt quiformidine nulla

Imbuti spectant»

Lucretius is a poet not to be suspected of

giving way to superstitious terrors
;
yet when

he supposes the whole mechanism of nature

laid open by the master of his philosophy, his

transport on this magnificent view, which he

has represented in the colours of such bold and

lively poetry, is overcast with a shade of secret

dread and horror :

His tibi me rebus quadam divina voluptas

Percipity atque horror
y
quod sic Natura tua vi

Tam manifesia patet ex omni parte retecta.

But the scripture alone can supply ideas an-

swerable to the majesty of this subject. In

the scripture, wherever God is represented as

appearing or speaking, everything terrible in

nature is called up to heighten the awe and

solemnity of the divine presence. The psalms,

and the prophetical books, are crowded with

instances of this kind. ‘‘ The earth shook (says

the psalmist)
;
the heavens also dropped at thepre^

smce of the Lord'' And what is remarkable, the

painting preserves the same character, not only

when he is supposed descending to take ven-

geance upon the wicked, but even when he

exerts the like plenitude of power in acts of

beneficence to mankind. Tremble, thou earth!
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at the presence of the Lord; at the presence of the

God of Jacob ; which turned the rock into standing

water, the flint into a fountain of waters /” It

were endless to enumerate all the passages,

both in the sacred and profane writers, which

establish the general sentiment of mankind,

concerning the inseparable union of a sacred

and reverential awe, with our ideas of the

Divinity. Hence the common maxim, Primus

in orbe Deosfecit tinwr. This maxim may be, as

I believe it is, false with regard to the origin of

religion. The maker of the maxim saw how

inseparable these ideas were, without consider-

ing that the notion of some great power must

be always precedent to our dread of it. But

this dread must necessarily follow the idea of

such a power, when it is once excited in the

mind. It is on this principle that truereligion has,

and must have, so large a mixture of salutary

fear; and that false religions have generally no-

thing else but fear to support them. Before the

Christian religion had, as it were, humanized

the idea of the Divinity, and brought it some-

what nearer to us, there was very little said of

the love of God, The followers of Plato have

something of it, and only something
;
the other

writers of pagan antiquity, whether poets or

philosophers, . nothing at all. And they who

consider with what infinite attention, by what

a disregard of every perishable object, through
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what long habits of piety and contemplation

it is, any man is able to attain an entire love and

devotion to the Deity, will easily perceive,

that it is not the first, the most natural, and the

most striking effect which proceeds from that

idea. Thus we have traced power through its

several gradations unto the highest of all, where
our imagination is finally lost; and we find

terror, quite throughout the progress, its inse-

parable companion, and growing along with it,

as far as we can possibly trace them. Now, as

power is undoubtedly a capital source of the

sublime, this will point out evidently from

whence its energy is derived, and to what class

gpi ideas we ought to unite it.

SECTION VI.

PRIVATION.

ALL general privations are great, because they

are all terrible ; Vacuity, Darkness, Solitude, and

Silence. With what a fire of imagination, yet

with what severity of judgment, has Virgil

amassed all these circumstances, where he

knows that all the images of a tremendous

dignity ought to be united, at the mouth of

hell
; where, before ]ie unlocks the secrets of

the great deep, he seems to be seized with a

religious horror, and to retire astonisl^d at the

boldness of his ovra design :
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Di quihus imperium est animarum, nmhi^aque

sUentes

!

Et Chaos, et Plegethon ! loca nocte silentia late ?

Sit mihifas audita loqui ! sit numine vestro

Panders res alta terra et caligine mersas

!

Ibant obscuri, sola suh nocte, per umbram,

Perque domos Iritis vacuas, et inania regna.

Ye subterraneous gods! whose awful sway

The gliding ghosts and silent shades obey;

0 Chaos, hear! and Phlegethon profound!

Whose solemn empire stretches wide around!

Give me, ye great tremendous powers, to tell

Of scenes and wonders in the depth ofhell!

Give me your mighty secrets to display

From those black realms of darkness to the day,

Pitt.

Obscure they went through dreary shades that led

Along the waste dominions of the dead.

Dryden.

SECTION VII.

VASTNESS.

GREATNESS* of dimension is a powerful

cause of the sublime. This is too evident, and

the observation too common, to need any

illustration
;

it is not so common to consider

in what ways greatness of dimension, vastness

of extent or quantity, has the most striking

effect. For certainly, there are ways, and

modes, wherein the same quantity of extension

shall produce greater effects than it is found

* Part iy. sect- 9.
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to do in others. Extension is either in length,

height, or depth. Of these the length strikes

least; an hundred yards of even ground will

never work such an effect as a tower an hun-

dred yards high, or a rock or mountain of that

altitude. I am apt to imagine likewise, that

height is less grand than depth; and that we
are more struck at looking down from a preci-

pice, than looking up at an object of equal

height
;
but of that I am not very positive. A

perpendicular has more force in forming the

sublime, than an inclined plane
;
and the effects

of a rugged and broken surface seem stronger

than where it is smooth and polished. It

would carry us out of our way to enter in this

place into the cause of these appearances
;
but

certain it is they afford a large and fruitful field

of speculation. However, it may not be amiss

to add to these remarks upon magnitude, that,

as the great extreme of dimension is sublime,

so the last extreme of littleness is in some

measure sublime likewise
;
when we attend to

the infinite divisibility of matter, when we

pursue animal life into these excessively small

and yet organized beings, that escape the

nicest inquisition of the sense, when we push

our discoveries yet downward, and consider

those creatures so many degrees yet smaller,

and the still diminishing scale of existence, in

tracing which the imagination is lost as well
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as the sense, we become amazed and con-

founded at the wonders of minuteness; nor

can we distinguish in its effect this extreme of

littleness from the vast itself. For division

must be infinite as well as addition
; because

the idea of a perfect unity can no more be

arrived at, than that of a complete whole, to

which nothing may be added.

SECTION VIII.

INFINITV.

ANOTHER source of the sublime is Infinity;

if it does not rather belong to the last. Infi-

nity has a tendency to fill the mind with that

sort of delightful horror, which is the most

genuine effect, and truest test of the sublime.

There are scarce any things which can become

the objects of our senses, that are really and

in their own nature infinite. But the eye not

being able to perceive the bounds of many

things, they seem to be infinite, and they pro-

duce the same effect as if they were really so.

We are deceived in the like manner, if the

parts of some large object are so fcontinued

to any indefinite; number, that the imagination

meets no check which may hinder its extend-

ing them at pleasure.

Whenever we repeat any idea frequently,

the mind, by a sort of mechanism, repeats it
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long after the first cause has ceased to ope-
rate*. After whirling about, when we sit

down, the objects about us still seem to whirl.

After a long succession of noises, as the fall of

waters, or the beating of forge-hammers, the

hamniers beat and the water roars in the ima-
gination long after the first sounds have ceased

to affect it
; and they die away at last by gra-

dations which are scarcely perceptible. If

you hold up a straight pole, with your eye to

one end, it will seem extended to a length

almost incredible t. Place a number of uni-

form and equidistant marks on this pole, they
will cause the same deception, and seem mul-
tiplied without end. The senses, strongly af-

fected in some one manner, cannot quickly

change their tenor, or adapt themselves to

other things; but they continue in their old

channel until the strength of the first mover
decays. This is the reason of an appearance

very frequent in madmen ; that they remain

whole days and nights, sometimes whole yearly

in the constant repetition of some remark, some
complaint, or song ; which having struck pow-
erfully on their disordered imagination in the

beginning of their phrensy, every repetition

reinforces it with new strength ; and the hurry

of their spirits, unrestrained by the curb of

reason, continues it to the end of their lives.

* Part iv. sect. 12. t Part iv. sect. 14.
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SECTION IX.

SUCCESSION AND UNIFORMITY.

SUCCESSION and uniformity of parts, are

what constitute the artificial infinite. 1 . Suc-

cession; which is requisite that the parts may

be continued so long and in such a direction,

as by their frequent impulses on the sense to

impress the imagination with an idea of their

progress beyond their actual limits. 2. Uni-

formity

;

because if the figures of the parts

should be changed, the imagination at every

change finds a check; you are presented at

every alteration with the termination of one

idea, and the beginning of another; by. which

means it becomes impossible to continue that

uninterrupted progression, which alone can

stamp on bounded objects the character

of infinity. It is in this kind of artificial

infinity I believe, we ought to look for the

cause why a rotund has such a noble effect.

For in a rotund, whether it be a building or a

plantation, you can nowhere fix a boundary

;

turn which way you will, the same object still

seems to continue, and the imagination has no

* Mr. Addison, in the Spectators concerning the pleasures

of the imagination, thinks it is because in the rotund, at one

glance you see half the building- This I do not imagine to

be the real cause.]
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rest. But the parts must be uniform, as well

as circularly disposed, to give this figure’ its

full force
;
because any diflference, whether it

be in the disposition or in the figure, or evefh

in the colour of the parts, is highly prejudicial

to the idea of infinity, which every change

must check and interrupt, at every alteration

commencing a new series. On the same prin-

ciples of succession and uniformity, the grand

appearance of the ancient heathen temples,

which were generally oblong forms, with a

range of uniform pillars on every side, will be

easily accounted for. From the same cause

also may be derived the grand effect of the

aisles in many of our own old cathedrals. The

form of a cross used in some churches seems to

me not so eligible as the parallelogram of the

ancients
;

at least, I imagine it is not so proper

for the outside. For supposing the arms of the

cross every way equal, if you stand in a direc-

tion parallel to any of the side walls, or colon-

• nades, instead of a deception that makes the

building more extended than it is, you are cut

off from a considerable part (two thirds) of its

actual length
;
and to prevent all possibility of

progression, the arms of the cross taking a new

direction, make a right angle with the beam,

and thereby wholly turn the imagination from

the repetition of the former idea. Or suppose

the spectator placed where he may take a
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direct view of such ,building, what will be the
consequei^e*? the neces;sary consequence will

be, that a good part of the basis of each angle

fi^ed by the intersection of the arms of the
cross, must be inevitably lost

; the whole must
of course assume a broken unconnected figure;

the lights must be unequal, here strong, and
there weak; without that noble gradation,

which the perspective always efiects on parts

disposed uninterruptedly in a right line. Some
or all of these objections will lie against every
figure of a cross, in whatever view you take it.

I exemplified them in the Greek cross, in which
these faults appear the most strongly

; but they

appear in some degree in all sorts of crosses.

Indeed there is nothing more prejudicial to the

grandeur of buildings, than to abound in angles;

a fault obvious in many
; and owing to an inor-

dihate thirst for variety, which, whenever it

prevails, is sure to leave very little true taste.

SECTION X.

MAGNITUDE IN BUILDING.

TO the sublime, in building, greatness of di-

mension seems requisite; for on a few parts,

and those small, the imagination cannot rise to

any idea of infinity. No greatness in the man-
ner can effectually compensate for the want of

proper dimensions. There is no danger of
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drawing men into extravagant designs by this

rule; it carries its own caution alo^gwithit.

Because too great a length in buildings destroys

the purpose of greatness, which it was intended

to promote; the perspective will lessen it in

height as it gains in length
; and will bring it

at last to a point
;
turning the whole jfigure into

a sort of triangle, the poorest in its effect of

almost any figure that can be presented to the

eye. I have ever observed, that colonnades

and avenues of trees, of a moderate length,

were, without comparison, far grander, than

when they were suffered to run to immense

distances. A true artistCshould put a generous

deceit on the spectators, and effect the noblest

designs by easy methods. Designs that are

vast only by their dimensions, are always the

sign of a common and low imagination. No
work of art can be great, but as it deceives

;

to be otherwise is the prerogative of nature

only. A good eye will fix the medium betwixt

an excessive length or height (for the same ob-

jection lies against both), and a short or broken

quantity
; and perhaps it might be ascertained

to a tolerable degree of exactness, if it was my
purpose to descend far into the particulars of

any art.
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SECTION XI. ^

INFINITY IN PLEASING OBJECTS.

INFINITY, though of another kind, causes

much of our pleasure in agreeable, as well as

of our delight in sublime images. The spring

is the pleasantest of the seasons
;

and the

young of most animals, though far from being

completely fashioned, afford a more agreeable

sensation than the full-grown; because the

imagination is entertained with the promise of

something more, and does not acquiesce in the

present object of the sense. In unfinished

sketches of drawing, I have often seen some-

thing which pleased me beyond the best finish-

ingf ; and this I believe proceeds from the cause

I have just now assigned.

SECTION XII.

DIFFICULTY.

ANOTHER* source of greatness is difficulty.

When any work seems to have required immense

force and labour to effect it, the idea is grand.

Stonehenge, neither for disposition nor orna-

ment, has anything admirable
;
but those huge

rude masses of stone, set on end, and piled

Part iv. sect. 4, 6, 0.
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each on other, turn the mind on the immense

force necessary for such a work. Nay, the

rudeness of the^^ work increases this cause of

grandeur, as it excludes the idea of art and

contrivance; for dexterity produces another

sort of effect, which is different enough from

this.

SECTION XIII.

MAGNIFICENCE.

MAGNIFICENCE is likewise a source of

the sublime. A great profusion of things,

which are spkndid or valuable in themselves,

is magnijicmt. The starry heaven, though it

occurs so very frequently to our view, never

fails to excite an idea of grandeur. This can-

not be owing to anything in the stars them-

selves, separately considered. The number is

certainly the cause. The apparent disorder

augments the grandeur, for the appearance of

care is highly contrary to our ideas of magnifi-

cence. Besides, the stars lie in such apparent

confusion, as makes it impossible on ordinary

occasions to reckon them. This gives them

the advantage of a sort of infinity. In works

of art, this kind of grandeur, which consists in

multitude, is to be very cautiously admitted

;

because a profusion of excellent things is not

to be attained, or with too much difficulty; and

VOL. I, 0
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because, in many eases, this splendid confusion

would destroy all use, which should be attended

to in most of the works of art with the greatest

care ;
besides, it is to be considered, that unless

you can produce an appearance of infinity by

your disorder, you will have disorder only,

without magnificence. There are, however, a

sort of fire-works, and some other things, that

in this way succeed well, and are truly grand.

There are also many descriptions in the poets

and orators, which owe their sublimity to a

richness and profiusion of images, in which the

mind is so dazzled as to make it impossible to

attend to that exact coherence and agreement

of the allusions, which we should recpiire on

every other occasion. 1 do not now remember

a more striking example of this, than the de-

scription which is given of the king’s army in

the play of Henry the Fourth.

AllfurnisJid, all in anns.

All plum d like ostriches that with the wind

Baited like earjles having lately bathed:

As full of spirit as the month o/ilifn/,

And gorgeous as the sun in midsummer

;

Wanton as i/outhful goals, wild as young hulls.

1 saw young Harry with his heaver on,

Risefrom the ground like feather'd Mercury;

And vaulted with such ease into his seat,

As if an angel droppedfrom the clouds,

To turn and vnnd a fiery Pegasus.

. In that excellent book, so remarkable for the
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vivacity of its descriptions, as well as the so-

lidity and penetration of its sentences, the

Wisdom of the son of Sirach, there is a noble

panegyric on the high priest Simon the son of

Onias
;

and it is a very fine example of the

point before us :

“ IIoiv was he honoured in the midst of the people,

in liis coming out of the sanctuary ! lie was as the

morning star in the midst of a cloud, and as the

moon at the full; as the sun shining upon the tem-

ple of the Most High, and as the rainbow giving

light in the bright clouds : and as the flower of

roses in the spring of the year; as lilies by the

rivers of ivaters, and as the frankincense tree in

summer; as fire and incense in the censer, and as

a vessel of gold set with precious stones ; as a fair

olive tree budding forth fruit, and as a cyprxss

which groweth up to the clouds. When he put on

the robe of honour, and was clothed with the per-

fection of glory, when he went up to the holy altar,

he made the garment of holiness honourable. He

himself stood by the hearth of the altar, compassed

with his brethren round about; as a young cedar in

Ldanus, and as palm trees compassed they him

oboiit. So were all the sons of Aaron in their

^lory, and the oblations of the Lord in their

hands,''

0 n
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SECTION XIV.

LIGHT.

HAVING considered extension, so far as it is

capable of raising ideas of greatness; colour

comes next under consideration. All colours

depend on light. Light therefore ought pre-

viously to be examined; and with it, its opposite,

darkness. With regard to light, to make it a

cause capable of producing the sublime, it

must be attended with some circumstances,

besides its bare faculty of showing other

objects. Mere light is too common a thing to

make a strong impression on the mind, and

without a strong impression nothing can be

sublime. But such a light as that of the sun,

immediately exerted on the eye, as it ovei-

powers the sense, is a very great idea. Light

of an inferior strength to this, if it moves witli

great celerity, has the same power; for light-

ning is certainly productive of grandeur, which

it owes chiefly to the extreme velocity of its

motion. A quick transition from light to dark-

ness, or from darkness to light, has yet a

greater effect. But darkness is more produc-

tive of sublime ideas than light. Our great

poet was convinced of this ;
and indeed so full

was he of this idea, so entirely possessed with

the power of a well-managed darkness, that w
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describing the appearance of the Deity, amidst

that profusion of magnificent images which the

grandeur of his subject provokes him to pour

out upon every side, he is far from forgetting

the obscurity which surrounds the most incom-

prehensible of all beings, but

—— With the majesty of darkness rowwrf

Circles his throne.

And what is no less remarkable, our author had

the secret of preserving this idea, even when

he seemed to depart the farthest from it, when

he describes the light and glory which flows

from the Divine presence; a light which by

its very excess is converted into a species of

darkness.

Dark with excessive light thy skirts appear.

Here is an idea not only poetical in an high

degree, but strictly and philosophically just.

Extreme light, by overcoming the organs of

sight, obliterates all objects, so as in its effect

exactly to resemble darkness. After looking

some time at the sun, two black spots, the

impression which it leaves, seem to dance

before our eyes. Thus are two ideas as oppo-

site as can be imagined reconciled in the ex-

tremes of both; and both in spite of their

opposite nature brought to concur in producing

the sublime. And this is not the only instance

wherein the opposite extremes operate equally
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in favour of the sublime, which in all things

abhors mediocrity.

SECTION XV.

LIGHT IN BUILDING.

AS the management of light is a matter of im-

portance in architecture, it is worth inquiring

how far this remark is applicable to building.

I think, then, that all edifices calculated to

produce an idea of the sublime, ought rather

to be dark and gloomy, and this for two

reasons
;
the first is, that darkness itself, on

other occasions, is known by experience to

have a greater effect on the passions than light.

The second is, that to make an object very

striking, we should make it as different as

possible from the objects with which we have

been immediately conversant; when there-

fore you enter a building, you cannot pass into

a greater light than you had in the open air;

to go into one some few degrees less luininous,

can make only a trifling change
;
but to make

the transition thoroughly striking, you ought

to pass from the greatest light, to as much

darkness as is consistent with the uses of

architecture. At night the contrary rule will

hold, but for the very same reason
;
and the

more highly a room is then illuminated, the

grander will the passion be.
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SECTION XVI.

COLOUR CONSIDERED AS PRODUCTIVE OF THE

SUBLIME.

AMONG colours, such as are soft or cheerful

(except perhaps a strong red which is cheerful)

are unfit to produce grand images. An im-

mense mountain, covered with a shining green

turf, is nothing, in this respect, to one dark

and gloomy; the cloudy sky is more grand

than the blue; and night more sublime and

solemn than day. Therefore in historical

painting, a gay or gaudy drapery can never

have a happy effect : and in buildings, when

the highest degree of the sublime is intended,

the materials and ornaments ought neither to be

white, nor green, nor yellow, nor blue, nor of

a pale red, nor violet, nor spotted, but of sad

and fuscous colours, as black, or brown, or

deep purple, and the like. Much of gilding,

mosaics,'' painting, or statues, contribute but

little to the sublime. This rule need not be

put in practice, except where an uniform

degree of the most striking sublimity is to be

produced, and that in every particular ;
for it

ought to be observed, that this melancholy

hind of greatness, though it be certainly the

highest, ought not to be studied in all sorta of

edifices, where yet grandeur must be studied

;
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in such cases, the sublimity must be drawn

from the other sources ; with a strict caution

however against ^ anything light and riant
;
as

nothing so effectually deadens the whole taste

of the sublime,

SECTION XVII.

SOUND AND LOUDNESS.

THE eye is not the only organ of sensation, by

which a sublime passion may be produced.

Sounds have a great power in these as in most

other passions. I do not mean words, because

words do not affect simply by their sounds, but

by means altogether different. Excessive

loudness alone is sufficient to overpower the

soul, to suspend its action, and to fill it with

terror. The noise of vast cataracts, raging

storms, thunder, or artillery, awakes a great

and awful sensation in the mind, though we

can observe no nicety or artifice in those sorts

of music. The shouting of multitudes has a

similar effect; and, by the sole strength pf the

sound, so amazes and confounds the imagi-

nation, that, in this staggering, and hurry of

the mind, the best established tempers can

scarcely forbear being borne down, and joining

in the common cry, and common resolution of

the crowd.
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SECTION XVIIL

SUDDENNESS.

A SUDDEN beginning, or sudden cessation

of sound of* any considerable force, has the

same power. The attention is roused by this

;

and the faculties driven forward, as it were on

their guard. Whatever either in sights or

sounds makes the transition from one extreme

to the other easy, causes no terror, and conse-

quently can be no cause of greatness. In

everything sudden and unexpected, wc are apt

to start; that is, we have a perception of

danger, and our nature rouses us to guard

against it. It may be observed that a single

sound of some strength, though but of short

duration, if repeated after intervals, has a grand

effect. Few things are more awful than the

striking of a great clock, when the silence of

the night prevents the attention from being too

much dissipated. The same may be said of a

single stroke on a drum, repeated with pauses

;

and of the successive firing of cannon at a

distance. All the effects mentioned in this

section have causes very nearly alike.
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SECTION XIX.

INTERMITTING.

A LOW, tremulous, intermitting sound, though

it seems in some respects opposite to that just

mentioned, is productive of the sublime. It is

worth while to examine this a little. The

fact itself must be determined by every man’s

own experience and reflection. I have already

observed, that * night increases our terror,

more perhaps than anything else; it is our

nature, when we do not know what may hap-

pen to us, to fear the worst that can happen

;

and hence it is, that uncertainty is so terrible,

that we often seek to be rid of it, at the hazard

of a certain mischief. Now, some low, con-

fused, uncertain sounds leave us in the same

fearful anxiety concerning their causes, that

no light, or an uncertain light, does concern-

ing the objects that surround us.

Quale per incertam lunam sub luce maligna

Est iter in eylvis,

Afaint shadow of uncertain light,

Like as a lamp, whose life dothfade away

;

Or as the moon, clothed with cloudy night.

Doth show to him who walks infear and great

affright,

Spenser.

Sect. 3.
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But a light now appearing, and now leaving

us, and so off and on, is even more terrible

than total darkness: and a sort of uncertain

sounds are, when the necessary dispositions

concur, more alarming than a total silence.

SECTION XX.

THE CRIES OF ANIMALS.

SUCH sounds as imitate the natural inarticu-

late voices of men, or any animals in pain or

danger, are capable of conveying great ideas

;

unless it be the well-known voice of some
creature, on which we are used to look with

contempt. The angry tones of wild beasts are

equally capable of causing a great and awful

sensation.

Hinc exaudiri gemitu^, iraque honum
Vincia recusantum, et sera suh node rudentum;

Setigerique suesj atque in prcesepibus ursi

Scevire ; etformce magnorum ululare luporum.

It might seem that these modulations of sound

carry some connexion with the nature of the

things they represent, and are not merely ar-

bitrary
; because the natural cries of all ani-

mals, even of those animals with whom we
have not been acquainted, never fail to make

themselves sufficiently understood; this can-

be said of language. The modifications of

sound, which may be productive of the sub-

lime, are almost infinite. Those I have men
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tioned, are only a few instances to show on

what principles they are all built.

SECTION XXL

SMELL AND TASTE. BITTERS AND STENCHES.

SMELLS and Tastes, have some share too in

ideas of greatness : but it is a small one, weak

in its nature, and confined in its operations. I

shall only observe, that no smells or tastes can

produce a grand sensation, except excessive

bitters, and intolerable stenches. It is true,

that these affections of the smell and taste,

when they are in their full force, and lean

directly upon the sensory, are simply painful,

and accompanied with no sort of delight
;
but

when they are moderated, as in a description

or narrative, they become sources of the sub-

lime, as genuine as any other, and upon the

veiy same principle of a moderated pain. A
cup of bitterness

“

To drain the bitter cup of

fortune;’' ‘‘ The bitter apples of Sodom these

are all ideas suitable to a sublime description.

Nor is this passage of Virgil without sublimity,

where the stench of the vapour in Albunea

conspires so happily with the sacred horror and

gloominess of that prophetic forest ;

—

At rex solicitus monstris oracula Fauni

Fatidici genitoris adit, lucosque sub alia

Consulit Albunea, nemorum qua maxima sacro

Fonts sonat

;

ssevamque exhalat opaca Mepbitim.
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In the sixth book, and in a very sublime de-

scription, the poisonous exhalation of Acheron

is not forgot, nor does it at all disagree with the

other images amongst which it is introduced

:

Spelunca altafuit, vastoque immanis hiatu

Scrupea, tuta lacu nigro, nemorumque tenebris,

Quam super hand ullte poterant impune volantes

Teridere iter pennis, tabs sese halitus atris

Faucibus eftundens sopera ad convexaferebat.

I have added these examples, because some

friends, for whose judgment I have great de-

ference, were of opinion, that if the sentiment

stood nakedly by itself, it would be subject, at

first view, to burlesque and ridicule.; but this

I imagine would principally arise from con-

sidering the bitterness and stench in company

with mean and contemptible ideas, with which

it must be owned they are often united
; such

an union degrades the sublime in all other in-

stances as well as in those. But it is one ofthe

tests by which the sublimity of an image is to

be tried, not whether it becomes mean when

associated with mean ideas ; but whether, when

united with images of an allowed grandeur, the

whole composition is supported with dignity.

Things which are terrible are always great;

but when things possess disagreeable qualities,

or such as have indeed some degree of danger,

but of a danger easily overcome, they are

merely odious, as toads and spiders.
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SECTION XXII.

FEELING. PAIN.

OF Feeling, little more can be said than that

the idea of bodily pain, in all the modes and

degrees of labour, pain, anguish, torment, is

productive of the sublime; and nothing else

in tliis sense can produce it. I need not give

here any fresh instances, as those given in the

former sections abundantly illustrate a remark,

that in reality wants only an attention to nature,

to be made by every body.

Having thus run through the causes of the

sublime with reference to all tlie senses, my
first observation (sect. 7.) will be found very

nearly true; that the sublime is an idea belong-

ing to self-preservation; that it is therefore

one of the most affecting we have; that its

strongest emotion is an emotion of distress; and

that no * pleasure from a positive cause belongs

to it. Numberless c\am])]es, besides those

mentioned, might be brought in su|)port of

these truths, and many perhaps useful conse-

quences drawn from them

—

Sedfn^it iuferea, ftifjif Irrevocahile lempus,

Singuladum capli circnmveclamar amore.

* Vide part I. sect 6-

END OF THE SECOND PART.



A PHILOSOPHICAL INQUIRY

INTO THE

ORIGIN OF OUR IDEAS

OF THE

SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL

PART III.

SECTION I.

OF BEA LTV.

IT is iny design to consider beauty as distin-

guished from the sublime
;
and, in the course

of the inquiry, to examine how far it is consist-

ent with it. But previous to this, we must

take a short review of the opinions already

entertained of this quality
;
v hich I think are

hardly to bo reduced to any fixed principles
;

because men are used to talk of beauty in a

figurative manner, that is to say, in a manner

extremely uncertain, and indeterminate. By

beauty 1 mean tliat quality, or those qualities

in bodies, by which they cause love, or some

passion similar to it. I confine this definition
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to the merely sensible qualities of things, for

the sake of preserving the utmost simplicity in

a subject which must always distract us, when-

ever we take in those various causes of sympa-

thy which attach us to any persons or things

from secondary considerations, and not from

the direct force which they have merely on

being viewed. I likewise distinguish love, by

which I mean that satisfaction which arises to

the mind upon contemplating any thing beau-

tiful, of whatsoever nature it may be, from

desire or lust
;
which is an energy of the mind,

that hurries us on to the possession of certain

objects, that do not affect us as they are beau-

tiful, but by means altogether different. We
shall have a strong desire for a woman of no

remarkable beauty
;
whilst the greatest beauty

in men, or in other animals, though it causes

love, yet excites nothing at all of desire. Which

shows that beauty, and the passion caused by

beauty, which I call love, is different from

desire, though desire may sometimes operate

along with it
;
but it is to this latter that we

must attribute those violent and tempestuous

passions, and the consequent emotions of tte

body, which attend what is called love in some

of its ordinary acceptations, and not to the

effects of beauty merely as it is such.
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SECTION II.

PROPORTION NOT THE CAUSE OF BEAUTY IN

VEGETABLES.

BEAUTY hath usually been said to consist in

certain proportions of parts.- On considering

the matter, I have great reason to doubt, whe-

ther beauty be at all an idea belonging to pro-

portion. Proportion relates almost wholly to

convenience, as every idea of order seems to

do
;
and it must therefore be considered as a

creature of the understanding, rather than a

primary cause acting on the senses and imagi-

nation. It is not by the force of long attention

and inquiry that we find any object to be

beautiful; beauty demands no assistance from

our reasoning; even the will is unconcerned;

the appearance^ of beauty as effectually causes

some degree of love in us, as the application of

ice or fire produces the ideas of heat or cold.

To gain something like a satisfactory conclu-

sion in this point, it were well to examine

what proportion is; since several who make

use of that word, do not always seem to under-

stand very clearly the force of the term, nor to

have very distinct ideas concerning the thing

itself. Proportion is the measure of relative

quantity. Since all quantity is divisible, it is

evident that every distinct part into which any

^OL. I. p
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quantity is divided, must bear some relation to

the other parts, or to the whole. These rela-

tions give an origin to the idea of proportion.

They are discovered by mensuration, and they

are the objects of mathematical inquiry. But

whether any part of any determinate quantity

be a fourth, or a fifth, or a sixth, or a moiety of

the whole
;
or whether it be of equal length

with any other part, or double its length, or

but one half, is a matter merely indifferent to’

the mind; it stands neuter in the question;

and it is from this absolute indifference and

‘tranquillity of the mind, that mathematical

speculations derive some of their most consi-

derable advantages
;
because there is nothing

to interest the imagination
;
because the judg-

ment sits free and unbiassed to examine the

point. All proportions, every arrangement of

quantity, is alike to the understanding, because

the same truths result to it from all
;
from greater,

from lesser, from equality and inequality. But

surely beauty is no idea belonging to mensura-

tion
;
nor has it anything to do with calcula-

tion and geometry ‘ If it had, we might then

point out some certain measures which we could

demonstrate to be beautiful, either as simply

considered, or as related to others; and we

could call in those natural objects, for whose

beauty we have no voucher but the sense, to

this happy standard, and confirm the voice of
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our passions by the determination of our reason.

But since we have not thishelp, let us see whe-

ther proportion can in any sense be considere*d

as the cause of beauty, as hath been so gene-

rally, and by some so confidently affirmed. If

proportion be one of the constituents of beauty,

it must derive that power either from some

natural properties inherent in certain measures,

which operate mechanically ;
from the opera-

tion of custom ;
or from the fitness which some

measures have to answer some particular ends

of conveniency. Our business therefore is to

inquire, whether the parts of those objects,

which are found beautiful in the vegetable or

animal kingdoms, are constantly so formed ac-

cording to such certain measures, as may serve

to satisfy us that their beauty results from those

measures on the principle of a natural mechani-

cal cause
;
or from custom ;

or, in fine, from

their fitness for any determinate purposes. I

intend to examine this point under each of these

heads in their order. But before I proceed

further, I hope it will not be thought amiss, if

I lay down the rules which governed me in ,this

inquiry, and which have misled me in it, if I

have gone astray. 1. If two bodies produce

the same or a similar effect on the mind, and

on examination they are found to agree in some

of their properties, and to differ in others ;
the

common effect is to be attributed to the pro-
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parties in which they agree, and not to those in

which they differ. 2. Not to account for the

effect of a natural object from the effect of an

artificial object. 3. Not to account for the

effect of any natural object from a conclusion

of our reason concerning its uses, if a natural

cause may be assigned. 4. Not to admit any

determinate quantity, or any relation of quan-

tity, as the cause of a certain effect, if the effect

is produced by different or opposite measures

and relations ;
or if these measures and rela-

tions may exist, and yet the effect may not

be produced. These are the rules which 1 have

chiefly followed, whilst I examined into the

power of proportion considered as a natural

cause; andthese,if bethinks them just, I request

the reader to carry with him throughout the fol-

lowing discussion; whilstwe inquire, in the first

place, in what things we find this quality of

beauty; next, to see whether in these we can

find any assignable proportions, in such a man-

ner as ought to convince us that our idea of

beauty results from them. We shall consider

this pleasing power, as it appears in vegetables,

in the inferior animals, and in man. Turning

our eyes to the vegetable creation, we find

nothing there so beautiful as flowers; but

flowers are almost of every sort of shape, and

ofevery sort of disposition ;
they are turned and

fashioned into an infinite variety of forms ;
and
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from these forms, botanistshave given them their

names, which are almost as various. What

proportion do we discover between the stalks

and the leaves of flowers, or between the leaves

and the pistils ? How does the slender stalk of

the rose agree with the bulky head under

which it bends ? but the rose is a beautiful

flower; and can we undertake to say that it does

not owe a great deal of its beauty even to that

disproportion ? the rose is a large flower, yet it

grows upon a small shrub
;
the flower of the

apple is very small, and grows upon a large

tree
;
yet the rose and the apple blossom are

both beautiful, and the plants that bear them

are most engagingly attired, notwithstanding

this disproportion. What by general consent

is allowed to be amore beautiful object than an

orange tree, flourishing at once with its leaves,

its blossoms, and its fruit ? but it is in vain that

we search here for any proportion between the

height, the breadth, or anything else concern-

ing the dimensions of the whole, or concerning

the relation of the particular parts to each other.

I grant that we may observe in many flowers,

something of a regular figure, and of a methodi-

cal disposition of the leaves. The rose has such

a figure and such a disposition of its petals

;

hut in an oblique view, when this figure is in a

good measure lost, and the order of the leaves

confounded, it yet retains its beauty ;
the rose
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is evea more beautiful before it is full blown

;

and the bud, before this exact figure is formed;

and this is not the only instance wherein method

and exactness, the soul of proportion, are found

rather prejudicial than serviceable to the cause

of beauty.

SECTION III.

PROPORTION NOT THE CAUSE OF BEAUTY IN

ANIMALS.

THAT proportion has but a small share in the

formation of beauty, is full as evident among

animals. Here the greatest variety of shapes,

and dispositions of parts, are well fitted to ex-

cite this idea. The swan, confessedly a beau-

tiful bird, has a neck longer than the rest of his

body, and but a very short tail : is this a beau-

tiful proportion? we must allow that it is.

But then, what shall we say to the peacock,

who has comparatively but a short neck, with

a tail longer than the neck and the rest of the

body taken together ? How many birds are

there that vary infinitely from each of these

standards, and from every other which you can

fix, with proportions different, and often di-

rectly opposite to each other ! and yet many

of these birds are extremely beautiful; when

upon considering them we find nothing in any

one part that might determine us, h priori, to

say what the others ought to be, nor indeed to
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guess anything about them, but what expe-

rience might show to be full of disappointment

and mistake. And with regard to the colours

either of birds or flowers, for there is something

similar in the colouring of both, whether they

are considered in their extension or gradation,

there is nothing of proportion to be observed.

Some are of but one single colour
; others have

all the colours of the rainbow
;
some are of the

primary colours, others are of the mixed
;

in

short, an attentive observer may soon conclude,

that there is as little of proportion in the co-

louring as in the shapes of these objects. Turn
next to beasts

; examine the head of a beauti-

ful horse
;
find what proportion that bears to

his body, and to his limbs, and what relation

these have to each other; and when you have

settled these proportions as a standard of

beauty, then taie a dog or cat, or any other

animal, and examine how far the same propor-

tions between their heads and their necks, be-

tween those and the body, and so on, are

found to hold
;

I think we may safely say, that

they differ in every species, yet that there are

individuals found in a great many species so

differing, that have a very striking beauty.

Now, if it be allowed that very different, and

even contrary, forms and dispositions are con-

sistent with beauty, it amounts, I believe, to a

concession, that no 9ertain measures operating
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from a natural principle, are necessary to pro-

duce it, at least so far as the brute species is

concerned.

SECTION IV.

PUOJ’OKTION NOT THE CAUSE OF BEAUTV IN THE

HUMAN SPECIES.

THERE are some parts of the Iiuman body
that are observed to hold certain proportions

to each other
;
but before it can be proved,

that the efficient cause of beauty lies in these,

it must be shown, that wherever these are found

exact, the person to whom they belong is beau-

tiful : I mean in the effect produced on the view,

either of any member distinctly considered, or

of the whole body together. It must be like-

wise shown, that these parts stand in such a

relation to each other, that the comparison be-

tween them may be easily made, and that the

affection of the mind may naturally result from

it. For my part, I have at several times very

carefully examined many of those proportions,

and found them hold very nearly, or altogether

alike in many subjects, which were not only

very different from one another, but where one

has been very beautiful, and the other very

remote from beauty. With regard to the parts

which are found so proportioned, they are often

so remote from each other, in situation, nature,

and office, that 1 cannot see how they admit of
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any comparison, nor, consequently, how any

effect owing to proportion can result from them.

The neck, say they, in beautiful bodies, should

measure with the calfof the leg
;

it should like-

wise be twice the circumference of the wrist.

And an infinity of observations of this kind are

to be found in the writings and conversations

of many. But what relation has the calf of the

leg to the neck
;
or either of these parts to the

wrist? These proportions arc certainly to be

found in handsome bodies. They are as cer-

tainly in ugly ones
;
as any who will take the

pains to try may find. Nay, I do not know

but they may be least perfect in some of the

most beautiful. You may assign any propor-

tions you please to every part of the human

body; and I undertake that a painter shall

religiously observe them all, and notwithstand-

ing, produce, if he pleases, a very ugly figure.

The same painter shall considerably deviate

from these proportions, and produce a very

beautiful one. And indeed it may be ob-

served in the master-pieces of the ancient and

modern statuary, that several of them differ

very widely from the proportions of others,

in parts very conspicuous, and of great con-

sideration; and that they differ no less from

the proportions we find in living men, of

forms extremely striking and agreeable. And,

after all, how are the partizans of propor-
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tional beauty agreed amongst themselves about

the proportions of the human body ? some hold

it to be seven heads; some make it eight;

whilst others extend it even to ten
;
a vast dif-

ference in such a small number of divisions

!

Others take other methods of estimating the

proportions, and all with equal success. But

are these proportions exactly the same in all

handsome men ? or are they at all the propor-

tions found in beautiful women? nobody will

say that they are; yet both sexes are undoubt-

edly capable of beauty, and the female of the

greatest
;
which advantage I believe will hardly

be attributed to the superior exactness of

proportion in the fair sex. Let us rest a

moment on this point, and consider how much

difference there is between the measures that

prevail in many similar parts of the body, in

the two sexes of this single species only. If

you assign any determinate proportions to the

limbs of a man, and if you limit human beauty

to these proportions, when you find a woman
who differs in the make and measures of almost

every part, you must conclude her not to be

beautiful, in spite of the suggestions of your

imagination
;

or, in obedience to your imagi-

nation, you must renounce your rules; you

must lay by the scale and compass, and look

out for some other cause of beauty. For if

beauty be attached to certain measures which
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operate from a •principle in nature, why should

similar parts with different measures of propor-

tion be found to have beauty, and this too in

the very same species? But to open our view

a little, it is worth observing, that almost all

animals have parts of very much the same

nature, and destined nearly to the same pur-

poses
;
an head, neck, body, feet, eyes, ears,

nose, and mouth
;

yet Providence, to provide

in the best manner for their several wants, and

to display the riches of his wisdom and good-

ness in his creation, has worked out of these

few and similar organs, and members, a diver-

sity hardly short of infinite in their disposition,

measures, and relation. But, as we have

before observed, amidst this infinite diversity,

one particular is common to many species

;

several of the individuals which compose them

are capable of affecting us with a sense of

loveliness
;
and whilst they agree in producing

this effect, they differ extremely in the relative

nieasures of those parts which have produced

it. These considerations were sufficient to

induce me to reject the notion of any parti-

cular proportions that operated by nature to

produce a pleasing effect
;
but those who will

agree with me with regard to a particular pro-

portion, are strongly prepossessed in favour

of one more indefinite. They imagine, that

although beauty in general is annexed to no
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certain measures common to the several kinds

of pleasing plants and animals
;
yet that there is

a certain proportion in each species absolutely

essential to the beauty of that particular kind.

If we consider the animal world in general,

we find beauty confined to no certain mea-

sures; but as some peculiar measure and

relation of parts is what distinguishes each

peculiar class of animals, it must of necessity

be, that the beautiful in each kind will be

found in the measures and proportions of that

kind
;
for otherwise it would deviate from its

proper species, and become in some sort mon-

strous : however, no species is so strictly

confined to any certain proportions, that there

is not a considerable variation amongst the

individuals
;
and as it has been shown of the

human, so it may be shown of the brute kinds,

that beauty is found indifferently in all the

proportions which each kind can admit, without

quitting its common form
;
and it is this idea

of a common form that makes the proportion

of parts at all regarded, and not the operation

of any natural cause : indeed a little considera-

tion will make it appear, that it is not measure

but manner that creates all the beauty which

belongs to shape. What light do we borrow

from these boasted proportions, when we study

ornamental design ? It seems amazing to me,

that artists, if they were as well convinced as
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they pretend to be^ that proportion is a princi-

pal cause of beauty, have not by them at all

times accurate measurements of all sorts of

beautiful animals to help them to proper pro-

portions, when they would contrive anything

elegant, especially as they frequently assert,

that it is from an observation of the beautiful

in nature they dyrect their practice. I know
that it has been said long since, and echoed

backward and forward from one writer to

another a thousand times, that the propor-

tions of building have been taken from those of

the human body. To make this forced analogy

complete, they represent a man with his arms

raised and extended at full length, and tlbeh

describe a sort of square, as it is formed by

passing lines along the extremities of this

strange figure. But it appears very clearly to

me, that the human figure never supplied the

architect with any of his ideas. For, in the

first place, men are very rarely seen in this

strained posture; it is not natural to them;

neither is it at all becoming. Secondly, the

view of the human figure so disposed, does not

naturally suggest the idea of a square, but

rather of a cross
;
as that large space between

the arms and the ground, must be filled with

something before it can make anybody think

of a square. Thirdly, several buildings* are

by no means of the form of that particular
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square, which are notwithstanding planned by

the best architects, and produce an effect alto-

gether as good, and perhaps a better. And

certainly nothing could be more unaccount-

ably whimsical, than for an architect to model

his performance by the human figure, since no

two things can have less resemblance or ana-

logy, than a man, and a house or temple : do

we need to observe, that their purposes are

entirely different? What I am apt to suspect

is this: that these analogies were devised-to

give a credit to the works of art, by showing a

conformitybetween them and the noblest works

in nature; not that the latter served at all to

supply hints for the perfection of the former.

And I am the more fully convinced, that the

patrons of proportion have transferred their ar-

tificial ideas to nature, and not borrowed from

thence the proportions they use in works of

art
;
because, in any discussion ot this subject,

they always quit as soon as possible the open

field of natural beauties, the animal and ve-

getable kingdoms, and fortify themselves within

the artificial lines and angles of architecture.

For there is in mankind an unfortunate propen-

sity to make themselves, their views, and their

works, the measure of excellence in everything

whatsoever. Therefore having observed that

their dwellings were most commodious and

firm when they were thrown into regular figures,
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with parts answerable to each other; they

transferred these ideas to their gardens
;
they

turned their trees into pillars, pyramids, and

obelisks; they formed their hedges into so

many green walls, and fashioned the walks

into squares, triangles, and other mathemati-

cal figures, with exactness and symmetry
; and

they thought, if they were not imitating, they

were at least improving, nature, and teaching

her to know her business. But nature has at

last escaped from their discipline and their

fetters
;
and our gardens, if nothing else, de-

clare, we begin to feel that mathematical ideas

are not the true measures of beauty. And

surely they are full as little so in the animal, as

the vegetable world. For is it not extraordi-

nary, that in these fine descriptive pieces, these

innumerable odes and elegies which are in the

mouths of all the world, and many of which have

been the entertainment of ages, that in these

pieces which describe love with such a passion-

ate energy, and represent its object in such an

infinite variety of lights, not one word is said of

proportion, if it be, what some insist it is, the

principal component of beauty ;
whilst at the

same time, several other qualities are very fre-

quently and warmly mentioned ? But if pro-

portion has not this power, it may appear odd

how men came originally to be so prepossessed

in its favour. It arose, I imagine, from the
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fondness I have just mentioned, which men

bear so remarkably to their own works and

notions; it arose from false reasonings on the

effects of the customary figure of animals
;

it

arose from the Platonic theory of fitness and

aptitude. Forwhich reason, in the next section,

I shall consider the effects of custom in the

figure of animals; and afterwards the idea of

fitness : since, if proportion does not operate

by a natural power attending some measures,

it must be either by custom, or the idea of

utility; there is no other way.

SECTION V.

PROPORTION FURTHER CONSIDERED.

IF I am not mistaken, a great deal of the pre-

judice in favour of proportion has arisen, not

so much from the observation of any certain

measures found in beautiful bodies, as from a

wron^ idea of the relation which deformity

bears to beauty, to which it has been consi-

dered as the opposite
;
on this principle it was

concluded, that where the causes of deformity

were removed, beauty must naturally and

necessarily be introduced. This I believe is a

mistake. For deformity is opposed not to

beauty, but to the complete, commonform. If

one of the legs of a man be found shorter than

the other, the man is deformed
;
because there
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is something wanting to complete the whole

idea we form of a man ;
and this has the same

effect in natural faults, as maiming and mutila-

tion produce from accidents* So if the back

be humped, the man is deformed
; because his

back has an unusual figure, and what carries

with it the idea of some disease or misfortune

;

so if a man’s neck be considerably longer or

shorter than usual, we say he is deformed in

that part*, because men are not commonly made

in that manner. But surely every hour’s expe-

rience may convince us, that a man may have

his legs of an equal length, and resembling

each other in all respects, and his neck of a

just size, and his back quite straight, without

having at the same time the least perceivable

beauty. Indeed beauty is so far from belong-

ing to the idea of custom, that in reality what

affects us in that manner is extremely rare and

uncommon. The beautifiil strikes us as much
by its novelty as the deformed itself. It is

thus in those species of animals with which

we are acquainted
;
and ifone of a new species

were represented, we should by no means wait

until custom had settled an idea of proportion,

before we decided concerning its beauty or

ugliness : which shows that the general idea of

beauty can be no more owing to customary

than to natural proportion. Deformity arises

from the want of the common proportions;

VOL. I.
* Q
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but the necessary result of their existence in

any object is not beauty. If we suppose pro-

portion in natural things to be relative to custom

and use, the nature of use and custom will

show, that beauty, which is a •positive and

powerful quality, cannot result from it. We
are so wonderfully formed, that, whilst we are

creatures vehemently desirous of novelty, we

are as strongly attached to habit and custom.

But it is the nature of things which hold us by

custom, to affect us very little whilst we are in

possession of them, but strongly when they

are absent. I remember to have frequented a

certain place, every day for a long time toge-

ther
;
and I may truly say, that so far from

finding pleasure in it, I was affected with a

sort of weariness and disgust
;

I came, I went,

I returned, without pleasure; yet if by any

means 1 passed by the usual time of my going

thither, 1 was remarkably uneasy, and was not

quiet till I had got into my old track. They

who use snuff, take it almost without being

sensible that they take it, and the acute sense

of smell is deadened, so as to feel hardly any

thing from so sharp a stimulus; yet deprive

the snuff-taker of his box, and he is the most

uneasy mortal in the world. Indeed so far

are use and habit from being causes of plea-

sure, merely as such, that the effect of constant

use is to make all things of whatever kind
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entirely unaffecting. For as use at last takes
6fF the painful effect of many things, it reduces
the pleasurable effect of others in the same
manner, and brings both to a sort of mediocrity

and indifference. Very justly is use called a

second nature
;
and our natural and common

state is one of absolute indifference, equally
prepared for pain or pleasure. But when we
are thrown out of this state, or deprived of any
thing requisite to maintain us in it; when this

chance does not happen by pleasure from some
mechanical cause, we are always hurt. It is so

with the second nature, custom, in all things

which relate to it. Thus the want of the

usual proportions in men and other animals is

sure to disgust, though their presence is by nd
means any cause of real pleasure. It is true,

that the proportions laid down as causes of

beauty in the human body, are frequently

found in beautiful ones, because they are gene-
rally found in all mankind

; but if it can be
shown too, that they are found without beauty,

and that beauty frequently exists without

them, and that this beauty, where it exists,

always can be assigned to other less equivocal

causes, it will naturally lead us to conclude,

that proportion and beauty are not ideas of the

same nature. The true opposite to beauty ik

not disproportion or deformity, but uglliim;

and as it proceeds from causes opposite to those
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of positive beauty, we cannot consider it until

we come to treat of that. Between beauty and

ugliness there is a sort of mediocrity, in which

the assigned proportions are most commonly

found
;
but this has no effect upon the passions,

SECTION VI.

FITNESS NOT THE CAUSE OF BEAUTY.

IT is said that the idea of utility, or of a part’s

being well adapted to answer its end, is the

cause of beauty, or indeed beauty itself. If it

were not for this opinion, it had been impossi-

ble for the doctrine of proportion to have held

its ground very long; the world would be soon

weary of hearing of measures which related to

nothing, either of a natural principle, or of a

fitness to answer some end
;

the idea which

mankind most commonly conceive of propor-

tion, is the suitableness of means to certain

ends, and, where this is not the question, very

seldom trouble themselves about the effect of

diflferent measures of things. Therefore it was

necessary for this theory to insist, that not only

artificial, but natural objects took their beauty

from the fitness of the parts for their several

purposes. But in framing this theory, I am
apprehensive that experience was not suffi-

ciently consulted. For, on that principle, the

wedge-like snout of a swine, with its tough
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cartilage at the end, the little sunk eyes, and

the whole make of the head, so well adapted

to its offices of digging and rooting, would be

extremely beautiful. The great bag hanging

to the bill of a pelican, a thing highly useful to

this animal, would be likewise as beautiful in

our eyes. The hedgehog, so well secured

against all assaults by his prickly hide, and the

porcupine with his missile quills, would be

then considered as creatures of no small ele-

gance. There are few animals whose parts are

better contrived than those of a monkey
;
he

has the hands of a man, joined to the springy

limbs of a beast; he is admirably calculated

for running, leaping, grappling, and climbing;

and yet there are few animals which seem to

have less beauty in the eyes of all mankind.

I need say little on the trunk of the elephant,

of such various usefulness, and which is so far

from contributing to his beauty. How well

fitted is the wolf for running and leaping ! how

admirably is the lion armed for battle! but

will any one therefore call the elephant, the

wolf, and the lion, beautiful animals ? I believe

nobody will think the form of a man’s legs so

well adapted for running, as those of a horse,

a dog, a deer, and several other creatures ;
at

least they have not that appearance
:

yet,

I believe, a well-fashioned human leg will be

allowed far to exceed all these in beauty. If
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the fitness of parts was what constituted the

hweliness of their form, the actual employment

of them would undoubtedly much augment it;

but this, though it is sometimes so upon

another principle, is far from being always the

case. A bird on the wing is not so beautiful

as when it is perched ; nay, there are several

of the domestic fowls which are seldom seen to

fly, and which are nothing the less beautiful on

that account; yet birds are so extremely dif-

ferent in their form from the beast and human

kinds, that you cannot, on the principle of fit-

ness, allow them anything agreeable, but in

consideration of their parts being designed for

quite other purposes. I never in my life

chanced to see a peacock fly
;
and yet before,

very long before I considered any aptitude in

his form for the aerial life, I was struck with

the extreme beauty which raises that bird

above many of the best flying fowls in the

world; though, for anything I saw, his way

of living was much like that of the swine, which

fed in the farm-yard along with him. The

same may be said of cocks, hens, and the like;

they are of the flying kind in figure; in their

manner of moving not very different from men

and beasts. To leave these foreign examples;

if beauty in our own species was annexed to

use, men would be much more lovely than

women; and strength and agility would be
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considered as the only beauties. But to call

strength by the name of beauty, to have but
one denomination for the qualities of a Venus

and Hercules, so totally different in almost all

respects, is surely a strange confusion of ideas,

or abuse of words. The cause of this confusion,

I imagine, proceeds from our frequently per-

ceiving the parts of the human and other ani-

mal bodies to be at once very beautiful, and

very well adapted to their purposes
; and we

are deceived by a sophism, which makes us

take that for a cause which is only a concomi-

tant: this is the sophism of the fly; who ima-

gined he raised a great dust, because he stood

upon the chariot that really raised it. The

stomach, the lungs, the liver, as well as other

parts, are incomparably well adapted to their

purposes; yet they are far from having any

beauty. Again, many things are very beauti-

ful, in which it is impossible to discern any

idea of use. And I appeal to the first and

most natural feelings of mankind, whether, on

beholding a beautiful eye, or a well-fashioned

mouth, or a well-turned leg, any ideas of their

being well fitted for seeing, eating, or running,

ever present themselves. What idea of use is

it that flowers excite, the most beautiful part

of the vegetable world? It is true, that the

infinitely wise and good Creator has, of his

bounty, frequently joined beauty to those
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things which he has made useful to us; but

this does not prove that an idea of use and

beauty are the same thing, or that they are any

way dependant on each other*

SECTION VII.

THE REAL EFFECTS OF FITNESS.

WHEN I excluded proportion and fitness from

any share in beauty, I did not by any means

intend to say that they were of no value, or

that they ought to be disregarded in works of

art. Works of art are the proper sphere of

their power; and here it is that they have their

full effect. Whenever the wisdom of our

Creator intended that we should be affected

with any thing, he did not confine the execu-

tion of his design to the languid and precari-

ous operation of our reason; but he endued

it with powers and properties that prevent

the understanding, and even the will, which,

seizing upon the senses and imagination, cap-

tivate the soul before the understanding is

ready either to join with them, or to oppose

them. It is by a long deduction and much

study that we discover the adorable wisdom of

God in his works ; when we discover it, the

effect is very different, not only in the manner
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of acquiring it, but in its own nature, from that

which strikes us without any preparation from

the sublime or the beautiful. How different is

the satisfaction of an anatomist, who discovers

the use of the muscles and of the skin, the

excellent contrivance of the one for the various

movements of the body, and the wonderful

texture of the other, at once a general covering,

and at once a general outlet as well as inlet

;

how different is this from the affection which

possesses an ordinary man at the sight of a

delicate smooth skin, and all the other parts of

beauty, which require no investigation to be

perceived! In the former case, whilst we look

up to the Maker with admiration and praise,

the object which causes it may be odious and

distasteful
;
the latter very often so touches us

by its power on the imagination, that we ex-

amine but little into the artifice of its contriv-

ance
;
and we have need of a strong effort of

our reason to disentangle our minds from the

allurements of the object, to a consideration of

that wisdom which invented so powerful a

machine. The effect of proportion and fitness,

at least so far as they proceed from a mere

consideration of the work itself, produce appro-

bation, the acquiescence of the understanding,

but not love, nor any passion of that species.

When we examine the structure of a watch,

when we come to know thoroughly the use of
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every part of it, satisfied as we are with the

fitness of the whole, we are far enough from

perceiving anything like beauty in the watch-

work itself
; but let us look on the case, the

labour of some curious artist in engraving, with

little or no idea of use, we shall have a much
livelier idea of beauty than we ever could have

had from the watch itself, though the master-

piece of Graham. In beauty, as I said, the

effect is previous to any knowledge of the use

;

but to judge of proportion, we must know the

end for which any work is designed. Accord-

ing to the end, the proportion varies. Thus
there is one proportion of a tower, another of

a house
; one proportion of a gallery, another

of a hall, another of a chamber. To judge of

the proportions of these, you must be first

acquainted with the purposes for which they

were designed. Good sense and experience

acting together, find out what is fit to be done

in every work of art. We are rational creatures,

and in all our works we ought to regard their

end» and purpose
;
the gratification of any pas-

sion, how innocent soever, ought only to be of

secondary consideration. Herein is placed the

real power of fitness and proportion; they

operate on the understanding considering them,

which approves the work and acquiesces in it*

The passions, and the imagination which prin-

cipally raises them, have here very little to do.
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When a room appears in its original nakedness,

bare walls and a plain ceiling; let its propor-

tion be ever so excellent, it pleases very little

;

a cold approbation is the utmost we can reach;

a much worse-proportioned room with elegant

mouldings and fine festoons, glasses, and other

merely ornamental furniture, will make the

imagination revolt against the reason; it will

please much more than the naked proportion

of the first room, which the understanding has

so much approved, as admirably fitted for its

purposes. What I have here said and before

concerning proportion, is by no means to per-

suade people absurdly to neglect the idea of

use in the works of art. It is only to show,

that these excellent things, beauty and propor-

tion, are not the same; not that they should

either of them be disregarded.

SECTION VIII.

THE RECAPITULATION.

ON the whole
;

if such parts in human bodies

as are found proportioned, were likewise con-

stantly found beautiful, as they certainly are

not
;
or if they were so situated, as that a plea-

sure might flow from the comparison, which

they seldom are ;
or if any assignable proper

tions were found, either in plants or animals,

which were always attended with beauty, which
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never was the case ;
or if, where parts were well

adapted to their purposes, they were constantly

beautiful, and when no use appeared, there was

no beauty, which is contrary to all experience

;

we might conclude, that beauty consisted in

proportion or utility. But since, in all respects,

the case is quite otherwise
; we may be satisfied

that beauty does not depend on these, let it

owe its origin to what else it will.

SECTION IX.

PERFECTION NOT THE CAUSE OF BEAUTY.

THERE is another notion current, pretty

closely allied to the former
;
that Perfection is

the constituent cause of beauty. This opinion

has been made to extend much farther than to

sensible objects. But in these, so far is per-

fection, considered as such, from being the

cause of beauty ;
that this quality, where it is

highest, in the female sex, almost always car-

ries with it an idea of weakness and imperfec-

tion. Women are very sensible of this; for

which reason, they learn to lisp, to totter in

their walk, to counterfeit weakness, and even

sickness. In all this they are guided by nature.

Beauty in distress is much the most affecting

beauty. Blushing has little less power
;
and

modesty in general, which is a tacit allowance

of imperfection, is itself considered as an
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amiable quality, and certainly heightens every
other that is so. I know it is in every body’s
mouth, that we ought to love perfection. This
is to me a sufficient proof, that it is not the
proper object of love. Who ever said we ought

to love a fine woman, or even any of these

beautiful animals which please us ? Here to

be affected, there is no need of the concur-

rence of our will.

SECTION X.

HOW FAR THE IDEA OF BEAUTY MAT BE AP-

PtlED TO THE QUALITIES OF THE MIND.

NOR is this remark in general less applicable

to the qualities of the mind. Those virtues

which cause admiration, and are of the sublimer

kind, produce terror rather than love
; such as

fortitude. Justice, wisdom, and the like. Never
was anyman amiable by force of these qualities.

Those which engage our hearts, which impress

us with a sense of loveliness, are the softer

virtues
; easiness of temper, compassion, kind-

ness, and liberality; though certainly those

latter are of less immediate and momentous

concern to society, and of less dignity. But
it is for that reason that they are so amiable.

The great virtues turn principally on dangers,

punishments, and troubles, and are exercised

rather in preventing the worst mischiefs, than
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in dispensing favours
; and are therefore not

lovely, though highly venerable. The subor-

dinate turn on reliefs, gratifications, and indul-

gences
;
and are therefore more lovely, though

inferior in dignity. Those persons who creep

into the hearts of most people, who are chosen

as the companions of their softer hours, and

their reliefs from care and anxiety, are never

persons ofshining qualities nor strong virtues. It

is rather the soft green of the soul on which we
rest our eyes, that are fatigued with beholding

more glaring objects. It is worth observing

how we feel ourselves affected in reading the

characters of Caesar and Cato, as they are so

finely drawn and contrasted in Sallust. In one

the ignoscendo largiundo; in the other, nil lar-

giundo. In one the miseris perfugmn

;

in the

other, mails pernickm. In the latter we have

much to admire, much to reverence, and per-

haps something to fear
;
we respect him, but

we respect him at a distance. The former

makes us familiar with him
;
we love him, and

he leads us whither he pleases. To draw things

closer to our first and most natural feelings, I will

add a remark made upon reading this section

by an ingenious friend. The authority of a

father, so useful to our well-being, and so justly

venerable upon all accounts, hinders us from

having that entire love ^for him that we have

for our mothers, where the parental authority
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is almost melted down into the mother’s fond-

ness and indulgence. But we generally have

a great love for our grandfathers, in whom this

authority is removed a degree from us, and

where the weakness of age mellows it into

something of a feminine partiality.

SECTION IX.

HOW FAR THE IDEA OF BEAUTY MAY BE

APPLIED TO VIRTUE.

FROM what has been said in the foregoing

section, we may easily see, how far the appli-

cation of beauty to virtue, may be made with

propriety. The general application of this

quality to virtue, has a strong tendency to con-

found our ideas of things
;
and it has given rise

to an infinite deal of whimsical theory ;
as the

affixing the name of beauty to proportion, con-

gruity, and perfection, as well as to qualities

of things yet more remote from our natural

ideas of it, and from one another, has tended

to confound our ideas of beauty, and left us no

standard or rule to judge by, that was not even

more uncertain and fallacious than our own

fancies. This loose and inaccurate manner of

speaking, has therefore misled us both in the

theory of taste and of morale ;
and induced us

to remove the science of our duties from their

proper basis (our reason, our relations, and our
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necessities), to rest it upon foundations alto-

gether visionary and unsubstantial.

SECTION XII.

THE HEAL Cause of beauty.

HAVING endeavoured to show what beauty

is not, it remains that we should examine, at

least with equal attention, in what it really

consists. Beauty is a thing ttiuch too affect-

ing not to depend upon some positive qualities.

And, since it is no creature of our reason,

since it strikes us without any reference to use,

and even where no use at all can be discerned,

since the order and method of nature is gene-

rally very different from our measures and

proportions, we must .conclude that beauty is,

for the greater part, some quality in bodies

acting mechanically upon the human mind by

the intervention of the senses. We ought

therefore to consider attentively in what manner

those sensible qualities are disposed, in such

things as by experience we find beautiful, or

which excite in us the passion of love, or some

correspondent affection.

SECTION XIII.

BEAUTIFUL OBJECTS SMALL.

THE most obvious point that presents itself to

us in examining any object, is its extent or
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quantity. And what degree of extent prevails
in bodies that are held beautiful, may be
gathered from the usual manner of expressien
concerning it. I am told that, in most lan-
guages, the objects of love are spoken of under
diminutive epithets. It is so in all the languages
of which I have any knowledge. In Greek the
<“' and other diminutive terms are almost
always the terms of affection and tenderness.

These diminutives were commonly added by
the Greeks, to the names of persons with
whom they conversed on the term^ of friend-*

ship and familiarity. Though the Romans
were a people of less quick and delicate feel-

ings, yet they naturally slid into the lessening

termination upon the same occasions. Anciently
in the English language the diminishing ling

was added to the names of persons and things

that were the objects of love. Some we retain

still, as darling (or little dear), and a few others.

But to this day, in ordinary conversation, it is

usual to add the endearing name of little to

everything we love : the French and Italians

make'use of these affectionate diminutives even

more than we. In the animal creation, out of

our own species, it is the small we are inclined

to be fond of; little birds, and some of the

smaller kinds of beasts. A great beautiful

thing is a manner of expression scarcely ever

used
; but that di a great ugly thing, is very

VOL. I. R
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common. There is a wide difference between

admiration and love. The sublime, which is

the cause of the former, always dwells on great

objects, and terrible; the latter on small ones,

and pleasing
;
we submit to what we admire,

but we love what submits to us
;

in one case

we are forced, in the other we are flattered,

into compliance. In short, the ideas of the

sublime and the beautiful, stand on foundations

so different, that it is hard, I had almost

said impossible, to think of reconciling them

in the same subject, without considerably les-

sening the effect of the one or the other upon

the passions. So that, attending to their

quantity, beautiful objects are comparatively

small.

SECTION XIV.

SMOOTHNESS.

THE next property constantly observable in

such objects is * Smoothness

:

a quality so essen-

tial to beauty, that I do not now recollect any

thing beautiful that is not smooth. In trees

and flowers, smooth leaves are beautiful;

smooth slopes of earth in gardens; smooth

streams in the landscape; smooth coats of

birds and beasts in animal beauties
;

in fine

Part- iv, sect. 21.
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women, smooth skins
;
and in several sorts of

ornamental furniture, smooth and polished
surfaces. A very considerable part of the
effect of beauty is owing to this quality;

indeed the most considerable. For, take any
beautiful object, and give it a broken and
rugged surface, and however well formed it

may be in other respects, it pleases no longer.

Whereas, let it want ever so many of the other

constituents, if it wants not this, it becomes
more pleasing than almost all the others without
it. This seems to me so evident, that I am a
good deal surprised, that none who have
handled the subject have made any mention of

the quality of smoothness, in the enumeration
of those that go to the forming of beauty.

For indeed any ruggedness, any sudden pro-

jection, any sharp angle, is in the highest

degree contrary to that idea.

SECTION XV.

ORADUAL VARIATION.

BUT as perfectly beautiful bodies are not

composed of angular parts, so their parts never

continue long in the same right line. ^Tliey

'ary their direction every moment, and they

change under the eye by a deviation con-

* l*art V. sect. 23.

R 2
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tinually carrying on, but for whose beginning

or end you will find it difficult to ascertain a

point. The view of a beautiful bird will illus-

trate this observation. Here we see the head

increasing insensibly to the middle, from

whence it lessens gradually until it mixes with

the neck ;
the neck loses itself in a larger swell,

which continues to the middle of the body,

when the whole decreases again to the tail : the

tail takes a new direction
; but it soon varies

its new course : it blends again with the other

parts; and the line is perpetually changing,

above, below, upon every side. In this de-

scription I have before me the idea of a dove

;

it agrees very well with most of the conditions

of beauty. It is smooth and downy
;

its parts

are (to use that expression) melted into one

another
;
you are presented with no sudden

protuberance through the whole, and yet the

whole is continually changing. Observe that

part of a beautiful woman where she is perhaps

the most beautiful, about the neck and breasts;

the smoothness; the softness; the easy and

insensible swell; the variety of the surface,

which is never for the smallest space the same;

the deceitful maze, through which the unsteady

eye slides giddily, without knowing where to

fix, or whither it is carried. Is not this a

demonstration of that change of surface, con-

tinual, and yet hardly perceptible at any point,
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which forms one of the great constituents of
beauty ? It gives me no small pleasure to find

that I can strengthen my theory in this point,

bytheopinionofthevery ingenious Mr. Hogarth

;

whose idea of the line of beauty I take in gene-

ral to be extremely just. But the idea of varia-

tion, has led'him to consider without attending

so accurately to the manner of the' variation,

angular figures as beautiful
; these figures, it is

true, vary greatly
;
yet they vary in a sudden

and broken manner; and I do not find any
natural object which is angular, and at the

same time beautiful. Indeed few natural

objects are entirely angular. But I think those

which approach the most nearly to it are the

ugliest. I must add too, that, so far as I could

observe of nature, though the varied line is

that alone in which complete beauty is found,

yet there is no particular line which is always

found in the most completely beautiful, and

which is therefore beautiful in preference to all

other lines. At least I never could observe it.

SECTION XVI.

DELICACY.

AN air of robustness and strength is very pre-

judicial to beauty. An appearance of delicacy,

and even of fragility, is almost essential to it.

Whoever examines the vegetable or animal

creation, will find this observation to be found-
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ed in nature. It is not the oak, the ash, or

the elm, or any of the robust trees of the forest,

which we consider as beautiful
;
they are aw-

ful ^nd majestic
; they inspire a sort of reve-

rence. It is the delicate myrtle, it is the orange,

it is the almond, it is the jasmine, it is the vine,

which we look on as vegetable beauties. It is

the flowery species, so remarkable for its weak-

ness and momentary duration, that gives us the

liveliest idea of beauty and elegance. Among

animals, the greyhound is more beautiful than

the mastiff; and the delicacy of a gennet, a

barb, or an Arabian horse, is much more ami^

able than the strength and stability of some

horses of war or carriage. I need here say

little of the fair sex, where I believe the point

will be easily allowed me. The beauty of

women is considerably owing to their weakness

or delicacy, and is even enhanced by their

timidity, a quality of mind analogous to it.

I would not here be understood to say, that

weakness betraying very bad health has any

share in beauty ; but the ill effect of this is not

because it is weakness, but because the ill state

of health which produces such weakness, alters

the other conditions of beauty
;

the parts in

such a case collapse; the bright colour, the

lumen purpureum juvente, is gone
;
and the fine

variation is lost in wrinkles, sudden breaks,

and right lines.
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SECTION XVII.

BEAUTY IN COLOUR.

AS to the colours usually found in beautiful

bodies, it may be somewhat difficult to ascer-

tain them, because, in the several parts of

nature, there is an infinite variety. However,

even in this variety, we may mark out some-

thing on which to settle. First, the colours of

beautiful bodies must not be dusky or muddy,

but clean and fair. Secondly, they must not

be of the strongest kind. Those which seem

most appropriated to beauty, are the milder of

every sort; light greens, soft blues; weak

whites; pink reds; and violets. Thirdly, if

the colours be strong and vivid, they are always

diversified, and the object is never of one strong

colour
;
there are almost always such a number

of them (as in variegated flowers), that the

strength and glare of each is considerably

abated. In a fine complexion, there is not

only some variety in the colouring, but the

colours: neither the red nor the white are

strong and glaring. Besides, they are mixed

in such a manner, and with such gradations,

that it is impossible to fix the bounds. On the

same principle it is, that the dubious colour in

the necks and tails of peacocks, and about the

heads of drakes, is so very agreeable. In rea-
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lity, the beauty both of shape and colouring

are as nearly related, as we can well suppose

it possible for things of such different natures

to be.

SECTION XVIll.

RECAPlTULA^riON.

ON the whole, the qualities of beauty, as they

are merely sensible qualities, are the following.

First, to be comparatively small. Secondly,

to be smooth. Thirdly, to have a variety in

the direction of the parts
;

but, fourthly, to

have those parts not angular, l)ut melted as it

were into each other. Fifthly, to l)e ol‘ a deli-

cate frame, without any remarkable appearance

of strength. Sixthly, to have its colours clear

and bright, but not very strong and glaring.

Seventhly, or if it should have any glaring

colour, to have it diversified with others. These

arc, I believe, the properties on which beauty

de])ends; properties that operate by nature,

and are less liable to be altered by caprice, or

confounded by a diversity of tastes, than any

other.

SECTION XIX.

THE PHYSIOGNOMY.

THE Pliysiogiiomf/ has a considerable share in

beauty, especially in that of our ow n species.
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The manners give a ccrlain determination to
tlie countenance; which being observed to
correspond pretty regularly with them, is ca^
pable of joining the effects of certain agreeable
qualities of the mind to those of the body. So
that to form a finished human beauty, and to
give it its lull influence, the face must be ex-
i)rcssivc of such gentle and amiable qualities,

as correspond with the softness, smoothness,
and delicacy of the outward form.

SECTION XX.

THE EYE.

f HAVE hitherto purposely omitted to speak
ol the Eijc, v/hich has so great a share in the

beauty of the animal cretition, as it did not fall

so easily under the foregoing heads, though in

fact it is reducible to the same principles. I

think, then, that the beauty of the eye consists,

first, in its clearness; what coloured eye shall

please most, depends a good deal on particular

fancies; but none arc pleased with an eye
whose water (to use that term) is dull and

muddy. We are pleased with the eye in this

view, on the principle upon which we like

diamonds, clear water, glass, and such like

transparent substances. Secondly, the motion

of the eye contributes to its beauty, by conti-

^ Part iv. sect. 20.
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nually shifting its direction
;

but a slow and

languid motion is more beautiful than a brisk

one; the latter is enlivening
;
the former lovely.

Thirdly, with regard to the union of the eye

with the neighbouring parts, it is to hold the

same rule that is given of other beautiful ones

;

it is not to make a strong deviation from the

line of the neighbouring parts; nor to verge

into any exact geometrical figure. Besides all

this, the eye affects, as it is expressive of some

qualities of the mind, and its principal power

generally arises from this
;

so that what we

have just said of the physiognomy is applicable

here.

SECTION XXI.

UGLINESS.

IT may perhaps appear like a sort of repetition

of what we have before said, to insist here upon

the nature of Ugliness; as I imagine it to be in

all respects the opposite to those qualities

which we have laid down for the constituents

of beauty. But though ugliness be the oppo-

site to beauty, it is not the opposite to pro-

portion and fitness. For it is possible that a

thing may be very ugly with any proportions,

and with a perfect fitness to any uses. Ugliness

1 imagine likewise to be consistent enough

with an idea of the sublime. But 1 would by
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no means insinuate that ugliness of itself is a

sublime idea, unless united with such qualities

as excite a strong* terror.

SECTION XXII.

GRACEFULNESS.

GRACEFULNESS is an idea not very differ-

ent from beauty
;

it consists in much the same

things. Gracefulness is an idea belonging to

posture and motion. In both these, to be grace-

ful, it is requisite that there be no appearance

of difficulty
;
there is required a small inflection

of the body
;
and a composure of the parts in

such a manner, as not to encumber each other,

not to appear divided by sharp and sudden

angles. In this case, this roundness, this deli-

cacy of attitude and motion, it is, that all the

magic of grace consists, and what is called its

je ne s^ai qiwi

;

as will be obvious to any ob-

server, who considers attentively the Venus de

Medicis, the Antinous, or any statue generally

allowed to be graceful in a high degree.

SECTION XXIII.

ELEGANCE AND SPECIOUSNESS.

WHEN any body is composed of parts smooth

and polished, without pressing upon each other,

without showing any ruggedness or confusion,
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and at the same time affecting some regular

shape, I call it elegant. It is closely allied to

the beautiful, differing from it only in this regu~

larity

;

which, however, as it makes a very

material difference in the affection produced,

may very well constitute another species.

Under this head I rank those delicate and regu-

lar works of art, that imitate no determinate

object in nature, as elegant buildings, and

pieces of furniture. When any object partakes

of the above-mentioned qualities, or of those of

beautiful bodies, and is withal of great dimen-

sions, it is full as remote from the idea of mere

beauty
;

I call it fine or specious.

SECTION XXIV.

THE BEAUTIFUL IN FEELING.

THE foregoing description of beauty, so far as

it is taken in by the eye, may be greatly illus-

trated by describing the nature of objects,

which produce a similar effect through the

touch. This I call the beautiful in Feeling. It

corresponds wonderfully with what causes the

same species of pleasure to the sight. There

is a chain in all oursensations ;
they are all but

different sorts of feelings calculated to be affect-

ed by various sorts of objects, but all to be

affected after' the same manner. All bodies

that are pleasant to the touch, are so by the
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slightness of the resistance they make. Resist-

ance is either to motion along the surface, or

to the pressure of the parts on one another: if

the former be slight, we call the body smooth

;

if the latter, soft. The chief pleasure we receive

by feeling, is in the one or the other of these qua-

lities; and if there be a combination of both, our

pleasure is greatly increased. This is so plain,

that it is rather more fit to illustrate other

things, than to be illustrated itselfby an exam-

ple. The next source of pleasure in this sense,

as in every other, is the continually presenting

somewhat new
;
and we find that bodies which

continually vary their surface, are much the

most pleasant or beautiful to the feeling, as any

one that pleases may experience. The third

property in such objects is, that though th(

surface continually varies its direction, it neve:

varies it suddenly. The application of any

thing sudden, even though the impression itself

have little or nothing of violence, is disagree-

able. The quick application of a finger a little

warmer or colder than usual, without notice,

makes us start
;
a slight tap on the shoulder,

not expected, has the same effect. Hence it is

that angular bodies, bodies that suddenly vary

the direction of the outline, afford so little plea-

sure to the feeling. Every such change is a

sort of climbing or falling in miniature ;
so that

squares, triangles, and other angular figures are
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neither beautiful to the sight nor feeling. Who-
ever compares his state of mind, on feeling soft,

smooth, variegated, unangular bodies, with that

in which he finds himself on the view of a beau-

tiful object, will perceive a very striking ana-

logy in the effects of both ; and which may go

a good way towards discovering their common
cause. Feeling and sight, in this respect, differ

in but a few points. The touch 'takes in the

pleasure of softness, which is not primarily an

object of sight; the sight, on the other hand,

comprehends colour, which can hardly be made

perceptible to the touch : the touch again has

the advantage in a new idea of pleasure result-

ing from a moderate degree of warmth
; but the

eye triumphs in the infinite extent and multi-

plicity of its objects. But there is such a simili-

tude in the pleasures of these senses, th^t I am
apt to fancy, if it were possible that one might

discern colour by feeling (as it is said some blind

men have done), that the same colours, and the

same disposition of colouring, which are found

beautiful to the sight, would be found likewise

most grateful to the touch. But, setting aside

conjectures, let us pass to the other sense
;
of

hearing.
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SECTION XXV.

THE BEAUTIFUL IN SOUND.

IN this sense we find an equal aptitude to be

affected in a soft and delicate manner
;
and how

far sweet or beautiful sounds agree with our

descriptions of beauty in other senses, the ex-

perience of every one must decide. Milton has

described this species of music in one of his

juvenile poems*. I need not say that Milton

was perfectly well versed in that art
;
and that

no man had a finer ear, with a happier manner

of expressing the affections of one sense by

metaphors taken from another. The descrip-

tion is as follows

:

And ever against eating cares,

Lap me in soft Lydian airs;

In notes with many a winding bout

0/* linked sweetness long drawn out

;

With wanton heed, and giddy cunning,

The melting voice through mazes running
;

Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soulof harmony.

Let us parallel this with the softness, the

winding surface, the unbroken continuance,

the easy gradation of the beautiful in other

things; and all the diversities of the several

senses, with all their several affections, will

UAllcgro,
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rather help to throw lights from one another to

finish one clear, consistent idea of the whole,

than to obscure it by their intricacy and variety.

To the above-mentioned description 1 shall

add one or two remarks. The first is
;
that the

beautiful in music will not bear that loudness

and strength of sounds, which may be used to

raise other passions; nor notes, which are shrill,

or harsh, or deep; it agrees best with such as

are clear, even, smooth, and weak. The second

is
;

that great variety, and quick transitions

from one measure or tone to another, are con-

trary to the genius of the beautiful in music.

Such* transitions often excite mirth, or other

sudden and tumultuous passions
;
but not that

sinking, that melting, that languor, which is

the characteristical effect of the beautiful as it

regards every sense. The passion excited by

beauty is in fact nearer to a species of a melan-

choly, than to jollity and mirth. I do not here

mean to confine music to any one species of

notes, or tones, neither is it an art ,in which I

can say I have any great skill. My sole design

in this remark is, to settle a consistent idea of

beauty. The infinite variety of the affections

of the soul wjll suggest to a good head, and

skilful ear, a variety of such sounds as are

fitted to raise them. It can be no prejudice to

^
* I ne'er am merry, when I hear sweet music.”

ShakspbaRE.
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this, to clear and distinguish some few particu-
lars, that belong to the same class, and are con-
sistent with each other, from the immense crowd
of different, and sometimes contradictory ideas,

that rank vulgarly under the standard ofbeauty.
And of these it is my intention to mark such
only of the leading points as show the con-
formity of the sense of hearing, with all the
other senses in the article of their pleasures. .

SECTION XXVI.

TASTE AND SMELL.

THIS general agreement of the senses is yet
more evident on minutely considering tho^e
of taste and smell.. We metaphorically apply
the idea of sweetness to sights and sounds;
but as the qualities of bodies by which they are

fitted to excite either pleasure or pain in these

senses, are not so obvious as they are in the

others, we shall refer an explanation of their

analogy, which is a very close one, to that part,

wherein we come to consider the common effi-

(?ient cause of beauty, as it regards all the

senses. I do not think anything better fitted

to establish a clear and settled idea of visual

beauty, than this way of examining the similar

pleasures of other senses
;

for one part is some-
times clear in one of the senses, that is more
obscure in another; and where there is a clear

VOL. r. s
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concurrence of all, we may with more cer-

tainty speak of any of them. By this means,

they bear witness to each other
;
nature is, as

it were, scrutinized ; and we report nothing of

her but what we receive from her own infor-

mation.

SECTION XXVII.

THE SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL COMPARED.

ON closing this general view of beauty, it na-

turally occurs, that we should compare it with

the sublime; and in this comparison there

appears a remarkable contrast. For sublime

objects are vast in their dimensions, beautiful

ones comparatively small : beauty should be

smooth and polished
;

the great, rugged and

negligent; beauty should shun the right line, yet

deviate from it insensibly; the great in many

cases loves the right line
;
and when it deviates,

it often makes a strong deviation : beauty should

not be obscure
;
the great ought to be dark and

gloomy
;
beauty should be light and delicate

;

the great ought to be solid, and even massive.

They are indeed ideas of a very different nature,

one being founded on pain, the other on plea-

sure
; and however they may vary afterwards

from the direct nature of their causes, yet these

causes keep up an eternal distinction between

them, a distinction never to be forgotten by any
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whose business it is to affect the passions. In
the infinite variety of natural combinations, we
must expect to find the qualities of things the
most remote imaginable from each other, united
in the same object. We must expect also to

find combinations of the same kind in the works
of art. But when we consider the power of an
object upon our passions, we must know that
when anything is intended to affect the mind
by the force of some predominant property, the
affection produced is like to be the more uni-

form and perfect, if all the other properties or

qualities of the object be of the same nature,

and tending to the same design as the prin-

cipal :

If black and white blend, soften, and unite

A thousand ways, are there no black and white ?

If the qualities of the sublime and beautiful

are sometimes found united, does this prove

that they are the same
; does it prove that they

are any way allied ; does it prove even that

they are not opposite and contradictory ? Black

and white may soften, may blend
;
but they

are not therefore the same. Nor, when they

are so softened and blended with each other,

or with different colours, is the power of black

as black, or of white as white, so strong as

when each stands uniform and distinguished

END OF THE THIRD PART.





A PHILOSOPHICAL INQUIRY

INTO THE

ORIGIN OF OUR IDEAS

Of THE

SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL

PART IV.

SECTION 1.

OF THE EFFICIENT CAUSE OF THE SUBLIME

AND BEAUTIFUL.

WHEN I say, I intend to inquire into the

efficient cause of sublimity and beauty,! would

not be understood to say, that I can come to

the ultimate cause. I do not pretend that I

shall ever be able to explain, why certain affec-

tions of the body produce such a distinct

emotion of mind, and no other; or why the

body is at all affected by the mind, or the mind

by the body. A little thought will show this

to be impossible. But I conceive, if we can

discover what affections of the mind pro-

duce certain emotions of the body ;
and what
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distinct feelings and qualities of body shall

produce certain determinate passions in the

mind, and no others, I fancy a great deal will

be done
;
something not unuseful towards a

distinct knowledge of our passions, so far at

least as we have them at present under our

consideration. This is all, I believe, we can

do. If we could advance a step farther, diffi-

culties would still remain, as we should be

still equally distant from the first cause. When

Newton first discovered the property of attrac-

tion, and settled its laws, he found it served

very well to explain several of the most re-

markable phaenomena in nature
;
but yet with

reference to the general system of things, he

could consider attraction but as an effect,

whose cause at that time he did not attempt

to trace. But when he afterwards began to

account for it by a subtile elastic aether,

this great man (if in so great a man it be not

impious to discover anything like a blemish)

seemed to have quitted his’ usual cautious

manner of philosophising; since, perhaps,

allowing all that has been advanced on this

subject to be sufficiently proved, I think it

leaves us with as many difficulties as it found

us. That great chain of causes, which links

one to another, even to the throne of God

himself, can never be unravelled by any in-

dustry of ours. When we go but one step
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beyond the immediately sensible qualities of

things, we go out of our depth. All we do

after is but a faint struggle, that shows we are

in an element which does not belong to us. So

that when I speak of cause, and efficient cause,

I only mean certain affections of the mind, that

cause certain changes in the body
; or certain

powers and properties in bodies, that work a

change in the mind. As if I were to explain

the motion of a body falling to the ground,

I would say it was caused by gravity
;
and I

would endeavour to show after what manner

this power operated, without attempting to

show why it operated in this manner : or if

I were to explain the effects of bodies striking

one another by the common laws of percussion,

I should not endeavour to explain how motion

itself is communicated.

,

SECTION II.

ASSOCIATION.

IT is no small bar in the way of our inquiry

into the cause of our passions, that the occa-

sion of many of them are given, and that their

governing motions are communicated at a time

when we have not capacity to reflect on them

;

at a time of which all sort of memory is worn

out of our minds. For besides such things

as afiect us in various manners, a^ccording to
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their natural powers, there are associations

made at that early season, which we find it

very hard afterwards to distinguish from natural

effects. Not to mention the unaccountable

antipathies which we find in many persons, we

all find it impossible to remember when a steep

became more terrible than a plain
;
or fire or

water more terrible than a clod of earth;

though all these are very probably either con-

clusions from experience, or arising from the

premonitions of others
; and some of them im-

pressed, in all likelihood, pretty late. But as

it must be allowed that many things affect us

after a certain manner, not by any natural

powers they have for that purpose, but by

association; so it would be absurd, on the

other hand, to say that all things affect us by

association only
;
since some things must have

been originally and naturally agreeable or dis-

agreeable, from which the others derive their

associated powers
;
and it would be, I fancy,

to little purpose to look for the cause of our

passions in association, until we fail of it in

the natural properties of things.

SECTION III

CAUSE OF PAIN AND FEAR.

I HAVE before observed* that whatever is

qualified to cause terror, is a foundation capa-

• Part i. sect. 8.
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ble of the sublime
;
to which I add, that not

only these, but many things from which we
cannot probably apprehend any danger, have a

similar effect, because they operate in a similar

manner. I observed too, that * whatever pro-

duces pleasure, positive and original pleasure,

is fit to have beauty ingrafted on it. There-

fore, to clear up the nature of these qualities,

it may be necessary to explain the nature of

pain and pleasure on which they depend. A
man who suffers under violent bodily pain

(I suppose the most violent, because the effect

may be the more obvious); I say, a man in

great pain, has his teeth set, his eye-brows are

violently contracted, his forehead is wrinkled,

his eyes are dragged inwards, and rolled with

great vehemence, his hair stands an ^end, the

voice is forced out in short shrieks and groans,

and the whole fabric totters. Fear or terror,

which is an apprehension of pain or death,

exhibits exactly the same effects, approaching

in violence to those just mentioned, in propor-

tion to the nearness of the cause, and the weak-

ness of the subject. This is not only so in the

human species; but I have more than once

observed in dogs, under an apprehension of

punishment, that they have writhed their

bodies, and yelped, and howled, as if they had

actually felt the blows. From hence I con-

* Part i. sect. 10.
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elude, that pain and fear act upon the same

parts of the body, and in the same manner,

though somewhat differing in degree: that pain

and fear consist in an unnatural tension of the

nerves; that this is sometimes accompanied

with an unnatural strength, which sometimes

suddenly changes into an extraordinary weak-

ness; that these effects often come on alter-

nately, and are sometimes mixed with each

other. This is the nature of all convulsive

agitations, especially in weaker subjects, which

are the most liable to the severest impressions

of pain and fear. The only difference between

pain and terror is, that things which cause pain

operate on the mind, by the intervention of the

body
;
whereas things that cause terror, gene-

rally affect the bodily organs by the operation of

the mind suggesting the danger
;
but both

agreeing, either primarily, or secondarily, in pro-

ducing a tension, contraction, or violent emo-

tion of the nerves*, they agree likewise in

everything else. For it appears very clearly

to me, from this, as well as from many other

examples, that when the body is disposed by

* I do not here enter into the question debated among

physiologists, whether pain be the effect of a contraction,

or a tension of the nerves. Either will serve my purpose;

for by tens’ on, I mean no more than a violent pulling of the

fibres, which compose any muscle or membrane, in whatever

way this is done.
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any means whatsoever, to such emotions as it

would acquire by the means of a certain
passion

,
it will of itself excite something very

like that passion in the mind.

SECTION IV.

CONTINUED.

TO this purpose Mr. Spon, in his Recherches
d’Antiquit^, gives us a curious story of the

celebrated physiognomist Campanella. This
man, it seems, had not only made very accu-

rate observations on human faces, but was very

expert in mimicking such as were any way
remarkable. When he had a mind to penetrate

into the inclinations of those he had to deal

with, he composed his face, his gesture, and

his whole body, as nearly as he could into the

exact similitude of the person he intended to

examine
;
and then carefully observedwhat turn

of mind he seemed to acquire by this change.

So that (says my author) he was able to enter

into the dispositions and thoughts of people as

effectually as if he had been changed into the

very men. I have often observed, that on

mimicking the looks and gestures of angry, or

placid, or frighted, or daring men, I have invo-

luntarily found my mind turned to that passion,

whose appearance I endeavoured to imitate;

nay, I am convinced it is hard to avoid it.
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though one strove to separate the passion from

its correspondent gestures. Our minds and

bodies are so closely and intimately connected,

that one is incapable of pain or pleasure with-

out the other. Campanella, of whom we have

been speaking, could so abstract his attention

from any sufferings of his body, that he was

able to endure the rack itself without much

pain ;
and in lesser pains everybody must have

observed, that when we can employ our atten-

tion on anything else, the pain has been for a

time suspended : on the other hand, if by any

means the body is indisposed to perform such

gestures, or to be stimulated into such emotions

as any passion usually produces in it, that pas-

sion itself never can arise, though its cause

should be never so strongly in action
;
though

it should be merely mental, and immediately

affecting none of the senses. As an opiate, or

spirituous liquors, shall suspend the operation

of grief, or fear, or anger, in spite of all our

efforts to the contrary ;
and this by inducing in

the body a disposition contrary to that which

it receives from these passions.

SECTION V.

HOW THE SUBLIME IS PRODUCED.

HAVING considered terror as producing an

unnatural tension and certain violent emotions
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of the nerves
;

it easily follows, from what we
have just said, that whatever is fitted to pro-

duce such a tension must be productive of a

passion similar to terror,* and consequently

must be a source of the sublime, though it

should have no idea of danger connected with

it. So that little remains towards showing the

cause of the sublime, but to show that the

instances we have given of it in the second part

relate to such things, as are fitted by nature to

produce this sort of tension, either by the pri-

mary operation of the mind or the body. With

regard to such things as affect by the associated

idea of danger, there can be no doubt but that

they produce terror, and act by some modifi-

cation of that passion; and that terror, when

suflSciently violent, raises the emotions of the

body Just mentioned, can as little be doubted.

But if the sublime is built on terror, or some

passion like it, which has pain for its object,

it is previously proper to inquire how any

species of delight can be derived from a cause

so apparently contrary to it. I say, delight,

because, as I have often remarked, it is very

evidently different in its cause, and in its own

nature, from actual and positive pleasure.

* Part il sect. 2.
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SECTION VI.

HOW PAIN CAN BE A CAUSE OF DELIGHT.

PROVIDENCE has so ordered it, that a state

of rest and inaction, however it may flatter our

indolence, should be productive of many incon-

veniencies
;
that it should generate such disor-

ders, as may force us to have recourse to some

labour, as a thing absolutely requisite to make

us pass our lives with tolerable satisfaction

;

for the nature of rest is to suffer all the parts of

our bodies to fall into a relaxation, that not

only disables the members from performing

their functions, but takes away the vigorous

tone of fibre which is requisite for carrying on

the natural and necessary secretions. At the

same time, that in this languid inactive state,

the nerves are more liable to the most horrid

convulsions, than when they are sufficiently

braced and strengthened. Melancholy, dejec-

tion, despair, and often self-murder, is the con-

sequence of the gloomy view we take of things

in this relaxed state of body. The best reinedy

for all these evils is exercise or labour; and

labour is a surmounting of difficulties, an exer-

tion of the contracting power of the muscles

;

and as such resembles pain, which consists in

tension or contraction, in everything but de-

gree. Labour is not only requisite to preserve
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the coarser organs in a state fit for their func-
tions ; but it is equally necessary to these finer
and more delicate organs, on which, and by
which, the imagination, and perhaps the other
mental powers, act. Since it is probable, that
not only the inferior parts of the soul, as the
passions are called, but the understanding itself,

makes use of some fine corporeal instruments
in its operation

; though what they are, and
where they are, may be somewhat hard to

settle : but that it does make use of such, ap-
pears from hence; that a long exercise of the
mental powers induces a remarkable lassitude

of the whole body; and on the other hand,
that great bodily labour, or pain, weakens and
sometimes actually destroys, the mental facul-

ties. Now, as a due exercise is essential to the

coarse muscular parts of the constitution, and
that without this rousing they would become
languid and diseased, the very same rule holds

with regard to those finer parts we have men-
tioned; to have them in proper order, they

must be shaken and worked to a proper degree.

SECTION VII.

EXERCISE NECESSARY FOR THE FINER ORGANS.

AS common labour, which is a mode of pain,

is the exercise of the grosser, a mode of terror

is the exercise of the finer parts of the system;
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and if a certain mode of pain be of such a na-

ture as to act upon the eye or the ear, as they

are the most delicate organs, the affection ap-

proaches more nearly to that which has a men-

tal cause. In all these cases, if the pain and

terror are so modified as not to be actually
‘

noxious
;

if the pain is not carried to violence,

and the terror is not conversant about the pre-

sent destruction of the person, as these emo-

tions clear the parts, whether fine or gross, of

a dangerous and troublesome incumbrance,

they are capable of producing delight; not

pleasure, but a sort of delightful horror, a sort

of tranquillity tinged with terror
;
which, as it

belongs to self-preservation, is one of the

strongest of all the passions. Its object is the

sublime*. Its highest degree I call astonish-

ment; the subordinate degrees are awe, reve-

rence, and respect, which, by the very etymo-

logy of the words, show from what source they

are derived, and how they stand distinguished

from positive pleasure.

SECTION VIII.

WHY THINGS NOT DANGEROUS PRODUCE A

PASSION LIKE TERROR.

tA MODE of terror or pain is always the cause

of the sublime. For terror, or associated dan-

• Part ii. sect. 2. t Part i. sect. 7. Part ii. sect 2.
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ger, the foregoing explication is, I believe,

sufficient. It will require something more

trouble to show, that such examples as I have

given of the sublime in the second part, are

capable of producing a mode of pain, and of

being thus allied to terror, and to be accounted

for on the same principles. And first of such

objects as are great in their dimensions. I speak

of visual objects.

SECTION IX.

WHY VISUAL OBJECTS OF GREAT DIMENSIONS

ARE SUBLIME.

VISION is performed by having a picture

formed by the rays of light which are reflected

from the object painted in one piece, instan-

taneously, on the retina, or last nervous part of

the eye. Or, according to others, there is but

one point of any object painted on the eye in

such a manner as to be perceived at once
;
but

by moving the eye, we gather up with great

celerity, the several parts of the object, so as

to form one uniform piece. If the former

opinion be allowed, it will be considered, *that

though all the light reflected from a large body

should strike the eye in one instant
;
yet we

must suppose that the body itself is formed of

^ vast number of distinct points, every one of

Part n. sect 7*

TVOL. I.
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which, or the ray from every one, makes an

impression on the retina. So that, though the

image of one point should cause but a small

tension of this membrane, another, and another,

and another stroke, must in their progress cause

a very great one, until it arrives at last to the

highest degree
;
and the whole capacity of the

eye, vibrating in all its parts, must approach

near to the nature of what causes pain, and

consequently must produce an.idea of the sub-

lime. Again, if we take it, that one point only

of an object is distinguishable at once; the

matter will amount nearly to the same thing,

or rather it will make the origin of the sublime

from greatness of dimension yet clearer. For

if bujt one point is observed at once, the eye

must traverse the vast space of such bodies

with great quickness, and consequently the

fine nerves and muscles destined to the motion

of that part must be very much strained
;
and

their great sensibility must make them highly

affected by this straining. Besides, it signifies

just nothing to the effect produced, whether a

body has its parts connected, and makes its

impression at once; or, making but one im-

pression of a point at a time, it causes a suc-

cession of the same or others so quickly as to

make them seem united
;

as is evident from

the common effect of whirling about a lighted

torch or piece of wood ; which, if done with

celerity, seems a circle of fire.
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SECTION X.

UNITY, WHY REQUISITE TO VASTNESS.

IT may be objected to this theory, that the eye

generally receives an equal number of rays at

all times, and that therefore a great object can-

not affect it by the number of rays, more than

that variety of objects which the eye must

always discern whilst it remains open. But to

this I answer, that admitting an equal number

of rays, or an equal quantity of luminous parti-

cles, to strike the eye at all times, yet if these

rays frequently vary their nature, now to blue,

now to red, and so on, or their maamer of ter-

mination, as to a number of petty squares,

triangles, or the like, at every change, whether

of colour or shape, the organ has a sort of relax-

ation or rest
;
but this relaxation and labour so

often interrupted, is by no means productive of

ease
;
neither has it the effect of vigorous and

uniform labour. Whoever has remarked the

different effects of some strong exercise, and

some little piddling action, will understandwhy

a teasing fretful employment, which at once

wearies and weakens the body, should have

nothing great
;
these sorts of impulses, which

are rather teasing than painful, by continually

and suddenly altering their tenor and direction,

prevent that full tension, that species of uni-
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form labour, which is allied to strong pain, and

causes the sublime. The sum total of things

of various kinds, though it should equal the

number of the uniform parts composing some

one entire object, is not equal in its effect upon

the organs of our bodies. Besides the one

already assigned, there is another very strong

reason for the difference. The mind in reality

hardly ever can attend diligently to more than

one thing at a time
;

if this thing be little, the

effect is little, and a number of other little ob-

jects cannot engage the attention
;
the mind is

bounded by the bounds of the object
;
and what

is not attended to, and what does not exist, are

much the same in the effect ;
but the eye or the

mind (for in this case there is no difference) in

great uniform objects does not readily arrive at

their bounds
;

it has not rest whilst it contem

plates them
;
the image is much the same every-

where. So that every thing great by its quan-

tity must necessarily be one, simple and entire.

SECTION XI.

THE ARTIFICIAL INFINITE.

WE have observed, that a species of greatness

arises from the artificial infinite; and that this

infinite consists in an uniform succession of

great parts: we observed too, that the same

uniform succession had a like power in sounds.
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But because the effects of many things are

clearer in one of the senses than in another, and

that all the senses bear an analogy to, and illus-

trate one another, I shall begin with this power
in sounds, as the cause of the sublimity from

succession is rather more obvious in the sense

of hearing. And I shall here once for all ob-

serve, that an investigation of the natural and

mechanical causes of our passions, besides the

curiosity of the subject, gives, if they are dis-

covered, a double strength and lustre to any

rules we deliver on such matters. When the

ear receives any simple sound, it is struck by a

single pulse of the air, which makes the ear-

drum and the other membranous parts vibrate

according to the natureand species of the stroke.

If the stroke be strong, the organ of hearing

suffers a considerable degree of tension. Ifthe

stroke be repeated pretty soon after, the repeti-

tion causes an expectation of another stroke.

And it must be observed, that expectation itself

causes a tension. This is apparent in many

animals, who, when they prepare for hearing

any sound, rouse themselves, and prick up their

ears : so that here the effect of the sounds is

considerably augmented by a new auxiliary,

the expectation. But though after a number

of strokes, we expect still more, not being able

to ascertain the exacttime of their arrival, when

they arrive, they produce a sort of surprise.
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which increases this tension yet further. For

I have observed, that when at any time I have

waited very earnestly for some sound that re-

turned at intervals (as the successive firing of

cannon), though I fully expected the return of

the sound, when it came it always made me

start a little; the ear-drum suffered a convul-

sion, and the whole body consented with it.

The tension of the part thus increasing at every

blow, by the united forces of the stroke itself,

the expectation, and the surprise, it is worked

up to such a pitch as to be capable of the sub-

lime; it is brought just to the verge of pain.

Even when the cause has ceased, the organs of

hearing being often successively struck in a

similar manner, continue to vibrate in that

manner for some time longer; this is an addi-

tional helj) to the greatness of the effect.

SECTION XU.

rilE VIBRATIONS MUST BE SIMILAR.

BUT if the vibration be not similar at every

impression, it can never be carried beyond the

number of actual impressions
;

for, move any

body as a pendulum, in one way, and it will

continue to oscillate in an arch of the same cir-

cle, until the known causes make it rest
;
but

if after first putting it in motion in one direc-

tion, you })ush it into another, it can never reas-
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sumc the first direction
;
because it can never

move itself, and consequently it can have but the

ertcct of that last motion
;
whereas, if in the

same direction you act upon it several times,

it will describe a greater arch, and move a

longer time.

SECTION XTJl.

THE EFFECT OF SUCCESSION IN VlSUAl. OBJECTS,

EXPLAINED.

IF we can comprehend clearly how things ope-

rate upon one of our senses, there can be very

little dilficulty in conceiving in wliat manner

they affect the rest. To say a great deal there-

fore upon the corresponding affections of every

sense, would tend rather to fatigue us by an

Hiseless repetition, than to throw any new light

ii|)oii the subject, by that ample and diffuse

manner of treating it
;
but as in this discourse

we chiefly attach ourselves to the sulilimc, as

it affects the eye, we shall consider particularly

why a successive disposition of uniform parts

in the same right line should be sublime^, and

upon what principle this disposition is enabled

to make a comparatively small quantity of

matter produce a grander effect, than a much

larger quantity disposed in another mannei.

To avoid the perplexity of general notions;

* Part ii. sect. x.
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let US set before our eyes a colonnade of uni-

form pillars planted in a right line
;

let us take

our stand in such a manner, that the eye may
shoot along this colonnade, for it has its best

effect in this view. In our present situation it

is plain, that the rays from the first round

pillar will cause in the eye a vibration of that

species
;
an image of the pillar itself. The

pillar immediately succeeding increases it;

that which follows renews and enforces the

impression; each in its order, as it succeeds,

repeats impulse after impulse, and stroke after

stroke, until the eye, long exercised in one

particular way, cannot lose that object imme-

diately; and being violently roused by this

continued agitation, it presents the mind with

a grand or sublime conception. But instead

of viewing a rank of uniform pillars, let u?

suppose, that they succeed each other, a round

and a square one alternately. In this case, the

vibration caused by the first round pillar

perishes as soon as it is formed
;
and one of

quite another sort (the square) directly occu-

pies its place; which, however, it resigns as

quickly to the round one : and thus the eye

proceeds, alternately, taking up one image,

and laying down another, as long as the build-

ing continues. From whence it is obvious,

that at the last pillar, the impression is as far

from continuing as it was at the very first

;
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because, in fact, the sensory can receive no dis-

tinct impression but from the last
; and it can

never of itself resume a dissimilar impression

;

besides, every variation of the object is a rest

and relaxation to the organs of sight; and

these reliefs prevent that powerful emotion so

necessary to produce the sublime. To pro-

duce, therefore, a perfect grandeur in such

things as we have been mentioning, there

should be a perfect simplicity, an absolute

uniformity in disposition, shape, and colouring.

Upon this principle of succession and uni-

formity ,it may be asked, why a long bare wall

should not be a more sublime object than a

colonnade; since the succession is no way

interrupted; since the eye meets no check;

since nothing more uniform can be conceived ?

A long bare wall is certainly not so grand an

object as a colonnade of the same length and

height. It is not altogether dfficult to account

for this difference. When we look at a naked

wall, from the evenness of the object, the eye

runs along its whole space, and arrives quickly

at its termination
;

the eye meets nothing

which may interrupt its progress; but then it

meets nothing which may detain it a proper

time to produce a very great and lasting effect.

The view of a bare wall, if it be of a great

fieight and length, is undoubtedly grand : but

this is only one idea, and not a repetition of
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umilar ideas; it is therefore great, not so much
upon the principle of infinity, as upon that of

vastness. But we are not so powerfully affected

with any one impulse, unless it be one of a

prodigious force indeed, as we are with a

succession of similar impulses; because the

nerves of the sensory do not (if I may use the

expression) acquire a habit of repeating the

same feeling in such a manner as to continue it

longer than its cause is in action
;

besides, 'all

the effects which I have attributed to expecta-

tion and surprise in Sect. ii. can have no place

in a bare wall.

SECTION XiV.

locke’s opinion concerning darkness,

CONSIDERED.

IT is Mr. Locke’s opinion, that darkness is not

naturally an idea of terror
;
and that though

an excessive light is painful to the sense, that

the greatest excess of darkness is no ways

troublesome. He observes indeed in another

place, that a nurse or an old woman having

once associated the ideas of ghosts and goblins

with that of darkness, night ever after becomes

painful and horrible to the imagination. The

authority of this great man is doubtless as

great as that of any man can be, and it seems

to stand in the way of our general princip?3y 't

Part il sect iii.
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We have considered darkness as a cause of the

sublime; and we have all along considered the

sublime as depending on some modification of

pain or terror : so that, if darkness be no way

painful or terrible to any, who have not had

their minds early tainted with superstitions, it

can be no source of the sublime to them. But,

with all deference to such an authority, it

seems to me, that an association of a more

general nature, an association which takes in

all mankind, may make darkness terrible
;

for,

in utter darkness, it is impossible to know in

what degree of safety we stand
;
we are igno-

rant of the objects that surround us; we may

every moment strike against some dangerous

obstruction; we may fall down a precipice

the first step we take; and if an enemy

approach, we know not in what qua^r to

defend ourselves; in such a case strength is

no sure protection; wisdom can only act by

guess
;
the boldest are staggered, and he who

would pray for nothing else towards his defence

is forced to pray for light.

Zcy 9raT£f, a^^a cry ^u<rai m yit^of viag A^uv'

TLoiy\(j-ov S* aiS^vVf Sof 8’ opBaXiAoicnv

Ev ^asi ttai o^cmv.—

As to the association of ghosts and goblins

;

surely it is more natural to think, that darkness,

being originally an idea of terror, was chosen
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as a fit scene for such terrible representations,

than that such representations have made

darkness terrible. The mind of man very

easily slides into an error of the former sort

;

but it is very hard to imagine, that the effect

of an idea so universally terrible in all times,

and in all countries, as darkness, could possibly

have been owing to a set of idle 'stories, or to

any cause of a nature so trivial, and of an

operation so precarious.

SECTION XV.

DARKNESS TERRIBLE IN ITS OWN NATURE.

PERHAPS it may appear on inquiry, that

blackness and darkness are in some degree

painful by their natural operation, independent

of aiTy associations whatsoever. I must ob-

serve, that the ideas of darkness and blackness

are much the same ;
and they differ only in this,

that blackness is a more confined idea. Mr.

Cheselden has given us a very curious story of

a boy, who had been born blind, and continued

so until he was thirteen or fourteen years old;

he was then couched for a cataract, by which

operation he received his sight. Among many

remarkable particulars that attended his first

perceptions and judgments on visual objects,

Cheselden tells us, that the first time the boy

saw a black object, it gave him great uneasi-
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ness ;
and that some time after, upon acciden-

tally seeing a negro woman, he was struck with

great horror at the sight. The horrer, in this

case, can scarcely be supposed to arise from any

association. The boy appears by the account

to have been particularly observing and sensi-

ble for one of his age
; and therefore it is pro-

bable, if the great uneasiness he felt at the first

sight of black had arisen from its connexion

with any other disagreeable ideas, he would

have observed and mentioned it. For an idea,

disagreeable only by association, has the cause

of its ill effect on the passions evident enough

at the first impression
;

in ordinary cases, it is

indeed frequently lost
;
but this is because the

original association was made very early, and

the consequent impression repeated often. In

our instance, there was no time for such a

habit
;
and there is no reason to think that the

ill effects of black on his imagination were more

owing to its connexion with any disagreeable

ideas, than that the good effects of more cheer-

ful colours were derived from their connexion

with pleasing ones. They had both probably

their effects from their natural operation.

SECTION XVI.

WHY DARKNESS IS TERRIBLE.

IT may be worth while to examine how dark-

ness can operate in such a manner as to cause
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pain. It is observable, that still as we recede

from the light, nature has so contrived it, that

the pupil *is enlarged by the retiring of the iris,

in proportion to our recess. Now, instead of

declining from it but a little, suppose that we
withdraw entirely from the light

;
it is reason-

able to think, that the contraction of the radial

fibres of the iris is proportionably greater
; and

that this part may by great darkness come to

be so contracted, as to strain the nerves that

compose it beyond their natural tone; and by

this means to produce a painful sensation. Such

a tension it seems there certainly is, whilst we

are involved in darkness
;

for in such a state,

whilst the eye remains open, there is a continual

nisus to receive light
;
this is manifest from the

flashes and luminous appearances which often

seem in these circumstances to play before it

;

and which can be nothing but the effect of

spasms, produced by its own efforts in pursuit

of its object; several other strong impulses will

produce the idea of light in the eye, besides

the substance of light itself, as we experience

on many occasions. Some who allow darkness

to be a cause of the sublime, would infer, from

the dilatation of the pupil, that a relaxation may

be productive of the sublime, as well as a con-

vulsion : but they do not I believe consider that

although the circular ring of the iris be in

some sense a sphincter, which may possibly
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be dilated by a simple relaxation, yet in one

respect it differs from most of the other sphinc-

ters of the body, that it is furnished with

antagonist muscles, which are the radial fibres

of the iris : no sooner does the circular muscle

begin to relax, than these fibres, wanting their

counterpoise, are forcibly drawn back, and

open the pupil to a considerable wideness.

But though we were not apprized of this, I be-

lieve any one will find, if he opens his eyes and

makes an effort to see in a dark place, that a

very perceivable pain ensues. And I have

heard some ladies remark, that after having

worked a long time upon a ground of black,

their eyes were so pained and weakened, they

could hardly see. It may perhaps be objected to

this theory of the mechanical effect of darkness,

that the ill effects ofdarkness or blackness seems

rather mental than corporeal ;
and I own it is

true, that they do so ;
and so do all those that

depend on the affections of the finer parts of

our system. The ill effects of bad weather ap-

pear often no otherwise, than in a melancholy

and dejection of spirits; though, without doubt,

in this case, the bodily organs suffer first, and

the mind, through these organs.
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SECTION XVII.

THE EFFECTS OF BLACKNESS.

BLACKNESS is but a partial darkness; and

therefore it derives some of its powers from

being mixed and surrounded with coloured

bodies. In its own nature, it cannot be consi-

dered as a colour. Black bodies, reflecting

none, or but a few rays, with regard to sight,

are but as so many vacant spaces dispersed

among the objects we view. When the eye

lights on one of these vacuities, after having

been kept in some degree of tension by the

play of the adjacent colours upon it, it suddenly

falls into a relaxation
;

out of which it as sud-

denly recovers by a convulsive spring. To

illustrate this : let us consider, that when we

intend to Sit on a chair, and find it much lower

than we expected, the shock is very violent

;

much more violent than could be thought from

so slight a fall as the difference between one

chair and another can possibly make. If, after

descending a flight of stairs, we attempt inad-

vertently to take another step in the manner of

the former ones, the shock is extremely rude

and disagreeable
;
and by no art can we cause

such a shock by the same means when we ex-

pect and prepare for it. When I say that this

is owing to having the change made contrary
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to expectation; I do not mean solely, when
the mind expects. I mean likewise, that when
any organ of sense is for some time affected in

some one manner, if it be suddenly affected

otherwise, there ensues a convulsive motion;

such a convulsion as is caused when anything

happens against the expectance of the mind.

And though it may appear strange that such a

change as produces a relaxation, should imme-

diately produce a sudden convulsion
;

it is yet

most certainly so, and so in all the senses.

Every one knows that sleep is a relaxation;

and that silence, where nothing keeps the

organs of hearing in action, is in general fittest

to bring on this relaxation
:
yet when a sort of

murmuring sounds dispose a man to sleep, let

these sounds cease suddenly, and the person

immediately awakes; that is, the parts are

braced up suddenly, and he awakes. This I

have often experienced myself, and I have

heard the same from observing persons. In

like manner, if a person in broad daylight were

falling asleep, to introduce a sudden darkness,

would prevent his sleep for that time, though

silence and darkness in themselves, and not

suddenly introduced, are very favoumble to it.

This I knew only by conjecture on the analogy

of the senses when I first digested these obser-

vations
;
but I have since experienced it.

And I have often experienced, and so have

VOL. I. u
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a thousand others, that on the first inclining

towards sleep, we have been suddenly awak-

ened with a most violent start
;
and that this

start was generally preceded by a sort of dream

of our falling down a precipice : whence does

this strange motion arise, but from the too

sudden relaxation of the body, which by some

mechanism in nature restores itself by as quick

and vigorous an exertion of the contracting

power of the muscles? The dream itself is

caused by this relaxation
;
and it is of too uni-

form a nature to be attributed to any other

cause. The ])arts relax too suddenly, which

is in the nature of hilling
;
and this accident of

the body induces this image in the mind.

When we are in a confirmed state of health

and vigour, as all changes are then less sudden,

and less on the extreme, we can seldom com-

plain of this disagreeable sensation.

SECTION XVIIl.

THE EFFECTS OF BLACKNESS MODERATED.

THOUGH the effects of black be painful

originally, we must not think they always

continue so. Custom reconciles us to every-

thing. After we have been used to the sight ot

black objects, the terror abates, and the

smoothness and glossiness, or some agreeable

accident of bodies so coloured, softens in some
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measure the horror and sternness of their originn 1

nature
^
y^t the nature of the original impres-

sion still continues. Black will always have
something melancholy in it, because the sen-

sory will always find the change to it from
other colours too violent

; or if it occupy the

whole compass of the sight, it will then be
darkness

;
and what was said of darkness will

be applicable here. 1 do not purpose to go

into all that might be said to illustrate this

theory of the effects of light and darkness;

neither will I examine all the different effects

produced by the various modifications and

mixtures of these two causes. If the fore-

going observations have any foundation in

nature, I conceive them very sufficient to

account for all the phenomena that can arise

from all the combinations of black with other

colours. To enter into every particular, or to

answer every objection, would be an endless

labour. We have only followed the most

leading' roads ; and we shall observe the same

conduct in our inquiry into the cause of

beauty.

SECTION XIX.

THE PHYSICAL CAUSE OF LOVE.

WHEN we have before us such objects as

excite love and complacency; the body is

O ‘2
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affected, so far as I could observe, much in the

following manner : the head reclines something

on one side
;
the eye-lids are more closed than

usual, and the eyes roll gently with an inclina-

tion to the object
;
the mouth is a little opened,

and the breath drawn slowly, with now and

then a low sigh
;
the whole body is composed,

and the hands fall idly to the sides. All this

is accompanied with an inward sense of melting

and languor. These appearances are always

proportioned to the degree of beauty in the

object, and of sensibility in the observer.

And this gradation from the highest pitch of

beauty and sensibility, even to the lowest

of mediocrity and indifference, and their cor-

respondent effects, ought to be kept in view,

else this description will seem exaggerated,

which it certainly is not. But from this de-

scription it is almost impossible not to conclude,

that beauty acts by relaxing the solids of the

whole system. There are all the appearances

of such a relaxation
;
and a relaxation somewhat

below the natural tone seems to me to be the

cause of all positive pleasure. Who is a

stranger to that manner of expression so com-

mon in all times and in all countries, of being

softened, relaxed, enervated, dissolved, melted

away by pleasure? The universal voice of

mankind, faithful to their feelings, concurs in

affirming this uniform and general effect : and
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although some odd and particular instance may

perhaps be found, wherein there appears a

considerable degree of positive pleasure, with-

out all the characters of relaxation, we must

not therefore reject the conclusion we had

drawn from a concurrence of many experi-

ments ;
but we must still retain it, subjoining

the exceptions which may occur according to

the judicious rule laid down by Sir Isaac

Newton in the third book of his Optics. Our

position will, I conceive, appear confirmed

beyond any reasonable doubt, if we can show

that such things as we have already observed

to be the genuine constituents of beauty, have

each of them, separately taken, a natural

tendency to relax the fibres. And if it must

be allowed us, that the appearance of the

human body, when all these constituents are

united together before the sensory, further

favours this opinion, we may venture, I believe,

to conclude, that the passion called love is pro-

duced by this relaxation. By the same method

of reasoning which we have used in the inquiry

into the causes of the sublime, we may like-

wise. conclude, that, as a beautiful object pre-

sented to the sense, by causing a relaxation m

the body, produces the passion of love in the

mind; so if by any means the passion should

first have its origin in the mind, a relaxation

of the outward organs will as certainly ensue

in a degree proportioned to the cause.
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SECTION XX.

WHY SMOOTHNESS IS BEAUTIFUL.

IT is to explain the true cause of visual beauty,

that I call in the assistance of the other senses.

If it appears that smoothness is a principal

cause of pleasure to the touch, taste, smell,

and hearing, it will be easily admitted a con-

stituent of visual beauty; especially as we
have before shown, that this quality is found

almost without exception in all bodies that are

by general consent held beautiful. There can

be no doubt that bodies which are rough and

angular, rouse and vellicate the organs of feel-

ing, causing a sense of pain, which consists in

the violent tension or contraction of the mus-

cular fibres. On the contrary, the applica-

tion of smooth bodies relaxes
;
gentle stroking

with a smooth hand allays violent pains and

cramps, and relaxes the suffering parts from

their unnatural tension; and it has therefore

very often no mean effect in removing swellings

and obstructions. The sense of feeling is highly

gratified with smooth bodies. A bed smoothly

laid, and soft, that is, where the resistance is

everyway inconsiderable, is a great luxury,

disposing to an universal relaxation, and in-

ducing beyond anything else, that species of it

called sleep.
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SECTION XXI.

SWEETNESS, ITS NATURE.

NOR is it only in the touch, that smooth

bodies cause positive pleasure by relaxation.

In the smell and taste, we find all things agree-

able to them, and which are commonly called

sweet, to be of a smooth nature, and that

they all evidently tend to relax their respective

sensories. Let us first consider the taste.

Since it is most easy to inquire into the pro-

perty of liquids, and since all things seem to

want a fluid vehicle to make them tasted at all,

I intend rather to consider the liquid than the

solid parts of our food. The vehicles of all

tastes are water and oil. And what determines

the taste is some salt, which affects variously

according to its nature, or its manner of being

combined with other things. Water and oil,

simply considered, are capable of giving some

pleasure to the taste. Water, when simple, is

insipid, inodorous, colourless, and smooth ;
it

is found, when not cold, to be a great resolver of

spasms, and lubricator of the fibres : this power

it probably owes to its smoothness. For, as

fluidity depends, according to the most general

opinion, on the roundness, smoothness, and

weak cohesion of the component parts of any

body
;
and as water acts merely as a simple
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fluid
;

it follows, that the cause of its fluidity

is likewise the cause of its relaxing quality

;

namely, the smoothness and slippery texture of

its parts. The other fluid vehicle of tastes is

oil. This too, when simple, is insipid, inodor-

ous, colourless, and smooth to the touch and

taste. It is smoother than water, and in many

cases yet more relaxing. Oil is in some degree

pleasant to the eye, the touch, and the taste,

insipid as it is. Water is not so grateful;

which I do not know on what principle to

account for, other than that water is not so soft

and smooth. Suppose that to this oil or water

were added a certain quantity of a specific salt,

which had a power of putting the nervous

papillm of the tongue into a gentle vibratory

motion
; as suppose sugar dissolved in it. The

smoothness of the oil, and the vibratory power

of the salt, cause the sense we call sweetness.

In all sweet bodies, sugar, or a substance very

little different from sugar, is constantly found

;

every species of salt, examined by the micro-

scope, has its own distinct, regular, invariable

form. That of nitre is a pointed oblong ;
that

of sea-salt an exact cube ; that of sugar a per-

fect globe. If you have tried how smooth

globular bodies, as the marbles with which

boys amuse themselves, have affected the

touch when they are rolled backward and for-

ward and over one another, you will easily
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conceive how sweetness, which consists in a
salt of such nature, affects the taste

; for a
single globe, though somewhat pleasant to the

feeling, yet, by the regularity of its form, and
the somewhat too sudden deviation of its parts

from a right line, it is nothing near so pleasant

to the touch as several globes, where the hand

gently rises to one and falls to another; and

this pleasure is greatly increased if the globes

are in motion, and sliding over one another;

for this soft variety prevents that weariness,

which the uniform disposition of the several

globes would otherwise produce. Thus, in

sweet liquors, the parts of the fluid vehicle,

though most probably round, are yet so minute,

as to conceal the figure of their component

parts from the nicest inquisition of the micro-

scope
;
and consequently being so excessively

minute, they have a sort of flat simplicity to

the taste, resembling the effects of plain smooth

bodies to the touch; for if a body be com-

posed of round parts excessively small, and

packed pretty closely together, the surface

will be both to the sight and touch as if it

were nearly plain and smooth. It is clear

from their unveiling their figure to the micro-

scope, that the particles of sugar are consider-

ably larger than those of water or oil, and

consequently,, that their effects from their

roundness will be more distinct and palpable
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to the nervous papilte of that nice organ, the

tongue : they will induce that sense called

sweetness, which in a weak manner we dis-

cover in oil, and in a yet weaker in water;

for, insipid as they are, water and oil are in

some degree sweet
;
and it may be observed,

that insipid things of all kinds approach more

nearly to the nature of sweetness than to that

of any other taste.

SECTION XXII.

SWEETNESS RELAXING.

IN the other senses we have remarked, that

smooth things are relaxing. Now it ought to

appear that sweet things, which are the smooth

of taste, are relaxing too. It is remarkable,

that in some languages soft and sweet have but

one name. Dou:v in French signifies soft as

well as sweet. The Latin Dulcis, and the

Italian Dolce, have in many cases the same

double signification. That sweet things are

generally relaxing, is evident
;
because all such,

especially those which are most oily, taken

frequently, or in a large quantity, very much

enfeeble the tone of the stomach. Sweet smells,

which bear a great aflSnity to sweet tastes,

relax very remaricably. The smell of flowers

disposes people to drowsiness ;
and this relax-

ing effect is further apparent from the prejudice
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which people of weak nerves receive from their

use. It were worth while to examine, whether

tastes of this kind, sweet ones, tastes that are

caused by smooth oils and a relaxing salt, are

not the originally pleasant tastes. For many,

which use has rendered such, were not at all

agreeable at first. The way to examine this is,

to try what nature has originally provided for

us, which she has undoubtedly made originally

pleasant; and to analyse this provision. Milk

is the first support of our childhood. The

component parts of this are water, oil, and a

sort of a very sweet salt, called the sugar of

milk. All these, when blended, have a great

smoothness to the taste, and a relaxing quality

to the skin. The next thing children covet is

fruit, and of fruits those principally which are

sweet ;
and every one knows that the sweet-

ness of fruit is caused by a subtile oil, and such

a salt as that mentioned in the last section.

Afterwards, custom, habit, the desire o no

velty, and a thousand other causes, confoun ,

adulterate, and change our palates, so that we

can no longer reason with any satisfaction

about them. Before we quit this article, we

must observe, that as smooth things are, as sue ,

agreeable to the taste, and are found of a relax-

ing quality; so,
ontheotherhand,thmgswhch

are found by experience to be of a streng

ing quality, and fit to brace' the fibres, a
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almost universally rough and pungent to the

taste, and in many cases rough even to the

touch. We often apply the quality of sweet-

ness, metaphorically, to visual objects. For

the better carrying on this remarkable analogy

of the senses, we may here call sweetness the

beautiful of the taste.

SECTION XXIII.

VARIATION, WHY BEAUTIFUL.

ANOTHER principal property of beautiful ob-

jects is, that the line of their parts is continually

varying its direction
;
but it varies it by a very

insensible deviation; it never varies it so

quickly as to surprise, or by the sharpness of

its angle to cause any twitching or convulsion

of the optic nerve. Nothing long continued in

the same manner, nothing very suddenly varied,

can be beautiful; because both are opposite to

that agreeable relaxation which is the charac-

teristic effect of beauty. It is thus in all the

senses. A motion in a right line, is that man-

ner of moving next to a very gentle descent, in

which we meet the least resistance
;

yet it is

not that manner of moving, which, next to a

descent, wearies us the least. Rest certainly

tends to relax
:
yet there is a species of motion

which relaxes more than rest; a gentle oscilla-

tory motion, a rising and falling. Rocking sets
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children to sleep better than absolute rest;

there is indeed scarce anything at that age,

which gives more pleasure than to be gently

lifted up and down; the manner of playing

which their nurses use with children, and the

weighing and swinging used afterwards by

themselves as a favourite amusement, evince

this very sufficiently. Most people must have

observed the sort of sense they have had, on

being swiftly drawn in an easy coach on a

smooth turf, with gradual ascents and declivi-

ties. This will give a better idea of the beau-

tiful, and point out its probable cause better,

than almost anything else. On the contrary,

when one is hurried over a rough, rocky,

broken road, the pain felt by these sudden

inequalities shows why similar sights, feelings,

and sounds, are so contrary to beauty: and

with regard to the feeling, it is exactly the

same in its effect, or very nearly the same,

whether, for instance, I move my hand along

the surface of a body of a certain shape, or

whether such a body is Tnoved along my hand.

But to bring this analogy of the senses home to

the eye : if a body presented to that sense has

such a waving surface, that the rays of light

reflected from it are in a continual insensible

deviation from the strongest to the weakest

(which is always the case in a surface gradually

unequal), it must be exactly similar in its effect
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oh the eye and touch; upon the one of which

it operates directly, on the other indirectly.

And this body will be beautiful if the lines

which compose its surface are not continued,

even so varied, in a manner that may weary or

dissipate the attention. The variation itself

must be continually varied.

SECTION XXIV.

CONCERNING SMALLNESS.

TO avoid a sameness, which may arise from

the too frequent repetition of the same reason-

ings, and of illustrations of the same nature,

I will not enter very minutely into every par-

ticular that regards beauty, as it is founded on

the disposition of its quantity, or its quantity

itself. In speaking of the magnitude of bodies

there is great uncertainty, because the ideas of

great and small are terms almost entirely rela-

tive to the species of the objects, which are

infinite. It is true, that having once fixed the

species of any object, and the dimensions com-

mon in the individuals of that species, we may
observe some that exceed, and some that faJl

short of, the ordinary standard: those which

greatly exceed, are by that excess, provided

the species itself be not very small, rather

great and terrible than beautiful; but as in the

animal world, and in a good measure in the
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vegetable world likewise, the qualities that
constitute beauty may possibly be united to
things of greater dimensions; when they are so
united, they constitute a species something
different both from the sublime and beautiful,

which I have before called Fine; but this kind',

I imagine, has not such a power on the pas-

sions, either as vast bodies have which are

endued with the correspondent qualities of the

sublime; or as the qualities of beauty have

when united in a small object. The affection

produced by large bodies adorned with the

spoils of beauty, is a tension continually re-

lieved; which approaches to the nature of

mediocrity. But if I were to say how I find

myself affected upon such occasions, I should

say, that the sublime suffers less by being

united to some of the qualities of beauty, than

beauty does by being joined to greatness of

quantity, or any other properties of the sub-

lime. There is something so over-ruling in

whatever inspires us with awe, in all things

which belong ever so remotely to terror, that

nothing else can stand in their presence. There

lie the qualities of beauty either dead and un-

operative; or at most exerted to mollify the

rigour and sternness of the terror, which is

the natural concomitant of greatness. Besides

the extraordinary great in every species, the

opposite to this, the dwarfish and diminutive.
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ought to be considered. Littleness, merely as

such, has nothing contrary to the idea of beauty.

The humming-bird, both in shape and colour-

ing, yields to none of the winged species, of

which it is the least; and perhaps his beauty

is enhanced by his smallness. But there are

animals, which, when they are extremely small,

are rarely, if ever, beautiful. There is a

dwarfish size of men and women, which is

almost constantly so gross and massive in

comparison of their height, that they present

us with a very disagreeable image. But should

a man be found not above two or three feet

high, supposing such a person to have all the

parts of his body of a delicacy suitable to such

a size, and otherwise endued with the common

qualities of other beautiful bodies, I am pretty

well convinced that a person of such a stature

might be considered as beautiful*; might be the

object of love
;
might give us very pleasing

ideas on viewing him. The only thing which

could possibly interpose to check our pleasure

is, that such creatures, however formed, are

unusual, and are often therefore considered as

something monstrous. The large and gigantic,

though very compatible with the sublime, is

contrary to the beautiful. It is impossible

to suppose a giant the object of love. When

we let our imagination loose in romance, the

ideas we naturally annex to that size are those
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of tyranny, cruelty, injustice, and everything

horrid and abominable. We paint the giant

ravaging the country, plundering the innocent

traveller, and afterwards gorged with his half-

living flesh : such are Polyphemus, Cacus, and

others, who make so great a figure in romances

and heroic poems. The event we attend to

with the greatest satisfaction is their defeat

and death. I do not remember, in all that

multitude of deaths with which the Iliad is

filled, that the fall of any man remarkable

for his great stature and strength touches us

with pity ;
nor does it appear that the author,

so well read in human nature, ever intended

it should. It is Simoisius, in the soft bloom

of youth, torn from his parents, who tremble

for a courage so ill suited to his strength
;

it is

anpther hurried by war from the new em-

braces of his bride, young, and fair, and a

novice to the field, who melts us by his untimely

fate. Achilles, in spite of the many qualities

of beauty, which Homer has bestowed on his

outward form, and the many great virtues with

which he has adorned his mind, can never

make us love him. It may be observed, that

Homer has given the Trojans, whose fate he

has designed to excite our compassion, in-

finitely more of the amiable social virtues ton

he has distributed among his Greeks. With

regard to the Trojans, the passion he chooses

VOL. I.
^
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to raise is pity
;
pity is a passion founded on

love
;
and these lesser, and if I may say domestic

virtues, are certainly the most amiable. But

he has made the Greeks far their superiors in

politic and military virtues. The councils of

Priam are weak; the arms of Hector com-

paratively feeble
;
his courage far below that

of Achilles. Yet we love Priam more than

Agamemnon, and Hector more than his con-

queror Achilles. Admiration is the passion

which Homer would excite in favour of the

Greeks, and he has done it by bestowing on

them the virtues which have but little to do

with love. This short digression is perhaps

not wholly beside our purpose, where our

business is to show, that objects of great

dimensions are incompatible with beauty, the

more incompatible as they are greater; whereas

the small, if ever they fail of beauty, this failure

is not to be attributed to their size.

SECTION XXV.

OF COLOUR.

WITH regard to colour, the disquisition is

almost infinite
;
but I conceive the principles

laid down in the beginning of this part are

sufficient to account for the effects of them all,

as well as for the agreeable effects of trans-

parent bodies, whether fluid or solid. Sup-
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pose I look at a bottle of muddy liquor, of a

blue or red colour: the blue or red rays cannot

pass clearly to the eye, but are suddenly and

unequally stopped by the intervention of little

opaque bodies, which without preparation

change the idea, and change it too into one

disagreeable in its own nature, conformable to

the principles laid down in Sect. 24. But

when the ray passes without such opposition

through the glass or liquor, when the glass or

liquor are quite transparent, the light is some-

thing softened in the passage, which makes it

more agreeable even as light
j
and the liquor

reflecting all the rays of its proper colour

evenly, it has such an effect on the eye, as

smooth opaque bodies have on the eye and

touch! So that the pleasure here is com-

pounded of the softness of the transmitted and

the evenness of the reflected light. This plea-

sure may be heightened by the common

principles in other things, if the shape of the

glass which holds the transparent liquor be so

judiciously varied, as to present the colour

gradually and interchangeably weakened and

strengthened with all the variety which judg-

ment in affairs of this nature shall suggest.

On a review of all that has been said of the

effects, as well as the causes of both, it will

appear, that the sublime and beauUful “e

built on principles very different, and that their

X 2
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affections are as different: the great has terror

for its basis ;
which, when it is modified,

causes that emotion in the mind, which I have

called astonishment; the beautiful is founded

on mere positive pleasure, and excites in the

soul that feeling, which is called love. Their

causes have made the subject of this fourth

part.

END OF THE FOURTH PART.
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ORIGIN OF OUR IDEAS
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SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL

PART V.

SECTION I.

OF WORDS.

NATURAL objects affect us, by the laws of

that connexion which Providence has esta-

blished between certain motions and configura-

tions of bodies, and certain consequept feelings

in our mind. Painting affects in the same

manner, but with the superadded pleasure o

imitation. Architecture affects by the laws, of

nature, and the law of reason; from

latter result the rules of proportion, whicn

malcp. a work to be praisod or censured*

whole or in some part, when the end for vhi(J

it was designed is or is not properly answered*
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But as to words
;
they seem to me to affect us

in a manner very different from that in which

we are affected by natural objects, or by

painting or architecture; yet words have as

considerable a share in exciting ideas of beauty

and of the sublime as any of those, and some-

times a much greater than any of them
;
there-

fore an inquiry into the manner by which they

excite such emotions is far from being unneces-

sary in a discourse of this kind.

SECTION 11.

THE COMMON EFFECT OF POETRY, NOT BY

RAISING IDEAS OF THINGS.

THE common notion of the power of poetry

and eloquence, as well as that of words in or-

dinary conversation, is, that they affect the

mind by raising in it ideas of those things for

which custom has appointed them to stand.

To examine the truth of this notion, it may be

requisite to observe that words may be divided

into three sorts. The first are such as repre-

sent many simple ideas united by nature to form

some one determinate composition, as man,

horse, tree, castle, &c. These I call aggregate

words. The second, are they that stand for one

simple idea ofsuch compositions, and no more;

as red, blue, round, square, and the like.

These I call simyk abstract words. The third.
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are those, which are formed by a union, an

arbitrary union of both the others, and of the

various relations between them in greater or

lesser degrees of complexity
;

as, virtue, ho-

nour, persuasion, magistrate, and the like.

These I call compound abstract words. Words,

I am sensible^ are capable of being classed into

more curious distinctions; but these seem to

be natural, and enough for our purpose
;
and

they are disposed in that order in which they

are commonly taught, and in which the mind

gets the ideas they are substituted for. I shall

begin with the third sort of words ;
compound

abstracts, such as virtue, honour, persuasion,

docility. Of these I am convinced, that what-

ever power they may have on the passions,

they do not derive it from any representation

raised in the mind of the things for which they

stand. As compositions, they are not real

essences, and hardly cause, I think, any real

ideas. Nobody, I believe, immediately on

hearing the sounds, virtue, liberty, or honour,

conceives any precise notions of the particular

modes of action and thinking, together with the

mixedand simple ideas, and the several relations

of them for which these words are substituted;

neither has he any general idea, compounded

of them
;
for if he had, then some of those par-

ticular ones, though indistinct perhaps, and

confused, might come soon to be perceived.
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But this, I take it, is hardly ever the case. For,

put yourself upon analysing one of these words,

and you must reduce it from one set of general

words to another, and then into the simple ab-

stracts and aggregates, in a much longer series

than may be at first imagined, before any real

idea emerges to light, before you come to dis-

cover anything like the first principles of such

compositions
;
and when you have made such

a discovery of the original ideas, the effect of

the composition is utterly lost. A train of

thinking of this sort, is much too long to be

pursued in the ordinary ways of conversation,

nor is it at all necessary that it should. Such

words are in reality but mere sounds
;
but they

are sounds which being used on particular

occasions, wherein we receive some good, or

suffer some evil
;

or see others affected with

good or evil; or which we hear applied to

other interesting things or events; and being

applied in such a variety of cases, that we know

readily by habit to what things they belong,

they produce in the mind, whenever they are

afterwards mentioned, effects similar to those

of their occasions. The sounds being often

used without reference to any particular occa-

sion, and carrying still their first impressions,

they at last utterly lose their connexion with

the particular occasions that gave rise to them;

yet the sound, without any annexed notion,

continues to operate as before.
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SECTION III.

GENERAL WORDS BEFORE IDEAS.

MR. LOCKE has somewhere observed, with

his usual sagacity, that most general words,

those belonging to virtue and vice, good and

evil, especially, are taught before the particu-

lar modes of action to which they belong are

presented to the mind; and with them, the

love of the one, and the abhorrence ofthe other;

for the minds of children are so ductile, that a

nurse, or any person about a child, by seeming

pleased or displeased with anything, or even

any word, may give the disposition of the child

a similar turn. When afterwards, the several

occurrences in life come to be applied to these

words, and that which is pleasant often appears

under the name of evil ;
and what is disagree-

able to nature is called good and virtuous ;
a

strange confusion of ideas and alfections arises

in the minds of many ;
and an appearance of

no small contradiction between their notions

and their actions. There are many who love

virtue and who detest vice, and this not from

hypocrisy or affectation, who notwithstanding

very frequently act ill and wickedly m parti-

culars without the least remorse ;
because these

particular occasions never came into view, w en

the passions on the side of virtue were so warm-
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ly affected by certain words heated originally

by the breath of others ; and for this reason, it

is hard to repeat certain sets of words, though

owned by themselves unoperative, without be-

ing in some degree affected, especially if a

warm and affecting tone of voice accompanies

them, as suppose,

Wise, valiant, generous, good, and great*

These words, by having no application, ought

to be unoperative
;
but when words commonly

sacred to great occasions are used, we are

affected by them even without the occasions.

When words which have been generally so

applied are put together without any rational

view, or in such a manner that they do not

rightly agree with each other, the style is called

bombast. And it requires in several cases

much good sense and experience to be guarded

against the force of such language
;

for when

propriety is neglected, a greater number of

these affecting words may be taken into the

service, and a greater variety may be indulged

in combining them.

SECTION IV.

THE EFFECT OF WORDS.

IF words have all their possible extent of

power, three effects arise in the mind of the
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hearer. The first is, the sound; the second,

the picture, or representation of the thing signi-

fied by the sound : the third is, the affection of

the soul produced by one or by both of the

foregoing. Compounded abstract words, of which

we have been speaking (honour, justice, liberty,

and the like), produce the first and the last

of these effects, bnt not the second. Simple

abstracts are used to signify some one simple

idea without much adverting to others which

may chance to attend it, as blue, green, hot,

cold, and the like
;
these are capable of affect-

ing all three of the purposes of words ; as the

aggregate words, man, castle, horse, &c. are in

a yet higher degree. But I am of opinion,

that the most general effect even of these words,

does not arise from their forming pictures of

the several things they would represent in the

imagination ;
because, on a very diligent exa-

mination of my own mind, and getting others

to consider theirs, I do not find that once in

twenty times any such picture is formed, and

when it is, there is most commonly a particu-

lar effort of the imagination for that purpose.

But the aggregate words operate, as I said of

the compound abstracts, not by presenting any

image to the mind, but by having from use the

same effect on being mentioned, that their

original has when it is seen. Suppose we were

to read a passage to this effect :

“ The river
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Danube rises in a moist and mountainous soil

in the heart of Germany, where, winding to and

fro, it waters several principalities, until, turn-

ing into Austria, and laving the walls of Vienna,

it passes into Hungary; there, with a vast flood,

augmented by the Saave and the Drave, it

quits Christendom, and rolling through the

barbarous countries which border on Tartary,

it enters by many mouths into the Black Sea.”

In this description many things are mentioned,

as mountains, rivers, cities, the sea, &c. But

let anybody examine himself, and see whether

he has had impressed on his imagination any

pictures of a river, mountain, watery soil, Ger-

many, &c. Indeed it is impossible, in the ra-

pidity and quick succession of words in con-

versation, to have ideas both of the sound of

the word, and of the thing represented
; be-

sides, some words, expressing real essences,

are so mixed with others of a general and

nominal import, that it is impracticable to

jump from sense to thought, from particulars

to generals, from things to words, in such a

manner as to answer the purposes of life ;
nor

is it necessary that we should.
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SECTION V.

EXAMPLES THAT WORDS MAY AFFECT WITHOUT

RAISING IMAGES.

I FIND it very hard to persuade several that

their passions are affected by words from

whence they have no ideas
;
and yet harder to

convince them, that in the ordinary course of

conversation we are sufficiently understood

without raising any images of the things con-

cerning which we speak. It seems to be an

odd subject of dispute with any man, whether

he has ideas in his mind or not. Of this, at

first view, every man, in his own forum, ought

to judge without appeal. But, strange as it

may appear, we are often at a loss to know

what ideas we have of things, or whether we

have any ideas at all upon some subjects. It

even requires a good deal of attention to be

thoroughly satisfied on this head. Since I

wrote these papers, I found two very striking

instances of the possibility there is, that a man

may hear words without Wing any idea of the

things which they represent, and yet after^

wards be capable of returning them to others,

combined in a new way, and with great

propriety, energy, and instruction. The first

instance, is that of Mr. Blacklock, a poet lllind

from his birth. Few men blessed with the
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most perfect sight can describe visual objects

with more spirit and justness than this blind

man
;
which cannot possibly be attributed to

his having a clearer conception of the things

he describes than is common to other persons.

Mr. Spence, in an elegant preface which he

has written to the works of this poet, reasons

very ingeniously, and, I imagine, for the most

part, very rightly, upon the cause of this extra-

ordinary phenomenon
;

but I cannot altoge-

ther agree with him, that some improprieties

in language and thought, which occur in these

poems, have arisen from the blind poet’s im-

perfect conception of visual objects, since

such improprieties, and much greater, may be

found in writers even of a higher class than

Mr. Blacklock, and who notwithstanding

possessed the faculty of seeing in its full per-

fection. Here is a poet doubtless as much

affected by his own descriptions as any that

reads them can be ;
and yet he is affected with

this strong enthusiasm by things of which he

neither has, nor can possibly have any idea

further than that of a bare sound : and why
may not those who read his works be affected

in the same manner that he was
;
with as little

of any real ideas of the things described ?

The second instance is of Mr. Saunderson,

professor of the mathematics in the University

of Cambridge. This learned man had acquired
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great knowledge in natural philosophy, in

astronomy, and whatever sciences depend upon

mathematical skill. What was the most extra-

ordinary and the most to my purpose, he gave

excellent lectures upon light and colours ;
and

this man taught others the theory of those

ideas which they had, and which he himself

undoubtedly had not. But it is probable that

the words red, blue, green, answered to him as

well as the ideas of the colours themselves;

for the ideas of greater or lesser degrees of

refrangibility being applied to these words,

and the blind man being instructed in what

other 'respects they were found to agree or to

disagree, it was as easy for him to reason upon

the words, as if he had been fully master of the

ideas. Indeed it must be owned he could

make no new discoveries in the way of experi-

ment. He did nothing but what we do every

day in common discourse. When I wrote this

last sentence, and used the words every day

and common discourse, I had no images in my

mind of any succession of time; nor of men

in conference with each other ;
nor do I ima-

gine that the reader will have any such ideas

on reading it. Neither when I spoke of red,

or blue and green, as well as the refrangibility,

had I these several colours, or the rays of light

passing into a different medium, and there

diverted from their course, paipted before me
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in the way of images. I know very well that

the mind possesses a faculty of raising such

images at pleasure; but then an act of the

will is necessary to this
;
and in ordinary con-

versation or reading it is very rarely that any

image at all is excited in the mind. If I say

“ I shall go to Italy next summer/’ I am well

understood. Yet I believe nobody has by this

painted in his imagination the exact figure of

the speaker passing by land or by water, or

both
;
sometimes on horseback, sometimes in a

carriage
;
with all the particulars of thejourney.

Still less has he any idea of Italy, the country

to which I proposed to go
;
or of the greenness

of the fields, the ripening of the fruits, and the

warmth of the air, with the change to this from

a different season, which are the ideas for

which the word summer is substituted
;
but

least of all has he any image from the word

next; for this word stands for the idea of many

summers, with the exclusion of all but one

:

and surely the man who says fiext summer, has

no images of such a succession, and such an

exclusion. In short, it is not only of those

ideas which are commonly called abstract, and

of which no image at all can be formed, but

even of particular real beings, that we converse

without having any idea of them excited in the

imagination; as will certainly appear on a

diligent examination of our own minds. In-
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deed, so little does poetry depend for its

effect on the power of raising sensible images,
that I am convinced it would lose a very con-

siderable part of its energy if this were the

necessary result of air description. Because
that union of affecting words, which is the

most powerful of all poetical instruments,

would frequently lose its force along with its

propriety and consistency, if the sensible

images were always excited. There is not

perhaps in the whole Eneid a more grand and

.
laboured passage than the description of

Vulcan’s cavern in Etna, and the works that

are there carried on. Virgil dwells particu-

larly on the formation of the thunder, which

he describes unfinished under the hammers of

the Cyclops. But what are the principles of

this extraordinary composition ?

Tres imbris torti radios, tres nuhis aquos<B

Addiderant ; rutili tres ignis, et alitis austri

;

Fulgores nunc terrijicos, sonitumque, metumque

Miscehant operi,flammisque sequacibus iras.

This seems to me admirably sublime
;
yet if

we attend coolly to the kind of sensible images,

which a combination of ideas of this sort must

form, the chimeras of madmen cannot appear

more wild and absurd than such a picture.

“ Three rays of twisted showers, three of watery

clouds, three of fire, and three of the winged

VOL. I. y
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south wind ; then mhed they in the work terri-

^*Jic lightnings, and sound and fear, and anger,

** with pursuing flames'' This strange com-

position is formed into a gross body; it is

hammered by the Cyclops, it is in part

polished, and partly continues rough. The

truth is, if poetry gives us a noble assem-

blage of words corresponding to many noble

idfeas, which are connected by circumstances

of time or place, or related to each other as

cause and effect, or associated in any natural

way, they may be%ioulded together in any

form, and perfectly answer their end. The

picturesque connexion is not demanded; be-

,cause no real picture is formed
;
nor is the

.effect of the description at all the less upon

this account. What is said of Helen by

Priam and the old men of his council, is

generajly thought to give us the highest- pos-

sible idea of that fatal beauty.

Ov T^iicci Kat Axotiov^,

To<»J 8* a(Ap yuvaixi ttoT^vv a\yea Traff'Xity*

Atyuf 8* a&avaroifft Serif etf ma eoixev.

They cried, No won^r such celestial charms

For nine long years have set the world in arms;

What winning graces ! what majestic mien

!

She moves a goddess, and she looks a queen •

POPH.

Here is not one word said of the particulars
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of her beauty
;
nothing which can in the least

help us to any precise idea of her person

;

but yet we are much more touched by this

manner of mentioning her than by those long

and laboured descriptions of Helen, whether

handed down by tradition, or formed by fancy,

which are to be met with in some authors. I

am sure it affects me much more than the

minute description which Spenser has given

of Belphebe
;
though I own that there are

parts in that description, as there are in

all the descriptions of that excellent writer,

extremely fine and poetical. The terrible pic-

ture which Lucretius has drawn of religion,

in order to display the magnanimity of his

philosophical hero in opposing her, is thought

to be designed with great boldness and spirit:

Humana ante oculosfcedl cum vitajaceret,

In terriSf oppressa gravi sub religioner

Qum caput e coeli regionihus ostendebat

Horribili super aspectu mortalibus instans

;

Primus Graius homo mortales tollere contra

Esf oculos ausus.,

What idea do you derive from so excellent a

picture ? none at all, most certainly ;
neither

has the poet said a single word which might

in the least serve to mark a single limb or

feature of the phantom, which he intended

to represent in all the horrors imagination can
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conceive. In reality, poetry and rhetoric do

not succeed in exact description so ivell as

painting does; their business is, to affect

rather by sympathy than imitation
; to display

rather the effect of things on the mind of the

speaker, or of others, than to present a clear

idea of the things themselves. This is their

most extensive province, and that in which

they succeed the best.

SECTION VI.

POETRY NOT STRICTLY AN IMITATIVE ART.

HENCE we may observe that poetry, taken

in its" most general sense, cannot with strict

propriety be called an art of imitation. It is

indeed an imitation so far as it describes the

manners and passions of men which their

words can express
; where animi motus effert

interprete lingua. There it is strictly imitation

;

and all merely dramatic poetry is of this sort.

But descriptive poetry operates chiefly by sub-

stitution; by the means of sounds, which by
custom have the effect of realities. Nothing

is an imitation further than as it resembles

some other thing; and words undoubtedly

have no sort of semblance to the ideas for

which they stand.
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SECTION VII.

HOW WORDS INFLUENCE THE PASSIONS.

NOW, as words affect, not by any original

power, but by representation, it might be sup-

posed, that their influence over the passions

should be but light; yet it is quite otherwise;

for we find by experience that eloquence and

poetry are as capable, nay indeed much more

capable, of making deep and lively impressions

than any other arts, and even than nature itself

in very many cases. And this arises chiefly

from these three causes. First, that we take

an extraordinary part in the passions of others,

and that we are easily affected and brought

into sympathy by any tokens which are shown

of them
;
and there are no tokens which can

express all the circumstances of most passions

so fully as words
;
so 'that if a person speaks

upon any subject, he can not only convey the

subject to you, but likewise the manner in

which he is himselfaffected by it. Certain it is,

that the influence of most things on our pas-

.

sions is not so much from the things themselves,

as from our opinions concerning them; and

these again depend very much on the opi-

nions of other men, conveyable for the most

part by words only. Secondly, there are many

things of a very affecting nature, which can
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seldom occur in the reality, but the words

which represent them often do
;
and thus they

have an opportunity of making a deep impres-

sion and taking rool^pn the mind, whilst the

idea of the reality was transient
;
and to some

perhaps never really occurred in any shape, to

whom it is notwithstanding very affecting, as

war, death, famine, &c. Besides, many ideas

have never been at all presented to the senses of

any men but by words, as God, angels, devils,

heaven, and hell, all of which have however a

great influence over the passions. Thirdly, by

words we have it in our power to make such

combinations as we cannot possibly do other-

wise. By this power of combining we are able,

by the addition of well-chosen circumstances,

to give a new life and force to the simple object.

In painting we may represent any fine figure

we please; but we never can give it those

enlivening touches which it may receive from

words. To represent an angel in a picture, you

can only draw a beautiful young man winged

:

but what painting can furnish out anything so

grand as the addition of one word, “ the angel

of the LordT It is true, I have here no clear

idea; but these words affect the mind more

than the sensible image did
;
which is all I con-

tend for. A picture of Priam dragged to the

altar’s foot, and there murdered, if it were well

executed, would undoubtedly be very moving;
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but there are very aggravating circumstances,

which it could never represent

:

Sanguinefcedantem quos ipse sacraverat ignes.

As a further instance, let us consider those

lines of Milton, where he describes the travels

of the fallen angels through their dismal habi-

tation
;

O’er many a dark and dreary vale

They passd, and many a region dolorous

;

O'er many afrozen , many afiery Alp;

Rocks t caves t lakes,fens^ hogs, dens, andshades of death,

A universe of death.

Here is displayed the force of union in

Rocks, caves, lakes, dens, hogs, fens, and shades

;

which yet would lose the greatest part of their

effect, if they were not the

Rocks, caves, lakes, dens, hogs,fens, and shades

q/* Death,

This idea or this affection caused by 'a word,

which nothing but a word could annex to

others, raises a very great degree of the sub-

lime
;
and this sublime is raised yet higher by

what follows, a “ universe of Deaths Here are

again two ideas not presentable but by lan-

guage*; and an union of thetn great and amaz-
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ing beyond conception
;

if they may pr6perly

be called ideas which present no distinct image

to the mind :—but still it will be difficult to

conceive how words can move the passions

which belong to real objects, without represent-

ing these objects clearly. This is difficult to

us, because we do not sufficiently distinguish,

in our observations upon language, between a

clear expression, and a strong expression.

These are frequently confounded with each

other, though they are in reality extremely

different. The former regards the understand-

ing
;
the latter belongs to the passions. The

one describes a thing as it is; the other de-

scribes it as it is felt. Now, as there is a mov-

ing tone of voice, an impassioned countenance,

an agitated gesture, which affect independently

of the things about which they are exerted, so

there are words, and certain dispositions of

words, which being peculiarly devoted to pas-

sionate subjects, and always used by those who

are under the influence of any passion, touch

and move us more than those which far more

clearly and distinctly express the subject

matter. We yield to sympathy whatwe refuse

to description. The truth is, all verbal descrip-

tion, merely as naked description, though never

so exact, conveys so poor and insufficient an

idea of the thing described, that it could scarcely

have the smallest effect, if the speaker did not
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call in to his aid those modes of speech that

mark a strong aiid lively feeling in himself.

Then, by the contagion of our passions, we
catch a fire already kindled in another, which

probably might never have been struck out by

the object described. Words, by strongly

conveying the passions, by those means which

we have already mentioned, fully compensate

for their weakness in other respects. It may
be observed, that very polished languages, and

such as are praised for their superior clearness

and perspicuity, are generally deficient in

strength. The French language has that per-

fection and that defect. Whereas the oriental

tongues, and in general the languages of most

unpolished people, have a great force and

energy of expression ; and this is but natural.

Uncultivated people are but ordinary observers

of things, and not critical in distmguishing

them ; but, for that reason, they admire more,

and are more affected with what they see, and

therefore express themselves in a warmer and

more passionate manner. If the affection be

well conveyed, it will work its effect without

any clear idea ; often without any idea at all of

the thing which has originally given rise

to it.

It might be expected from the fertility of the

subject, that I should consider poetry as it re-

gards the sublime and beautiful more at large

;

VOL. I. z
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but it must be observed that m this light it has

been often and well handled already. It was

not my design to enter into the criticism of the

sublime and beautiful in any art, but to attempt

to lay down such principles as may tend to

ascertain, to distinguish, and to form a sort of

standard for them
;
which purposes I thought

might be best effected by an inquiry into the

properties of such things in nature, as raise

love and astonishment in us
;
and by showing

in what manner they operated to produce these

passions. Words were only so far to be con-

sidered, as to show upon what [principle they

were capable of being the representatives of

these natural things, and by what powers they

were able to affect us often as strongly as the

things they represent, and sometimes much

more strongly.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME,

Howlclt ami Urlmmer, rriniera, lo, Frith Street, Soho.
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